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0. Concepts
The cornerstone of this system is the Basic Attribute Test (BAT), a d100 roll where the 

base to-hit is a CAPS attribute: Charisma, Agility, Perception, or Strength.  

AdA is a d100 system (generally 2d10s, one assigned to the 10s value and another to 
the 1s value to be read together) and getting at-or-under the target number.  The target 
number is the number which your d100 roll must be equal to or less than to succeed: this will 
be determined using the governing statistic, skill, and relative difficulty of a given task.

Charisma is one’s force of personality.  How persuasive, appealing, or otherwise socially
powerful one is.  Convincing people to act, getting a better price, and pulling off a con are 
common uses of Charisma.  Maximum Psyche, your mental reserve of energy and sanity, is 
impacted by a character’s charisma.

Agility describes a person’s speed, dexterity, alacrity, and general ease of movement.  
Hitting things with bladed weapons, leaping gaps, picking locks, and outrunning pursuers.  
Alongside perception it governs piloting vehicles.

Perception is the ability to perceive, aim, or sense goings on.  Key for hitting targets 
with guns, noticing traps, spotting old tracks in the dirt, and noticing something missing in an 
otherwise orderly room.  Alongside agility it governs piloting vehicles.

Strength is the cornerstone of physical well-being, the power of the body and its 
capacity to take abuse.  Strength impacts your maximum Vitality (health), Resistance (damage 
reduction), how hard you hit, and how far you can throw things.

Attribute Bonuses are the tens column of a stat, so if you have 27 Agility, your Agility 
Bonus (or AB) is 2.  Even if your Agility is 29, your AB is still 2 until your Agility passes into the 
30s, where it becomes 3.

A Pure Skill Test (PST) is a d100 roll where the base is just the skill points (x10), so if 
you need to answer a question about theoretical physics you’d roll Physical PST.  You’ve got six 
skill points in it, being a career physicist, so the base is 60.  It’s not an easy question, with a 
modifier of -20.  So your to-Hit is 40.  You roll a 41, failing by one degree.  Aww, really?  You 
decide to spend a Moxie to re-roll!

What’s Moxie?  Moxie is a resource that allows you to re-roll either a d100 test or 
damage dice you are dealing or receiving.  It is awarded sparingly for deeds of heroism, grit, 
and defying the odds--exceptional risk must be undertaken for a deed to be worthy of Moxie.  
Don’t spend Moxie counting on getting more later, as its acquisition is never guaranteed.  It 
begins play at two, and has a cap of 9.
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An Attribute-Augmented Skill Test (Aug’d) is a d100 roll where the target number is 
an attribute + a skill.  Each skill point adds another +10 to the base.  A man shooting a gun will 
make a Perception-Augmented Marksmanship test.  His Perception is 20, and he has two skill 
points in Marksmanship, so his base is 40.  However, most rolls will be modified.  One example 
is a man shooting at a man in light cover, incurring a -10 for a to-Hit of 30.  As another example,
let’s say he’s shooting at less than half his gun’s maximum range, so he’s now gained +10.  But 
his target is behind medium cover, -20, for an overall of -10, so his to-Hit is 30.  He rolls a 20, 
passing with two degrees of success.  

Vitality, a character’s physical health.  Vitality is generated at character generation by 
adding 10+1d5+SB.  If using physical dice, 1d5 is 1d10/2 rounded down.  When it drops to zero 
you’re on the ground, unconscious.  If they have between -1 and -5 Vitality they’re bleeding out 
and take -1 Vitality/turn, and if their Vitality ever dips below -5 for any reason they die on the 
spot.  

Psyche is mental wellness.  Psyche is generated by rolling 10+1d5+CB.  If using 
physical dice, 1d5 is 1d10/2 rounded down.  Psyche is reduced by several traumatic 
experiences such as: suppressive fire, watching an ally be lit on fire, abuse of drugs, killing a 
man for the first time, etc.  When a character drops to 0 or below Psyche, the Dream Weaver 
makes a roll detailed in the back of the book for a variable outcome.  Certain drugs can boost 
your Psyche or defer negative effects of trauma, and long term therapies may raise Psyche, but 
resting after consuming adequate amounts of food is the only way to reliably regain Psyche 
without drawbacks or great expense.  Maximum Psyche is raised by a change in Charisma 
Bonus.

Social Layers are your defense against Psyche damage from social situation.  You 
begin play with three Social Layers.  Grenades, murder, and a hail of fifty-caliber bullets pouring 
into your position can all still harm your psyche--but an insult or argument cannot.  The Social 
Layers stat describes how many layers “beyond zero” you have, so that number +1 is how many
you have total.  Social Layer Zero has special properties, as the final barrier between the 
Psyche and the Other, as described in the section on social combat.  

Resistance is your body’s ability to endure physical trauma, how well you shrug off 
illness and bullets alike.  Forced marches and acting in spite of pain can be influenced by your 
Resistance.  This is deducted directly from incoming Vitality damage with rare exceptions.  
Resistance is calculated by adding your Strength Bonus to half-rounded down your Agility 
Bonus, written in simplified form as SB+(AB/2). 

Movement is how far in meters you can move in a standard half-action move.  
Movement speed begins at twenty plus Agility Bonus multiplied by four meters per Move action 
(roughly 10 seconds of walk/jogging), more succinctly written as 20+(AB*4)m.

Luck is used for a variety of things, and Rolling Luck is done in a unique way.  When 
called for (usually as Luck X where X is a number), a d10 is rolled and your luck added directly 
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to it.  Here you’re trying to get as much or more than the target number.  Luck is determined by
a d10 at character generation randomly.

Handedness (pg. 6) determines which hand is your character’s dominant for various 
usages.  You’ll roll a d10 and become either left handed, right handed, or ambidextrous 
according to the chart.

Educational Areas assigned at character generation, these give differing amounts of 
skill points for each area, and bonuses to rolling tests on skills in those areas.  For the Primary 
Educational Area a special addition is the ability to Psyche Out, re-rolling a test (though not 
damage die) as though Moxie had been spent.  This is achieved by voluntarily taking 1d4 
point(s) of Psyche damage.  This can only be done once per particular test, and it must involve 
a skill in your Primary Educational Area as the base for the test--either an Augmented test or 
pure Skill Test. 

Skill Areas: Every skill belongs to an Area.  There are six in total, each with three skills.
COMBAT: Mastery over the fields of 
glory.
Marksmanship: Landing a shot.
Melee: Thrashing someone about.
Tactics: Mastery of combat’s finer points.
SURVIVAL: Staying alive in the 
harshness of the wilds.
Trapping: Knowing how and where to 
deploy what to do the most damage to 
an intended target.
Spotting: Picking someone out of a 
crowd or a bush, noticing skid marks on 
an old dusty floor, etc.
Fieldcraft: Hiding and coming upon 
another unannounced in the wild parts 
of the world, living off the land.
GRAFT: Staying alive on the harshest of
streets--lying, stealing, and fitting in.
Wiz: Distracting with falsehoods, 
masking your motive, seeing through 
someone else’s con.
Jigging: Opening locks, disarming traps,
throwing particularly distracting rocks, 
the works.
Blending: Hiding in urban environments 
and crowds.

OPERATIONAL: Keeping things 
working, figuring out how they work.
Salvaging: Know what’s of use to take, 
taking it.
Repair: Making things work with what’s 
to hand.
Savvy: Scrying/grokking the function 
or/And operation of a newfound device.
THEORETICAL: Understanding why 
things work, keeping people working.
Physical: Pistons and alloys.
Biological: Purebreds, mutants, and 
pathogens.
Digital: Diving knowledge and exerting 
power through the remnants of ages 
past.
SOCIETAL:  Understanding humanity 
and expressing your own.
Logistics: Beyond supply/demand.  
Running a shop, caravan, or army.
Rhetoric: Really making someone 
believe something, for good or ill.
Expression: Art, outpouring of feelings, 
earnest plea--this skill tells it like it is.
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I. Character Creation
Follow the steps 0 through 4 and you’ll wind up with a character ready to play.

0. C.A.P.S. 
Charisma, Agility, Perception, and Strength are 
the four cornerstone stats.  There are several 
ways to do this.  Your DW may (dis)allow any, 
however assumption is that all options are 
available. 
Choose one of the following methods:

Point Buy (90):  Take a base 15 for every stat 
and add 30 points as you desire. 
15
15
15
15
Array Allocation (96):  You have the below four
numbers, match them to the stat of your choice.
32
26
22
16
Pre Roll (130):  Assign each stat one of the 
follow roll sets, then roll that set to determine 
the stat.
Post Roll:  Roll each and assign the end values
to a stat.
[[20+2d10]]
[[20+1d10]]
[[10+2d10]]
[[10+2d10]]

I.e.: Karl wants a character good at fighting but 
doesn’t care about being friendly or aware.  He 
assigns his CAPS thus (this examples uses 
post-roll):
20+2d10: Strength
20+1d10: Agility
10+2d10: Perception
10+2d10: Charisma
Sadly for Karl, he got “an unlucky roll”:
27 Strength
22 Agility
21 Perception
23 Charisma

However Sally, another player in Karl’s game, 
rolled her dice before deciding what she was 
going to do and ended up with these numbers 
to play with. 
31
23
23
19
Not a great spread either but she decides to 
use the spread to make something of a glass 
cannon sniper, assigning her stats as follows. 
19 Strength
23 Agility
31 Perception
23 Charisma

0.5: Calculate Additional Stats
Now that you have rolled your C.A.P.S. you can now roll your additional stats, remember that B 
stands for “Bonus,” the tens column of the adjoining stat--Charisma 35 characters have a CB of 
3, for example.  1d5 means roll 1d10/2.

Vitality: 10+1d5+SB
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Psyche: 10+1d5+CB
Social Layers: 3 Layers (does not include Layer Zero)
Resistance: SB+(AB/2)
Alertness: PB
Movement: 14+(AB*4)m
Luck: 1d10
Moxie: 2

1. Origin & Background
Where are you from?  What’s your Origin?  
What kind of life have you lived up to this point?
What’s your background?  This will shape the 
kind of skills you will excel in and reflect the 
kind of person you are, as well as directly affect 
your starting gear and cash.

Duplicate traits are not allowed, any time you’re
Origin and Background provide the same trait 
options you cannot pick them.  If there are no 
options for your Origin-Background combination
that prevent duplicates, replace the 2nd 
instance with a General Trait of equal or lower 
eXP cost.

2. Handedness
Roll a d10 and consult the below to determine handedness.
1-2:
Ambidextrous (H): Weapons wielded in either hand take no penalty.
3-5:
Left Handed (H): Weapons wielded in the right hand take a -5% penalty.
6-10:
Right Handed (H): Weapons wielded in the left hand take a -5% penalty.

3. Additional Traits
You cannot obtain traits you’ve already gained 
through Origin via Additional Traits.  Traits with 
(Letter) after them indicate they are mutually 
exclusive with all traits of same letter--for 
example, one cannot be both a socialite and 
anti-social.

You have 50 eXP to purchase Additional Traits 
from the General Traits section.  You may also 
take up to -100 eXP worth of Unfortunate Traits 
to increase this budget to a maximum of 150 
eXP.  You can take more than -100 eXP worth 
of Unfortunate Traits but they will not contribute 
towards your purchasing pool of eXP.

4. Select Primary/Secondary/Tertiary EducationaL Areas
Educational Areas:  Players have a Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Educational Area unless 
otherwise stipulated by the above or exceptional circumstances.  These Educational Areas 
describe and encompass all possible skills in the game.

Players begin play with 3 Absolute Points to spend in their Primary, 

two in their Secondary, 
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and one in their Tertiary Educational areas.  

Absolute Points are only gained at character generation, and are spent to increase a skill on a 
1:1 basis.  Every point in a skill confers +10 on rolls made for that skill.
 
Tests made in your Primary Educational Area gain a +10 and have the option to Psyche Out 
over in the event of a failed roll.  In exchange for taking 1d4 points of Psyche damage the player
may reroll a failed check on any skill in the Primary Educational Area as though Moxie had 
been spent.  

Tests made in your Secondary Educational Area gain a +5.  

Tests in your Tertiary Educational Area are made as normal.

COMBAT
Marksmanship: Landing a shot.
Melee: Thrashing someone about.
Tactics: Mastery of combat’s finer points.
SURVIVAL
Trapping: Knowing how and where to lay a trap for maximum efficiency.
Spotting: Picking someone out of a crowd or a bush, noticing skid marks on an old dusty floor, 
etc.
Fieldcraft: Hiding and coming upon another unannounced in the wild parts of the world, living off
the land.
GRAFT
Wiz: Distracting with falsehoods, masking your motive, seeing through someone else’s con.
Jigging: Opening locks, disarming traps, throwing particularly distracting rocks, the works.
Blending: Hiding in urban environments and crowds.
OPERATIONAL
Salvaging: Pulling the usable bits out of unusable trash..
Repair: Making things work with what’s to hand.
Savvy: Discerning the function or/And operation of a newfound device.
THEORETICAL:
Physical: Pistons and alloys.
Biological: Purebreds, mutants, and pathogens.
Digital: Divining knowledge and exerting power through the remnants of ages past.
SOCIETAL
Logistics: Beyond supply/demand.  Running a shop, caravan, or army.
Rhetoric: Really making someone believe something, for good or ill.
Expression: Art, outpouring of feelings, earnest plea--this skill tells it like it is.

5. Additional Items
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You may spend your starting cash (amount determined by your Background) in pre-game 
shopping.  Grenades and Special category weapons are not purchasable in this way.  Price is 
full list price.

Example
Leila is creating a character.  She selects Array Allocation and sets her CAPS to Charisma 32, 
Perception 26, Agility 22, and Strength 16.  Now she calculates her other stats from this.

With a Strength of 16, Leila has a Strength Bonus of 1.  This brings her to a base of 11, rolling a
d5 (1d10/2) she gets a 3 on the d10 and thus a 2 for the d5.  Her character has a vitality of 
10+2+1, 13.

With a Charisma of 32 Leila’s character has a Charisma Bonus of 3.  She rolls a d10 and gets a
6, which for the d5 means a 3.  Her character’s Psyche is 10+3+3: 16. 

Like all other player characters, Leila’s character begins with three social layers.

With an SB of 1 and an AB of 2 (divided by 2 for 1) Leila’s character has a Resistance of 2. 

With a Perception of 26 her Perception Bonus is 2, and thus her Alertness is also 2.  For 
Movement she calculates 14+(2*4)m for 22m, which is how far she can go using the Move half 
action during combat.

For luck, she rolls a 7.  Her character’s Moxie is the standard 2.

Leila decides her character is from Washington.  Wanting to boost her Charisma more, she 
decides on the Hillrat Origin, which confers +3 Charisma.  She additionally gains +1 Rhetoric 
and +1 Wiz, valuable skills for a Charisma character.  

Leila’s character speaks Intglish and Washingtonian, a Cant of Intglish denoted (C: Intglish).  
Cants are variants on a language like local dialects, learned easily through exposure by those 
who speak the language it is based upon.

With a choice between Step Right Up! (a trait useful for con artists), Big Personality (another 
Charisma boost), and Cultured (which grants an extra social layer in high society environs).  
She takes Big Personality, sidestepping the steep skill prereq by gaining it in character 
generation, for +5 Charisma.

After obtaining her Origin, Leila’s character is now at Charisma 39.

Rolling on the Birth Trait table proscribed by her Origin Leila gets Redeye, and can now see in 
the dark so long as there is a modicum of light present.
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II. Attributes, Tests, and Skills

Basic Attributes: CAPS
Basic attributes have a value 1 to 100.

CHARISMA: Power of personality.
AGILITY: Physical maneuverability.
PERCEPTION: Awareness along every sense.
STRENGTH: Physical strength.

Tertiary Attributes
Vitality: HP, how many damage you can take.
Psyche: Health of the Mind.
Social Layers: Armour of the Mind.
Resistance: Hardiness, how well you shrug off illness and bullets alike. Base is (SB/2)+(AB/2).  
You can hold your breath underwater for 2 x Res minutes.
Movement: How fast you move.
Luck: Is today your day?
Moxie: (used to reroll anything you rolled, is awarded at the GM’s discretion for heroism; may 
also be used to reroll damage dealt by the spender)

Success & Failure
For every 10 more under than you needed, that’s an additional degree of success.  Otherwise, 
you’ve failed.  For every 10 over, you’ve gained an additional degree of failure.

Automatic Success: Some things requiring a check will have an Autonumber listed.  Characters 
with a score matching or exceeding that in the designated trait may skip the check and pass 
with an assumed single success.  Those wishing to roll in hopes of more successes must 
honour the results, even if a failure, Moxie, and other relevant effects notwithstanding.

The   BAT:     B  asic   A  ttribute   T  est
To test an attribute, simply roll 1d100 and compare the results with the relevant CAPS score.  If 
you’ve rolled at or under, that’s a success.  For example, a Strength BAT +0 for a character with 
a Strength of 35 would require a roll of 35 or less to succeed.

The   PST  :   P  ure   S  kill   T  est
To make a Pure Skill Test, roll 1d100 and compare the results with the relevant skill x10--i.e. a 
Computational PST +0 for a character with 2 Computational would require a roll of 20 or lower 
to succeed.

The   Augmented   Test
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The most common roll in AdA, roll 1d100 and compare with the skill x10 and augmenting CAPS 
score.  For example, an Agility-augmented Melee Test +0 with an Agility of 20 and 2 Melee 
would require a 40 or lower to succeed.

The   CST  :   C  ombined   S  kill   T  est
To make a Combined Skill Test, roll 1d100 and sum the two skills x10 for the to-Hit.  For 
example, with 2 Tactics and 3 Melee a Melee-Tactics CST +0 would require a 50 or less to 
succeed.

Difficulty Modifiers
Rolls are modified to give a sense of how hard a given task is.  While it is ultimately at the 
discretion of the DreamWeaver, some actions have proscribed modifiers\actions that can be 
taken to apply modifiers (i.e. aiming).  The tables below depict difficulty scaling for a basic 
attribute or pure skill test and the difficulty scaling for a combined\augmented test.

Basic Attribute\Pure Skill Tests

+40 Good chance of success, easy to do.

+30 Decent chance of success, normal task for a professional.

+20 Acceptable chance of success, normal task for an expert.

+10 It is accepted that this will only sometimes succeed, generally repeatable.

+0 Only the lucky or very well trained have a chance.

-10 Quite difficult, not easily executed by anyone.

-20 A true feat of skill or character.

Augmented\Combined Skill Tests

+30 A walk in the park

+20 Good chance of success, easy to do.

+10 Decent chance of success, normal task for a professional.

+0 Acceptable chance of success, normal task for an expert.

-10 It is accepted that this will only sometimes succeed, generally repeatable.

-20 Only the lucky or very well trained have a chance.

-30 Quite difficult, not easily executed by anyone.

-40 A true feat of skill or character.
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Educational History:  Players have a Primary, 2ndary, and Tertiary Educational Area unless 
otherwise stipulated by the above or exceptional circumstances.  Players begin play with 3 
Absolute Points to spend in their Primary, two in their Secondary, and one in their Tertiary 
Educational areas.  Absolute Points are only gained at character generation, and are spent to 
increase a skill on a 1:1 basis.  Every point in a skill confers +10 on rolls made for that skill.

Educational Areas:  In addition to direct skills, there are areas of knowledge.  These Educational
Areas describe and encompass all possible skills in the game.

Tests made in your Primary Educational Area gain a +10 and have the option to Psyche Out 
over in the event of a failed roll.  In exchange for taking a point of Psyche damage the player 
may reroll a failed check on any skill in the Primary Educational Area as though Moxie had 
been spent.  

Tests made in your Secondary Educational Area gain a +5.  

Tests in your Tertiary Educational Area are made as normal.

COMBAT
Marksmanship:
Hitting targets with ranged weapons is governed by Perception-augmented Marksmanship tests.
Lining up a sniper shot is only a Marksmanship roll, as perceiving the target is not at issue--but 
rather the intricate technicalities of arranging the shot are.

Melee
Hitting targets with melee weapons is governed by Agility or Strength-augmented Melee tests, 
depending on the type of weapon.

Tactics
Tactics is used to gain the upperhand in initiative, plan combat and realize the combat plans of 
others, and effectively orchestrate warfighting groups on the ground in the heat of battle.  
Certain situations could call for special uses of the Tactics skill--for example, analyzing the 
combat style of an unusual foe and studying to find a weakness might be a Melee+Tactics 
combined skill roll.

SURVIVAL
Trapping
Knowing how and where to deploy what to do the most damage to an intended target.
Setting some traps will require an Agility-augmented or Strength-augmented Trapping roll.  The 
Degrees of Success used to set a trap set its Stealth level.  Determining the prime location to 
lay a trap is a Perception-augmented Trapping roll.  Construction of a unique trap is a Trapping-
Repair Combined Skill Test.  

Spotting
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Picking someone out of a crowd or a bush, noticing skid marks on an old dusty floor, and more 
observations of a physical nature are Perception-augmented Spotting tests.  Feeling around for 
hidden doors\levers\buttons are Agility-augmented Spotting tests.  Degrees of success in these 
tests are used to detect hidden characters, as described in Stealth (page number).

Fieldcraft
Hiding and coming upon another unannounced in the wild parts of the world is an Agility-
augmented Fieldcraft roll.  Digging trenches is a Strength-augmented Fieldcraft roll.  Foraging 
for food and seeking herbs in the Wilds are Perception-augmented Fieldcraft rolls.  For a given 
herb’s rarity, Abundant herbs are +30 to find and each step rarer herbs grow -20 harder to find.  
Some herbs are more or less rare in certain locations.  How hard it is to find food depends on 
the terrain.

GRAFT
Wiz: 
Distracting with falsehoods, masking your motive, seeing through someone else’s con.  Wiz is 
frequently used in social combat.  Charisma-augmented Wiz rolls are made to tell lies.  
Perception-augmented Wiz is used to see through the lies of others and discern hidden motives.

Jigging: 
Busting down doors and forcing open hatches\other simple machinery locks is a Strength-
augmented Jigging roll.  Picking locks and engaging in other tool-based manipulation to open 
things is Agility-augmented Jigging.  Throwing an object so as to draw attention elsewhere is a 
Perception-augmented Jigging roll.  

Blending: 
Keeping yourself obfuscated in a crowd is an Agility-augmented Blending roll.  Appearing to 
belong in an environment is a Charisma-augmented Blending roll.  Taking refuge around the 
hidden places of the city, crate piles and back-alley dumpsters, is an Agility-augmented Blending
roll.  Hiding in urban environments and crowds.  

OPERATIONAL
Salvaging: 
Harvesting valuable materials.  Perception-augmented Salvaging rolls are made to scan the 
horizon for obvious signs of loot, and Salvaging +10% Skill rolls to rummage around in the piles.
Strength-augmented Salvaging is used to tear out a piece of considerable size from something 
while keeping it in its current condition.  Agility-augmented Salvaging is used to carefully remove
sensitive materials from their casing.  

Repair: 
Repairing or manipulating machines\constructs.  Repairing items is usually a pure Repair skill 
roll.  The standard repair for a melee weapon is Repair +20% and for a gun Repair +10%, 
although a successful Savvy +0% on the item or other background knowledge can help you.  
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Repairs made to fine machinery are Agility-augmented.  Repairs made using\involving the 
manipulation of large objects is Strength-augmented.  

Savvy: 
Having an accumulated knowledge of the way things works.  Savvy +0% Pure Skill Tests may 
be used the first time you see any item for the first time to learn what it is, what it does, and any 
other commonly known information about it (general region of manufacture, etc).  Figuring out a 
strange vehicle’s controls is a Perception-augmented Savvy test.  Figuring out the operation of a
strange device is an Agility-augmented Savvy test.  A Savvy-Repair Combined Skill Test is made
to reverse engineer the blueprint of a device one is examining.  

THEORETICAL
Physical: 
General knowledge of fields such as Geology, Chemistry, and Engineering.  Discovering the 
scientific properties of a material utilizing the proper instruments is a pure Physical roll.  
Knowing whether something is or is likely to be conductive of electricity, knowing if something is 
flammable or not, and knowing what chemical compounds are deadly are which are benign are 
all Physical skill rolls.  Noticing these qualities in action is a Perception-augmented Physical roll.
Agility-augmented Physical is used to concoct (mix and alter chemicals).

Biological: 
General knowledge of the living forms of the Akroydiesel Age and their structure.  Figuring out 
esoteric details of a biological specimen utilizing the proper instruments is a pure Biology roll.  
Perception-augmented Biology rolls can determine whether a species is hostile or a newfound 
material is edible\poisonous.  Biology skill points increase the amount of Vitality healed per 
MedKit usage on a 1:1 basis.  Surgery is performed in two parts, the Perception-augmented 
Biology roll to determine what must be done and the Agility-augmented Biology roll to determine
how well the job is done.  Other people may be delegated to do these tasks at a -10 but 
substituting in their Agility/perception whilst retaining the “surgeon’s” Biology skill.  The final 
target for these tests is not given up front--it is only after the surgery has been done you will find
out how things have changed, for better or worse.  Agility-augmented Biology is used to cook 
high quality meals--although Agility-augmented Fieldcraft addresses cooking without proper 
facilities or simply sufficiently heating meat to ensure edibility.

Computational: 
Utilizing a contemporary Computational device (difference engines, analytical devices, and 
analog computers) is a Computational +20 Skill roll.  Utilizing a computer from before the Lost 
Age is a pure Computational +0 Skill roll.  Computational is also used to indicate familiarity with 
formal logic, advanced technical writing proficiency, and esoteric mathematical knowledge.  
Performing tasks with complicated machinery is an Agility-augmented Computational test.  
Discerning codes and numerical sequences is a Perception-augmented Computational test.

SOCIETAL
Logistics: 
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Making a simple attempt to bargain over a price is a Charisma-augmented Logistics roll.  
Reckoning the proper distribution of supplies for an Army given accurate reports is a Logistics 
Skill roll.  Determining the likely profitability of a given trade voyage is a Logistics skill roll.  
Guesstimating the markup a given merchant is charging for their goods is a Perception-
augmented Logistics roll.  Knowing the general worth of an item you understand fully the use of 
is a pure Logistics skill roll.  Perhaps most universally applicable, Logistics governs one’s ability 
to source hard-to-acquire items.

Logistics-Rarity Relationship

Logistics 1 Abundant:  You can usually get a 5% discount on abundant goods.

Logistics 2 Common:  You can find common goods in any town.

Logistics 3 Uncommon:  You can find uncommon goods in any city.

Logistics 4 Scarce:  You know where scarce things are sold if they’re unavailable.

Logistics 5 Rare:  You can always locate rare goods dealers in cities, if not specific goods.

Logistics 6 Relic:  You know how to go about pricing the priceless.

Rhetoric: 
Writing persuasively is a Rhetoric +10 Pure Skill Test.  Convincing people you belong 
somewhere whilst talking to them is a Charisma-augmented Rhetoric roll.  Detecting a hidden 
meaning or message in speech\writing is Perception-augmented Rhetoric.  Rhetoric is chiefly 
used for Social Combat, where it has a variety of uses. 

Expression: 
Performing an instrument, telling the truth and having it be believed by a skeptical audience, 
and conveying emotion are all Charisma-augmented Expression rolls.  Playing a musical 
instrument is an Expression skill roll.

III. Origins, Backgrounds, and Traits
Origin:  Where you are from confers one selectable benefit and one randomly assigned trait.
These help colour your character’s past, present, and future prospects.  Traits may be gained 
through gameplay, origins may not.

Trait Exclusivities:  Where a trait’s name is followed by a letter in parenthesis, such as (F), this 
denotes a trait that is mutually exclusive with all other traits with that exclusivity.  So for example
no character may simultaneously posses both Fleet (F) and Forward (F).
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Origins
A note on Language in the Akyroydiesel Age:

People around the globe speak, write, and read a language known as Intglish.  Various native 

forms of ‘Glish are common in areas which once marked its native tongue as English in an age 

long past.  Some people speak a cant or perverted pronunciation and most use additional 

words, but the grammar and syntax are held in place by the fact that tomes detailing its style 

and form from before the Lost Age are some of the most consistently available printed works to 

have survived.  While Intglish was not orally mutually intelligible during the Lost Age, sufficiently 

civilized groups could write such that they understood each other, and this slowly grew into a 

mutual understanding.

Cants are quasi-sublanguages which are really just such thick slang, jargon, and established 

opaque emphasise that they’re only intelligible to those who’ve studied it.  It only takes a week 

of being around people actively/consistently using a Cant to gain it, with no eXP cost, but one 

must also have the language the Cant is in. Cants are denoted (C:Language). 

Northern Eleven:

• Commons

• Ottawa

• Chicagoland

• Kennebec

• Buffalo

• Bostonia

• Rhodes

• Philly

• Jersey

• Westatum

• Le Terre de Marie

• Washington

Southern Six:

• Commons

• Virgio

• Plymouth

• Pamlico

• Savannah
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• Okefenokee

• Ocala

Extraterritorial Areas:

• Overseas Origins

• Western Origins

• Freecity Origins

Random Origin & Background Tables

Origin Region

1 Common Northern Origins

2 Ottawa

3 Chicagoland

4 Kennebec

5 Buffalo

6 Bostonia

7 Rhodes

8 Philly

9 Jersey

10 Westatum

11 Le Terre de Marie

12 Washington

13 Common Southern Origins

14 Virgio

15 Plymouth

16 Pamlico
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17 Savannah

18 Okefenokee

19 Ocala

20 Foreign

Background Category

1 Waywards

2 Military, Commissioned

3 Military, Enlisted

4 Law Enforcement

5 Profession, Blue Collar

6 Profession, White Collar

7 Academia

8 Espionage

9 Exotic

10 Criminal

Specific Origin & Background

Count how many origins there are 1 through x, go to random.org, set the ma(x) value to that 

many and hit Generate.  You now have an Origin. Repeat for Background.

Northern Eleven Common Origins

Small Town

Your earliest memories are of the harsh and cold winters, the scalding summer air, and the 

fertile fields and woodland stretching out all around you with only hints of a dead concrete 

civilization drowning in a sea of green life.
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Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C:Intglish)

Attributes: +5 Strength

Skills: +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1): Gamesman, Hidden Dragon, Herbalist

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Smoking Pipe

Industrial Sprawl

You grew up amidst the polluted airs and downtrodden faces of the city’s bleeding steel heart.

Languages: Intglish, Slick (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Wiz, +1 Blending

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Sewer Rat, Alley Cat, Truesight

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Crowbar

Suburbia

A happy life of pleasant vacations and economic prosperity marked your early days.

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C:Intglish)

Attributes:  ~

Skills:  +1 Secondary Educational Area

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Chef, Flashy, Cut of your Jibe

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-North

Memento:  Zippo Lighter

Transient

Without a home or much in the way of family you were forced to fend for yourself at a young 

age.

Languages: Intglish

Attributes: -2 Strength, +3 Agility

Skills:  +1 Melee, +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Hunter\Gatherer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Slasher, Sewer Rat, Streetwise

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Lockpick Set
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EFS Military Brat

You moved around a lot as a kid, a time honoured family tradition.

Languages: Intglish

Attributes:  +2 Agility, +2 Strength

Skills:  +1 Tactics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Precision, Rush B, Biker

Birth Trait (Table):  Bourgeois-Northern

Memento:  Military Cap (appropriate branch)

Ottawa

Patrician Household

Your family are amongst the lucky caste of politicians, diplomats, and scholars who have 

newfound sway within the EFS in the wake of their crimes against your people--some call them 

traitors by association.  Some are more than that.

Languages: Intglish, Froztong (C: Intglish), Quebecois

Attributes:  +3 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Poker Face, Supply/demand, Always Poised

Birth Trait (Table):  Canadian

Memento:  Silk Undies (Lower)

Separatist Enclave

When the EFS took over, your family resisted.  Over a series of a long and bloody campaigns 

freedom fighting turned to terrorism, terrorism to survivalism.  What few remain fight on only to 

live, resented by most Ottawans as violent relics of the past.

Languages: Intglish, Froztong (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Strength, +1 Agility

Skills:  +1 Marksmanship

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Weaponizer, Bursting, Miraculous

Birth Trait (Table):  Canadian

Memento:  Combat Knife
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Industroo Tribe

Technology was magick, storms the anger of the gods, and outsiders just another kind of game 

to hunt.

Languages: Intglish, Industroo

Attributes:  -1 Max Psyche, +1 Max Vitality

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft, +1 Spotting

Auto Trait:  Blooded

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Stabber, Martial Artist, Junkrat

Birth Trait (Table):  Canadian

Memento:  Tribal Mask

Quebecois

The sundering of the Lost Age consigned many cultures to the dustbin of history, but the 

Quebecois persist in spite of their trials.  Spread across eastern Canada enclaves strive to keep

their language and way of life alive. 

Languages: Intglish, Froztong (C: Intglish), Quebecois (C: Français)

Attributes:  ~

Skills:  +1 Expression, +1 Trapping

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Cultured (E), Chef, Cook

Birth Trait (Table):  Canadian

Memento:  Book (Quebecois)

Chicagoland

Looper

From the political and economic heart of Chicagoland, the Loop, a taint spreads.  That taint is 

money, and it corrupts all it touches--or so the preacher says. Recalling your childhood it’s hard 

to find fault with the assessment.  Here you witness the Family runs everything, brutally.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Logistics

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Supply/demand, Step Right Up!

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Zippo Lighter
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Cartown

The great steel works, the massive assembly lines, the constant thrum of power and flames--

Chicagoland makes, the saying goes, and the world takes.  The bosses too. Cartown ain’t 

pretty, but it’s a life a sight better off than anything beyond Chicagoland’s borders. So people 

stay and put up with what they have to, however they have to.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Strength, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Repair

Auto Trait:  Mechanic

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Driver, Electrician, Director

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Toolbox

Orland Overgrowth

Ancient ostentatious ruins smothered in overflowing vines and crawling with venomous lizards, 

Orland produces the lion’s share of Chicagoland’s native agriculture.  The Family mostly 

maintains their presence here because they have to, but without regular patrols Orland 

Overgrowth would be an even better way to slip into the city undetected than it already is.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish), Sioux

Attributes:  +5 Strength

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Hunter\Gatherer, Biker, Herbalist

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Machete

Avondale Living

Avondale is a hub of transportation, power, and technology.  Some of it very old, but much of it 

quite new--the Family zealously guards Avondale, for if this nerve center were to be struck the 

whole operation could come crashing to its knees.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception

Skills:  +1 Computational

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Subversive Techniques, Lecturer, Electrician

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Charger
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Levee-ite

The Levee is where the big whigs come to unwind, just south of the Loop and close to the 

water.  Growing up amongst its bordellos and whores taught you what it really meant for 

someone to have skin in the game.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Charisma, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Expression, +1 Wiz

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seductive, Cultured (E), (X) Player 

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Gauzy Lingerie (Lower)

Chicagoland Caravaneer

Your family was always on the road bringing goods where they needed to go--namely east 

along the Maple Syrup road or south east ‘cross the Appalachians into the heart of the EFS.  It 

was exciting, but dangerous.

Languages: Intglish, Chicagoan (C: Intglish), Sioux, Appalachian 

Attributes:  +2 Agility

Skills:  Spotting +1, Logistics +1

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Driver, 6th Sense, Barter

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Appalachian Special

Kennebec

Shagherders

Simple folk who live out in the wilderness and breed the region’s more docile unique creature, 

the lumbering Shag.

Languages: Intglish, Ningland (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Strength

Skills:  +1 Logistics

Auto Trait:  Shagger

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Straight Shooter, Supply Chain, Hidden Dragon

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Fur Lined Coat
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Slaughter Town

Shag meat, hide, and hair is all of incredible value.  Shag byproducts is Kennebec’s leading 

export, above Shags themselves.  You were raised amidst those with an intimate knowledge of 

carving flesh and hewing bone of great and lumbering creatures.

Languages: Intglish, Ningland (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Strength, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Biology

Auto Trait:  Slasher

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Straight Shooter, Chef, Armoursmith

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Butchering Cleaver

Raptor Rider

You come from one of only two dozen clans that have the strongly heritable gene which allows 

one to mollify youthful raptors.  In conjunction with a specially bred and jealously guarded 

morphant used to inject young raptors this allows your family to train and ride Kennebec 

Raptors.  Ranging far and wide your folk are renowned within Kennebec and beyond.

Languages: Intglish, Ningland (C: Intglish), Quebecois 

Attributes:  +1 Luck, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Spotting

Auto Trait:  Raptor Rider

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Straight Shooter, Crouching Tiger, Wrestler

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Whip

Porteroi

The descendant of gold rushers looking to get rich quick salvaging the north without paying 

Canada’s tolls, the shanty towns ringing Portland were your home.

Languages: Intglish, Ningland (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Agility

Skills:  +1 Blending

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Stabber, Door Kicker, Locksmith

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Shank
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Wylander

The Wylands are independent communes in Kennebec which practice a matriarchal way of life 

considered inhumane by some.  Self reliant and deadly enough to hold their own corner of the 

Wilds in Kennebec against all comers for generations, you are the inheritor of a great legacy.

Languages: Intglish, Ningland (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Strength, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Helo Pilot, Hunter\Gatherer, Firearm Enthusiast

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Switchblade

Buffalo

Accountant Enclave

With the death of the thinking machine that told them how to invest the financiers of Buffalo 

have damn near all upped and moved to NYC.  Of course, given the city’s under siege at the 

moment fortunes seem to have quite changed directions in favour of those who remained.

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception

Skills:  +1 Logistics, +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Margins

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Bull Marketeer, Barter, Supply/demand

Birth Trait (Table):  Bourgeois-Northern

Memento:  Clipboard

Scav Camps

The State of Buffalo empowers a wide range of asshats to loot the largely picked-over ruins of 

yesteryear, mostly with the help of subletters who thought they’d get rich quick but now find 

themselves knee deep in some social experiment where the people in charge have no idea 

what to do to keep everyone alive.  This is what you grew up in.

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Salvaging

Auto Trait:  Taking Stock

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Junkrat, Groggy, Spadester
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Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Crowbar

Road Town

Everywhere and nowhere’s got a stop along the way in Buffalo.  From the WFS to Bostonia, 

Canada down to Ocala, and places in between travelers come to make some scrip doing deals.

 Your town’s where they’d all gas up and spend the night.

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C: Intglish), Froztong (C: Intglish), Quebecois, Sioux

Attributes:  +3 Perception +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Repair

Auto Trait:  Driver

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Mechanic, Barter, Biker

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Can of Grease

Bostonia

Diamond Mouth

A peculiar local morphant found and injected you in your youth, and now your teal saliva burns 

like acid.

Languages: Intglish, Nore (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  -2 Strength

Skills:  +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Diamond Mouth

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Alley Cat, Sewer Rat, Junkrat

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Syringe, Dirty

Diesel Town

The massive refineries and pipework sprawling throughout the industrial core of the city also 

houses many people within its ancient cavernous spires.  They make their scrip amongst the 

ever-burning spires, either helping with the refining or the refiners themselves.

Languages: Intglish, Nore (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  -3 Strength

Skills:  +1 Repair, +1 Blending
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Auto Trait:  Sewer Rat

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seductive, Grease Monkey, Urban Outfitter

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Tripwire

Portside

One of the largest shipyards in the EFS, the ports of Bostonia also see massive amounts of 

shipping from along the Seaboard and beyond.  Growing up amidst the stench of fish and salty 

ocean breeze gave you a wider perspective on the world.

Languages: Intglish, Nore (C: Intglish), Frankish

Attributes:  +3 Perception, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Logistics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Oopsie, Supply Chain

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Wrench

Floater

From the islands that glide across the water on ancient tech around Bostonia’s mainland, 

you’ve lived an economically privileged life.

Languages: Intglish, Nore (C: Intglish), Frankish

Attributes:  +2 Charisma

Skills:  +2 Rhetoric

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Always Poised, Cut of your Jibe, Lecturer

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-Northern

Memento:  Cane

Rhodes

Browntown

The attending structures and support facilities that surround Brown University have a culture 

unto themselves, frequently squabbling with other boroughs of Rhodes over cultural matters.

 Frequently the source of technological innovation, particularly of the electronic variety, as they 

endlessly endeavour to keep Brown’s technology online.

Languages: Intglish, Narragansett

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +2 Strength
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Skills:  +1 Rhetoric, 

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Driver, Electrician, Snoop

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  A-Pak

Slaterpaw

Massive textile area surrounded by various craft industries, known for starting a fashion 

revolution in the city and supplying it with various “exotic” melee weapons.

Languages: Intglish, Narragansett

Attributes:  +2 Agility, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Repair

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Weaponsmith, Armoursmith, Mechanic

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Toolbox

Warwick

Western reach of Rhodes, it produces some of the most volatile pitfighters and flagrant 

vagabonds.  The hotheaded culture also has an art scene steeped in fatalistic machismo.

Languages: Intglish, Narragansett

Attributes:  Strength +3, +2 Charisma

Skills:  Expression +1

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Brawler, Flashy, Big Personality

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Police Baton

Jamestown

The southern “water” gate of Rhodes, life amongst the massive floating structures and constant 

flow of ships is never dull.  Exposure to outside cultures is greatest here, given that sea travel 

as far less restricted than land travel in Rhodes.

Languages: Intglish, Narragansett, Frankish

Attributes:  +3 Perception

Skills:  +1 Spotting

Auto Trait:  Swimmer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Streetwise (E), Plain Sight

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Leather Skullcap
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Prudence Island

Standing upon a great rock of firmity and livered in the most elegant of finery, Prudence Island 

is the opulent jewel in the crown of Rhodes with a full view of the Colossus of Rhodes: the 

massive statue of Rudolf Diesel.

Languages: Intglish, Narragansett

Attributes:  +2 Charisma, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Driver, Seaman, Fencer

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-Northern

Memento:  Chardonnay

Philly

Industrial Core

From the booming cottage industry of firearms in Philly to the jiving music scene’s Swing, this is 

where people who barely get by live and those who basically don’t get by work.

Languages: Intglish, Youse (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Savvy

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Gunsmith, Plain Sight, (X) Player

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Concealed Plate

Waterfront

The lovely and prosperous part of town with a great view over the Herzowitzer gas fog hanging 

low over west Jersey and its Devils.

Languages: Intglish, Youse (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Swimmer, Flashy, Seaman

Birth Trait (Table):  

Memento:  
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Outer Philly

Ramshackle sprawl of a bygone age with encroaching greenery and vagabonds at every turn.

 The dives and dumps of this hellscape were your home, and left a certain impression of 

humanity on you.

Languages: Intglish, 

Attributes:  +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Blending, +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Alleycat, Stabber, Plain Sight

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Switch Blade

Jersey

Badlander

Amidst the gray perma-fog of the Herzowitzer gas and its one-time mark, the deadly Jersey 

Devils, your family fought to survive out in the country.  You never strayed too far from the 

highways and always moved in groups.

Languages: Intglish, Jersan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Agility

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Auto Trait:  Hidden Dragon

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Precision, Hunter\Gatherer, Crouching Tiger

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Spade

Atlantic City

Home to some Good Government Jobs and loaded with EFS Seamen, Atlantic City’s the 

biggest joint there is in Jersey.

Languages: Intglish, Jersan (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Charisma, +2 Strength

Skills:  +1 Jigging

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Door Kicker, Tracker, Truesight

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Gin
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Westatum

Sprawl Slick

Folks from out Westatum way are a mite slicker’n the rest of city folks round the EFS, some say.

 That’s cause they just don’t know what it takes to reach the top, bae.

Languages: Intglish, Westian (C: Intglish), Appalachian 

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Blending

Auto Trait:  Streetwise

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  OK Coraller, Poker Face, Big Personality

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-North

Memento:  Thermos

Appalachian Enclave

Prone to strange mutations and a bit on the outcast side of things, you’re most welcome in 

Westatum.  Entire enclaves of Appalachians have moved into the State and gained E.F.S. 

citizenship, striving to become regular members of society with some resistance.

Languages: Intglish, Westian (C: Intglish), Appalachian

Attributes: -2 Charisma, +6 Strength

Skills: +1 Melee

Auto Trait:  Crusher

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Slasher, Tracker, Doorkicker

Birth Trait (Table):  Appalachian

Memento:  Sledge Hammer

Bogger

Folks who prefer the boggy terrain north and south of the Sprawl ‘tween Washington and 

Appalachia, they’re the odd ones out in Westatum, neither belonging within the context of its 

distinctly urban character nor outside of it.

Languages: Intglish, Westian (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Strength, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Trapping

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Driver, Steady On

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Swamp Pants
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Le Terre de Marie

Crabber

Your folk live and die by the sea.  Hauls of crustaceans of every size, and occasionally some 

fish, bring in succulent meat and valuable chitin.

Languages: Intglish, Frankish

Attributes:  +3 Strength, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Repair

Auto Trait:  Swimmer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Hunter\Gatherer, Cook, Seaman

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Net

Marylander

Le Terre is a prosperous land, bountiful and pious.  Of course the deathly waters and horrible 

instructions of sea creatures claim many lives, but thankfully their souls will be at peace.  Amen.

Languages: Intglish, Frankish

Attributes:  +3 Strength

Skills:  +1 Vitality

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Geneflap Reader, Seaman, Swimmer

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Medkit, Emergency 

Bogfolk

Breakaways from the Universalist mainline and breeds of strange and terrible morphants, these 

isolated communities have unlocked genetic properties some considered imaginary.  Perhaps 

they were, before now.

Languages: Intglish, Frankish, Bogieux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +4 Perception

Skills:  +1 Biology

Auto Trait:  Geneflap Reader

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Swimmer, Miraculous

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Swamp Pants
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Washington

Hillrat

Clumped in around the nation’s governing apparatus, folks are always looking to get in with the 

right crowd and network their way to the top of the game.

Languages: Intglish, Washingtonian (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric, +1 Wiz

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Step Right Up!, Big Personality, Cultured (E)

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Invitation to a party you never attended

WaBalt

The great and cavernous sprawl between the governmental core and the commercial shipping 

yards, WaBalt is a fairly humane mix of living and working areas with the occasional 

greenspace.  Yet another reason Washington’s the place to be.

Languages: Intglish, Washingtonian (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Agility, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Blending

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Plain Sight, Lecturer, Alley Cat

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Newspaper clipping from your childhood

Sewer Sider

Horrible creatures lurk below the surface, but for those without official residency status in 

Washington, it’s frequently the only option.  EFS Citizens are only guaranteed Washington 

residency if they’re from Ottawa, so a dedicated underclass has sprung up in the deathly 

sewers below the streets--mostly folks from Westatum who got tired of waiting.

Languages: Intglish, 

Attributes:  +5 Agility

Skills:  +1 Jigging

Auto Trait:  Sewer Rat

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Pull-pin, Snoop, Crapshoot

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Shiv
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Southern Six Common Origins

Rural Township

Hobbled together communities of half new materials built over ruins, these folks enjoy the fertile

bounties of the land--pumping up Akroydiesel, farming, and generally pursuing profit whatever 

way they can out in the countryside.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Strength

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Herbalist, Straight Shooter, Hunter\Gatherer

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Appalachian Special

Southern Suburbia

Along the wealthier trade lanes there are well cultivated safe zones with heavy patrols that allow

people to live in comfort amongst wilderness without the regular threat of the Wilds.  It is 

particularly popular amongst southern gentry.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Charisma, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Big Personality, Hidden Dragon, Always Poised

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-Southern

Memento:  Tie

Virgio

Richmond

Life under the Richmond Robber-Barons ain’t so bad, if you can stomach the stuck-up nature of

the ruling elite.  Being the banking center of the southern six, discounting outside competition 

from the north and Kashville, brings in a great amount of wealth.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Agility, +1 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Logistics
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Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Cultured (E), Driver, Urban Outfitter

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Switchblade

Pastoral Virgio

The pleasant farms, strange stills, and unspeakable agriculture of a land steeped in the whims 

of the wealthy.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Strength

Skills:  +1 Biology

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Botanist, Hunter\Gatherer, Herbalist

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Sickle

Waterfronters

Terrible storms rake the coasts and flood the rivers.  Folks living along those places have 

learned to adapt, survive, and even thrive under these conditions.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Strength

Skills:  +1 Physical

Auto Trait:  Swimmer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Tracker, Herbalist, Seaman

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Net

West Pumps

Ground’s especially rich in Akroydiesel in western Virgio.  Virgioan aggression towards native 

Appalachians in the past means that while there are many derricks in the area, raids are 

common and the settlements build up around the pumps are regularly engaged in defense and 

raiding themselves.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Strength, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Savvy

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Biker, Lover Mine, Hidden Dragon

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Spade
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Plymouth

Berry Farms

The Juice got in ya young, and you’ve grown bigger and tougher than you might’ve done for it.

 The berries are your trade, though local government’s attempts to strangle it haven’t been good

to your folks that’s recent history.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +7 Strength

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Botanist, Herbalist, Hunter/Gatherer

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Sickle

Parish Town

Plymouth has long been a religious region, although it’s only an unfortunate recent turn that’s 

set it down the road to a bleak theocracy.  You remember a simpler time of faith and freedom.

Languages: Intglish

Attributes:  +4 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric

Auto Trait:  Lecturer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Swimmer, Supply Chain, Miraculous 

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-Southern

Memento:  Cross Necklace, Accessory

Pamlico

Planation Town

There’s always another job to do around town, and always a half dozen folks lazing ‘round 

chatting til one decides to up and do it.  Wealthy landowners control most of the fertile 

countryside, and the folks inhabiting their lands play by their rules--or else.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Strength, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft
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Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Steady On, Armoursmith, Crouching Tiger

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  

Dismal Swampers

The Great Dismal Swamp and its diminutive cousins form the bountiful wetlands of Pamlico.

 Life’s dangerous out here, but the swamp offers a degree of safety from those ignorant of its 

pitfalls that’s made life out here easier in some regards.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Spotting

Auto Trait:  Swimmer

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Hunter\Gatherer, Power Draw

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Swamp Pants

Raleigh

Before the current prohibition liquor flowed like water.  Now it does so behind closed doors. A 

hub of music and culture for the southern six, those seeking speak easies come far and wide to 

risk the authorities’ ire and enjoy the hooch.  The many tunnels under the city’s palisade have 

long been a feature of the city’s night life, and those who grew up here have at least a passing 

familiarity with them.

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +3 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Express

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Cultured (E), Sewer Rat, (X) Player 

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Gin

Savannah

Scarf Kid

You grew up in the housing units of the E.F.S.C.A.R.F. facility, where most of the E.F.S.’s mechs

are made and all the research on them done.  This gave you a somewhat secluded, patriotic 

view of the world beyond.
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Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +4 Perception

Skills:  +1 Physical

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Electrician, Director, Bomber

Birth Trait (Table):  Suburban-Southern

Memento:  Conversion Cables

Coastal Savannah

Lovely weather and a sight milder waves 

Languages: Intglish, Drawl (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Agility

Skills:  +1 Jigging

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Locksmith, Taking Stock, Seaman

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Glass Bottle

Okefenokee

Caravaneer

Overland trade is the last bit of commerce that keeps the state alive, and those who drive their 

loads overland have long been a staple of Okefenokean trade.  Your family showed you life on 

the road.

Languages: Intglish, Bayeux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Spotting

Auto Trait:  Driver

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Junkrat, Barter, Miraculous

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  License Plate

The Domes

Ancient dome-shaped domiciles dot the region, and they are almost all occupied.  This is 

because they seem nigh impervious to the heavy storms, with no clearly defined “roof” to rip off 

and efficient systems for drainage that have stood the test of many ages gone by since their 
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erection.  The people who live in them are used to being self-sufficient, due to the commonality 

with which they’re cut off from outside civilization.

Languages: Intglish, Bayeux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +3 Strength, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Hunter\Gatherer, Spadester, Taking Stock

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Thermos

Ocala

Deepswamp

The Ocalans stick to the interior for safety and dispersal of rains across the wetlands after 

they’ve been worn down by the sandy shores and their many ruins.

Languages: Intglish, Bayeux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +3 Strength, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Trapping

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Brawler, Hunter/Gatherer

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Net

Tampa

The last vestige of state authority and the E.F.S.’s best hope long-term to root out the rampant 

piracy problem, this city’s lousy with soldiers, sailors, mercenaries, and privateers.  This means 

lots of money moves around, but so too plenty of violence as the former seeks to keep the latter

in line. 

Languages: Intglish, Bayeux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +5 Perception

Skills:  +1 Blending

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Swimmer, Locksmith

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Switchblade

Pirate Port
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Wretched hives of scum and villainy see pirates from Boston to Sao Paolo making port in their 

seedy harbours.  You’ve learned what these people are like, and what must be done to survive--

and perhaps thrive--around them.

Languages: Intglish, Bayeux (C: Frankish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Sewer Rat, Depot Darling, Seaman

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Whiskey

Foreign Origins

Foreign Origins are placeholders to allow players to play a character from a region that has not 

yet been covered elsewhere in AdA’s published material.  The Birth Table is in particular a 

placeholder to be replaced.

Overseas Origins

Parisian

From what many consider to be the cultural capital of the Franco-Iberian League, you have 

come to a strange land far from home.  You’re used to well preserved ancient stone-and-plaster

buildings retrofitted with aesthetics in mind and the lumbering 

Languages: Français, Intglish

Attributes:  Charisma +3

Skills:  +1 Expression, +Rhetoric

Auto Trait:  Cultured (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Perrier, Big Personality, Electrician

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Champagne (2/3rds Remain)

Castellano

You hail from the Iberian half of the Franco-Iberian League, the beautiful countryside dotted with

industrial centers and large scale agricultural compounds that sustain the nation.

Languages: Intglish, Castellano (C: Intspañol) 
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Attributes:  +3 Agility, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  En Garde!, Hunter\Gatherer, Weaponsmith

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Sherry

Amazigh Wanderer

Hailing from northwestern Africa, you have lived through great wars and bountiful peace.  While 

outside powers sought to divide you from your countrymen in Maghreb, these distinctions 

meant little along the plains and shores of your shining homeland.  The wealth of international 

trade has enriched your people, who frequently seek commerce across foreign lands.

Languages: Intglish, Amazigh, Duabic

Attributes:  +2 Strength, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Logistics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Tracker, Driver

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern

Memento:  Anchor Charm (necklace)

Britannian

Storm-wracked and grey, your homeland is controlled by a Footalist society where those who 

control the sport so too control the state.  Of course, it’s common knowledge the City really 

holds all the cards, but there is naught to be done about it--save leave, of course.

Languages: Intglish, Chavonese (C: Intglish), Posh (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Perception, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Blending

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seaman, Operator, Junkrat

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Pipe (weapon)

Republikan

Your proud democracy has largely reclaimed and industrialized the Wilds within its own borders,

though its border posts are ferrocrete bastions prepared to fight drakes from the Alps and 

vikings from the Baltic.  At the center of it all is reared the proud and beautiful capital, Berlin. 

Between warring with Poland and making high quality automobiles, your countrymen enjoy a 

pint of beer in the sauna. Several distinct subgroups and regions exist within the Republik, like 
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the city of Copenhagen and the Dykelands, but the Republik views all under its democracy as 

kin.

Languages: Intglish

Attributes:  +3 Perception

Skills:  +1 Repair

Auto Trait:  Director

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Driver, Mechanic, Electrician

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Toolbox

Caribbean Origin

From one of the many islands of the Caribbean, you are accustomed to powerful storms and 

sea creatures both beautiful and horrid encroached on your daily life.

Languages: Intglish, Carib, Castellano (C: Intspañol) 

Attributes:  +3 Agility, +2 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Seaman, Chef

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Machete

Western Origins

Sioux

Your life in the north eastern plains was one of constant wonderment and occasional danger, 

but general safety and travel.  Ancient bastions of civilizations contrasted with wide stretches of 

plains and woodland marked the landscape. When the time came, you were free to choose your

destiny, though the proud warrior lineage of your society was a constant factor in such choices 

you were accustomed to people making many transitions between career so the decision did 

not feel as binding as it might have.  Your ancient Lacrosse rivalry with the Osage is stuff of 

legend.

Languages: Intglish, Sioux

Attributes:  +3 Strength, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Tactics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Small Command, Driver, Mechanic

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Northern
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Memento:  Tomahawk

Osage

The people of the Middle Waters, your Nation has come to dominate the fertile and rich banks 

of the Mississippi river.  Trade and agriculture give you a strong basis at the Center, where the 

First Nations meet. Your ancient Lacrosse rivalry with the Sioux is stuff of legend.

Languages: Intglish, Osage (C: Sioux)

Attributes:  +3 Charisma, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Logistics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Seaman, Steady On

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  a ceremonial Oar

Middle American Enclave

Isolated save for the First Nations caravans and settlements surrounding your hometown, you 

grew up accustomed to unsure tomorrows and harsh realities.  You lived amongst the ruins of 

the old world with little in the way of improvement, your forebears having simply selected the 

place that weathered the Lost Age the best as your permanent squat.

Languages: Intglish, Sioux

Attributes:  +2 Strength

Skills:  +1 Salvaging

Auto Trait:  Junkrat

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Blending, Urban Outfitter, Greasemonkey

Birth Trait (Table):  

Memento:  (DW chooses or creates a random piece of scrap)

Wevioan

Wevio is ruled over by the Wevs, twice as tall and wide as a normal human these giants rule 

there as tyrants.  Being of the oppressed class, you learned how to hide and survive.

Languages: Intglish

Attributes: +3 Agility

Skills:  +1 Fieldcraft

Auto Trait:  Hidden Dragon

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Jungler, Herbalist, Hunter\Gatherer

Birth Trait (Table):  Rural-Southern

Memento:  Crude Bow
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Appalachian

From amongst the most common breed of Appalachian dweller, you are nowhere near the size 

of a Wev yet still considered a lumbering menace amongst the common folk of the EFS.  Your 

life was movements from ruins to caves and back to ruins again, marred by constant skirmishes

and raiding alongside the occasional commerce.

Languages: Westian (C: Intglish), Appalachian

Attributes: -2 Charisma, +6 Strength

Skills: +1 Melee

Auto Trait:  Crusher

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Slasher, Tracker, Barter

Birth Trait (Table):  Appalachian

Memento:  Scrap Shield

Freecity Origins

New York Denizen

A melting pot of cultures and communities, the Big Apple has ground them together in such 

close proximity for so long that you would be hard pressed to identify any particular influence’s 

origin.  

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C: Intglish), Any One Language or Intglish Cant

Attributes:  +2 Perception, +2 Agility

Skills:  +1 Expression

Auto Trait: Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Barter, Greasemonkey, Sixth Sense

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Crowbar

New York Slick

Very much of the age at hand, you seek to emulate New Yorkers long past in stark opposition to

the cultural combination that has emerged in the modern age.  Some consider you EFS sell 

outs but your folks just raised you right, bae--to be a Slick.

Languages: Intglish, Tinhorn (C: Intglish), Any One Language or Intglish Cant

Attributes:  +3 Charisma, +2 Perception

Skills:  +1 Rhetoric
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Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Poker Face, Small Command, Alley Cat

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern

Memento:  Switchblade

Atlantean Highborn

Amongst the noble lineages, you were set apart for greatness when born into a family at the top

in Atlanta--literally living atop the largest buildings and ruling those domains beneath them with 

a brutal totalitarianism.  Atlanta is rarely unified, and it is always tenuous, so direct local control 

and defenses are always key in surviving the various power plays and betrayals.

Languages: Intglish, Atlantean (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Tactics, +1 Logistics

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Rush B, Barter, Poker Face

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Cane

Atlantean Lowborn

Born to the folks fighting for their lives on the streets and lower levels of Atlanta, you have 

known violence and harshness from a young age in the concrete jungle that is Atlanta.  

Languages: Intglish, Atlantean (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +3 Strength

Skills:  +1 Melee

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Sewer Rat, Urban Outfitter, Stabber

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Southern

Memento:  Switchblade

Ocean City

High rolls, Swing players, Kicker cookers--you name it, Ocean City’s got it.  One of the last 

independent cities on the Freeboard, you learned anything goes and everyone’s got a price.

Languages: Intglish, O-Talk (C: Intglish)

Attributes:  +5 Charisma

Skills:  +1 Wiz

Auto Trait:  Streetwise (E)

Bonus Trait (Choose 1):  Seductive, Crapshoot, Poker Face

Birth Trait (Table):  Urban-Northern
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Memento:  Deck of Cards

Birth Tables
Rural, North

1:  Chalkt Your skin is flat, hairless, and dry.

2:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

3:  Heterochromia Roll colour table for unique colour to one eye.

4:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

5:  Polyglotism Gain on additional language you have reasonably been exposed to.

6:  Double Jointed You have double jointed shoulders, +10 to escape when tied up.

7:  Mint Mint hair gives off fragrant odour of mint.

8:  Chalkt Your skin is flat, hairless, and dry.  Head hair unaffected.

9:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

0:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

Rural, South

1:  Palmaris +5 on rolls to choke or hold on to something.

2:  Nic’brane Third seethrough sideways eyelid, may deploy at will to shield eyes.

3:  Citrus Orange hair gives off fragrant odour of citrus and lime.

4:  Heterochromia Roll colour table for unique colour to one eye.

5:  Waterlogged Doubles the time you can hold your breath underwater.

6:  Heat Res In warm climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Cold.

7:  Blue Blood Blood is blue, +1 Vitality restored per sleep.
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8:  Epicanthic Fold You have a skin fold covering the eye’s canthus.

9:  Chalkt Your skin is flat, hairless, and dry.  Head hair unaffected.

0:  Strange Eyes Roll colour table for unique colour to both eyes.

Urban, North

1:  City Rhythm +5 to Spotting rolls in urban environments.

2:  Swift +2m of movement speed.

3:  Human Charge
May deliver one electrical charge or add electro to unarmed 
attack/day.

4:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

5:  Polyglotism Gain on additional language you have reasonably been exposed to.

6:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

7:  Epicanthic Fold You have a skin fold covering the eye’s canthus.

8:  Redeye
Darkness does not impede your vision with at least some light 
present.

9:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

0:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

Urban, South

1:  Heterochromia Roll colour table for unique colour to one eye.

2:  Palmaris +5 on rolls to choke or hold on to something.

3:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

4:  Redeye Darkness does not impede your vision with at least some light 
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present.

5:  Epicanthic Fold You have a skin fold covering the eye’s canthus.

6:  Heat Res In warm climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Cold.

7:  Strange Eyes Roll colour table for unique colour to both eyes.

8:  Nic’brane   Third seethrough sideways eyelid, may deploy at will to shield eyes.

9:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

0:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

Suburban, North

1:  Unique Hair Roll colour table for unique natural hair colour.

2:  Heterochromia Roll colour table for unique colour to one eye.

3:  Citrus Orange hair gives off fragrant odour of citrus and lime.

4:  Strange Eyes Roll colour table for unique colour to both eyes.

5:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

6:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

7:  Mint Mint hair gives off fragrant odour of mint.

8:  Redeye
Darkness does not impede your vision with at least some light 
present.

9:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

0:  Double Jointed You have double jointed shoulders, +10 to escape when tied up.

Suburban, South
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1:  Double Jointed You’re double jointed in your thumbs and shoulders.

2:  Sheen Nails Your nails are always white and reflective.

3:  Citrus Orange hair gives off fragrant odour of citrus and lime.

4:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

5:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

6:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

7:  Mint Mint hair gives off fragrant odour of mint.

8:  Redeye
Darkness does not impede your vision with at least some light 
present.

9:  Heat Res In warm climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Cold.

0:  Blue Blood Blood is blue, +1 Vitality restored per Sleep.

Appalachian

1:   Alt. Res Immune to negative effects of altitude.

2:  Stronk +10 on Strength-based Jigging.

3:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

4:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned

5:  Coccyx Gain a tail, may make an Agl-aug Melee with it to deliver a balance hit.

6:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

7:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

8:  Redeye
Darkness does not impede your vision with at least some light 
present.

9:  Stronk +10 on Strength-based Jigging.

0:  Alt. Res Immune to negative effects of altitude.
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Canadian

1:  Melano Incredibly hot (dark) skinned.

2:  Epicanthic Fold You have a skin fold covering the eye’s canthus.

3:  Strange Eyes Roll colour table for unique colour to both eyes.

4:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

5:  Double Jointed You have double jointed shoulders, +10 to escape when tied up.

6:  Mint Mint hair gives off fragrant odour of mint.

7:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

8:  Cold Res In cold climes, treat as if though naturally having one layer of Warm.

9:  Tuft of (X) Roll colour table for unique colour streak naturally in your hair.

0:  Albino Incredibly cool (light) skinned.

Colour Table

1 Silver

2 Purple

3 Blood Red

4 Light Blue

5 Green

6 Deep Blue

7 Pink

8 Gold
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9 Reflective (Glass)

0 Kaleidoscope (swirl of 3)

Backgrounds

Preferred Educational Areas:

When a Background has a Preferred Educational Area, they gain one more skill point to spend 

there when selecting that Area as their Primary, Secondary, or Tertiary Educational Area.

The only thing that comes loaded is a lighter.

Waywards

Wanderer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Survival

Trait(s):  Groggy

Fatigues:  Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower ; Common Clothes, Lower & Upper 

($6)

Weapons:  Switchblade 

($4.05)

Equipment:  Cob of Corn x2; Roll of 10 Bandages; Mess Kit

($5.05)

Cash:  $67.45

($75 - ($15.10 / 2))

Survivalist

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Survival

Trait(s):  Hunter\Gatherer

Fatigues:  Hide Armour, Upper & Lower ($8.50); Concealed Plate ($1.18); Mail Coif ($3.62);

($13.30)

Weapons:  Hatchet ($2.25); Sportsmaster X9 ($10.20);

($12.45)
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Equipment: Medkit, Emergency ($6.50); Roll of 10 Bandages ($0.58); Splint ($2.88); Mess Kit 

($4.35); Crowbar ($1.73); Spade ($2.27); Box of 50 Matches ($0.26); Box of 50 9mm Rounds 

($3.50);

($22.07)

Cash:  $51.09

($75 - ($47.82 / 2))

Mercenary

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Quick Draw

Fatigues:  Riot Helmet; Leather Greaves; Leather Pants; Hide Armour Upper; Ballistic Jacket;

($15.85+7.89+5.25+10.50)

Weapons:  Tomahawk; 20 Gauge Shotgun; Redneck Roundup

($4.36+10.14+3.60)

Equipment:  20 Gauge Shells x6; Syringe, Adrenaline; 1/8th a Gallon of Diesel

($0.36+7.35+0.38)

Cash:  $42.26

($75 - ($65.49 / 2))

Military, Commissioned

Pilot, Any Branch

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Operator or Aeronautician or Helo Pilot or Hover Pilot; Gunnery

Fatigues:  Pilot’s Helmet; Leather Jacket; Pilot Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper &

Lower; Scarf;

($35.65)

Weapons:  .38 A&D;

($40.73)

Equipment:  Lighter; 0.38 Rounds x6;

($1.61)

Cash:  $36.36

($75 - ($77.63 / 2))
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Navy Officer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Seaman; Artillery Acumen

Fatigues:  Navy Officer’s Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low; Sailor’s Cap

($9.43)

Weapons: .38 A&D; Saber

($40.73+5.40)

Equipment: Lighter; 0.38 Rounds x6;

($1.61)

Cash:  $46.42

($75 - ($57.17 / 2))

Army Officer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Artillery Acumen; Get Down

Fatigues:  Army Officer Uniform, Upper & Lower; Leather Jacket; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low

($16.80)

Weapons:  The 2011;

($55.35)

Equipment: Lighter; 0.38 Rounds x6;

($1.61)

Cash:  $46.42

($75 - ($57.17 / 2))

Marine Officer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Artillery Acumen; Rush B

Fatigues:  Marine Officer Uniform, Upper & Lower; Leather Jacket; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low

($16.80)

Weapons: The 2011;

($55.35)

Equipment: .45 ACP Rounds x28; Whiskey

($4.21)

Cash:  $36.82

($75 - ($X / 2))
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Military, Enlisted

Navy Ensign

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Seaman; Slasher or Gunnery

Fatigues:  Navy Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low; Sailor’s Cap;

($9.43)

Weapons:  Cutlass; Buster;

($53.7)

Equipment:  30m of Rope; Grappling Hook Anchor; Vodka; .41 Rounds x6

($15.86)

Cash:  $35.51

($75 - ($78.99 / 2))

Enlisted Soldier

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Spadester; Straight Shooter or Get Down

Fatigues:  Army Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low

($7)

Weapons:  The 2011; Combat Knife;

($62.85)

Equipment:  .45 ACP Rounds x28; Spade

($4.23)

Cash:  $37.96

($75 - ($74.08 / 2))

Enlisted Marine

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Swimmer; Straight Shooter or Rush B

Fatigues:  Marine Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low

($7)

Weapons:  The 2011; Combat Knife;

($62.85)

Equipment:  .45 ACP Rounds x28; Whiskey

($4.21)
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Cash:  $37.97

($75 - ($74.06 / 2))

Medic

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Triage; Medic

Fatigues:  Medic Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Low

($7)

Weapons:  

($0)

Equipment:  Roll of 10 Bandages; Medkit, Large; Splint; ClotShot;

($0.58+13.00+2.88+8.75)

Cash:  $58.90

($75 - ($32.21 / 2))

Law Enforcement

State Guard

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Driver or Biker

Fatigues:  State Guard Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower; FLAK Jacket;

 Riot Helmet

($48.55)

Weapons:  Police Baton

($6.00)

Equipment:  Thermos

($4.00)

Cash:  $45.73

($75 - ($58.55 / 2))

Sheriff

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  OK Coraller

Fatigues:  Sheriff’s Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower; 10 Gallon Hat
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($4+3+13.85)

Weapons:  Magnum; Combat Knife

($60+7.50)

Equipment:  .44 Rounds x12;

($1.32)

Cash:  $30.17

($75 - ($89.67 / 2))

Cop

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Wrestler

Fatigues:  Sheriff’s Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower;

($4+3+)

Weapons:  Police Baton

($6.00)

Equipment:  Medkit, Emergency;

($6.50)

Cash:  $

($75 - ($X / 2))

Riot Control

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Crusher

Fatigues:  RiCon Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower; Kevlar Jacket; Kevlar

Pants; Riot Helmet;

($93.2)

Weapons:  Harm Baton;

($12)

Equipment:  A-Pak;

($15)

Cash:  $14.90

($75 - ($120.20 / 2))

Investigator

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Truesight
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Fatigues:  Police Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower; 

($7)

Weapons:  .38 A&D;

($40.73)

Equipment:  Zippo Lighter;  .38 Rounds x12

($5.85+0.72)

Cash:  $30.44

($75 - ($60.87 / 2))

Forensics Expert

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Forensics

Fatigues:  Police Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower; 

($7)

Weapons:  ~

($)

Equipment:  Chemistry Set; Syringe, Clean (x3);

($21.70+0.09)

Cash:  $60.61

($75 - ($28.79 / 2))

Profession, Blue Collar

Fisher

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Survival

Trait(s):  Seaman

Fatigues:  Woolen Clothes, Upper and Lower; Woolen Undies, Upper and Lower

($15)

Weapons:  Hatchet;

($2.25)

Equipment:  Toolbox;

($3.37)

Cash:  $64.69

($75 - ($20.62 / 2))
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Farmer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Survival

Trait(s):  Botanist; Zoologist

Fatigues:  Common Clothes, Upper & Lower; Cotton Corselet;

($10.5)

Weapons:  20 Gauge Shotgun; Sickle

($14.11)

Equipment:  Roll of 10 Bandages; Spade; Toolbox; Mess Kit; 20 Gauge Shell x2

($10.95+)

Cash:  $57.22

($75 - ($35.56 / 2))

Urban Labourer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Forceful

Fatigues:  Work Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies;

($7)

Weapons:  Pipe (Weapon); Sledge Hammer;

($7.20)

Equipment:  Crowbar; 30m of Rope; Pack of Trigarettes; Box of 50 Matches; Whiskey;

($6.89)

Cash:  $53.91

($75 - ($21.09 / 2))

Machinist

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Greasemonkey

Fatigues:  Work Uniform, Upper & Lower; Overalls; Cotton Undies, Lower

($18.10)

Weapons:  Pipe (Weapon)

($1.50)

Equipment:  Crowbar; Toolbox; Splint

($8.36)

Cash:  $47.04

($75 - ($27.96 / 2))
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Delivery Driver

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Driver

Fatigues:  Driver Uniform, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower

($7)

Weapons:  Maglite

($6.90)

Equipment:  Car Jack

($9.00)

Cash:  $63.55

($75 - ($22.9 / 2))

Mechanic

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Mechanic

Fatigues:  Work Uniform, Upper & Lower; Overalls; Cotton Undies, Lower

($18.10)

Weapons:  Pipe (Weapon)

($1.50)

Equipment:  Mechanic’s Kit; Car Jack

($30.75)

Cash:  $49.83

($75 - ($50.35 / 2))

Artisan

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Gunsmith or Weaponsmith or Armoursmith

Fatigues:  Work Uniform, Upper & Lower; Overalls; Cotton Undies, Lower

($18.10)

Weapons:  Machete

($1.35)

Equipment:  May Purchase corresponding tool kit at half price

($)

Cash:  $65.28

($75 - ($19.45 / 2))
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Profession, White Collar

Clerk

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Margins

Fatigues:  Common Clothes, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower;

($6)

Weapons:  Double Barrel;

($59.85)

Equipment:  20 Gauge Shell x4;

($0.20)

Cash:  $41.98

($75 - ($66.05 / 2))

Manager

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Supply Chain

Fatigues:  Dress Shirt; Tweed Jacket; Slacks; Satin Undies, Upper & Lower;

($24.03)

Weapons:  The Luge

($4.55)

Equipment:  Absinthe; .22 Rounds x32

($7.71)

Cash:  $56.855

($75 - ($36.29 / 2))

Investor

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Bull Marketeer

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Slacks; Stately Top; Silk Undies, Upper & Lower; Tie;

($43.33)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Zippo Lighter; Psychoden

($20.85)
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Cash:  $42.91

($75 - ($64.18 / 2))

Lawyer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Cut of your Jibe

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Slacks; Stately Top; Silk Undies, Upper & Lower; Tie;

($43.33)

Weapons:  Switchblade

($4.05)

Equipment:  Scotch

($9.60)

Cash:  $46.78

($75 - ($56.44 / 2))

Escourt

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Seductive

Fatigues:  Fur Lined Coat; Satin Dress; Silk Stockings; Gauzy Lingerie, Upper & Lower; Pearls;

($76.05)

Weapons:  The Luge

($4.55)

Equipment:  .22 Rounds x32

($0.96)

Cash:  $34.22

($75 - ($81.56 / 2))

Minette

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Seductive

Fatigues:  Leather Corselet; Silk Stockings; Ribbed Top; Duster;

($34.5)

Weapons:  Riding Crop

($1.26)

Equipment:  30m of Rope; Box of 50 Bobby Pins; Magnesium Firestarter;

($4.62)
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Cash:  $54.81

($75 - ($40.38 / 2))

Engineer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Director

Fatigues:  Dress Shirt; Slacks; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower;

($12.88)

Weapons:  Arc Rod

($62.45)

Equipment:  B-Pak

($30)

Cash:  $22.34

($75 - ($105.33 / 2))

Journalist

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Sixth Sense

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Slacks; Stately Top; Silk Undies, Upper & Lower; Tie;

($43.33)

Weapons:  ~

($)

Equipment:  Photoelectric Recorder ($52), A-Pak ($15)

($67)

Cash:  $19.84

($75 - ($110.33 / 2))

Academia

Researcher

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Director or Concotor or Cook

Fatigues:  Lab Coat; Dress Shirt; Slacks; Bodystocking

($22.48)
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Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Scientist’s Kit; 

($44.85)

Cash:  $41.34

($75 - ($67.33 / 2))

Doctor

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Surgeon; Triage

Fatigues:  Lab Coat; Dress Shirt; Slacks; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower;

($20.23)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Surgical Implements; Medkit, Large; Adrenaline; Anne Bact, Bottle of; Roll of 10 

Bandages; Splint; 10 Packets of AntiAinex; ClotShot x2; Satchel;

($61.47)

Cash:  $34.15

($75 - ($81.7 / 2))

Scholar

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Lecturer

Fatigues:  Tweed Jacket; Stately Top; Slacks; Satin Undies, Upper & Lower;

($24.77)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Red Pen; Pocket Watch; Chardonnay; Smoking Pipe; Pipe Weed; Zippo Lighter;

($24.55)

Cash:  $50.34

($75 - ($49.32 / 2))

Espionage
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Private Dick

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Truesight

Fatigues:  Trilby; Trench Coat; Dress Shirt; Common Clothes, Lower; Satin Undies, Upper & 

Lower;

($52.46) 

Weapons:  Westatum Special

($85.70)

Equipment:  Pocket Watch; .44 Rounds x14; Bourbon

($13.04)

Cash:  You owe someone 60 cents.

($75 - ($151.2 / 2))

Federal Investigation Bureau Agent

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Pokerface

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Suit Pants; Dress Shirt; Satin Undies, Upper & Lower;

($28.46)

Weapons:  10mm Hobbes;

($74.00)

Equipment:  10mm Rounds x20; Crowbar

($2.73)

Cash:  $22.41

($75 - ($105.19 / 2))

National Intelligence Agency Agent

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Sewer Rat

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Suit Pants; Woolen Undies, Upper & Lower; Ribbed Top; 

($27.6)

Weapons:  The Luge; 

($4.55)

Equipment:  .22 AP Rounds x32; Medkit, Emergency; Syringe, Adrenaline; Lockpick Set;

($19.48)

Cash:  $49.19

($75 - ($51.63 / 2))
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Cymermen Agent

Cymermen are in for life, and while you’re no longer on the regular payroll, at any time you 

could be approached with an ultimatum: take a high stakes job or turn in your Watch.  A 

Cymerman’s Watch is his life, for no Cymerman may act against a Cymerman in possession of 

their Watch, each engraved with a custom code and serial number to proof against counterfeit--

if all else fails two legitimate Cymermen Watches will make a strange white light shoot between 

the insides of their open lids when brought face to face as a last line of verification.

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Fast Fingers

Fatigues:  Derby Hat; Suit Vest; Leather Pants; Ribbed Top; Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower;

($43.5)

Weapons:  BlueGoose Autopistol; 

($67.50)

Equipment:  Cymerman’s Watch; .38 HP Rounds x60

($7.20)

Cash:  $15.9

($75 - ($118.2 / 2))

Exotic

Professional Athlete

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Speed Training

Fatigues:  Footballer Helmet; Sportswear, Upper & Lower; Cotton Corselet;

($21.59)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Syringe, Adrenaline; Splint;

($10.23)

Cash:  $59.09

($75 - ($31.82 / 2))

Musician
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Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Player (Instrument of Choice)

Fatigues:  Suit Vest; Flapper Dress; Stockings

($16.4)

Weapons:  Switchblade

($4.05)

Equipment:  Instrument of choice

($)

Cash:  $64.78

($75 - ($20.45 / 2))

Race Car Driver

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Driver

Fatigues:  Jumpsuit, Rubber; Pilot’s Helmet; Bodystocking;

($47.35)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  Mechanic’s Kit

($21.75)

Cash:  $40.45

($75 - ($69.1 / 2))

Gentle Adventurer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Big Personality

Fatigues:  Suit Jacket; Stately Clothing; Leather Pants; Satin Undies, Upper & Lower; 

($29.95)

Weapons:  Rapier; Tricutter

($37.15)

Equipment:  Vermouth; Smoking Pipe; .41 Rounds x12 (1.56); .41 Tricutter Speedloader;

($7.63)

Cash:  $37.64

($75 - ($74.73 / 2))

Big Game Hunter
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Preferred Educational Area(s):  Survival

Trait(s):  Gamesman; Tracker

Fatigues:  Pith Helm; Canvas Jacket; Sportswear, Upper & Lower; Gauzy Lingerie, Upper & 

Lower;

($34.68)

Weapons:  Hunting Rifle; Machete;

($61.35)

Equipment:  Pocket Watch; Bear Trap; Smoking Pipe; .308 Rounds x6;

($7.75+1.56)

Cash:  $22.33

($75 - ($105.34 / 2))

Sky Captain

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Aeronautician

Fatigues:  Tricorne; Canvas Jacket; Ribbed Top; Sailor’s Uniform, Lower; Leather Corselet;

($27.09)

Weapons:  Rapier; Tricutter;

($37.15)

Equipment:  ClotShot; Syringe, Kicker

($11.75)

Cash:  $37.01

($75 - ($75.99 / 2))

Inventor

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Theoretical

Trait(s):  Just Add Power

Fatigues:  Lab Coat; Jumpsuit, Rubber; Woolen Undies, Upper & Lower;

($39.9)

Weapons:  Blowgun

($0.20)

Equipment:  Scientist’s Kit;

($44.85)

Cash:  $32.53

($75 - ($84.95 / 2))
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Dancer

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Social

Trait(s):  Owns It (A)

Fatigues:  Leotard; Bodystocking

($10.30)

Weapons:  

($)

Equipment:  

($)

Cash:  $69.85

($75 - ($10.30 / 2))

Free Lance

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Operator

Fatigues:  Pilot’s Helmet; Pilot’s Uniform, Upper & Lower; Compression Armour, Upper & Lower;

($58.55)

Weapons:  Maglite

($6.9)

Equipment:  Crowbar; Mechanic’s Kit; Lighter

($24.73)

Cash:  $29.91

($75 - ($90.18 / 2))

Criminal

Con Artist

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft 

Trait(s):  Step Right Up!

Fatigues:  Ribbed Top; Suit Pants; Tie; Derby Hat

(18.30) 

Weapons:  The Luge;

(4.55) 

Equipment:  Zippo Lighter; Tribacco Cigar; Whiskey; .22 Rounds x32

(9.25) 
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Cash:  $58.95

($75 - ($32.1 / 2)) 

Prostitute

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Seductive

Fatigues:  Leather Pants; Leotard; Gauzy Lingerie, Upper & Lower;

($18.06)

Weapons:  Switchblade

($4.05)

Equipment:  Box of 100 Bobby Pins; Syringe, Kicker; Vodka

($10.66)

Cash:  $58.62

($75 - ($32.77 / 2))

Pirate

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Seaman or Aeronautician; Rush B

Fatigues:  Tricorne; Canvas Jacket; Woolen Clothes, Upper & Lower; 

($21.49)

Weapons:  Cutlass; Poinard; Tricutter;

($42.45)

Equipment:  30m of Rope; Grappling Hook Anchor; Rum; .41 Rounds x6

($20.22)

Cash:  $32.92

($75 - ($84.16 / 2))

Cleaner

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Operational

Trait(s):  Forensics

Fatigues:  Gas Mask; Jumpsuit, Rubber;

($38.55)

Weapons:  Arc Rod;

($62.45)

Equipment:  Whiskey; Magnesium Firestarter; B-Pak

($2.93+30)
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Cash:  $8.04

($75 - ($133.93 / 2))

Partisan

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Crouching Tiger

Fatigues:  Beret; Canvas Jacket; Common Clothes, Upper & Lower; Cotton Undies, Upper & 

Lower;

($21.04)

Weapons:  Muscovy

($70.45)

Equipment:  Ammo Pouch; 7.62mm Round x80

($2.2+8)

Cash:  $24.16

($75 - ($101.69 / 2))

Thug

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Combat

Trait(s):  Forceful

Fatigues:  Leather Jacket; Leather Pants; Common Clothes, Upper; Cotton Undies, Lower;

($18.05)

Weapons:  Mallet

($5.25)

Equipment:  Crowbar; Pack of Trigarettes; Syringe, Kicker; Lighter

($6.23)

Cash:  $60.14

($75 - ($29.53 / 2))

Cat Burglar

Preferred Educational Area(s):  Graft

Trait(s):  Urban Shadow

Fatigues:  Glossy Bodyglove  

($62.50)

Weapons:  Poinard

($8)

Equipment:  Lockpick Set;
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($4.19)

Cash:  $37.66

($75 - ($74.69 / 2))

Traits 

Traits’ eXP costs do not enjoy benefits from Educational Areas.

General Traits

Ambidextrous (H)

PreReq (Cost): ~

Desc:

Weapons wielded in the off hand take no 

penalty.

Left Handed (H)

PreReq (Cost): ~

Desc:

Weapons wielded in the right hand take a -5 

penalty.

Right Handed (H)

PreReq (Cost): ~

Desc:

Weapons wielded in the left hand take a -5 

penalty.

Owns It (A)

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Wearing only the underwear layer does not 

reduce your social layer by 1.

Socialite (T)

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

+1 Social Layer, +5 to Rhetoric and Expression.

Fleet (F)

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+6m to movement when running away.

Forward! (F)

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+6m to movement when charging.

Seductive

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

May always make Sexy/Alluring Quality Attacks,

Alluring grants +10 and Sexy +20 to these 

moves.

Light Sleeper

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

You only require 5 hours of sleep to be fully 

rested.

Forced Marcher
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PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

May travel 15 hours on foot before beginning to 

lose Psyche.

Driver

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

You know how to drive a normal land vehicle on

wheels\treads.

Operator

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

You know how to operate a mech.

Biker

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

You know how to drive a motorcycle.

Rider

PreReq (Cost): 25

Desc:

Know how to ride anything with the Rider 

Compatible trait.

Aeronautician

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

You know how to pilot fixed wing aircraft, 

dirigibles, and other non-Hover non-Copter 

vehicles.

Helo Pilot

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

You know how to fly a helicopter.

Hover Pilot

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

You know how to pilot an AC Gravity craft.

Seaman

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

You know how to drive a nautical vessel.

Swimmer

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

You gain your full movement speed in water.

Vigilant

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+2 Alertness

Quick Draw

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Equipping a weapon is a free action for you.

Firearm Enthusiast

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+5 to Repair guns and +15 to Savvy them, 

counts only as +5 for Gunsmithing.
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Fencer  

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+5 on Parry, Footwork, and Block attempts.

Brawler

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 on rolls to make unarmed attacks.

Chaste (P)

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

-30 to all incoming alluring/sexy quality-based 

social attacks and negations.

Wrestler

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:  

+20 on all Grapple, Choke, Bash, and Escape 

rolls.

Relentless

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

Subsequent attacks in the same round suffer a 

-10 to-Hit, rather than -20.

Cultured (E)  

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Knows how to act in polite company, granting 1 

social layer in such circumstances.

Streetwise (E)

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Knows how to act in impolite company, granting

1 social layer in such circumstances.

Shagger

PreReq (Cost):  ~

Desc:

Knows how to ride, breed, and manage Shags.

Gunnery

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+5 to rolls firing Light and Heavy Hardpoint 

weapons.

Artillery Acumen

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 to rolls firing Artillery Hardpoint weapons.

Speed Training

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Movement speed increased by 6m.

Just Add Power

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

May craft at two levels below required capability

for a -30 to the crafting roll.

Hard Carry

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:
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Gain 5 extra Encumbrance of inventory space 

“about your person.”

Merciless:  

PreReq (Cost):  Blooded (25)

Desc:

Murder and the execution of helpless prisoners 

no longer incurs Psyche damage for you.

Masseuse

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

You can give massages.

Wreckless

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can ante Social Layer zero as the attacker in 

Social Combat.

Unfortunate Traits:

Annoying

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc:

Something about your voice just does not sit 

well with people, and you incur a -5 on all social

combat rolls.

Coverall (A)

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc:

Being down to clothing layer reduces social 

layer by 1 as if though you were wearing only 

underwear.

AntiSocial (T)

PreReq (Cost):  -50

Desc:

-1 Social Layer, -5 to Rhetoric rolls.

Drunkard

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Permanently an alcoholic, suffering the effects 

as laid out in the DreamWeavers’ section on 

alcoholism.

Smokestack

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for Pipe Weed, cannot drop

below this level by any means.

Licentious (P)

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Social attackers gain +10 when wearing visibly 

sexy/alluring attire.

Twitcher

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for Kicker, cannot drop 

below this level by any means.

Psychead

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for Psychoden, cannot drop

below this level by any means.
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Bopper

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for Beebop, cannot drop 

below this level by any means.

Fried

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for Tribacco, cannot drop 

below this level by any means.

Skittler

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

Begin play at AdL 1 for AntiAinex, cannot drop 

below this level by any means.

Corrupt

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: Addiction

+20 to opponent’s social combat attacks that 

utilize bribery. 

Bloodlust

PreReq (Cost):  -25

Desc: 

Any time you hit with an attack and are left with 

a half action remaining, you must use that half 

action to attack.

Frail

PreReq (Cost):  -75

Desc: 

Halve resilience and reduce Vitality by 1/4th 

rounded down.

Slow

PreReq (Cost):  -50

Desc: 

Halve movement speed.

Unstable

PreReq (Cost):  -75

Desc: 

-1 Social Layer, Halve Max Psyche.

Development Traits:

Experienced I

PreReq (Cost):  125

Desc: 

+5 CAPS points to spend.

Experienced II

PreReq (Cost):  Experienced I (225)

Desc: 

+10 CAPS points to spend.

Experienced III

PreReq (Cost):  Experienced II (325)

Desc: 

+15 CAPS points to spend.

Growth I

PreReq (Cost):  100

Desc: 

+5 any CAPS stat.

Growth II

PreReq (Cost):  Growth I (200)
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Desc: 

+10 any CAPS stat.

Growth III

PreReq (Cost):  Growth II (300)

Desc: 

+15 any CAPS stat.

Healthy I

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc: 

+2 Vitality

Healthy II

PreReq (Cost):  Healthy I (100)

Desc: 

+3 Vitality

Healthy III

PreReq (Cost):  Healthy II (150)

Desc: 

+4 Vitality

Centered I

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc: 

+2 Psyche

Centered II

PreReq (Cost):  Centered I(100)

Desc: 

+3 Psyche

Centered III

PreReq (Cost):  Centered II (150)

Desc: 

+4 Psyche

COMBAT

Marksmanship:

Long Shot

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Every guns’ range is 6m longer in your hands.

Power Draw

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+2 Pen when firing a bow.

Fast Fingers

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

The second ranged attack of a turn incurs only 

a -10 to-hit penalty.

Precision

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 to Called Shots.

Called

PreReq (Cost): Precision (50)

Desc:

+20 to Called Shots.

Quicker Gun

PreReq (Cost): 50

Desc:
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+10 to reaction shots.

Bursting

PreReq (Cost): Marksmanship 1 (50)

Desc:

Can burst fire at -30 as a reaction shot for a half

action.

Spray & Pray

PreReq (Cost): Bursting (50)

Desc:

Can auto fire at -40 as a reaction shot for a half 

action.

Chuck Em

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Grenades and thrown weapons have double 

the range.

OK Coraller

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

You can fire a revolver as if though it had B(2).

Straight Shooter

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Aim increases a shot’s to-hit by an additional 

+5.

Steady On

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Range of any non-thrown ranged weapon 

increases by 10m when wielded by you.

Melee:

Aggressive Stance

PreReq (Cost):  2 Melee (75)

Desc:

May change stance to Aggressive, allows you 

to aim (in melee) as a free action, +10 on all 

attempts to hit you.

Defensive Stance

PreReq (Cost): 2 Melee (75)

Desc:

May change stance to Defensive, halves 

movement speed but grants +10 to all Block 

and Parry tests, +30 to Escape tests.

Disarm

PreReq (Cost): 3 Melee (50)

Desc:

Upon successfully executing a Riposte, the 

weapon you parried is uneqiped and flung SB x 

2 meters in a random (d8) direction.

Crusher

PreReq (Cost): 50

Desc:

+1 Pen\+1 Rip with Bludgeoning weapons.

Crush the Bone

PreReq (Cost):  Crusher (50)

Desc:

+1 Pen\+1 Rip with Bludgeoning weapons.

Slasher
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PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+2 Rip with Slashing weapons.

Cut the Flesh

PreReq (Cost):  Slasher (50)

Desc:

+2 Pen with Slashing weapons.

Stabber

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+2 Pen with Piercing weapons.

Twist the Knife

PreReq (Cost):  Stabber (50)

Desc:

+2 Rip with Piercing weapons.

Martial Arts

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

d6 base damage for unarmed attack.

Iron Fist

PreReq (Cost): Martial Arts (50)

Desc:

d8 base damage for unarmed attack, +10 to-hit 

with unarmed attacks.

Lightning Blows

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

The second melee attack of a turn incurs only a

-10 to-hit penalty.

Perrier

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+10 to Parry and Riposte rolls.

Duelist

PreReq (Cost):  Perrier (50)

Desc:

May make Agility Bonus many parrying 

attempts per parrying stance.

Sweep

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

For a -20 penalty, you may target two adjacent 

foes with a two handed melee weapon, so long 

as they are in range.  Damage, but not hit 

location, is rolled separately for each.

Cleave

PreReq (Cost): Sweep (50)

Desc:

For a -20 penalty you may Sweep three 

adjacent foes.

Whirlwind  

PreReq (Cost): Cleave (50)

Desc:

For a -40 penalty you may attack every person 

adjacent to you as with Sweep.

Finisher

PreReq (Cost):  Melee 3 (25)

Desc:
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When striking the killing blow in melee with 

three or more Degrees of Success, you finish 

an enemy in such a grizzly manner as to deal 2 

Psyche damage to all their colleagues that 

witness.

Tactics: 

En Garde!

PreReq (Cost): 25

Desc:

Agility-augmented Tactics +10 test that delivers 

a balance hit to an enemy without actually 

attacking them.  Requires a melee weapon held

in hand.

Small Command

PreReq (Cost): 25

Desc:

Spend a half action to have an ally in 

communication range take a free action (any 

character may only be the target of one 

Command per round).

Command

PreReq (Cost):  Small Command (50)

Desc:

As Small Command, but a half action.

Order

PreReq (Cost):  Command (75)

Desc:

Spend a full action to have an ally in 

communication range take a full action or two 

half reactions (counts as a Command).

Rush B

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Charisma-augmented Tactics roll +0, if 

successful all party members gain 10m of 

movement on their next turn.

Get Down

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Charisma-augmented Tactics roll +10, if 

successful Degrees-of-Success many party 

members may move their stance down once--

from standing to crouching or from crouching to 

prone.

Hardened

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

-1 incoming Psyche damage from witnessing 

the deaths of your comrades or seeing them lit 

on fire.

Crack

PreReq (Cost):  Hardened (50)

Desc:

-1 incoming Psyche damage from being hit by a

charge attack or being hit by a weapon that 

deals Psyche damage\weapon incurred Psyche

damage (i.e. explosives).  Incendiary Psyche 

damage is unaffected by this trait.

Shoulderfire

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can fire over an adjacent friendly standing 

person while also standing.
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Combat Analytics

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:  

May make a Perception-augmented Tactics test

+0 specifying a target and an ally you are 

communicating with.  If successful, the ally 

gains +2 to any attack roll on that target they 

take next turn per degree of success (max +16).

Combat Crouch

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

At the end of a half action move where you 

were standing, change stance to crouching as a

free action.

SURVIVAL

Trapping:

Urban Outfitter

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to determine the most high traffic 

areas to lay traps, traps you lay in Urban 

environs gain 2 levels of Stealth when placed.

Lover Mine

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to (dis)arm or conceal mines.

Tripsy 

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can always find something to work as a 

tripwire.

Hidden Threat

PreReq (Cost):  2 Trapping (50)

Desc:

Any trap you successfully lay gains 1 level of 

Stealth.

Gamesman

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to find the best place to set up a 

trap to catch local game, traps you lay in rural 

environments gain 2 levels of Stealth when 

placed.

Bear Hunter

PreReq (Cost):  Gamesman (25)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to disarm, construct, or conceal a 

bear trap.

Rigged to Blow

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can without a test link the ignition of an engine 

to the detonation of an explosive charge, given 

that you can access the engine or ignition, as a 

full action.

Every Trick in the Book

PreReq (Cost):  3 Trapping (50)

Desc:
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Anytime you fail at laying a trap by two or less 

degrees, instead succeed--owing to your 

extensive backlog of tricks.

Disaster Artist

PreReq (Cost):  1 Trapping (50)

Desc:

Given time and sufficient materials (broken 

glass, jagged metal, sharp rocks, etc) can 

create Difficult Terrain at the rate of one 2m2 

square per thirty seconds.

Spotting:

Groggy

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

When deliberately seeking out hidden doors or 

traps, gain +20.

Sixth Sense  

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

When a Spotting check is elicited involuntarily 

by the DM, +10.  

Tracker

PreReq (Cost): 50

Desc:

+10 to rolls to follow a trail.

Advanced Tracker

PreReq (Cost):  Tracker (50)

Desc:

+20 to rolls to follow a trail.

Trapsense

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Add half your Trapping skill when making 

Perception-augmented Spotting tests to check 

for traps (i.e. 3 Trapping would translate to +15 

on the roll).

Greater Trapsense

PreReq (Cost):  Trapsense (50)

Desc:

Add your Trapping skill when making 

Perception-augmented Spotting tests to check 

for traps (replaces Trapsense’s bonus).

Fieldcraft:

Jungler 

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 to rolls navigating or destroying thick 

foliage.

Spadester

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+30 to digging rolls.

Herbalist

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to identify what various plants do, +20 on 

rolls to seek them using Perception-augmented 

Fieldcraft.

Hidden Dragon
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PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+10 on rolls to hide anywhere in nature.

Crouching Tiger

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

When leaving Fieldcraft induced stealth, gain 

an additional half-action.

Hunter\Gatherer

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to forage for food and butcher 

animals.

Rugged Maneuverer

PreReq (Cost):  2 Fieldcraft (50)

Desc:

Ignore the added movement cost of Difficult 

Terrain.

Wilderness Guide

PreReq (Cost):  1 Fieldcraft (25)

Desc:

Can make a Charisma-augmented Fieldcraft 

test that confers +2 to an ally’s Fieldcraft roll per

degree of success.

Deep Diver

PreReq (Cost):  Swimmer (50)

Desc:

You can hold your breath underwater for 6 x 

Res minutes.

GRAFT

Wiz:

Pokerface

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

+10 on rolls to lie, +20 on rolls to play poker.

Truesight 

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

+20 on rolls to discern the motive of another, or 

see through a lie.

Nothing to See Here

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to convince people you are 

irrelevant/not a threat, only works when not 

visibly armed.

Step Right Up!

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to work a crowd.

Natural Con

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Any time a Wiz roll fails by one Degree of 

Success, roll Luck 7.  If successful it instead 

passes by a single degree of success provided 

you make an outlandish claim.

Look Over There!
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PreReq (Cost):  2 Wiz (50)

Desc:

After declaring an interjection in social combat 

you may make a Charisma-augmented Wiz +10

test to cause all opposing parties and 

bystanders to quickly look the other way for 5 to

50 seconds (DW discretion).  If your ally in 

social combat has fled the scene before the 

enemy comes-to, none of the negative effects 

of losing the social combat are suffered. They 

won’t fall for this trick twice.

Trickier Than Thou

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

When you’ve gained the Upper Hand through 

Wiz in Social Combat, that argument roll gains 

+5.

Dirty Ways

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

When you are the attacker in Social Combat, 

ties go to attacker so long as your final 

argument used Wiz.

Hussy

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+5 when making Alluring/Sexy quality attacks.

Jigging

Locksmith

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to pick conventional locks.

Master Locksmith

PreReq (Cost):  Locksmith (50)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to pick conventional locks.

Safecracker

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to open safes.

Master Safecracker

PreReq (Cost):  Safecracker (25)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to open safes.

Doorkicker

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to knock down a door or similar 

barrier.

Forceful

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 on any Strength-augmented Jigging roll.

Cutpurse

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+10 on Agility-augmented Jigging rolls to pick 

pockets.

Dipper
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PreReq (Cost):  Cutpurse (25)

Desc:

+20 on Agility-augmented rolls to pick pockets.

Trap Jigger

PreReq (Cost):  2 Trapping (75)

Desc:

May make a Trapping-Jigging Combined Skill 

Test whenever attempting to disarm a trap, 

rather than relying on one or the other.

Blending:

Urban Shadow 

PreReq (Cost):  100

Desc:

When hiding using Blending, if someone beats 

your degrees of success attempting to spot you,

you may opt to reroll in hopes of getting more 

degrees of success.  You must take the latter’s 

result.

Depot Darling

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 to hide in environments where the primary 

source of cover is crates.

Plain Sight

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to hide in a crowd.

Newsie

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+10 to hide in a crowd when wielding a 

newspaper.

All Things Permitting

PreReq (Cost):  Plain Sight (50)

Desc:

+20 to hide in a crowd.

Alleycat

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 to hide anywhere in city streets, stacks with

Plain Sight and Depot Darling.

Urban Prowler

PreReq (Cost):  Alleycat (50)

Desc:

+10 to hide anywhere in city streets, stacks with

Plain Sight and Depot Darling.

Sewer Rat

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 to hide in any enclosed unnatural 

environment--office building, sewer system, 

series of ferrocrete bunkers, old abandoned gas

station, etc.  Stacks with Plain Sight and Depot 

Darling.

Subterranean Skulker

PreReq (Cost):  Sewer Rat (50)

Desc:

+10 to hide in any enclosed unnatural 

environment--office building, sewer system, 

series of ferrocrete bunkers, old abandoned gas
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station, etc.  Stacks with Plain Sight and Depot 

Darling.

OPERATIONAL

Salvaging:

Conservative Stripper

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+1 of whatever the Free salvage item is when 

breaking down salvagables\loot.

Careful Stripper

PreReq (Cost):  Conservative Stripper (75)

Desc:

May reroll but must take whatever the result is 

when breaking down salvagables\loot.

Taking Stock

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on salvaging rolls to look for a place to 

salvage.

Trashfield Traveler

PreReq (Cost):  Taking Stock (50)

Desc:

+20 on salvaging rolls to look for a place to 

salvage.

Junkrat

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

May search four, rather than three times, for 

salvage in a given trash heap.

No Stone Unturned

PreReq (Cost):  Salvaging 2 (50)

Desc:

Every time you look for salvage in an Orange or

Green Zone, roll Luck 5.  If successful, the 

stash you find will have loot as if though in a 

Red or Yellow Zone respectively.

Field Evaluations

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

When confronted with an item of unknown 

value, may make a Logistics-Salvaging CST to 

determine likely salable price range, instead of 

just a Logistics Skill Test.

Gentle Fingers

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on Agility-augmented Scavenging rolls to 

remove carefully remove sensitive materials 

from their casing.

Good Rippance

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on Strength-augmented Scavenging rolls to

to tear out a piece of considerable size from 

something while keeping it in its current 

condition.

Repair:

Mechanic

PreReq (Cost):  50
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Desc:

+20 to rolls involving the maintenance and 

creation of vehicles and crafting in the 

Mechanics school.

Superior Mechanic

PreReq (Cost):  Mechanic (50)

Desc:

+20 to rolls involving the maintenance and 

creation of vehicles and crafting in the 

Mechanics school.

Gunsmith

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to Gunsmithing rolls.

Superior Gunsmith

PreReq (Cost):  Gunsmith (50)

Desc:

+20 to Gunsmithing rolls.

Weaponsmith

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to Weaponsmithing rolls.

Superior Weaponsmith

PreReq (Cost):  Weaponsmith (50)

Desc:

+20 to Weaponsmithing rolls.

Armoursmith

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to Armoursmithing rolls.

Superior Armoursmith

PreReq (Cost):  Armoursmith (50)

Desc:

+20 to Armoursmithing rolls.

Greasemonkey

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Grants +5 to any Repair roll.

Crapshoot

PreReq (Cost):  Repair 1 (75)

Desc:

On a failed repair check, roll Luck (9+Degrees 

of Failure).  If successful, you succeed with a 

single degree of success.

Savvy:

Oopsie

PreReq (Cost):  1 Repair (25)

Desc:

On a hands-on Savvy roll, anytime you trigger a

negative outcome by failing, you may retake the

test at -20 to quickly abort it.

Firearm Expert

PreReq (Cost):  1 Savvy (50)

Desc:

Gain 1 Proficiency in every kind of firearm 

(nothing under the Specials category counts), 

+5 on Gunsmithing rolls.
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Pull-pin

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to figure out how to trigger 

explosives and how long you have before they 

go off, grenades have an extra 2m of range 

when thrown by you.

Weaponizer

PreReq (Cost):  1 Savvy (50)

Desc:

+10 on any roll to figure out how to operate any 

weapon, +10 on Weaponsmithing rolls. When 

picking up an Improvised Weapon make a Luck 

10 roll, if successful you figure out how to 

successfully use it such that it has 1 Rip.

Pinpointer

PreReq (Cost):  2 Savvy (25)

Desc:

+10 on Called Shots against vehicles, +10 on 

rolls to figure out the most vulnerable part of a 

vehicle.

Strange Contraption

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to figure out what strange, alien, or 

generally unfamiliar technology 

does/discovering how to operate it.

Reverse Engineer

PreReq (Cost):  1 Repair + 1 Savvy (50)

Desc:

+20 on Savvy-Repair CSTs to create blueprints 

from examining an object.

Maker’s Marks

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+30 on Savvy rolls to know where something 

was manufactured.

Born Natural

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on Perception-augmented Savvy rolls to 

figure out the controls of a strange vehicle.

THEORETICAL

Physical:

Concocter

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to Concocting rolls.

Superior Concocter

PreReq (Cost):  Concocter (50)

Desc:

+20 to Concocting rolls.

Electrician

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to rolls dealing with electricals.

Director

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:
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Give someone using Repair the benefit of your 

knowledge for a +10 on any Repair roll.  This 

bonus does not stack.

Bomber

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+10 on rolls to Concoct explosives charges.

Demolition Technician

PreReq (Cost):  Bomber (25)

Desc:

+10 on rolls to Concoct explosives charges.

Forensics

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

When examining an unaltered scene of a fight 

know how many participants were involved, 

which ones succeeded, and approximately how 

many legs everyone involved had without 

needing to roll a check.

Acidic Touch

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to Concoct or identify acids.

Structural Engineer

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on Perception-augmented Physical rolls to 

determine what kind of armour 

vehicles\structures have, the best ways to 

circumvent them, and the best way to bring 

down a building.

Biological:

Botanist

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to identify/find flora and the special 

characteristics of unknown species, you also 

know where common herbs grow in the wild.

Medic

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+1 Vitality returned to those you apply 

bandages to or use MedKits on.

Zoologist

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to identify/find fauna and the 

special characteristics of unknown species.

Cook

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Confers +20 on Cooking rolls.

Superior Cook

PreReq (Cost):  Cook (50)

Desc:

+20 to Cooking rolls.

Chef

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:
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Confers +10 on Cooking rolls and can roll a 

Perc-augmented Biology +10 to discover what’s

been used to make a meal you are examining.

Master Chef

PreReq (Cost):  Chef (50)

Desc:

Confers +10 on Cooking rolls and can roll a 

Perc-augmented Biology +30 to discover what’s

been used to make a meal you are examining.

Geneflap Reader

PreReq (Cost):  1 Biological (75)

Desc:

Can check under the fins of a Morphant to get a

rough idea of what parts of the body it changes 

with Perc-aug’d Biology.

Triage

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can use three bandages to create a sling that 

reduces the stat penalty to a wounded  limb by 

half, allow a crippled limb to be used.

Surgeon

PreReq (Cost):  2 Biological (50)

Desc:

May perform surgery without halving the to-Hit.

Master Surgeon

PreReq (Cost):  2 Biological, Surgeon (50)

Desc:

All Surgery-related rolls at +20.

Computational: 

Snoop

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+30 on rolls to search databases you have 

access to.

System Repair

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

May make a Perception-augmented 

Computational test +20 to attempt a System 

Repair.  If successful, files with unreachable 

pathways are newly restored and old functions 

of the terminal that may have gone un-used for 

decades (i.e. camera feeds, lift operation, self-

destruct) are made available.

Packet Protocols

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Can effectively format a cartridge for 

transmitting data, allowing you to snag 

information and take it with you.

Handshakes

PreReq (Cost):  Packet Protocols (25)

Desc:

Can probe for available physical connections to 

other networks (i.e. intact fiber optics cables, 

etc) and access them remotely from connected 

terminals.

Subversive Techniques

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:
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+20 on attempts to subvert security/privacy of a 

digital system you’ve gained access to.

Whiteout

PreReq (Cost):  Subversive Techniques (25)

Desc:

With one minute to work, can make a terminal 

show only a white screen unless a specific 

sequence is entered/detected (i.e. audioque if 

microphone available or pose if sensor active).

Thinking Machine Theory

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Familiar with the full theory behind thinking 

machines, grating a +10 to their use.  Given 

enough time and money could create their own 

Analytical Engine.

Thinking Man’s Subversion

PreReq (Cost):  Thinking Machine Theory (50)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to subvert or otherwise sabotage a 

Thinking Machine’s data or functionality.

Hard Reset

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

With access to charger cables and at least one 

charge of electricity, can force a 

bricked\unresponsive terminal to return to 

startup.

SOCIETAL

Logistics: 

Barter

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 on rolls to negotiate the price of everything 

from bribes to bail to barley.

Supply/demand

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

Luck rolls relating to economic affairs are -5 

easier (to a minimum of 1).

Miraculous

PreReq (Cost):  Logistics 1 (50)

Desc:

Can ration food so well that when allocating 

food for a group they can make two condition 

count as a full meal.

Supply Chain

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+10 on Charisma-augmented Logistics rolls to 

arrange the supplying of expeditions, convoys, 

and armies.

Margins

PreReq (Cost): 1 Logistics (50)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to determine the likely profit of a 

certain good in another location.
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Price Susser

PreReq (Cost): Margins

Desc:

+20 to guesstimating the markup a given 

merchant is charging for their goods via 

Perception-augmented Logistics.

Bull Marketeer

PreReq (Cost): 25

Desc:

You know how to play financial markets, +10 on

rolls to invest.

Real Scrooge

PreReq (Cost): Bull Marketeer (25)

Desc:

+10 on rolls to invest.

Operational Effectiveness

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Reduces the monthly expenses of any 

business\fortification\settlement\etc they 

personally operate the finances of by 5%.

To the T

PreReq (Cost):  Operational Effectiveness (50)

Desc:

Reduces the monthly expenses of any 

business\fortification\settlement\etc they 

personally operate the finances of by 5%.

Rhetoric: 

Always Poised

PreReq (Cost):  75

Desc:

+1 Social Layer.

Cut of your Jib

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

+20 to Rhetoric-based Negations.

Lecturer

PreReq (Cost):  25

Desc:

+20 on rolls to address a crowd.

Writer

PreReq (Cost):  1 Rhetoric (25)

Desc:

+20 on rolls to produce a piece of written 

Rhetoric.

Logical Fallacy

PreReq (Cost):  2 Rhetoric (50)

Desc:

Once per social combat when using Rhetoric 

and getting two or more degrees of failure, you 

gain a degree of success rather than your 

opponent gaining the normal 1 DoS per your 2 

DoF.

Smarter Than Thou

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

When you’ve gained the Upper Hand through 

Rhetoric in Social Combat, that argument roll 

gains +5.
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Counterpoint

PreReq (Cost):  Lecturer (25)

Desc:

Gain the Upper Hand when using Rhetoric 

against Rhetoric.

Philosophy

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Knows modern philosophy and philosophers.

 Gain the quality attack “Confuse” tied to no 

item quality.  It attacks with Charisma-

augmented Rhetoric, and when successful 

makes it impossible for the argument it is made 

alongside to gain the Upper Hand--but also 

makes it impossible for the Upper Hand to be 

gained againste it.

Dialectic

PreReq (Cost):  Philosophy (25)

Desc:

When you have lost a social combat where you 

final argument used Rhetoric and you are 

reduced to no social layers, regain Social Layer

zero.

Expression: 

(X) Player: 

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Replace X with a specific instrument.  You have

learned to play it well, granting a +30 on all 

checks to play it.

(X) Virtuoso: 

PreReq (Cost):  (X) Player  (70)

Desc:

X must be same for Player and Virtuoso traits.

 Confers a further +30 to checks.

Big Personality

PreReq (Cost):  Expression 3 (75)

Desc:

Gain 5 Charisma.

Flashy

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

May always make Fancy/Extravagant Quality 

Attacks, Fancy grants +10 and Extravagant +20

to these moves.

Sincere

PreReq (Cost):  Expression 2 (50)

Desc:

+30 on rolls to convince someone you’re telling 

the truth.

Dancer

PreReq (Cost):  Agility >= 30 (50)

Desc:

Gain 2m of Movement, +20 on rolls to dance.

Honest Appeal

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Once per Social Combat, when using 

Expression, opponent gains no degrees of

 success from your failure(s).
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Holier Than Thou

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

When you’ve gained the Upper Hand through 

Expression in Social Combat, that argument roll

gains +5.

Professional Dancer

PreReq (Cost):  50

Desc:

Knows how to dance, +20 to dancing rolls.  May

add Agility/2 to Strip Quality Attacks.

Exotic Dancer

PreReq (Cost):  Professional Dancer (50)

Desc:

May add Agility to Strip Quality Attacks.

 Replace Professional Dancer’s bonus to those 

attacks.

Misc Traits

Blooded:  

PreReq (Cost):  ~

Desc:

You’ve killed another person, and will no longer 

take Psyche damage from this act.

?. Disposition
There are 6 prime dispositions and 6 sub-dispositions for intelligent beings, and 6 primal 
dispositions for animals.

Prime Dispositions

DISPOSITIONS

1 Order

2 Chaos

3 Love

4 Pragmatism

5 Fortune

6 Adventure
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Sub-Dispositions

ORDER

1 Status Quo:  This character works to maintain the present order of things. 

2 Normalcy:  This character seeks an elusive “normal” existence.

3 Stagnant:  This character fears change and will flee or halt it when able.

4 Follower:  This character seeks leaders to follow in the footsteps of.

5 Patriotic:  This character is driven by love for country.

6 Justice:  This character is driven by a need for justice of the above-board variety.

CHAOS

1 Nihilistic:  This character rejects all principles and follows their impulse/desire.

2 Emotional Sadist:  This character derives the utmost joy from the pain of others.

3 Directionless:  This character lacks meaning in their life, and has no strong inclinations.

4 Rebellious:  This character seeks to rage against the established order aimlessly.

5 Revolutionary:  This character seeks to align the system with their ideals.

6 Revenge:  This character is driven by a need for revenge, seeking vigilante justice.

LOVE

1 Artistic:  Seeks to create and exalt through their words and deeds.

2 Tragic:  This character seeks out emotional suffering, for self-pity or masochism.

3 Hunter:  Obsessed with the chase, never satisfied with the conclusion, always roaming.

4 Nester:  Seeks to start or maintain a family unit above all else, dating or married.

5 Romantic:  Hopelessly in love with everyday life, and probably a few people too.

6 Floozy: Naked lust motivates this character in the supreme, above all else.
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PRAGMATISM

1 Guarded:  Slow to trust, quick to pre-emptively strike, highly discerning in all things.

2 Inquiring:  Seeks to gain knowledge from the world around them for practical use.

3 Merciless:  This character knows the dead can’t turn on you later.

4 Leader:  Brings others to their cause to have bodies other than their own to use.

5 Survivor:  Always preparing for the worst case scenario, seeking security.

6 Agnostic:  Lets no ideal block them taking the best course presented at the moment.

FORTUNE

1 Miserly:  Mostly closed fisted with what they have, seeking to gain more without work.

2 Frugal:  Discerning in the allocation of their fortune, interested in investments.

3 Greedy:  Concerned principally with the acquisition of wealth.

4 Profligate:  Carelessly wastes their resources, always looking for more.

5 Builder:  This character desires to create something great as a legacy.

6 Enterprising:  Ever seeking a new source of revenue, especially a newly invented one.

ADVENTURE

1 Bloodthirsty:  Walks the deadly path for the opportunity to kill, always ready to fight.

2 Idle:  Whether seeking their fortune or just bored, this person had nothing else to do.

3 Driven:  They are of singular purpose, which drives them forward always.

4 Wanderlust:  Wants to see new sights and have new experiences in new places.

5 Champion:  True believer of their ideals who will pay any price for them.

6 Heroic:  Seeks grand deeds, renown, and the love of the people.

Primal Dispositions
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Primal

1 Alpha:  Seeks to dominate and lead their species.

2 Aggressive: Always hostile.

3 Flighty:  Will danger whenever possible.

4 Curious:  Its animal brain somehow yet struggles to ponder.

5 Territorial:  Fights unwanted visitors in its domain, does not pursue much beyond.

6 Omega:  Seeks to exist apart from their species and other beings generally.

V. Equipment

Rarity
While knowing the list price is important, it will do a character little good if the item in question is 
not for sale.

Abundant:  Can be found literally anywhere, Wilds included.
Common:  Staple of any decent catalogue, not hard to get.
Uncommon:  Most people have never heard of it, speciality or regional item.
Scarce:  Most people will never have the chance to see it.
Rare:  Very hard to locate, expensive or impossible to manufacture.
Relic:  Coming upon such an item is a once in a lifetime experience.

Shopping
Generally speaking there are two ways to get things: stores and merchants.  Stores have a 
reliable supply of a certain kind of good but only sell, and there’s no haggling allowed--although 
certain discounts may be available.  Merchants are not bound by any particular brand or price 
point however, and will hawk their wares for however much they think they can get away with 
and still move the goods in a timely manner.  

There is a common exception to this general rule in the form of Pawn Shops.  They buy, sell, 
and valuate fluidly.  Of course, it is generally more worth their while to reject a pricey item 
they’re unlikely to see a quick return-on-investment in.  They’re used to slick talking tweakers 
trying to bully up the price on their gear and are not easily negotiated towards more than 1/4th 
list price for a full condition item or 1/8th list price for one below full cond but above poor 
condition.  They will usually not take a poor condition item for more than a few cents if at all.
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Explosives and SPECIALS Prices
Grenades are priced per unit in a shipment of 1,000 to a licensed organizations.  Bought in units
of 100 they are quadruple the price.  An individual or handful of grenades is not purchasable 
through legitimate means, and when available will likely go for twenty times their individual 
value--less where plentiful, more where sorely needed.

Ammo Prices
Bought individually bullets retain their price, bought in boxes of 10 they cost 3/4ths list price, 
bought in boxes of 50 they cost 1/2 list price.

POOR CONDITION
Anything with only one condition remaining is deemed to be in poor condition.  It can’t be fairly 
priced at more than half its value and even pulling off that sale would require a very desperate 
customer.  An [R] represents that the current level of condition is repaired, which represents an 
aesthetically obvious drop in quality to the most casual observer (duct tape, bad stitch jobs, 
obviously salvaged replacement material).  If the only condition remaining is [R] this item has 
previously been completely broken and brought back from the dead, and on its subsequent, 
inevitable destruction it won’t be able to be repaired back together again.

ENCUMBRANCE
A single item is worth a single point of Encumbrance unless it is Heavy (+1 Encumbrance) or a 
Two Handed Weapon (+1 Encumbrance).  

You can carry up to 10+(SBx2) Encumbrance unless you are naked, when you have only what 
you wield.  These are considered abstractly “about your person.”

Wearing accessories or clothing items with the Container (X) quality grant an additional space 
to place X many encumbrance worth of items.  Items in containers do not count against 
Encumbrance but you may only be wearing 2+SB Containers without halving your movement 
speed.  At twice this number you cannot move.

You can carry one Container in another, but it is not a vacuum--the Container counts as a single
Encumbrance and all the Encumbrance within it is also counted whilst within the outer 
Container.  Additionally a Container cannot normally be put into another Container with less 
slots.

While you can stuff a non-rigid Container that has a larger container space into a smaller one, 
it’s not a great idea.
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Items sold in “stacks” of x amount all fall under 1 Encumbrance until that amount is breached, 
at which point it bleeds into a new “stack.”  If you have a roll of 10 bandages, that’s 1 
Encumbrance.  A roll of 8 bandages is also 1 Encumbrance.  However 12 bandages is really 
one roll of 10 and one roll of 2, each taking up 1 Encumbrance for a total of 2 Encumbrance.

Bullets stack up to 100 and arrows\bolts up to 10.

Sheaths/holsters/quivers/bandoliers and other S(pecial) 
Containers (called S.Container for short) may contain a 
variable amount of whatever they are designed to carry, but 
nothing else.  

The description of each S. Container explains where on the 
body it can go, and you cannot have two S. Containers on 
precisely the same spot.

Ex.
A dual sheath is an S. Container (2) and can carry two 
weapons, it can only be worn on the  back.

An example quiver is an S. Container (20) that holds 20 
bolts/arrows.

ARMOUR
There are three armour layers: underwear, clothing, and outerwear.  Having a torso or both legs 
exposed down to the underwear layer strips a social layer, and being naked strips two.  In 
appropriate circumstances (sleeping, bathing, etc) these effects are negated.
There are also three armour areas: Head, Upper and Lower Body.  All hits affect one or more of 
these areas.
Anatomy of a piece of Armour:
AREA\LAYER: [Head/Upper/Lower]\[Under/Clothing\Over]
CONDITION: x/y [R] <how long until it breaks>
HARDNESS/STOPPING:  AP against things that aren’t bullets/AP against bullets.
VULNERABILITY: (What kinds of attacks may reduce condition)
VALUE: (How many EFSDs is it worth?)

MELEE & THROWN WEAPONS
Armaments have the following values:

Pen: (how many points of armour it negates, goes first)
Rip: (extra points of damage; if they encounter armour, this is reduced at a 2:1 rip:armour rate)
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Damage Base: [d4, d5, d6, d8, or d10] (these damages go after RIP, reduced by armour 1:1)
Damage Augmentor: [SB, AB, or PB] (these damages go after RIP, reduced by armour 1:1)
Range: (distance in meters, 2 is melee range)
Auto Ag/Str: (stat minimum value to avoid having to roll to operate a weapon)
Condition: x/y (x: current cond, y: max cond; How long until it breaks?)
Qualities: (special fx)

Weapon Name
Damage+
Aug

Pen Rip
Range
(m)

Auto
(Ag/
Str)

Condition Qualities
Firing 
Modes

Magazine Value Rarity

MELEE

STRENGTH to-
Hit

One Handed

Improvised 
Weapon

d4+SB 0 0 Melee 5 Str 1 BLU
One 
Handed

~ Abundant

Brick d4+SB 0 2 Melee
15 
Str

2 BLU
One 
Handed

$0.02 Abundant

Cane d4+SB 0 1 Melee 5 Str 3
BLU, 
Fancy

One 
Handed

$10.51 Common

Maglite d4+SB 0 1 Melee 5 Str 2
BLU, 
Light

One 
Handed

$6.90 Common

Mallet d4+SB 0 2 Melee
10 
Str

3 BLU
One 
Handed

$5.25 Abundant

Pipe (Weapon) d6+SB 0 1 Melee
15 
Str

2 BLU
One 
Handed

$1.50 Abundant

Police Baton d6+SB 0 2 Melee
10 
Str

6 BLU
One 
Handed

$6.00 Common

Hatchet d6+SB 2 0 Melee
15 
Str

4 SLA
One 
Handed

$2.25 Common

Tomahawk d6+SB 1 1 Melee
15 
Str

3
BLU or 
PiE

One 
Handed

$4.36 Common

Machete d8+SB 1 3 Melee
10 
Str

5 SLA
One 
Handed

$1.35 Common

Harm Baton d8+SB 0 4 Melee
15 
Str

4

2 
Psyche, 
Electro, 
BLU

One 
Handed

A-Pak $12.00 Uncommon

Two Handed

Sledge Hammer d10+S 1 2 Melee 25 7 BLU, No Parry, $5.70 Common
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B Str Heavy 2H

Lightning Lance
d12+S
B

2 6
Reach 
(4)

20 
Str

6

BLU, 
Electro
, 
Heavy

No Parry,
2H

B-Pak $27.00 Rare

Claymore
d12+S
B

1 4
Reach 
(4)

25 
Str

5
BLU or
PiE, 
Heavy

Two 
Handed

$79.05 Uncommon

Bat (Metal) d4+SB 0 2 Melee
20 
Str

4 BLU
Two 
Handed

$1.50 Common

Bat (Wood) d6+SB 0 2 Melee
20 
Str

5 BLU
Two 
Handed

$1.80 Common

Maul d8+SB 1 2 Melee
20 
Str

4
BLU or
SLA, 
Heavy

No Parry,
2H

$4.25 Common

AGILITY to-Hit

One Handed

Cattle Prod
d6+A
B

2 1 Melee
10 
Agl

3
PiE, 
Electro

No 
Parry, 
1H

A-Pak $6.00 Uncommon

Shank
d4+A
B

1 1 Melee
10 
Agl

1 PiE
N.Par, 
1H,Un(7
0)

$0.10 Abundant

Javelin
d4+S
B

2 2 Melee
15 
Agl

4 PiE
One 
Handed

$2.50 Common

Switchblade
d4+A
B

2 2 Melee
15 
Agl

3 SLA
No 
Parry, 
1H

$4.05 Common

Sickle
d6+A
B

1 2 Melee
10 
Agl

3 SLA
One 
Handed

$3.97 Abundant

Chain Bayonet
d6+A
B

0 4 Melee
20 
Agl

2
2 
Psyche, 
SLA

One 
Handed

Diesel 
(1/4 
Gal)

$18.50 Scarce

Combat Knife
d6+A
B

3 3 Melee
15 
Agl

6
SLA or 
PiE

One 
Handed

$7.50 Common

Poignard
d4+S
B

3 2 Melee
15 
Agl

4
PiE, Auto
Parry

One 
Handed

$8.00 Uncommon

Butchering d8+A 2 4 Melee 15 5 SLA One $2.85 Common
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Cleaver B Agl Handed

Riding Crop
d6+A
B

0 1 Melee
5 
Agl

3
BLU, 
Alluring

No 
Parry, 
1H

$1.26 Common

Sword Cane
d6+A
B

1 2 Melee
15 
Agl

3
SLA or 
PiE, 
Fancy

One 
Handed

$21.00 Scarce

Whip
d6+A
B

0 2
Reach 
(4)

10 
Agl

5 BLU
One 
Handed

$1.50 Uncommon

Bullwhip
d8+A
B

1 3
Reach 
(6)

15 
Agl

5 BLU
One 
Handed

$3.75 Uncommon

Saber
d10+A
B

3 2 Melee
20 
Str

5
SLA, 
Fancy

One 
Handed

$5.40 Common

Cutlass
d10+A
B

2 5 Melee
20 
Str

6
SLA, 
Fancy

One 
Handed

$8.70 Common

Rapier
d10+S
B

4 4 Melee
20 
Agl

5
PiE, 
Extravag
ent

One 
Handed

$11.40 Uncommon

Two 
Handed

Katana
d12+A
B

3 5 Melee
25 
Agl

7
SLA, 
Extrava
gent

Two 
Handed

$110.00 Scarce

Spear d6+SB 2 2
Reach 
(4)

15 
Agl

5 PiE
Two 
Handed

$4.95 Abundant

Scythe d8+SB 1 3
Reach 
(4)

15 
Str

4
SLA, 
Heavy

No Parry, 
2H

$17.46 Abundant

Falx
d10+A
B

2 4
Reach 
(4)

20 
Str

5 SLA
Two 
Handed

$20.50 Common

Halberd
d10+A
B

3 3
Reach 
(4)

25 
Str

6

SLA or 
PiE, 
Hvy, 
Fancy

Two 
Handed

$50.00 Uncommon

SHIELDS

Scrap 
Shield

d4+S
B

0 0 Melee
20 
Str

6
BLU, 
Shield, 
Heavy

One 
Handed

$9.00 Abundant

Riot Shield
d4+S
B

0 0 Melee
15 
Str

10
BLU, 
Shield

One 
Handed

$27.45 Common

Knightly d6+S 0 1 Melee 20 15 BLU, One $55.20 Uncommon
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Shield B Str
Shield, 
Heavy

Handed

THROWN
AgL to-
Hit

Brick d4+SB 0 2
SB x
4

25 Str 2 BLU Thrown $0.02 Abundant

Boalas ~ 0 0
SB x
8

15 
Agl

3 Entangling Thrown $2.00 Uncommon

Tomahawk 
(Thrown)

d6+SB 1 1
SB x
6

20 Str
(see 
above)

BLU Thrown
(see 
above)

Common

Javelin d4+SB 2 2
SB x
8

15 Str
(see 
above)

PiE Thrown
(see 
above)

Common

Net ~ 0 0
SB x
6

10 
Agl

3 Ensnaring Thrown $0.04 Common

Dart d4+SB 1 0
SB x
4

15 
Agl

1 PiE Thrown $0.02 Abundant

Lawn Dart d6+SB 2 1
SB x
6

15 
Agl

2 PiE Thrown $1.75 Scarce

Improvised Weapon
The humble improvised weapon is whatever 
chair or piece of rubbish could be laid hands 
upon to engage in fervent struggle with a 
pressing assailant.  Easy to find and fairly 
worthless to carry about, they are a sure sign of
desperation in any wielder.

Brick
Red like the blood of your enemies and denser 
than them for crossing you, the brick is the 
economy class killing machine of the 
Akroydiesel Age.  Commonly misconstrued as a
construction material, its true purpose is cost 
efficient combat.  Deadly when thrown or 
wielded in melee, the brick is a versatile tool in 
any adventurer-on-a-budget’s arsenal.

Cane
Sturdy weapons and trust aides for those in 
need of a third leg, the cane is also a fashion 

statement.  Appropriate for parties and 
skirmishes alike, the cane is the society goer’s 
weapon of choice.

Sword Cane
As cane, but for a half action is may be 
converted between the Cane and Sword Cane 
weapons--the handle twisting to free itself of its 
clever sheath and reveal a sword blade.  

Maglite
A convenient source of light, the Maglite is a 
thick metal flashlight sturdy enough to lay about
someone’s head with to do some real damage.

Mallet
Simple wooden hammer, normally used on 
ships or similar structural maintenance 
environments.  Its mandate of hitting things until
they get in line is extended to one’s fellow man.

Pipe
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Some piece of plumbing or other left about, the 
thick metal and oblong shape both lend 
themselves towards violent ends.

Police Baton
The copper’s weapon of choice, the Police 
Baton is ideal for bringing in ruffians alive or 
nonlethally ending a conflict.  It’s a long rod with
a handle that can be grappled a number of 
ways for different purposes.

Hatchet
An axe good for breaking up wood.  It’s got a 
short handle for one-handed use.

Tomahawk
This ancient design has seen many modern 
renditions after its blueprints were found 
plastered over museums during the Lost Age.  It
has proliferated in common work and 
warfighting use across Nor’America in the 
centuries since.  Notable for the ability to easily 
remove the gravity-reliant head.

Machete
A tool for cutting through brush and flesh alike, 
the weapon has a rich history and many 
machetes are decorated or custom crafted to 
reflect the wielder or creator’s culture.  They’re 
all equally good at killing, a victory of 
multiculturalism.

Harm Baton
An ugly cage resembling a microphone around 
a tesla coil at the end of a metal stick, it is 
electrified to course with blue shocks of 
electricity and wielded to great effect as both a 
mace and source of electric shock.  The 
preferred weapon of RiCon, it is very effective 
at psychologically scarring the targeted group in
addition to breaking their bones.

Sledge Hammer

Large hammerhead on end of long shaft.  
Purpose mostly construction.

Lightning Lance
The unholy union between spear and harm 
baton, the Lightning Lance is a short wooden 
lance wrapped with an electrical coil powered 
near the hilt.  Fearsome and cumbersome, it is 
a rare sight, normally cobbled together by an 
inventor.

Claymore
More or less a giant stone sword.  It is largely 
intended for breaking bones, though it may be 
stabbed with as well by a skillful user.

Bat (Metal)
An aluminum baseball bat designed to deform 
around struck foes, it is good for sport but 
suboptimal for murder.

Bat (Wood)
The classic design without any of that safety 
precaution nonsense built it, it is equally good 
for sport and murder.

Maul
A tool for splitting logs of wood, it has one flat 
end and one axe end at the end of a long shaft 
reminiscent of the sledge hammer.  One can 
alternate ends for ideal damage when used as 
a weapon.

Cattle Prod
A metal stick with an electrified fork on the end, 
it is used to herd disagreeable animals.  It can 
be put to even better effect on disagreeable 
people.

Shank
The workhorse of the murder world, this is a 
simple dagger constructed with anything from 
waded up newspaper to glass to metal.
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Javelin
A diverse short spear, it may be stabbed with or
thrown for great versatility on the field of battle.

Switchblade
This knife’s blade folds into its body until 
ejected by the wielder, for convenience and 
dramatic effect alike.  Common amongst thugs 
of a certain caliber and means.

Sickle
Short hilted curved blade, mostly used as a 
farm tool.  Works for cutting flesh in a pinch, if 
not so smoothly as it cuts grain.

Chain Bayonet
An unruly invention of necessity and stayover of
flair, the Chain Bayonet is a dagger sized 
weapon with one edge and the top of the 
weapon covered in chainsaw blades.  It 
requires a half action to start and has a four 
minute operating time when fully filled with 1/4th
a gallon of diesel.

Combat Knife
The ultra reliable pattern perfected over 
centuries for a combat knife, this blade may be 
mounted as a bayonet or used in hand for 
combat.  Beyond that, the name is somewhat 
deceptive--it is good for field cooking, skinning 
game, whittling wood, and any of a number of 
other tasks.

Poniard
A Frankish parrying dagger, it is intended for 
use in two weapon fighting but can be wielded 
on its lonesome.  Fencers are fond of the 
weapon.

Butchering Cleaver
Great at hacking apart meat, this device enjoys 
a wide appeal in the Akroydiesel Age.

Riding Crop

Mostly used to gently remind one’s mount who 
the rider is, applied vigorously enough it begins 
to do serious damage.

Bull Whip
A serious device largely intended to intimidate 
animals that will shrug off its blows into moving 
in the direction the wielder desires, when turned
against humans it yields brutal results.

Saber
An old cavalry weapon, the Saber is popular 
amongst riders of everything from cars to 
horses to shags.  Something just feels right 
about drawing a saber and gesticulating 
patriotically whilst advancing upon a foe 
mounted.

Cutlass
The go to seaman’s weapon for fending off 
enthusiastic aquafauna, the blade is curved and
the hilt featured a convenient hand guard.

Rapier
A duelist’s blade, the rapier is meant for striking 
deep at your foe and pressing the long narrow 
blade through their armour and flesh into their 
vital organs.

Katana
Curiously one of the more commonly pre-Lost 
Age manufactured blades found across 
Nor’America, these ancient weapons were 
dilapidated and of poor quality with few 
exceptions.  However, they stirred interest in 
the collective imagination of weapons crafters, 
who alongside intrigued scholars unearthed 
reliable schematics for the production of the 
weapon.  Heavily curved and very showy, the 
Katana is also an incredibly deadly weapon.  
These freshly crafted modern weapons are the 
mark of a serious swordsman in Nor’America, 
and custom orders will frequently bear and 
inscription such as the owner’s name or motto.
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Spear
A simple killing device, the pointy metal on the 
end of a stick has served well throughout the 
whole of human history.  It continues to do so 
now, its reach a continued boone.

Scythe
The more serious cousin to the sickle, while 
unwieldy it can be used to do some serious 
damage.

Falx
This long blade resembles a scythe turned 
sideways to resemble a sword.  Due to the 
similarity of the blade’s construction, that makes
it popular amongst farmers in the Wilds who 
need protection not reliant on bullets or subject 
to jams.

Halberd
This weapon has been rediscovered and 
refined for use by the bailiffs of Rhodes for 
cleaning up street disputes while keep range on
the rowdy crowd.  Some say Italiote Condottiere
will often employ it as well, and is often seen in 
the retinues of foreign honour guards.  The 
vague sense of prestige associated with the 
weapon is likely a great factor in the Rhodians 
electing to stock it.

Scrap Shield
Warped car metal, soldered together stop signs,
and other bits of scrap will frequently be 
combined into a shield.  These devices are of 
universally “questionable” craftsmanship 
because they denote a lack of materiale to 
make a proper shield with.  While it is hard to 
take someone seriously with such an 
accoutrement in civilization, out in the Wilds it’s 

a clear indicator you’re an up close and 
personal threat.

Riot Shield
A clear curved rectangle with bevelled edges, 
normally bearing a word like “POLICE” on its 
central coloured stripe.  It has a reach through 
handle for easy use in combat.  The preferred 
method for cowing the proles, these ancient 
devices are commonly found in heavy supply in 
police arsenals across Nor’America.  Many 
have such remarkably long shelf lives that a 
Riot Shield in use in 2714 could be centuries 
old.  Replicating the methods of their 
manufacture proved challenging, but the 
rediscovery of polycarbonate manufacturing 
has ensured the Riot Shield’s place on the 
scrimmage line for centuries to come.

Knightly Shield
Metal triangles with two curved sides and a 
drooping top, this device is a favourite amongst 
melee warriors of some means in the Wilds. 
Reproduced from pictures in various artworks, 
this device is what the smiths churn out when 
they need a metal shield and have the facilities 
to melt things down.

Boalas
Two balls filled with sand or metal spheres, 
connected by rope.  Used to bind the legs of a 
human or creature such that they are forced to 
the ground, especially effective against an 
enemy’s mount.

Net
Simple interlinked rope intended to catch things
within, such as fish or game or trespassers.  
Effective in traps and combat alike.

GUNS
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Weapon 
Name

Damage+
Aug

Pen Rip
Range
(m)

Auto
(Ag/
Str)

Condition Qualities
Firing 
Modes

Magazine Value Rarity

GUNS

HANDGUNS

Appalachian 
Special

d6+PB 0 2 6
15 
Str

2
.38, 
Unreliabl
e (80)

S/B 8+1 $4.74 Abundant

Luge d4+PB -1 1 12 5 Str 3
.22, 
Stealth 
(2)

Single 16+1 $4.55 Scarce

Sportsmaster 
X9

d6+PB 0 2 30
10 
Str

3 9mm Single 11+1 $10.20 Common

BlueGoose 
Autopistol

d4+PB 0 2 14
20 
Str

3 0.38
S/B(10
)/A(30)

60+1 $67.50 Uncommon

2011 d8+PB 1 2 20
20 
Str

5 .45 ACP Single 7+1 $55.35 Common

Doublestack 
2011

d8+PB 1 2 20
20 
Str

5 .45 ACP Single 14+1 $65.00 Uncommon

10mm 
Hobbes

d8+PB 1 3 20
20 
Str

4 10mm Single 10+1 $74.00 Common

Asfour 9mm d6+PB 0 4 40
10 
Str

5 9mm Single 14+1 $182.48 Common

Rotaryfire 
9mm 

d6+PB 1 3 30
15 
Str

5
9mm, 
Deploya
Stock

S/B(10
)/A(30)

60+1 $220.00 Uncommon

REVOLVERS

Tricutter d8+PB 2 3 35
15 
Str

2 0.41 Single 3 $25.75 Abundant

.38 A&D d8+PB 2 3 30
10 
Str

3 0.38 Single 6 $40.73 Common

Buster d8+PB 2 4 20
20 
Str

4 0.41 Single 6 $45.00 Common

Magnum d10+PB 3 4 15
25 
Str

4 0.44 Single 6 $60.00 Common

Westatum 
Special

d10+PB 3 3 20
25 
Str

3 0.44 Single 7 $85.70 Uncommon

Peacemaker d12+PB 4 5 25
25 
Str

5 0.45-70 Single 6 $120.00 Uncommon

EFS 044 d12+PB 4 6 30
20 
Str

6 0.45-70 Single 6 $175.00 Scarce
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CARBINES

Muscovy
d8+P
B

3 4 300
25 
Str

5 7.62mm S/A(10) 40+1 $70.45 Uncommon

Jungle 
Carbine

d8+P
B

4 3 600
20 
Str

4 .30-06 S 10 $87.50 Uncommon

EFS 001
d6+P
B

3 4 450
20 
Str

4 7.62mm S 5+1 $180.00 Common

5.56 Carbine
d6+P
B

4 5 500
25 
Str

3 5.56mm
S/B(3)/
A(10)

30+1 $210.00 Common

RIFLE

.22 Rifle
d6+P
B

0 1 250
15 
Str

3 0.22 Single 5 $18.75 Abundant

Hunting Rifle
d12+
PB

3 5 600
15 
Str

6
.308, Hvy, 
Br'd F

Single 6+1 $60.00 Common

Polymer H. 
Rifle

d12+
PB

3 5 650
10 
Str

7
.30-06, 
Bracedfire

Single 6+1 $90.00 Uncommon

Bushwhacker
d10+
PB

2 3 300
15 
Str

5 0.308 Single 5+1 $133.12 Common

Simonov AWS
d6+P
B

2 5 425
15 
Str

6 7.62mm Single 10+1 $100.00 Scarce

Scout Rifle
d12+
PB

4 6 500
15 
Str

7
.308, 
Bracedfire

Single 12+1 $128.65 Scarce

ASSAULT 
RIFLE

10mm Rifle
d10+
PB

3 5 300
20 
Str

5
10mm, 
Heavy

S/B(3) 20+1 $104.85 Uncommon

Król Polshka
d8+P
B

3 5 350
25 
Str

4 7.62mm
S/B(3)/
A(10)

30+1 $187.50 Common

FIL FS
d6+P
B

4 5 400
25 
Str

4 5.56mm S/A(5) 35 $210.00 Uncommon

EFS MBR 
d6+P
B

4 6 650
20 
Str

3
5.56mm, 
Unr(80)

S/B(3)/
A(10)

30+1 $239.85 Common

SHOTGUNS

Pipe Shotgun d6 0 2d4 4
30 
Str

1
12 Gauge,
Cone (6)

S 1 $6.24 Abundant

20 Gauge 
Shotgun

d4+P
B

0 1d4 8
25 
Str

4
20 Gauge,
Cone (6)

S 1 $10.14 Abundant

DB 20 Gauge 
Shotgun

d4+P
B

0 1d4 8
25 
Str

4
20 Gauge,
Cone (6)

S 2 $17.50 Abundant

Carriage Gun d6 0 2d4 10
20 
Str

4
12 Gauge,
Cone (4)

S/B(2) 2 $59.85 Common
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Sawed Off 
(Craftsman)

d8 0 2d6 6
25 
Str

3
12 Gauge,
Cone (8)

S/B(2) 2 $65.50 Common

Sawed Off 
(Hack)

d8 0 2d6 6
25 
Str

2
12 Gauge,
Cone (8)

S/B(2) 2 $52.45 Common

Revolver 
Shotgun

d8 0 2d6 10
20 
Str

4
12 Gauge,
Cone (6)

S/B(2) 6 $80.50 Uncommon

Mossy 500 d10 0 2d4 14
20 
Str

5
12 Gauge,
Cone (6)

S 5+1 $74.85 Common

Sweeper d10 0 2d4 10
20 
Str

3
12 Gauge,
Cn (8), 
Hvy

S 12 $145.00 Scarce

SMGs

Grease Gun d6+PB 0 3 30
15 
Str

2 .45 ACP S/B(3) 30+1 $109.65 Common

Weebler Auto 
SMG

d6+PB 0 3 35
15 
Str

4 .45 ACP
S/B(3)/
A(10)

30+1 $135.00 Common

FG80 Moderni 
SMG

d8+PB 1 4 40
25 
Str

5 12.7mm
S/B(3)/
A(10)

25+1 $184.35 Scarce

"Daddy" d6+PB 1 3 125
25 
Str

4 7.62mm
B(5)/A(
All)

40 $160.50 Uncommon

O-Gun d8+PB 0 1 30
15 
Str

3 0.22 S/A(10) 33 $175.00 Common

Chicago Pipe 
Organ

d10+PB 3 6 150
20 
Str

5
.45 ACP, 
Heavy

S/B(5)/
A(15)

30+1 $373.35 Common

LMGs

the Bailey d12+PB 1 3 100
35 
Str

2

.308, 
Crank 
Fire, 
Br'dF

A(25) 100 $165.00 Uncommon

el Presidente d8+PB 2 4 350
25 
Str

4
12.7mm, 
Hvy, Br'd 
F

S/A(25) 200 $195.00 Scarce

Uhlan Polshka d8+PB 3 5 700
25 
Str

5
7.62mm, 
Hvy, Br'd 
F

S/A(10) 100 $475.45 Uncommon

WFS SSR d6+PB 4 5 500
25 
Str

6
5.56mm, 
Hvy, Br'd 
F

S/A(10) 100 $613.05 Common

Appalachian Special This bulky, unreliable pistol comes in a variety 
of physical styles but the same general shape.  
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A commonly configured shoddy handgun 
anyone with a rudimentary understanding of 
gunsmithing can put together with minimal parts
and effort, making it a common bane upon the 
countryside.

The Luge
A stylish assassin’s weapon, the Luge is a 
single silver cylinder with a simple black grip.  
Its built in suppressor and low profile muzzle 
flash makes it a hard to detect weapon, 
although it does not hit very hard it hits very 
silently.

Sportsmaster X9
Jet black pistol with a fat grip.  Common 
handgun, ostensibly for sporting, it has become 
the default choice amongst common folks for 
self defense handguns.  Affordable and using 
the common 9 millimeter round, the 
Sportsmaster X9’s accuracy and negligible kick 
make it very easy to acquire and utilize.

BlueGoose Autopistol
A long magazine protruding awkwardly out of 
the handle and fat top make the BlueGoose a 
strange sight.  Something of a curiosity, this 
weapon was written off as a collector’s piece 
before criminals fell in love with its automatic 
fire.  For a gun retailing at under seventy 
dollars, that is a rare feature indeed.

The 2011
Pistol coming in a variety of colours, generally 
black or silver with a brown or black grip.  An 
old staple, nobody can quite say how long the 
2011 has been produced.  While some point to 
the year 2011 as its most obvious origin, some 
similar guns have been found with the 
inscription 1911.  This has fueled a heated 
debate about the origins of the firearm.  All that 
is certain is that it is common and very 
desirable amongst handgun owners.

10mm Hobbes
Heavy chrome pistol.  Hobbes Gunworks is a 
Philly based shop, and the 10mm Hobbes pistol
is their staple.  Not so sturdily constructed as 
the 2011, it compensates with a slightly bigger 
punch.

Asfour 9mm
Jet black handgun with a sturdy body.  This is 
generally considered a better built 
Sportsmaster.  Asfour, a Frankish gunsmith, 
sells the right to manufacture it across the 
civilized world in any state with firm enough 
contract law to enforce his royalty fees.

Rotaryfire 9mm
A curious firearm, this pistol has a small 
clockwork body that takes from the long 
(forward-foldable) magazine below and spins to
fire them rapidly.  Giving the Bushwhackers 
their name for its sound resembling the lawn 
tending device, the Rotaryfire 9mm has a 
folding out stock for added stability.

Tricutter
The common man’s revolver, trading down to 
three cylinders and 0.41 caliber is deemed an 
acceptable trade off for an affordable heavy 
duty handgun that does its job.

.38 A&D
The .38 is a relatively short barreled revolver in 
the smaller .38 caliber.  Ashtone and Devaun 
have their headquarters in Philly, where they 
are well patronized by the EFS military.  The .38
A&D is the officer’s weapon of choice in the 
EFS, which has done wonders for its 
availability.

Buster
A wide frame double action revolver, the Buster 
is more or less an expanded Tricutter with less 
range and more punch--plus double the 
cylinders.
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Magnum
Chrome barrel and wooden gripped, this 
intimidating short barrelled revolver is low on 
range but high on punch.

Westatum Special
A strange seven barreled revolver.  Westatum’s 
very own state gun, this pattern has been 
plagiarized infinitely to the point where the 
various competing claimants are probably all 
lying.  With the true inventor likely left 
decomposing in a bog and no patent awarded, 
it can be manufactured by anyone--though not 
affordable, as it is a fairly odd design to 
accommodate.

Peacemaker
Long barreled single action revolver.  The most 
commonly artistically depicted revolver, it is 
associated with adventure and derring-do.  
Something of a gold standard in the popular 
perception of revolvers, it certainly does not 
disappoint in terms of punch.

EFS 044
Wide framed revolver designed for actual 
combat and military policing use.  The EFS 044 
is an intimidating, reliable firearm.  Out ranged 
only by the Tricutter.

Muscovy
Black metal body with a wooden stock, some 
wood finishings.  This cheaply manufactured yet
eminently reliable imported carbine hails from 
Kiev.

Jungle Carbine
Wooden rifle with a convenient length for 
navigating the brush, this is a popular design 
made by several manufacturers who all contest 
the patent rights.

EFS 001

Wood body with metal finishings.  This carbine 
is widely deemed superior to the standard issue
EFS MBR, in spite of being officially considered 
old and to be phased out.  Without automatic 
fire it is, however, considered unfit for the 
default weapon on a modern field of war.

5.56 Carbine
A popular model, the 5.56 Carbine is based on 
a commonly found--if generally unusable in its 
present state--Nor’American firearm.  The EFS 
prefers this weapon for urban combat.  Due to 
the degradation of certain fine parts gunsmiths 
have had to make assumptions about some of 
the gun’s inner workings, but generally 
speaking there is a consensus on how to 
construct the weapons and they are functionally
identical to one another despite disparate 
manufacturers.  It’s known to be somewhat 
unreliable.

.22 Rifle
Long wood rifle.  Commonly used for hunting, it 
does not much threaten humans or things with 
strong hides.  It is not very durable or deadly.

Hunting Rifle
A heavier, more serious rifle that is frequently 
pressed into service as a combat weapon by 
militias and vigilantes.

Polymer Hunting Rifle
The Hunting Rifle, but in black polymer with 
various parts enhancements to make it deadlier
and more reliable alongside a larger caliber 
bullet.  More lightweight.

Bushwhacker
Meant for use in heavily wooded areas, the 
Bushwhacker can be more easily fired without 
needing to brace than most rifles.  It’s also 
meant for a shorter range.

Simonov AWS
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Open wooden stock, long barrel.  An eminently 
deadly sniper rifle, this export of Kiev is prized 
amongst sharpshooters.  Easy to fire 

Scout Rifle
Reliable firearm, generally painted white due to 
hailing from the upper parts of the Northern 11 
where this is convenient camouflage.  Most 
common modification is a new coat of paint.

10mm Rifle
Black metal rifle with a long, slightly lowered 
barrel and compensated iron sights to match.  
This gun is manufactured by the Aerius 
Company, but receives no branding due to their
corporate policy--they like to maintain a certain 
degree of deniability when it comes to their 
direct sale of arms.

Król Polshka
Metal with wooden grip and stock assault rifle.  
The workhorse of the bellicose Polish Royal 
Army and the Polish Home Army resistance to 
the monarchy alike, this gun is effective at close
to midrange and enjoys the benefit of three 
firing modes.

FIL FS
Black riveted barrel with extensive rail system 
for planned but undeveloped custom 
attachments.  The Franco-Iberian League’s 
assault rifle, the FS is a compromise between 
range and power.  Curiously lacking the three 
firing mode feature of the EFS MBR and Król 
Polshka, its slightly superior ammo capacity 
and lower rate of fire make it a more reliable 
alternative in the FIL’s eyes.

EFS MBR
Wood-stock service rifle with black metal 
magazine and body.  Its name is short for 
Eastern Free States’ Main Battle Rifle.  The 
design was intended to balance utility and 
reliability but wound up with neither, in the eyes 

of the common soldiery.  Soldiers all but 
universally favour the 5.56mm Carbine over the
EFS MBR.

Pipe Shotgun
Crudely made shotguns designed to work 
without needing to custom forge a barrel.  They 
do their job.

20 Gauge Shotgun 
The smaller 20 gauge shell allows aiming to be 
a larger factor in the effective discharge of this 
weapon than most shotguns.

Carriage Gun
Wood on bottom, metal on top, all business.  
This is the default “riding shotgun” shotgun 
across the land, used by those expecting a 
questionable character to attempt to molest 
them upon the road--or an ornery critter.

Sawed Off
This is a sawn-off Carriage Gun.  Depending on
how well the sawing was done, it is deadlier 
and less stable than it was pre-modification.  
Generally used by the criminal and the 
paranoid, these are not preventative weapons 
by any means.

Revolver Shotgun
Shotgun barrel with a revolver cylinder, it’s got a
silver body and black handle.  Strange Republik
design stolen by a few Philly companies, the 
war has impeded legal proceedings for patent 
infringement.  Its unique design allows it to be 
continuously used without breaking to reload, 
making it a favourite of breachers and criminal 
elements alike.

Mossy 500
Black metal shotgun with a high capacity for 
shells stores in the butt, loaded last-in first-out.  
Common sight in law enforcement and military 
outfits.
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Sweeper
A cumbersome shotgun with an integral drum, 
this firearm is more of an oddity than an asset.  
Its high capacity is essentially its only selling 
point.

Grease Gun
This strange contraption with a too-long 
magazine, barrel that resembles a soldering 
iron, and round body is a remarkably affordable 
submachine gun.  Used by the EFS military in 
its earliest days for some urban combat units, it 
has since been phased out and old surplus 
units are thus easy to come by.

Weebler Auto SMG
Weebler Auto is a Virgio-based gun 
manufacturer that used to specialize in 
reproductions of other peoples’ guns.  Their 
R&D came up with the Weebler Auto SMG to be
their breakout hit, an improvement over the 
Grease Gun in every way--longer range, more 
reliable, but still using the .45 ACP round.

FG80 Moderni SMG
Jet black gun with a rhombus-like body and 
grip.  From the Italian designer Moderni, this 
SMG is svelte and stylish.  What it lacks slightly
in ammo capacity when compared with its 
peers it makes up for greatly with an increased 
punching power courtesy of its larger round.  Of
course, finding 12.7mm on the Seaboard is a 
task unto itself, but by the time you’re toting a 
Moderni around you can probably swallow the 
cost of exotic ammo.

“Daddy”
Large wood-and-metal machine gun from Kiev, 
its byname is an in-joke about its model 
designation in a foreign language.  The original 
humour long since lost on Seaboard folk, the 
gun’s reliable punching power has not been.

O-Gun
Designed by some country boy out in the Wilds,
the gun looks the part--like it could’ve been 
made from soldered together pipe and Grease 
Gun replacer parts, save for the fact it fires a .
22 round.  Simple and a might more reliable 
than the Grease Gun, its price tag is usually 
made up for in money saved on munitions by 
any dedicated users.

Chicago Pipe Organ
This weapon was reconstructed from artistic 
depictions of a seemingly sacred firearm of 
ancient Nor’American folklore.  It is particularly 
favoured by the gangsters of Chicagoland, who 
frequently outfit theirs with a 100 round drum 
magazine.  Its metal body comes with a fine 
wooden furnishing and stock to make holding 
the weapon easier.

the Bailey
Something of an antique, the Bailey is a crank 
fired machine gun intended for mounting on a 
tripod but which the sufficiently strong may 
operate independently.  Its antiquated firing 
method makes hitting anything in particular 
difficult with it, but its high rate of fire makes it 
good for laying down suppressing fire.

el Presidente
This bulky machine gun’s detachable ammo 
box holds significantly more ammo than its 
competitors, but a rare ammo type makes it 
less than desirable.  An import from down 
south, the EFS gun collectors tend to see it as a
novelty piece.  Some gangsters enjoy it for the 
intimidation factor for exgorging 200 rounds 
without needing a belt feeder or reload.

Uhlan Polshka
Heavy workhorse of the Polish army, this Light 
Machine Gun has suppressed and then 
oppressed every eastern Yvropan from Finland 
to Greece.  The large 7.62mm round gives it 
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good punching power, but not well directed.  
While the Uhlan Polshka enjoys a great range 
of fire, it cannot penetrate armour as well as the
WFS SSR.

WFS SSR

Light machine gun of the WFS, the pattern has 
been adopted by the EFS as their heavy squad 
weapon as well.  Some joke it is the most 
worthwhile piece of cultural exchange between 
the Seaboards.

SPECIAL WEAPONS

SPECIALS
Damage
+Aug

Pe
n

Rip
Ran
ge 
(m)

Aut
o

C Qualities
Firing 
Mode

Magazine Value Rarity

Arc Rod d8+PB 1 5 12
20 
Agl

3
Hard Range, 
Electro

Single B-Pak $62.45 Rare

Flechette Gun d6+PB 2 2 10
15 
Str

2
Cone (6), 
Underwater

B(5)/A
(10)

50 
Flechettes

$165.00 Rare

Grenade 
Launcher

~ ~ ~ 75
15 
Str

4 40mm Grenade S 1 Grenade $162.30 Uncommon

Rotary GL ~ ~ ~ 30
15 
Str

4
Any Grenade, 
Heavy

S 6 $220.00 Scarce

Waffenfaust d12+PB 12 3d6 60
15 
Str

5
Circle (2), 
RepubliRocket

S 1 Rocket $200.00 Scarce

Bazooka d12+PB 15 2d8 100
20 
Str

4
Circ(4), Hvy, 
HEAT Rocket

S 1 Rocket $335.00 Scarce

Liquid Sprayer ~ ~ ~ 8
10 
Agl

3
Cone (2), Hard 
Range

S
6 
"Sprays"\L
iter

$42.00 Uncommon

Nail Gun d4+PB 1 1 8
15 
Str

2 Cone (4) A(5) 25 Nails $12.00 Common

Arc Rod
Long metal rod with glass bulb at the end covering a spiky metal polyhedral.  Hand connects to 
cable running to the C-Pak it draws power from, has a clasp to power the device.  When used 
properly it sends an arc of lightning to strike the intended target.

Flechette Gun
Two bent metal plates around a metal flechette launcher with built in heating and acceleration 
for maximum damage, this weapon is capable of exgorging metal at an obscene rate in a wide 
arc.

Grenade Launcher
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This specialty made tube fires the EFS’s standard 40mm detonate-on-impact launched grenade 
that are also utilized in the underslung 40mm grenade launcher attachment.  This standalone 
provides superior range and is generally used by engineers and grenadiers.

Rotary Grenade Launcher
Strange invention that takes most common grenade types and pulls their pin as they are flung 
out the barrel.  Inferior in range to the single load Grenade Launcher it makes up for it with six 
cylinders and versatility.  The weapon is known to be bulky and even where available, 
comparatively expensive.

Waffenfaust
The Republik’s anti-vehicle weapon of choice, Waffenfausts have been the ruin of many a 
Polish Uhlan charge.  Comparatively light and easily issued to a rifleman as an auxiliary 
armament, the Waffenfaust allows a group of people on foot to even the odds against heavy 
armour.  This device saw wide manufacture and export for a time to powers deemed “friendly,” a
list the EFS made right up until recently.  While the price and questionability of the hardware has
gone up and RepubliRockets are rare on the Seaboard, those who find themselves the owner of
a Waffenfaust tend to hang onto them as long as possible.

Bazooka
A loud and cumbersome weapon, the AT troopers of the EFS lug these behemoths around with 
pride.  Their HEAT Rockets can decimate a target in an instant, outstripping the limber 
Waffenfauast’s armour penetration by half again.  This green metal tube and its primitive sight 
and guard are well known signs of imminent destruction across the Seaboard.  Technically 
illegal for civilians to own, nobody’s going ‘round the Wilds trying to gather up the many that 
have leaked into the general populace’s hands over the years.

Liquid Sprayer
Simple glass bottle with sprayer apparatus that pushes the liquid through reinforced tubing out 
into the air with significant pressure.  This device may be used to deliver caustic chemicals to 
foes at close range.

Nail Gun
This commonly jerry rigged contraption vomits nails like a machine gun does bullets or a 
Flechette Gun does flechettes.  A bastardized conversion of an ancient specialty tool, whatever 
original was being worked from has long since lost significant bearing on the organically evolved
design of this armament.  Commonly found in the hands of desperate craftsmen seeking 
protection against corporate security or police crackdown, these weapons litter urban 
environments where the commonality of their munition gives them a greater appeal than most 
firearms.
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GRENADES

Shrapnel Grenade
The shrapnel grenade is a simple explosive full of metal bits housed in whatever container is to 
hand--wood, metal, or glass.  It is dangerous and frightening, but does not pose a threat on the 
battlefield to well armoured foes or particularly bulky beasts.

Frag Grenade
Fragmentation grenades are serious military issue affairs.  Well constructed and patching a 
deadly punch, the damage they deal both physically and psychologically to the foe is superior to
patched together devices.

Smoke Grenade
Used to cover an approach or retreat, smoke grenades are generally the domain of organized 
outfits like RiCon and the military.  Private organizations with a penchant for doing things by the 
book will also issue these devices.

AT Grenade
This weapon is the infantryman’s next best bet if there are no rockets to hand.  Dealing a 
serious damage and ripping through most non-serious armour, this grenade is only commonly 
issued in the military.

Tear Gas Grenade
RiCon’s crowd breaker of choice, this gas’s inflammation of nostrils, tear ducts, and throat easily
disperses any crowd.  While some question the ethics, it is probably the least lethal gas they 
could be using.

Chlorine Gas Grenade
This horrible tool of war is the subject of several attempted bans.  But no successful ones.  This 
is not commonly issued, but where used, creates a terrible debilitating effect upon the enemy.  
Some mercenary companies will use it to break the morale of brigands and other undesirables 
they’ve been dispatched to dislodge from the Wilds.

40mm Launched
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GRENADES AgL to-Hit Pen Rip Range (m) Auto (Ag/Str) Condition Qualities Firing Modes Magazine BULK PRICES Rarity
Shrapnel Grenade d4 0 2d6 SB x 8 Str 10 1 Circle (4), 1 Psyche Thrown $0.60 Common
Frag Grenade d6 0 3d8 SB x 8 Str 15 1 Circle (6), 2 Psyche Thrown $4.50 Scarce
Smoke Grenade ~ ~ ~ SB x 8 Str 10 1 Circle (12) Thrown $2.50 Uncommon
AT Grenade d4 7 3d6 SB x 8 Str 15 1 Circle (4), 1 Psyche Thrown $3.00 Scarce
Tear Gas Grenade ~ ~ ~ SB x 8 Str 10 1 Circle (8). Tear GasThrown $4.00 Uncommon
Chlorine Gas Grenade ~ ~ ~ SB x 8 Str 10 1 Circle (8), ChlorineThrown $6.00 Rare
40mm Launched d6 2 3d8 ~ ~ 1 Circle (6), 1 Psyche Launcher Only 1 Grenade $1.50 Scarce
Ottawa Cocktail d4 0 2d8 SB x 9 Str 15 1 Circle (6), Inc'nd (7) Thrown $0.40 Abundant
Phosphorous Grenade d6 0 3d8 SB x 8 Str 15 1 Circle (6), Inc'nd (9) Thrown $6.00 Scarce
Shocker Grenade d8 3 3d6 SB x 8 Str 15 6 Circle (4), Electro Thrown A-Pak $5.00 Scarce
Powder Stick d4 3 3d4 SB x 9 Str 10 Circle (4), Inc'nd (4)Thrown $0.75 Abundant
Dynamite d6 5 2d6 SB x 9 Str 10 Circle (8) Thrown $1.50 Common



This detonate-on-impact launched grenade requires a special weapon or attachment to fire, and
delivers a series punch to wherever it winds up.

Ottawa Cocktail
Turns out lighting a rag in a bottle of hooch produces a frightening incendiary.  Who knew?  
Anyone with the necessary materials, limbs, and a light can produce one of these.

Phosphorous Grenade
This gas burns the skin off of targets in a horrible display of technology’s own barbarism.

Shocker Grenade
Popular with RiCon, these grilled cylinders release omnidirectional arcs of electricity when 
they’re set off.  Uniquely they are not destroyed upon detonation, although their Condition drops
by 1 and the A-Pak within them is expended.

Powder Stick
Unwieldy and a severe fire hazard, these inferior fire charges were used before dynamite was 
rediscovered for excavating in mines and ruins.  Now the excess charges make their way 
around less reputable types looking for some bang for a few bucks.

Dynamite
Dynamite does away with the fire hazard and greatly increases blast.

SIMPLE RANGED WEAPONS

Blowgun
Not much more than some hollowed out bamboo or reed, the blowgun’s silence and replicability 
are strong selling points for anyone with access to deadly darts.

Crude Bow
Put together out of local wood and fiber, this bow does the job.  With easily made ammo and 
good range, it allows folks in the Wilds to hunt game--and each other--at a quiet range.
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Weapon Name Damage+Aug Pen Rip Range (m) Auto Cond Qualities Firing Modes Magazine Value Rarity
Blowgun ~ 1 0 40 Agl 15 2 Dart, Stealth (1) 1 $0.20 Common
Crude Bow d4+SB 0 2 75 Str 20 4 Stealth (2) 1 $1.50 Abundant
Recurve Bow d4+SB 1 2 120 Str 25 5 Stealth (2) 1 $6.67 Common
First Nations' Bow d6+SB 1 1 100 Str 20 6 Rending (1),S(2) 1 $7.00 Uncommon
Longbow d6+SB 2 0 120 Str 20 6 Stealth (2) 1 $7.50 Uncommon
Polymer Bow d6+SB 2 3 200 Str 20 7 Stealth (1) 1 $37.35 Scarce
Scrap Crossbow d6+PB 2 1 30 Str 15 3 Crank Load, Bolt 1 $5.69 Common
Junk Cho Ku No d6+PB 2 1 75 Agl 10 4 Crank Fire, Bolt S/B(2) 10 $17.50 Uncommon
Polymer Crossbow d6+PB 3 2 100 Agl 15 5 Crank Load, Bolt 1 $52.35 Scarce
X900 Moderni Xbow d6+PB 4 3 120 Agl 15 7 Crank Load, Bolt 1 $120.00 Uncommon
Wrist Crossbow d4+PB 2 2 50 Agl 10 3 Bolt, StL (1), Accessory S/B(2) 4 $75.00 Uncommon



Recurve Bow
For the more serious archer there is the Recurve Bow, with a long operational life and added 
punch it trumps home grown bows by an easy mile.  It uses ancient principles to increase the 
stopping power of the device.

First Nations’ Bow
Reinforced Fuertebalsa bow.  For when the Sioux would rather not waste the bullets or are 
trying to make a stealthy entrance, the First Nations’ Bow is not a very common sight across the
Seaboard.  It is only readily available in areas enjoying reliable trade with the First Nations, 
hence its moniker.  It is considered the all around best combat bow short of a Polymer Bow.

Longbow
For range and penetration, the Longbow is the best wooden option.  The historical significance 
of the weapon is sometimes waxed on about by Britannian expatriates, but the country is not 
known for exporting them in the modern era--simply the lore and knowledge of them that 
spurred crafters to seek out designs and replicate them.

Polymer Bow
Painted polymer bow.  Highly favoured during the Lost Age, these used to be easily found in 
troves across the cities of Nor’America.  Time and use wore down the supply, but they are still 
commonly considered the best bow available.

Scrap Crossbow
Mishmash of metal parts bent and soldered into place with a string looted from some instrument
or other.  Folks accustomed to scrambling through the junkyard sometimes like a weapon that 
doesn’t need to be knocked and won’t draw the attention of discharging a firearm.  The crudely 
constructed and easily replaced Scrap Crossbow fills that niche excellently.

Junk Cho Ku No
The more developed cousin of the Scrap Crossbow, this weapon is valued for its ability to keep 
firing without needing to reload in addition to all the aforementioned benefits of the Scrap 
Crossbow.  Mechanically more complicated, the Cho Ku No is not a common sight--but not a 
rare one either, especially in places with skilled craftspeople.  

Polymer Crossbow
This jet black polymer killing machine is highly prized for its ability to punch a hole through most 
armour.

X900 Moderni Crossbow
Moderni’s foray into crossbows is loved by assassins and gamesmen alike.  Improving on 
ancient Polymer Crossbow designs, the X900 represents true progress towards a more efficient 
killing machine.

Wrist Crossbow
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A favoured weapon of the Rhodian criminal class, this easily concealed weapon is worn on the 
wrist to keep one’s hands free..

FLAMERS
FLAMER

Redneck 
Roundup

d4 0 2d4 8 Str 10 2
Cone (2), 
Inc'nd (7)

1/8 Gallon Fuel
5 
"Bursts"

$3.60 Common

Flamethrower d6 0 3d4 12 Str 15 4
Cone (6), 
Inc'nd (9)

1/4 Gallon Fuel
10 
"Bursts"

$55.00 Scarce

Antique 
Flamethrower

d4 0 2d4 16 Str 20 3
Co(6),In(5),
(2)Psyche

1/2 Gallon Fuel
20 
"Bursts"

$210.0
0

Rare

Farm Burner d6 0 4d4 4 Str 10 5
Cone(2),
Inc(12)

1/4 Gallon Fuel
10 
"Bursts"

$100.0
0

Scarce

Flamers’ tanks require a -40 attack to hit at range or -30 in melee, but on a successful hit with a 
penetration of 4 or more the tank explodes if there is any fuel remaining.  This explosion deals 
the flame thrower’s damage as its normal attack but in Circ(range/2) centered on the wielder.

Redneck Roundup
With an abundance of diesel and plenty of reason to innovate in the weaponry department, 
country folks living in the Wilds have invented a simple hand held flamethrower that spews an 
ignited stream of diesel at whoever’s unlucky enough to wind up in front of the nozzle.

Flamethrower
Coming in a few different shapes and model numbers, every major entity more or less 
plagiarizes the same tank-wand design from each other.  This is because personnel 
flamethrowers are needlessly complicated for the killing value they grant.  More or less the gold 
standard in incendiary weapons, it is all but guaranteed to light your foes on fire. Sadly this does
come at the cost of making you a rather large target.

Antique Flamethrower
A carry over from wars of the past. 

These things work well for instilling fear into the hearts of the enemy. However that comes at the
cost of making the user the biggest target on the field. Which is bad news for the user as these 
things are known to go up in a fireball all their own when shot. 

Farm Burner
A model made for and mainly used by farmers for controlled crop burns. This compact model 
projects a smaller, more intense cone. What it loses in range it more than makes up for in 
intensity, the tightly focused flame able to do a lot of damage in not lot of time. 
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CLOTHING

Burlap Coat
A heavy coat that offers little in the way of 
warmth, but generally covers the body.  Its 

thickness makes it popular among those 
engaged in melees.

Wool Jacket
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This fuzzy clothing helps keep the elements at 
bay.

Ribbed Top
A stylish piece that shows off your fancy side.

Summer Dress
This is a dress appropriate for the warmer 
seasons, keeping its wearer well ventilated.

Flapper Dress
A garish dress favoured by Slicks with a flashy 
style, this is generally worn as an indicator of 
status and exciting lifestyle choices.

Satin Dress
A nice dress of high quality fabric.

Silk Dress
Made lovingly from the finest quality fabric, silk, 
this dress is an expensive statement.

Fur Lined Coat
A fine coat to keep yourself warm, it is utilitarian
in nature.

Nice Fur Coat
Well tailored and with a fashionable sensibility, 
this fur coat keeps one both warm and stylish.

Canvas Jacket
Favoured by Slicks and Punks alike, this 
garment’s point of origin is usually the EFS 
Aeronautical forces.  The style is well beloved, 
and many of them are littered with patches 
military or otherwise.

Tuxedo
Fancy, sexy, and serious--the Tuxedo is the 
zenith of Slick style, their holy grail.

Stately Top
A well appointed shirt one could do well to wear
anywhere.

Dress Shirt
A button up shirt for more formal occasions.

Suit Jacket
For Slicks, business, and Slick business.

Suit Vest
A button up vest, its open armed flair giving a 
more intimate feeling.  Favoured of clerks and 
bartenders.

Tweed Jacket
A warming garment that grants one an air of 
stodgy authority on academic subjects.  Usually
has some sort of plaid pattern.

Leotard
Good for dancing and swimming alike, this 
shimmering garment covers all the essentials--
but none of the limbs.

Gauzy Lingerie
Undergarments designed to excite and entice, 
rather than be practical for everyday wear.  
Considered classless by the uptight.

Cotton Undies
The most utilitarian of starch white 
undergarments.

Woolen Undies
Warm undergarments favoured in cold regions.

Satin Undies
Quality undergarments with a hint of class, their
sheen is more palatable because it was pricey. 

Silk Undies
The peak of luxury and extravagance, they are 
as classy as they are expensive.  And they are 
very expensive as far as underwear is 
concerned.
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Bodystocking
For when you need a little something 
everywhere but not much anywhere, this mesh 
garment is the perfect thing to slip into.

Jumpsuit, Rubber
Immune to electrical attacks and somewhat 
solid against other melee, it will not degrade so 
quickly to flames as other garments.  Some 
have found less utilitarian uses for this 
particular article.

HAZMAT Suit
This orange-and-white outfit is very good at 
keeping dangerous elements at bay.  It is an 
ancient piece of safety garment that is 
replicated only by the most sophisticated 
nations in their R&D departments.

Lab Coat
This starched white coat symbolizes authority 
and knowledge in the fields of science, which 
can be comforting or intimidating depending on 
context.

Trench Coat
A heavy, warm coat with a broad collar.  It 
keeps elements out and brooding noir 
protagonist in.

Duster
The cowboy’s answer to the Trench Coat, this 
piece of clothing is a might fancier and favoured
by some Slicks.

Overalls
A workman’s denim coverings.

Cotton Corselet
This white one piece covers the essentials in a 
fairly utilitarian fashion.

Leather Corselet

This leather one piece provides protection and 
adds a bit of excitement to one’s wardrobe.

Common Clothes
Unexciting shirts and pants that offer no 
protection from attack.

Woolen Clothes
Denser wool offers warmth and a modicum of 
physical protection.

Uniform (Type)
This is the clothing worn by those with 
professional outfits, be they military or workers. 
Different kinds of uniforms vary wildly in 
composition and material, although they are 
generally all fairly sturdy compared to common 
clothes--employers being loathe to replace 
clothing.

Sportswear
Appropriate clothing to go golfing or riding in, 
light and white.

Burlap Pants
Thick pants of an itchy fabric.

Slacks
The epitome of lower-body businesswear.

Swamp Pants
Rubber pants for wading through the bayeux. 

Stockings
Alluring fabric that covers the lower body in 
style.

Sweat Pants
Warm, baggy pants for relaxing or exercise in 
the cold.

Silk Stockings
Very classy stockings of a high quality fabric.
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Wool Stockings
Keeps folks warm in the winter months, thicker 
material.

Suit Pants
Slick lower wear.

Tuxedo Pants
Complement the Tuxedo.

HAZMAT Hood
This clear fronted hood comes complete with a 
built in rebreather, it complements the HAZMAT 
Suit nicely.

Wool Cap
Warm cap for the winter months.

Gas Mask
This device allows one to see without exposing 
their eyes and breathe even in foul gas clouds.  
Black rubber trims the clear plastic viewport and
holds the mask in place.

Sailor’s Cap
A spiffing white chapeau for salty sea goers.

10 Gallon Hat
Waterproof, the 10 Gallon Hat can be used to 
drink from streams.  It’s exceptionally good at 
keeping one cool on a hot day.

Derby Hat
An appropriate boler cap for attending a derby 
in, or any of a number of other country 
occasions.

Flowered Hat
A lovely and fragrant (assuming they aren’t 
fake) flowered hat.

Trilby
Good for detectives on the case or journalists 
seeking their next big scoop, the trilby is an 
iconic piece of headwear many Slicks gravitate 
to.

Baklava
For when you really do not want to be identified 
as a bank robber, this black wool mask with 
eyeholes is the piece for you.

Tricorne
Cornerstone of Revolutionary fashion, the 
Tricorne is favoured by Sky Captains and those 
trying to get in touch with their Liberty Caste 
roots.

Beret
Common military regalia, the beret is usually a 
bright colour with a telltale sag in its side and 
normally a badge on the front.
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ARMOUR
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NAME AREA LAYER COND HARDNESS STOPPING VULNERABILITY VALUE Qualities Rarity
LEATHERS
Studded Jacket Upper Outerwear 4 2 0 Piercing $30.00 Alluring, Fancy Uncommon
Studded Leather Upper or Lower Clothing 4 2 0 Piercing $16.49 Fancy Uncommon
Leather Clothing Upper or Lower Clothing 3 2 0 Piercing $4.50 Uncommon
Leather Jacket Upper Outerwear 5 2 0 Piercing $9.80 Alluring Common
Leather Pants Lower Clothing 4 2 0 Piercing $5.25 Alluring Common
Jerkin Upper Outerwear 5 3 0 Piercing $40.50 Alluring, Fancy Uncommon
Leather Greaves Lower Outerwear 3 2 0 Piercing $7.80 Common
Leather Undies Upper or Lower Underwear 2 1 0 Piercing $3.00 Uncommon
Hide Armour Upper or Lower Clothing 2 1 0 Slashing, Pierc $4.25 Warm Abundant
METALS
Concealed Plate Upper Underwear 2 1 1 PiE, BLU, BAL $1.18 -4m, Heavy, Metal Common
Scrap Armour Upper or Lower Outerwear 4 3 2 PiE, BLU, BAL $18.75  -8m, Hvy, Savage, Metal Abundant
Banded Mail Upper or Lower Outerwear 5 5 1 PiE $56.25  -6m, Heavy, Metal Uncommon
Butted Mail Upper & Lower Clothing 4 3 0 Bludgeoning $26.85 Metal Uncommon
Haubergeon Upper Clothing 5 3 0 Bludgeoning $20.25 Metal Uncommon
Riveted Mail Upper & Lower Clothing 6 4 1 BLU $26.50 -6m, Metal Uncommon
Greaves Lower Outerwear 4 3 0 BLU $17.85 -2m, Metal Uncommon
MODERNS
Compression Arm. Upper or Lower Underwear 2 1 0 Any $18.75 Uncommon
Body Armour Upper or Lower Clothing 4 1 2 Bludgeoning $37.50 Heavy Scarce
Ballistic Jacket Upper Outerwear 4 1 2 Slashing $10.05 Common
FLAK Jacket Upper Outerwear 3 2 3 Ballistics $26.70 FLAK Uncommon
FLAK Pants Lower Outerwear 3 2 3 Ballistics $21.50 FLAK Uncommon
Kevlar Jacket Upper Outerwear 3 3 4 Ballistics $37.35 Uncommon
Kevlar Pants Lower Outerwear 3 2 2 Ballistics $34.00 Uncommon
CHITIN
Chitin Breastplate Upper Outerwear 6 4 2 Bludgeoning $52.20 Warm, Fireproof, Hvy Uncommon
Chitin Leggings Lower Outerwear 6 3 1 Bludgeoning $46.50 Warm, Fireproof, Hvy Uncommon
HELMS
Ballistic Helmet Head Outer 6 3 4 Ballistics $63.75 Uncommon
Polymer Helmet Head Outer 5 2 3 Ballistics $31.05 Scarce
Chitin Helm Head Outer 6 3 2 Bludgeoning $25.00 Warm, Fireproof Uncommon
Riot Helmet Head Outer 4 2 2 Piercing $14.85 Common
Pilot's Helmet Head Outer 3 1 3 Ballistics $17.05 Uncommon
Fur Lined Helm Head Outer 3 2 2 Piercing $13.49 Warm Uncommon
Soldier's Helmet Head Outer 3 2 2 Piercing $9.45 Common
Baseball Helmet Head Outer 2 1 2 Piercing $3.75 Common
Full Helm Head Outer 4 4 0 Piercing $3.00 Perception (-10) Uncommon
Pith Helm Head Outer 3 2 1 Piercing, Blu $3.50 Common
Mail Coif Head Clothing 4 2 1 Piercing, Blu $3.62 Uncommon
Leather Skullcap Head Clothing 3 1 0 Piercing, Blu $3.15 Abundant
Footballer Helmet Head Clothing 2 1 0 Piercing, Blu $1.82 Abundant
Tribal Mask Head Underwear 2 1 0 Piercing, Blu $0.45 Savage Common
POLYURETHANE
Polymer Clothing Upper or Lower Clothing 6 2 1 Piercing $32.98 Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Glossy Clothing Upper or Lower Clothing 5 2 0 Piercing $37.10 Sexy, Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Glossy Dress Upper Clothing 3 1 1 Piercing $15.03 Sexy, Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Glossy Leggings Lower Clothing 2 1 0 Piercing $4.74 Sexy, Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Polymer Undies Upper or Lower Underwear 3 1 0 Piercing $7.50 Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Glossy Lingerie Upper or Lower Underwear 2 1 0 Piercing $8.44 Sexy, Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Glossy Jacket Upper Outerwear 4 2 1 Piercing $23.63 Sexy, Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Polymer Jacket Upper Outerwear 6 3 1 Piercing $60.00 Fireproof, Cool Uncommon
Polymer Bodyglove Upper & Lower Underwear 7 3 1 Piercing $50.00 Fireproof, HAZMAT Scarce
Glossy Bodyglove Upper & Lower Underwear 6 2 1 Piercing $62.50 Sexy, Fireproof, HAZMAT Scarce



Studded Leather Jacket
This leather jacket is the handiwork of an 
armourer who can expertly insert studs without 
ruining the stability of the leather.  Seen as 
piece of Punk wear by some, it offers no less 
protection that its less bedazzled counterpart.

Studded Leather
Applies the same basic principle of studding to 
non-jacket leather clothing.

Leather Jacket
The quintessential Punk item, this hardy 
clothing keeps one safe and stylish in the thick 
of a tight scrape.

Leather Pants
Stylish and complementary, the leather pants 
are easy on the eyes and well appointed to 
defend against melee attacks.

Jerkin
This Rhodian throwback from the history books 
runs from belt to chin, sturdy leather defending 
the wearer.

Leather Greaves
A decidedly more medieval garment, this piece 
of outerwear is favoured by those in the Wilds 
who need to use what’s readily available to 
resupply their wardrobe.

Hide Armour
The gruesome realities of the frontier 
sometimes necessitate making armour out of 
things people would rather wear.  Hide is 
normally not comfortable or attractive, but does 
the job and keeps the wearer warm.

Concealed Plate
A metal plate strapped to the torso, normally to 
provide hidden cover against bullets.  The tell 
tale slowing of movement and stiffness it 
imposes on the wearer allow observant people 

to spot it a mile away--so long as the person 
wearing it is not keeping quite still.

Scrap Armour
This savage armour is hobbled together out of 
whatever was to hand in the junkyard.  People 
needing an extra edge to survive their next fight
throw caution to the wind and make do.  What 
emerges is not stylish or uniform, but certainly 
stands up to a switchblade.

Banded Mail
Segmented mail armour consisting of metal 
plates and chainmail.

Butted Mail
Chainmail coat of butted mail, a series of small 
metal rings linked together forming a mesh.  
Sometimes called a hauberk, this dress covers 
the lower body as well as the upper body.

Haubergeon
Butted mail that covers only the upper body.

Riveted Mail
Sturdier, heavier, and more constricting, the 
riveted mail coat is as long as the butted mail 
one but offers more serious protection.

Greaves
These metal greaves cover the legs.  Affording 
much protection, they do slow one down a bit.

Compression Armour
Slick black fabric that stretches taught over the 
skin and offers good, but not long lasting, 
protection--for an undergarment at least.

Body Armour
This heavy armour combines ballistic plates 
and heavily woven fabrics to provide protection.
Ancient technology only replicated in the R&D 
departments of advanced nations, they are 
sought out by mercs and other wanderers for 
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the protection they afford without being too 
bulky.

Ballistic Jacket
Black body armour strangely segmented to 
provide optimal cover and 
compartmentalization, its padding is dense and 
arcane.

FLAK Jacket
Ballistic nylon layered heavily onto fiberglass 
plates offers great protection against explosives
and good protection against everything else.

FLAK Pants
As FLAK Jacket, but in pant form.

Kevlar Jacket
This jacket relies on ceramics to stop bullets.  
Reliable, but quickly expended. 

Kevlar Pants
These pants rely on ceramics to stop bullets, 
much as their jacket counterpart.

Chitin Breastplate
Heavy armour made from the husk of a dead 
crustacean, it provides serious protection and 
warmth.

Chitin Leggings
Heavy armour made from the husk of a dead 
crustacean, covering the legs.

Ballistic Helmet
This helmet relies on ceramics and curvature to
keep the head safe by deflecting bullets.

Polymer Helmet
This ancient helmet keeps the head safe 
through arcane design choices and ancient 
materials.

Chitin Helm

Utilizing the husk of a dead crustacean, this 
helm offers ample protection.

Riot Helmet
RiCon’s staple headwear, it is reliable against 
melee weapons and small arms alike.

Pilot’s Helmet
The EFS’s standard issue pilot helmet is 
designed to guard against ballistic threats, but 
not melee attacks.

Fur Lined Helm
A metal helmet with a fur interior for comfort, 
heat, and safety.

Soldier’s Helmet
This reliable old green metal helmet can take a 
beating.

Baseball Helmet
Heavy duty helmet worn by professional 
baseball players.

Full Helm
Recreated from ancient depictions of halcyon 
days gone by, this helm offers superior 
protection against swords but seriously restricts
the wearer’s vision.  What’s more, it does 
nothing to guard against ballistics.

Pith Helm
The default headwear of those seeking to 
appropriate local natural resources for their own
gain, the Pith Helm is an immaculate white 
mesh that can take a knocking.

Mail Coif
This butted maille coif covers the head from 
attack fully, revealing only the face.

Leather Skullcap
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When an armourer has only leather and needs 
to protect a head, this is what they make.  It’s 
not much, but it’ll do in a pinch.

Footballer Helmet
This leather headwear guards the brain cages 
of football players.  The state of former football 
players’ brains does little to attest its viability.

Tribal Mask
Made of hearty material, some scavenged 
metal or hard plastic or polymer or even 
handcrafted fuertabalsa, this mask is a 
fearsome and solid guard against the outsider.

Polymer Clothing
This unappealing rubber-ish clothing provides 
cooling and protection.  It is also fireproof.

Glossy Clothing
This shiny material does not protect as well as 
untreated polymer, but it is every bit as 
fireproof.

Glossy Dress
A favourite of the well-to-do Punk, this treated 
polymer dress shimmers well.

Polymer Undies
Utilitarian undergarments of unflattering 
material.

Glossy Lingerie
Much in the vein of gauzy lingerie, but carried to
its logical conclusion with the best fabric 
available for the job at hand.

Glossy Jacket
A stylistic answer to the leather jacket without 
needing any biological components.

Polymer Jacket
More utilitarian version of the glossy jacket, 
mostly used for its fireproof quality.

Polymer Bodyglove
Covering the body from neck to toe, the 
bodyglove provides ideal protection against 
hazardous environmental threats.  Favoured by 
those working around dangerous materials.

Glossy Bodyglove
Covering the body from neck to toe, the Glossy 
Bodyglove adds a certain appeal to the 
protective garment.  Favoured by cat burglars 
and other specialists.
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ACCESSORIES

Glasses
Eyewear to help one see.

Sunglasses
Flashy protective eyewear.

Scarf
Traditional warming neck garment.

Pearls
Traditional display of wealth in the Southern 
Six.

Necklace
A common type of jewelry.

Tie
Normal complement to a suit.

Wrist Watch
Metal encased timepiece worn in a convenient 
spot.

Pocket Watch
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NAME AREA CONDITION VULNERABILITY VALUE Qualities Rarity
ACCESORIES
Glasses Face 2 Bludgeoning $0.75 Common
Sunglasses Face 2 Bludgeoning $1.94 Fancy Common
Scarf Neck 2 Slash, Incendiary $1.80 Warm Uncommon
Pearls Head 2 Slashing $44.85 Extravagant Scarce
Necklace Head 2 Slashing $7.50 Fancy Uncommon
Tie Head 2 Slash, Incendiary $1.95 Fancy Common
Wrist Watch Wrist 2 Bludgeoning $5.00 Fancy Common
Pocket Watch Pocket/Chain 2 Bludgeoning $4.00 Fancy Uncommon
UNARMED
Nekode Hand 1 $2.00 Unarmed: P1 Uncommon
Brass Knuckles Hand 2 $4.20 Unarmed: R1 Common
Tekko Hand 3 $7.50 Unarmed: R1 P2 Uncommon



Metal encased timepiece worn in an 
inconvenient spot but with stylistic flair.

AMMO

Special munitions for special occasions.  While most ammo’s punching power is factored into 
the weapon’s stats, most projectile weapons have potential variants to their standard ammo.

{AP}-Armour Piercing:
Armour Piercing rounds confer +3 Pen.  These 
are rare military grade rounds used by 
specialists.

{FMJ}-Full Metal Jacket:
Full Metal Jacket rounds confer +1 Pen.  These 
are standard issue military rounds.
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{HP}-Hollow Point:
Hollow Point rounds confer +4 Rip.  These are 
special anti-personnel rounds designed to 
expand within target's bodies, maximum 
efficiency against unarmoured soft targets.

{I}-Incendiary:
Incendiary rounds confer +2 Rip, and on a two 
degrees of success or more hit the target rolls 
Luck 5 to avoid igniting.  If a failure, they gain 
the state ignited.

{S}-Slugs:
Makes the shotgun operate like a normal gun, 
removes Cone quality, quadruples range.

{R}-Rubber:
Rubber rounds quarter the range of the weapon
and reduce the penetration by -4, even if this 

dips into negatives.  Further the round halves 
(rounding down) its rip damage.  In exchange 
for this, attacks drop an enemy to 0 Vitality and 
no lower as if an unarmed\blunt attack.

{B}-Beanbags:
Reduces the range of a shotgun by two meters,
turns firing it into a regular Perception 
Augmented Marksmanship roll, reduces the 
Pen by 1 and the Rip by 2 (into negative 
values).  Attacks drop an enemy to 0 Vitality 
and no lower as if an unarmed\blunt attack.

{HE}-High Explosives:
Shells that explode on impact dealing an 
additional 2d4 rip damage and increasing Pen 
by 4.

ARROWS
Broadhead:
Multi-sided arrows that confer +3 Rip -1 Pen.  
More likely to stay in.

Bodkin:
Confers -20m of range and +2 Pen.  Large 
metal tip for penetration.

Exotic Broadhead:
Confers +4 Rip.  Series of mechanically 
complex interconnected blades ready to spring 
when the tip of the arrow meets pressure.

Fieldpoint:
Regular arrow.

Synthetic Arrow:
Lost techniques were used to produce the 
perfect feathers and straight shaft of these 
arrows, conferring +20m of range.

Weapon Qualities
Braced Fire:  Weapons with this quality not braced appropriately or fired from Prone suffer a -20 
to-Hit.
Rending (X):  Ignores X many points of Res when dealing damage.
Caustic:  Ignores Res when dealing damage, always reduces Condition of clothing/armour hit.
Crank Load:  This weapon requires a full action to be loaded each time it is reloaded.
Crank Fired:  This antique is operated not via trigger, but crank, and accuracy suffers.  All tests 
firing with it take -20%.
Cone (X):  Weapon fires in a Cone X meters wide out to its range, those on the border of the 
Cone (in squares not 100% covered by the Cone) may attempt an Agility BAT +10 to get out of 
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the way to take half damage but those within all take the full damage unless there is a solid 
object or other person blocking the blow for them.
Circle (X):  Damage is dealt from the area of impact to a Circle of X meters radius.  Those on 
squares on the edge of the circle (in squares not 100% covered by the Circle) may dodge as 
described in Cone to take half damage, otherwise they eat the full damage.
(X) Psyche:  Denotes damage done directly to an affected foe’s Psyche.
Electro:  Deals double the hardness value of any metal armour worn touching the target person,
1 Psyche damage.
Entangling:  When this weapon connects, the struck person rolls d10+Luck.  On a 12+ they are 
not entangled.  Otherwise they become entangled.
Ensnaring:  When this weapon connects, the struck person rolls d10+Luck.  On a 17+ they are 
not ensnared.  Otherwise they become ensnared.
No Parry:  This weapon may never be used to Parry.
Auto Parry:  This weapon allows the wielder to strike a Parrying stance as a free action..
Reach (X):  May make a melee attack on targets up to X many meters away (adjacent enemies 
are “two meters away,” etc).
Shield:  May be used to block one incoming attack per turn as a free action.  Taking the block 
action allows an individual shield to block two attacks.
Heavy:  Counts twice for encumbrance.
-(x)m:  Reduces movement by that much when worn.
Deployable Stock:  Can be made a two handed weapon and gain all the benefits of having a 
stock as a free action while wielded.  Undeploying the stock takes a half action.  Cannot have a 
stock installed.
Stealth (X):  When used from Stealth, rather than breaking stealth, your attack reduces your 
Stealth level by X.
Incendiary (X):  Luck X test is made to avoid catching on fire.  Any flammable surface within the 
area of effect may catch fire at DW’s discretion.  

Armour Qualities
FLAK:  Halves incoming damage from explosions.
Cool:  Confers a layer of cool if worn across all three slots.
Warm:  Confers a layer of warmth if worn across all three slots.
Perception (X):  Modification to Perception while worn.
Alluring:  May perform Alluring quality attacks.
Sexy:  May perform Alluring quality attacks at +10.
Uniform:  May perform Uniform quality attacks.
Authority:  May perform Uniform quality attacks at +10.
Fancy:  May perform Fancy quality attacks.
Extravagant:  May perform Fancy quality attacks at +10.

Weapons Types
Slashing: (SLA) Reduces the condition of vulnerable armour when struck.
Piercing: (PiE) Reduces the condition of vulnerable armour when struck.
Bludgeoning: (BLU) Reduces the condition of vulnerable armour when struck.
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Ballistics: (BAL) Guns, and other sufficiently swift projectiles.

Attachments
Readymade attachments require no skill to apply unless their Other Items entry denotes 
“requires installation,” such as extended barrels and hairpin triggers, which requires the relevant
crafting roll at +0 (+10 if a kit is available, +20 if a workshop is available) and takes one minute.  
Attachments all have 1 condition.  They are liable to break if a weapon is mishandled.

Bayonet (affixed):  Users of this gun now take a -5 on tests to shoot, but may stab with the 
affixed weapon at a -5.
Bayonet Slot:  As above, however the bayonet may be (un)affixed as a half action.
Extended Barrel (X):  Adds X to range.
40mm Underslung Grenade Launcher:  May be affixed to suitably long barrels, although 
creative Repair attempts can see it mounted in a variety of locations on all manner of weapons 
or fixed objects.
Scope (X):  A scope, where X is the benefit added the base Aiming bonus.  Normally must be 
found or bought.
Fore Grip:  Something to steady a rifle, it reduces the penalty for B/A fire by 5 and Str Auto by 5.
Stock:  Steadies the gun, adding +5 to all firing checks with it, reduces Str Auto by 5.
Flashlight:  It’s an attached flashlight.  Runs off an A-Pak, uses 1 charge over 5 minutes.
Sling:  Holds two-handed weapons to your body as if an Accessory.
Hairpin Trigger:  +5 on second attack with this gun in a turn.
Magholder:  Reload as a free action.  Putting a mag in the magholder is a half action.

For Bows
Arrow Holder (X):  Keeps X many arrows knocked ready for fire, as Magholder.
Bow Scope (X):  A scope, where X is the benefit added the base Aiming bonus.  Regular 
Scopes may be applied to bows but require a Repair test.
Guide:  +5 to all shots made with the bow.

?Survival?

Healing
Sleeping
Sleeping restores 1 Psyche up to max and Res many Vitality up to max.  This takes 7 hours, 
insufficient time spent sleeping will not rejuvenate these.  Some traits change this number.  You 
may remain awake for 24+Res hours without negative effect, and take 1 Psyche damage every 
12 hours past that until you sleep.
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Psyche
The Psyche is a frail thing, and while it can be stretched incredibly far, this is generally not a 
recommendable exercise.  Regular rest, meals, and social contact are necessary to keep the 
Psyche from degrading or rejuvenate it once reduced.

Masseusery
Characters with the Masseuse trait may give a person a massage to restore their Psyche.  
Taking one hour, the massage restores masseuse’s (CB+AB)/2 rounded up Psyche to the 
recipient.  Additionally if the recipient was suffering from the Mild Ailment “Aching Joints,” they 
are cured.  After regaining Psyche in this fashion the recipient may not benefit from the healing 
effects of a massage again for their Strength Bonus many days, the muscles slowly tightening 
up again.

A Good Time
After a character has engaged in a preferred recreational activity--a game of pool, seeing a play,
bowling, trip to the Gentlemen's Club, prayer at a holy site, etc--they may regain one Psyche.  
Only one Good Time regains Psyche each day.  

What constitutes a Good Time is at the discretion of the DreamWeaver alone, who should be 
consulted beforehand if you are hoping to regain Psyche via this method.

A Damn Good Time
After a character has had a particularly enjoyable experience--attending the concert of a 
maestro, having dinner with a renowned courtesan, or attending a joyous event such as the 
wedding of a loved one or some extravagant party--they recoup three Psyche.  If they have 
already had a Good Time that day, they recoup only two Psyche.  Only one Damn Good Time 
regains Psyche each day.  

What constitutes a Damn Good Time is at the discretion of the DreamWeaver alone, who should
be consulted beforehand if you are hoping to regain Psyche via this method.

Healing Items
Bandages:
Heals one (1) wound if used within 15 minutes of the combat it was incurred during.  Application 
of bandages to another auto succeeds at 15 Agl and to oneself at 25 Agl, otherwise it is an 
Agility-augmented Biology +10 test.  A single Roll of [x] Bandages counts as one item up to “Roll
of 10 Bandages.”  Using a bandage ends bleeding out.  As a half action you may tear cloth off of
clothing into one bandage, reducing the item’s condition by one.
ClotShot:
Heals three (3) wounds if used within 15 minutes of the combat it was incurred during.  
Application of ClotShot auto succeeds at Agl 10.  Using ClotShot ends bleeding out and heals 
one (1) wound.  It is a load of sponges with a blood-reactant adhesive to keep the payload in 
place.  Only one bandage or ClotShot may be used per battle.
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Anne Bact:
Household liquid medicine which when taken increases the to-hit on the Strength test to avoid 
ailment by +20%.  About as useful for healing as cough syrup is for gunshot wounds.
MedKit:
Heals one Vitality per point of the Biological skill of the user, per point of the MedKit’s condition 
expended.  Assorted medical supplies may be looted to “repair” the medical kit, which counts as
repairing a condition of the MedKit.  The R condition box heals half rounding down as much as 
any other would.  Those with no points in the biological skill can make no use of the MedKit.
The MedKit takes 5 minutes to use.
Adrenaline:
Upon injection, Adrenaline provides a temporary +2 Psyche +4 Vitality which may take these 
over their normal capacity.  This lasts for the duration of combat or 30 minutes elapsing, 
whichever comes first, at which time the user takes -3 Psyche and -5 Vitality.
Kolt Gel Swab:
The miracle gel, harvested and refined only in Mary’s Land, it may be used for 2+2d4 Vitality up 
to cap (if not explicitly mentioned no healing item will take you over your cap).
AntiAinex:
AA is a drug that comes in small white tablets which can be consumed orally (as prescribed) or 
crushed and snorted (by jackasses) to much the same effect: half of all Psyche damage within a
twelve hour span is deferred until the end of that time span or the next time the user tries to 
sleep, respectively (rounded up, so 1 Psyche damage is totally deferred).  All this damage is 
then promptly delivered, +1 Psyche damage for your troubles ser.  
Caffeine:
Drinking 1 Condition of caffeine extends how long you may remain awake before Psyche 
damage begins by 2 hours.

Herbs
Agrimony:
Cures Upset Stomach.  Stops bleeding (as 
bandage) but does not heal Vitality.  

Bae Leaf:
Added to a condition of food to have it count as 
two conditions worth of food.

Sour Reed:
Cures an Upset Stomach.  Swamp plant with 
several medicinal applications.

Ginseng:
Cures the Feverish state.  Cools the body, often
brewed into tea.

Goldenseal:
Cures Blurry Eyes.  Shaggy leafed herb that 
helps cleanse the body.

Black Cohosh:
Heals Sore Muscles.  This white-bud laced 
buttercup is frequently used to abate cramps 
and sooth hot flashes.

Critical Wounds & Surgery
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Critical Damage
Wounded areas of the body incur status ailments until they have been surgically healed with the
proper tools and a multi-part Surgery attempt.  Otherwise they may be left as they are to heal 
over the course of a month or splinted to heal over the course of a week.
Crippled limbs incur status ailments and inhibit the character’s actions in a variety of ways, 
splinting them can mitigate these effects to some degree but surgery is necessary to correct the 
problem.
Splints accelerate healing rate of wounded limbs and halve negative effects.  Slings halve the 
negative effects but do not accelerate healing rate of wounded limbs.  Crippled limbs must are 
only halved by splints, but if not splinted or in a sling are inoperable.

Surgery
Surgery is performed in two parts, the Perception-augmented Biology roll to determine what 
must be done and the Agility-augmented Biology roll to determine how well the job is done.  
Other people may be delegated to do these tasks at a -10 but substituting in their 
Agility/perception whilst retaining the “surgeon’s” Biology skill.

Further details on this process are in the Dreamweaver’s section.

Temperature

Temperature
Particularly hot or cold climates require cool or warm gear and ambient AoEs to offset.  This is 
proscribed in “levels”: if there are two levels of cold, then two layers of heat are needed to fend it
off.  Two layers of warm clothing are sufficient for this task.  If you fail to meet this requirement 
by one Layer/Level you take MTD, and if you fail by two or more you take ETD.
Mild Temperature Damage:
You take a Psyche damage every hour until you are at 1 Psyche, at which point in time you 
proceed to take 1 Vitality damage every half-hour.
Extreme Temperature Damage:
You take a Psyche damage and 2 Vitality damage every half-hour.
Environmental Heaters
Campfires grant one level of warmth to those within 6 meters and larger fires produce two layers
of warmth within 6 meters and one layer within 12 meters.
Hydration
Consuming a unit of water per hour (rather than the normal negligible amount) will confer a layer
of cool to your whole body on the second consecutive hour of doing so and for every hour 
thereafter you continue drinking at least one condition of water.

Drugs
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Substances and their Abuse
Kicker:
Injected, usually into the forearm, Kicker 
provides a temporary +1 SB, +1 AB (and 
subsequent +1 or +2 Res), and +5 meters of 
movement for the duration of combat or a half 
hour, whichever lasts longer.  Requires a 
loaded syringe.
Psychoden:
Fine silvery powder inhaled or snorted, 
Psychoden restores 1+1d10 Psyche.
Beebop
Psychédélique drug that sends the user on a 
trip.  Roll 1d10-5 and add the result to your 
Psyche, including negatives.  If used in combat 
then for five rounds you take -30 to all actions 
as you struggle to differentiate from what is real 
and what is a hallucination. 
Pipeweed:
Adds a layer of warmth to the user for 12 hours 
and reduces all incoming Psyche damage by 1, 

but reduces their Charisma by 5 for the same 
period.  Reeks, those under its effects believe 
themselves far more humorous than they 
actually are.  Requires a pipe (or rolling papers)
and a light.
Tribacco
Tribacco takes the edges off.  Some say your 
life, but most say only the stressful parts are 
lost.  Users regain two Psyche per condition of 
Tribacco consumed.
Alcohol:
Alcohol will render you Tipsy after consuming 
Res many condition worth of it, you gain a 
temporary +5 to Expression rolls.  After 
consuming double your Res worth of alcohol 
you are considered Drunk and halve your 
Agility and Perception.  One hour after your last
drink you are downgraded from Tipsy to Sober 
or Drunk to Tipsy.

Addiction:
Every time you use a substance a secret roll is made by the DM with a Luck based on the 
addictiveness of the drug, found in the GM Section (no peeking!).  If the Luck roll is failed you 
gain an addiction level.  You get the associated Addiction trait for the drug at addiction level 
one (AdL 1).  After 24 hours without the use of a substance one has any addiction levels to, they
take xd4 Psyche damage (where x is their current addiction level).  Various levels of addiction 
have various effects for the drugs--but that’s for the GM to know and the careless user to find 
out.
Sickness
Anyone who has been exposed to MTD (Mild Temperature Damage) or a source of moderate 
ailment rolls Strength -10% to avoid getting sick the next time they sleep or 12 hours after 
exposure, whichever comes first.  Anyone exposed to ETD (Extreme Temperature Damage) or a
source of serious ailment rolls Strength -30% to avoid getting sick the next time they sleep or 6 
hours after exposure.
Failing in the former will result in a Mild Ailment, failing in the latter will result in a Severe 
Ailment.  The Dreamweaver’s section of the book handles both.

Food & Travel
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Food
Every 24 hours, characters must consume at 
least two meals.  If they consume three, upon 
completion of the third they regain 1 Psyche.  A 
“meal” consists of 3 condition worth of food.  
You can mix and match, or even eat more, up to
5 condition’s worth of food in a sitting.

If you do not consume any food for SB many 
days, you are starving and take 1 Vitality 
damage every 12 hours.  After eating some 
food, you become hungry and your Resistance
is reduced by 1 temporarily.

If you consume less than two meals a day, you 
are hungry and your Resistance is reduced by 
1 temporarily.

If you are hungry then until you’ve had at least 
two meals a day for three days you will remain 
hungry.  If you are hungry for SB x2 many 
days you will automatically become starving.
Nutrition

Food has various qualities.  If you can sup of at 
least one piece of all in a day, the next time you
sleep you will recover double the Psyche and 
Vitality.
Know them by their item Qualities.
Group One: GREEN, Green\yellow Vegetables
Group Two: ORANGE, 
Oranges\Tomatoes(Grapefruit
Group Three: BLUE, Potatoes\Vegetables+Fruit
not previously mentioned|_|
Group Four:  WHITE
Group Five: RED
Group Six: BROWN
Group Seven: YELLOW

Travel
Characters can travel 10 hours a day on foot 
without issue of fatigue (averaging 3 miles an 
hour).  From the 11th hour and every hour of 
travel thereafter until they have slept, 
characters lose 1 Psyche.  They must sleep 
before they can have another 10 hours travel.

?Salvaging & Crafting
Degradation
Almost everything can degrade.  Weapons used
improperly, to block, or whose users rolled a nat
90-and-up lose one condition.

Armour attacked by the kind of weapon that it is
weak against loses one condition.  Being 
ignited reduces the outermost layers’ condition 
by one for every combat until the state is 
removed.   Caustic attacks destroy armour 
condition.

Items mishandled or used up in a proscribed 
fashion, such as uses of MedKits or injections 
of syringes, also degrade as part of their natural
life cycle.

This is all frustrating because, of course, the 
party likes things and their things breaking is no
good.  How to solve this?

Repair
With a bit of appropriate rubbish to hand you 
can make anything old new(ish) again!  The 
standard repair for a weapon is Repair +20 
Pure Skill Test and for a gun Repair +10 Pure 
Skill Test, although a successful Savvy +0 Pure 
Skill Test on the item or other background 
knowledge can help you with situational 
bonuses.  This can vary from a +5 for grokking 
its functionality well with Savvy to +30 from 
having grown up in a sweatshop devoted to 
producing\maintaining said item.
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Most of the time scrap, duct tape, and adhesive
are sufficient.  Screws and pins may be needed 
to put something back together that’s been 
totally destroyed--but no substantive materials 
are required for such field repairs.

A certain level of condition (i.e.: 2/3 [R]) may 
only be [R]’d once, and after it’s broken that 
stage of condition may never be reclaimed for 
that particular item again.  Repair doesn’t really 
keep things new--it simply elongates their 
usefulness.

Any item you are capable of crafting you are 
also capable of reforging with another of the 
same item.  This destroys one of the items and 
conveys its condition -1 to the target item up to 
maximum, removing the “Repaired” state from 
all levels of condition.  This is achieved with the 
same roll used to craft the item anew but at a 
+10.

Salvage
Two things matter most for Scavs.  Location 
and skill.  Salvaging +20 Pure Skill Tests are 
made to scan the horizon for signs of loot, and 
Salvaging +10 to rummage around in trash piles
once they’re in front of the scav.  This is where 
location comes in.

Locations have certain loot values and 
categories.  More degrees of success will yield 
more loot whilst scavenging, and eventually the 
Scav will have picked the place clean and be 
ready to move on.  Each trash pile can be 
scavenged through three times unless one has 
the Junkrat trait, which allows a 4th search per 
pile.  There is nothing of worth in a trash pile 
that has been fully searched and nothing left to 
salvage for.

Crafting
Crafting Rolls
Crafting Rolls are Combined Skill Tests made 
with their Governing skill and Savvy.

Steel and Metal
Where Steel is listed as the materiale, if any 
amount of Grey Steel rather than Blue Steel is 
used the starting condition of the item is 
reduced by one.  Where Metal listed as the 
materiale, any Steel or Scrap Metal will work 
equally well and Copper may be used reducing 
the item’s starting condition by one.

Success and Failure

Crafts that fail by one degree still produce the 
desired, but with an effect added by rolling on 
the appropriate Defect Table.  Crafts that fail by 
two degrees do not produce the item, but do not
consume the materiale.  Crafts that fail by three
degrees or more destroy the materiale.

The Tools of the Trades
“Tools” are sets of items that can be treated as 
a single item for most gameplay purposes.  The
Toolbox can be used as a poor man’s substitute
for other kits where they’re not specifically 
required.

Levels of Capability
There are six levels of crafting capability.  Crafting above the required levels confers +10 per 
level to the roll.  Crafting below the level is only possible once below the required level and 
confers -20 to the roll.

0: Improvised Level zero capability is a craft performed 
without any tools but one's hands and the 
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materials required to produce something.
1: Toolbox
Level one capability is a craft performed with 
only a toolbox’s items.
2: Kits
Level two capability is a craft performed with an
easily portable kit specific to this task.
3: Workshop

Level three capability is a craft performed with 
significant, stationary implements commonly 
found in workshops and stores.
4: Factory
Level four capability is a craft performed with 
industrial grade machinery, assisted by low-to-
no skilled workers.
5: R&D
Level five capability is a craft performed with 
cutting edge technology, assisted by skilled 
technicians and engineers.
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Schools of Craft
Cooking: Preparing meals and manipulating life.
Governed by Biological.
Concocting: Combining and altering chemicals. 
Governed by Physical.
Mechanics: Producing fine mechanisms, 
vehicles, structures, and some unique 
weapons.  Governed by Repair.

Armoursmithing: Producing armour.  Governed 
by Repair.
Gunsmithing: Producing firearms.  Governed by
Repair.
Weaponsmithing: Producing non-firearm 
weapons not covered by Mechanics.  Governed
by Repair.

Name
Capability:  
Materiale:  
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  
Result:

(X)C stands for X many Condition of an item.

Cooking Recipes

NB: Cooking items utilizing food or other 
consumables retain those consumables effects 
unless otherwise stated, i.e. Soothing Tonic 
counts as 1C of Alcohol and 1C of Caffeine 
when consumed in addition to curing Coughing 
Fits. 

Sandwich
Capability: Improvised
Materiale:  1C Group 6 (Base), 2C of Group 5 
(Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Minute
Result:  3C meal.

Soup
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C Water (Base), 2C of Group 1 
(Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Three Minutes
Result:  3C meal that confers a layer of Warmth
for 12 hours.

Cooling Medley
Capability:  Kit

Materiale:  1C of Group 1 (Base), 2C of Group 
2 (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Minutes
Result:  3C meal that confers a layer of Cool for
12 hours.

Poultice
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1 Bandage (Base), 1C of Agrimony 
(Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Minute
Result:  As bandage, but rather than 1 heals 
1d4.

Joint Pincer
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Sour Reed (Base), 1C of 
Black Cohosh (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Five Minutes
Result:  Cures Aching Joints.

Pain Killer
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Black Cohosh (Base), 1C of 
Bae Leaf (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Minute
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Result:  Cures Wracked with Pain / Sore 
Muscles.

Muscular Relief
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Black Cohosh (Base), 1C of 
Alcohol (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Minute
Result:  Cures Torn Muscles / Sore Muscles.

Goldenbaum
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Water (Base), 1C of 
Goldenseal (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / One Minute
Result:  Cures Searing Eyes / Blurry Eyes.

Black Kiss
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Alcohol (Base), 1C of Black 
Cohosh (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Minute
Result:  Cures Migraines.

Medicinal Soup
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Water (Base), 1C of Group 5, 
1C of Ginseng (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Three Minutes
Result:
Cures Fever / Feverish (not Forest Fever).

Poison Coating
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  5C of Poison
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:
Produces 10C of Poison Coating, delivering the
effects of the poison upon a successful melee 
hit where Pen breaks through Hardness.  
Strength test to-Hit gains +20 when delivered 
via Slashing weapons and +10 when delivered 
via Piercing weapons.  Each time an attack hits,
a coating of poison is lost, even if the armour is 

not broken through and thus the effect lost.  
One handed melee weapons may have two 
coatings of poison, two handed melee weapons
three coatings, and arrows\bolts/darts may hold
one coating.

Bacterial Purgative
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C Goldenseal (Base), 1C of 
Ginseng (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Five Minutes
Result:  Cures Bacterial Infection

Soothing Tonic
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Caffeine (Base), 1C of Alcohol 
(Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Minute
Result:  Cures Coughing Fits.

Antivenom
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of MedKit (Base), 1C of Venom 
(Additive)[particular type]
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Creates 3C of Antivenom [Type] which 
will instantly stop the effects of a certain kind of 
venom.

Germ Culture
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of any Food (Base)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +30 / Seven Days
Result:  You got some germs!  Roll on the 
Benign Germ Culture table.

Dangerous Germ Culture Acceleration
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  Germ Culture, 1 Gallon of Akroy
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Days
Result:  Oh shit, your germs are getting ornery. 
Roll on the Dangerous Germ Culture table.

Beneficial Germ Culture Acceleration
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Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  Germ Culture, 1 Gallon of Akroy
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Days
Result:  Germs are shaping up nicely.  Roll on 
the Beneficial Germ Culture table.

Mutate Germ Culture
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  Germ Culture
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Four Days
Result:  Roll on the Benign Germ Culture table.

Duplicate Germ Culture
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  Germ Culture
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Three Days
Result:  Copy of the Gem Culture you began 
with.

Gourmet Meal
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C Food of any Group
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Makes your mark on the Culinary 
World.  If crafted with two or three degrees of 
success, consuming it automatically constitutes 
A Good Time.  If crafted with four or more 
degrees of success, consuming it automatically 
constitutes A Damn Good Time.

Chloroform
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  10C of Sour Reed (Base), 4C of 
Chlorine (Additive)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates 5C of Chloroform.

Cure Black Lung
Capability:  R&D
Materiale:  6C of Goldenseal, 1C of ???
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -30 / One Hour
Result:  Cures Black Lung, which you have just 
discovered the cure to!

Concocting Recipes

Powder Stick
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Powder Stick.

Shrapnel Grenade
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Nitrate, 1C of Scrap Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Five Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Shrapnel Grenade.

Dynamite
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Nitroglycerin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Dynamite.

Smoke Grenade
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Aluminum, 1C of Zinc, 
Grenade Casing
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Smoke Grenade.

Frag Grenade
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Composition B, Grenade 
Casing
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Smoke Grenade.

AT Grenade
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Composition B, Grenade 
Casing
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Smoke Grenade.

40mm Launched Grenade
Capability:  Factory
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Materiale:  1C of Composition B, 40mm 
Launched Grenade Casing
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Smoke Grenade.

Personnel Mine
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  Mine Casing, 1C of Composition B
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Personnel Mine.

Anti-Armour Mine
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  Mine Casing, 2C of Composition B
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Produces 1 Anti-Armour Mine.

Landslide
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  8C of Nitrate, 2C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Produces 5C of Landslide.  May be 
used in explosive charges, only detonates when
shot by a bullet with an effective Pen of 1 or 
more.  

Synthesized Chloroform
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  5C of Chlorine, 2C of Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates 5C of Chloroform.

Composition B
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  3C of Nitrate, 3C of Nitroglycerin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Produces 3C of Composition B.  May 
be used in explosive charges.

Beebop
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1 Gallon of Akroy, 10C of Swamp 
Reed
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Six Hours

Result:  Produces 5C of Beebop.

Zinc Chloride
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  5C of Water, 1C of Zinc
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  5L of Zinc Chloride.

Kicker
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2 Gallons of Akroy, 1C of Adrenaline
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Produces 5C of Kicker.

Psychoden
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  10 Tablets of AntiAinex, 2C of Bae 
Leaf
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / One Hour
Result:  Produces 1C of Psychoden.

Hydrofluoric Acid
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  10C of Water, 1C of Fluorine
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / One Hour
Result:  10L of Hydrofluoric Acid.

A-Pak
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Blue Steel, 1C of Zinc, 1L of 
Hydrofluoric Acid
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  1 A-Pak (no charge).

B-Pak
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Blue Steel, 2C of Zinc, 2L of 
Hydrofluoric Acid
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Two Hours
Result:  1 B-Pak (no charge).

C-Pak
Capability:  Factory
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Materiale:  3C of Blue Steel, 3C of Zinc, 5L of 
Hydrofluoric Acid
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Four Hours
Result:  1 C-Pak (no charge).

Arc Rod
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 2C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Two Hours
Result:  1 Arc Rod.

Semtex
Capability:  R&D
Materiale:  3C of Nitrate, 2C of Nitroglycerin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result:  5C of Semtex.  May be used in 
explosive charges.  Waterproof, easily shaped.

Mechanics Recipes

Weapon Sling
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Creates 1 Sling.

Magholder
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 1 Magholder.

Redneck Roundup
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Metal, Fuel Parts
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Hour
Result:  Creates 1 Redneck Roundup.

Nail Gun
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  1 Nail Gun.

(Bow) Scope (5)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 1C of Glass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates either a Bow Scope or a Scope
(5).

(Bow) Scope (10)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 1C of Glass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates either a Bow Scope or a Scope
(10).

(Bow) Scope (15)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 1C of Glass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates either a Bow Scope or a Scope
(15).

Grenade Casing
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  5 Grenade Casings.

Gas Canister
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal, gas Payload
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Ten Minutes
Result:  SB x 3 range Circle (2) grenade that 
releases Payload.

Flechette Gun
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Three Hours
Result:  1 Flechette Gun.

Grenade Launcher
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal
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Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates 1 Grenade Launcher.

Shredder Mine
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Metal, 1C of 
Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 1 Shredder Mine.

40mm Launched Grenade Casing
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates five (5) 40mm Launched 
Grenade Casings.

Mine Casings
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 Mine Casings.

Flamethrower
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  3C of Steel, Fuel Parts
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates 1 Flamethrower.

Rotary Grenade Launcher
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  3C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates 1 Rotary GL.

Armoursmithing Recipes
NB: Blue steel is the assumed material 
wherever steel is listed; if gray steel is used in 
any amount for fulfilling the steel called for in 
materiale, the item’s starting condition is 
reduced by 1.

Leather
Capability:  Improvised

Materiale:  1C of Hide
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +30 / One Hour
Result:  1C of Leather.

Tribal Mask
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Tribal Mask.

Concealed Plate
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  2C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Concealed Plate.

Hide Armour
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  2C of Hide
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Hide Armour, Upper or Lower.

Scrap Armour
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  4C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Scrap Armour, Upper or Lower.

Footballer Helmet
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Footballer Helmet.

Leather Skullcap
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Skullcap.

Leather Undies
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Two Hours
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Result:  Creates Leather Undies, Upper or 
Lower.

Leather Jerkin
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  3C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Jerkin.

Leather Greaves
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Graves.

Leather Pants
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Pants.

Leather Jacket
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  3C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Jacket.

Leather Clothing
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Leather Clothing, Upper or 
Lower.

Studded Leather
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  Leather Clothing, 1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Studded Leather, Upper or 
Lower (based on type used).

Studded Jacket
Capability:  Kit

Materiale:  Leather Jacket, 1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Studded Jacket.

Leather Corselet
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  3C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Corselet.

Leather Lingerie
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Leather Lingerie, Upper or 
Lower.

Chitin Breastplate
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  3C of Chitin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Three Hours
Result: Creates Chitin Breastplate.
Chitin Leggings
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Chitin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Three Hours
Result: Creates Chitin Leggings.

Chainmail
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Twelve Hours
Result: Creates 2C of Chainmail.

Banded Mail
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  4C of Chainmail, 2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Twelve Hours
Result: Creates Banded Mail.

Butted Mail
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  8C of Chainmail
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Twenty Hours
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Result: Creates Butted Mail.

Haubergeon
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  6C of Chainmail
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Ten Hours
Result: Creates Haubergeon.

Riveted Mail
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  6C of Chainmail
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twelve Hours
Result: Creates Riveted Mail.

Greaves
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result: Creates Greaves.

Mail Coif
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Chainmail
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result: Creates Mail Coif.

Pith Helm
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  4C of Sour Reed, 1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Four Hours
Result: Creates Pith Helm.

Full Helm
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Five Hours
Result: Creates Full Helm.

Chitin Helm
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Chitin
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Six Hours
Result: Creates Chitin Helm.

Scrap Shield
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  6C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Four Hours
Result: Creates Scrap Shield.

Knightly Shield
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  6C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Ten Hours
Result: Creates Knightly Shield.

Baseball Helmet
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result: Creates Baseball Helmet.

Soldier’s Helmet
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result: Creates Soldier’s Helmet.

Fur Lined Helm
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  Soldier’s Helmet, 1C of Fur
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Ten Minutes
Result: Creates Fur Lined Helm.

Crude Fur Lining
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  Non-Head Clothing Item, 2C of Fur
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result: Creates Furred (Clothing Item), 
removes Sexy/Alluring/Fancy/Extravagant, 
imparts Warm, removes Cool.

Gunsmithing Recipes
NB: Blue steel is the assumed material 
wherever steel is listed; if gray steel is used in 
any amount for fulfilling the steel called for in 
materiale, the item’s starting condition is 
reduced by 1.
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Bullet Casings are left anytime a reloadable 
round is fired, and while most dismiss them 
they may be collected and used in crafting.

Sawed Off (Hack)
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  Carriage Gun
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +40 / Five Minutes
Result: Creates Sawed Off (Hack).

Sawed Off (Craftsman)
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  Carriage Gun
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Creates Sawed Off (Craftsman).

Stock
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal or 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twenty Minutes 
Result:  Creates Stock.

Pipe Shotgun
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  3C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Pipe Shotgun.

Appalachian Special
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Appalachian Special.

Bayonet Slot
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Ten Minutes
Result:  Creates 1 Bayonet Slot.

Carriage Gun
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  3C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours

Result:  Creates Carriage Gun.

20 Gauge Shotgun
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates 20 Gauge Shotgun.

2011
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates a 2011.

Doublestack 2011
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Seven Hours
Result:  Creates a Doublestack 2011.

Tricutter
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates a Tricutter.

Buster
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates a Buster.

Fore Grip
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Steel (or) 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Twenty Minutes 
Result:  Creates 1 Fore Grip.

Extended Barrel (6)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Blue Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates an Extended Barrel (6) for a 
specific type of gun.
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Extended Barrel (12)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Blue Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates an Extended Barrel (12) for a 
specific type of gun.

Extended Barrel (20)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Blue Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates an Extended Barrel (20) for a 
specific type of gun.

Hairpin Trigger
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates a Hairpin Trigger.

40mm Underslung Grenade Launcher
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Blue Steel, 1C of 
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates an Extended Barrel (12) for a 
specific type of gun.

Bullet Reloading
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Nitrate, up to 5 spent bullet 
casings (cannot be .22)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 bullets of casing type (.22 
cannot be reloaded), works for regular\FMJ\AP 
rounds.

HP Bullet Reloading
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Nitrate, 1C of Copper, up to 5 
spent bullet casings (cannot be .22)
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Hour

Result:  Creates 5 HP bullets of casing type 
(.22 cannot be reloaded).

Magnum
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates a Magnum.

Jungle Carbine
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates a Jungle Carbine.

.22 Rifle
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates a .22 Rifle.

Hunting Rifle
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Ten Hours
Result:  Creates a Hunting Rifle.

Revolver Shotgun
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Brass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates a Revolver Shotgun.

Mossy 500
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Ten Hours
Result:  Creates a Mossy 500.

Grease Gun
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Brass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates a Grease Gun.
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5.56 Carbine
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Twelve Hours
Result:  Creates a 5.56 Carbine.

10mm Rifle
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Twelve Hours
Result:  Creates a 10mm Rifle.

Scout Rifle
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Twelve Hours
Result:  Creates a Scout Rifle.

the Bailey
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  4C of Steel, 2C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twenty Hours
Result:  Creates the Bailey.

Bullets
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Brass, 1C of Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twenty Minutes
Result:  Creates 10 bullets of any calibre.

FMJ Bullets
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Brass, 1C of Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 FMJ bullets of any calibre.

AP Bullets
Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Brass, 1C of Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 10 AP bullets of any calibre.

HP Bullets

Capability:  Factory
Materiale:  1C of Brass, 1C of Copper, 1C of 
Nitrate
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 HP bullets of any calibre.

Weaponsmithing Recipes
NB: Blue steel is the assumed material 
wherever steel is listed; if gray steel is used in 
any amount for fulfilling the steel called for in 
materiale, the item’s starting condition is 
reduced by 1.

Shank
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Metal (or) 1C of Glass
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +30 / Five Minutes
Result:  Creates Shank.

Net
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  15m of Rope
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twenty Minutes
Result:  Creates Net.

Blowgun
Capability:  Improvised
Materiale:  1C of Sour Reed (or) 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Five Minutes
Result:  Creates Blowgun.

Crude Bow
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Crude Bow.

Guide
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal (or) 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Twenty Minutes
Result:  Creates Guide.

Arrow Holder (3)
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Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal (or) 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Twenty Minutes
Result:  Creates Arrow Holder (3).

Arrow Holder (6)
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal (or) 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates Arrow Holder (6).

Dart
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Fifteen Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 Darts.

Lawn Dart
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Fifteen Minutes
Result:  Creates 1 Lawn Dart.

Mallet
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Mallet.

Pipe (Weapon)
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Five Minutes
Result:  Creates Pipe (Weapon).

Javelin
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Fifteen Minutes
Result:  Creates Javelin.

Sickle
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 1C of Wood

Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Sickle.

Cane
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Cane.

Spear
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Twenty Minutes
Result:  Creates Spear.

Scythe
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Scythe.

Arrows
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 10 Fieldpoint (regular) Arrows.

Bolts
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 15 Bolts.

Broadhead Arrows
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 Broadhead Arrows.

Broadhead Bolts
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
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Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 10 Broadhead Bolts.

Bodkin Arrows
Capability:  Toolbox
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 Bodkin Arrows.

Exotic Broadhead Arrows
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates 5 Exotic Broadhead Arrows.

Recurve Bow
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates Recurve Bow.

Switchblade
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Switchblade.

Riding Crop
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Sour Reed, 1C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates a Riding Crop.

Bullwhip
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  6C of Leather
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates a Bullwhip.

Combat Knife
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 1C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Combat Knife.

Police Baton
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Police Baton.

Hatchet
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Forty Minutes
Result:  Creates Hatchet.

Bolas
Capability:  Kit
Materiale:  2C of Leather, 1C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +20 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Bolas.

Scrap Crossbow
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Metal
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates Scrap Crossbow.

Junk Cho Ku No
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Metal, 1C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates Junk Cho Ku No.

Longbow
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates Longbow.

First Nations’ Bow
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Fuertabalsa, 1C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates First Nations’ Bow.

Machete
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Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Machete.

Tomahawk
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Tomahawk.

Falx
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Metal, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Falx.

Halberd
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Metal, 2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates Halberd.

Chain Bayonet
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Steel, 1C of Copper
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Thirty Minutes
Result:  Creates Chain Bayonet.

Sword Cane
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, Cane
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / One Hour
Result:  Creates Sword Cane.

Poignard
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Five Hours
Result:  Creates Poignard.

Butchering Cleaver
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel

Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Butchering Cleaver.

Saber
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates Saber.

Cutlass
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Four Hours
Result:  Creates Cutlass.

Rapier
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates Rapier.

Claymore
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  5C of Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Three Hours
Result:  Creates Claymore.

Bat (Metal)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Aluminum
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Bat (Metal).

Bat (Wood)
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  +0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Bat (Wood).

Maul
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  1C of Steel, 1C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -0 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Maul.
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Sledge Hammer
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  2C of Steel, 2C of Wood
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Two Hours
Result:  Creates Sledge Hammer.

Folded Steel
Capability:  Workshop

Materiale:  5C of Blue Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -10 / Ten Hours
Result:  5C of Folded Steel.

Katana
Capability:  Workshop
Materiale:  3C of Folded Steel
Difficulty/Time to Craft:  -20 / Six Hours
Result:  Creates Katana.

Defects Tables

Cookery Defects

1 Noxious Can be smelled a literal mile away.

2 Burnt -1 Cond worth of food.

3 Intoxicating Acts if though 2 condition worth of alcohol.

4 Numbing Deals 3 Psyche damage if consumed.

Concoction Defects

1 Reactive Burns away 1 condition\turn when exposed to air.

2 Irritant Anyone exposed suffers an hour’s Heat ETD.

3 Unstable Every minute roll d10.  On a 1 it becomes useless.

4 Touchy Will detonate if dropped, default d4 Incendiary (4) Circle (2).

Mechanism Defects

1 Fire Hazard Deads d6+2 Incendiary (2) to user when it breaks.

2 Static Shock Deals d6+2 Electro to use when it breaks.

3 Dud The mechanism is “created” but doesn’t work.

4 Faulty Luck 6 to each time used to see if it works.

Armour Defects
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1 Soft -1 Hardness

2 Constricting Must Agl-aug Jigging +0 into and out of this.

3 Collapsing Loses 1 Condition every 25m traveled.

4 Boxy -10m movement speed.

Gun Defects

1 Blowback Hot chaff sears you for 1d4 Incendiary (4) when fired.

2 Long Reload Takes one extra half action to reload.

3 Warped Halve the range, again.

4 Big Kick Double the Strength Auto Succeed.

Weapon Defects

1 Dull -2 Rip.

2 Awkward -2 Pen.

3 Elongated If 1H now 2H, if 2H now -10 to attacks with it.

4 Treacherous Failures by 3+ degrees hit self.

VI. Combat
Combat is broken up into rounds in which all participants get a turn.  When combat is going to 
occur:

1. Every person present rolls initiative, which is 1d10+AB+Tactics Skill.  (i.e.: players with 
a 23 Agility and 3 points in tactics roll 1d10+2+3).  Noncombatants also have initiative 
unless their location is certainly going to be static throughout the fight.  

2. After initiative is rolled at the beginning of combat characters are then organised into a 
Initiative Order. Starting with the highest initiative and working down from there. 
Characters may opt to make a Tactics +10 Pure Skill Test to swap characters’ place in 
initiative order with one directly above or below that character’s place.  Grant them the 
initiative+1 of the target they are swapped above or initiative-1 if swapped down  You 
may not swap a character across a gap in initiative of more than your Tactics x 5.   They
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may perform as many swaps as degrees of success on the Tactics roll.  Ties go to 
player characters, (if tied) higher agility, and then (if pcs with same Agility) higher 
perception, in that order.

3. Everyone then takes turns, going down the Initiative Order.  They can take a full action 
or two half actions, and may additionally perform an unlimited number of free actions 
(Free Actions are at the DW’s discretion). When the bottom of the Initiative Order is 
reached you then return to the top of the order.

4. Step 3 is then repeated until the combat comes to a end. When a combat comes to a 
end is ultimately up to the DW but usually will happen when all of one side of the combat
are either dead, incapacitated or have fled the field of combat. 

NB:  A single round of combat represents ten seconds of real time. 

Movement 
Movement in combat is done on a grid of 2m2 
squares.  You may pass through occupied 
squares only as part of movement, not its end 
point, and only if the square is occupied by a 
friendly (i.e. party member of ally).

Light cover (small bush, knee-high wall) may be
crossed over as part of a movement action, 
known as vaulting it takes 4m of movement to 
cross over a space that is deemed light cover 
and 2m to vault over a space border.

Medium cover (pile of rubble, tree, chest high 
wall, leaning around a full height wall) may be 
crossed over as part of a movement action, 
known as clambering it elicits an Agility+10 
test.  If passed you cross, if failed you do not, 
but either way the movement is spent.  It takes 
8m of movement to clamber over a space and 
4m of movement to clamber over a space 
border.

Heavy cover (prebuilt firing position, gap betwixt
boulders, ferrocrete bunker window, proper 
parapets) may not be crossed without taking a 
half action to attempt climbing it at variable 
difficulty.

Difficult terrain requires 4m of movement per 
2m of movement traveled to traverse.  Some, 
but not all, difficult terrain also counts as cover 
(i.e. rubble strewn road).

Tight terrain is constrained to only 1m wide of 
passable space.  You cannot charge through 
tight terrain, firing through\upon someone within
tight terrain counts as medium or heavy cover, 
and you cannot pass through a friendly’s 
square if they are within tight terrain.
Jumping
As part of movement you may jump SB x 4 
meters horizontally or SB x 1 meters vertically.

Combat

Action List

Full Actions
Called Shot:  Attempt to hit a specific part of the enemy’s body in regular combat: -20% to-hit for
an attack on the upper or lower body specifically, or -40% for an attack on the head specifically.
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Charge:  Move half to half again your movement speed in a line (no turn may exceed 45 
degrees along the course of your Charge) and make a melee attack, delivering 1d4 Psyche 
damage if it connects.
Riposte:  +30% Melee attack on a target you have parried last turn.
Roll:  Move half your movement in a straight line over level terrain and end your turn crouched.
Bash:  Using a bludgeoning weapon, make a Strength +10% against Strength -10% contested 
check.  If successful, force them away one square.
Footwork:  Make an Agility-augmented Melee +10% against an Agility-augmented Melee +10% 
-10% contested with someone you are already engaged in melee combat with.  Both move two 
meters in a direction such that you remain in contact range (directly adjacent to one another 
normally).
Sprint:  Move double your movement speed.
Choke:  Contested Strength +20 with grappled foe.  If successful their Res many times in a row, 
they’re reduced to 0 Vitality--falling unconscious.
Escape:  Contested Agility +10 or Strength +0 against Strength +0 or Agility -10 with person 
grappling you.  If successful, escape the hold and gain a half action.  Otherwise, all degrees of 
success to attempt to escape are put into damage dealt against the grappler like a successful 
hit of a weapon (roll location, subtract hardness of armour and Res, etc).
Full Auto Attack:  Incurs a -30% penalty to-hit, expends a gun’s A (x) many bullets, for every 
degree of success another damage roll is made.  This temporarily applies the Braced Fire 
quality to the weapon for the duration of the attack.  Otherwise, as attack.
Suppressing Fire:  Declare an area within a 45 degree arc, all targets exposed to your fire must 
either get down behind the nearest cover (adjacent or same square) and take 1 Psyche damage
or remain as they are and take 4 Psyche damage.  -30% to the test, one success hits a random 
target within the cone chosen by DW, expend A (x) many bullets, and for every two degrees of 
success hit another target.  This temporarily applies the Braced Fire quality to the weapon for 
the duration of the attack.
Overwatch:  Establish overwatch on a 90 degree angle, taking the Attack, Burst Fire Attack, or 
Full Auto Attack action for free the moment a target becomes visible.  Alertness doubled but 
detection limited to this arc for duration of action.
Get: Equip an item from one of your Containers.

Half Actions
Each subsequent attack after the first of your turn is reduced by -20 on its to-hit.

Attack:  Use the attack of an equipped weapon.  
Burst Fire Attack:  Incurs a -10% penalty to-hit, expends the gun’s B (x) many bullets, for every 
degree of success another damage roll is made.  Otherwise, as attack.
Unarmed Attack:  Attack without a held weapon.  Melee-augmented Agility +10 to-hit, 1d4+SB 0 
Pen 0 Rip upon connecting a blow.  Certain traits and accessories can modify this.
Equip:  Put one thing from about your person or an S. Container into one or both hands, max 
twice per round.
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Block:  Raise something held in your hand(s) to take blows upon.  Struck item will lose at least 
one condition if you successfully roll Agility-augmented Melee to block.  Any repaired condition 
is eliminated the moment the block goes through and doesn’t have any degrees of success put 
towards destroying it.  Reference the Defense section to see what to do when considered 
blocking.  Shields do not require you to take the block action.
Tackle:  Agl+Strength combined attribute test with a modifier of -(enemy’s strength), if successful
render yourself prone, deal d4+SB bludgeoning damage and deliver one balance hit per 
degree of success.  If target rendered Prone or Knocked Down, become Grappling them.  If 
unsuccessful render yourself Knocked Down.  
Move:  Move your full movement speed.  Can only take this once per round.
Parry:  Strike a parrying stance, which will allow you to attempt to parry one foe.  Cannot both 
block and parry.
Aim: +10% your next to-hit on a select target.
Reload:  Reload your weapon.
Load: Load your presently held weapon.
Holster: Put away your presently held weapon.
Reserve:  Do any non-attack half action directly before another character’s turn after they’ve 
declared their action but before they attempt to do it/roll.
Change Stance: May be used to change stance to standing\crouch\prone\etc, recover from 
being Off Balance, or change to one of your available combat stances.  Crouch:  Put yourself 
behind more or less cover, rise halfway from prone, etc.  Movement reduced to half speed.  
Upgrades cover you are behind.  Prone:  Lay down for optimal support while firing, +5 on 
Marksmanship rolls to shoot guns.  Movement reduced to quarter speed.  Upgrades cover you 
are behind, potentially obscuring line of sight.  +20 to hit prone people in melee.  Reduces the 
Automatic Strength threshold of any gun wielded to 10.
Crouch: Put yourself behind more or less cover, rise halfway from prone, etc.  Movement 
reduced to half speed.  Upgrades cover you are behind.
Use:  Activates/utilizes something held in your hand via the Equip action.
Disengage:  Agility-augmented Tactics roll +10 to withdraw.  If successful, you won’t provoke 
attacks of opportunity.  This doesn’t give you any movement.  
Grapple:  Agility Augmented Melee +10 roll contesting an Agility Augmented Melee -10 roll of 
target in melee range.  If successful the enemy is grappled, neither party may normally move 
away or attack.
Drag:  Move a grappled foe with you a quarter (rounded down) of your movement speed.  
Grappled people may move with their grappled following a successful contested Strength BAT.
Bash:  Perform an Unarmed Attack on a Grappled foe, but at +30 rather than +10.  Stance (i.e.: 
target prone) does not factor into to-hit here.
Reaction Shot:  When an enemy first enters your field of view or melee range and you are 
wielding a one handed gun or crossbow, you may make a single attack at -20 to-hit.  NOTE: 
This uses a half action from your upcoming turn and may not be performed on your own turn.

Free Actions
Drop:  Drop something from your hand, potentially damaging its condition.
Switch Mode:  If your weapon has multiple firing modes they may be freely switched between.
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Reaction Attack:  Characters wielding a melee weapon may make a -10 attack roll with said 
melee weapon when characters in melee range leave melee range.
Brace:  Brace a gun against adjacent cover.  Reduces the Automatic Strength threshold of any 
gun wielded to 10.  Can only fire at a target on a 90 degree angle across from you, projects arc 
outwards from the cover it’s braced on. 

Initiative and Tactics:

Initiative is 1d10+AB+Tactics Points.  An individual with an Agility of 30 and 2 points in Tactics 
would thus roll 1d10+5.

Bumping:
After initiative is rolled at the beginning of combat, in original initiative order, characters may 
make Tactics +10 rolls to swap characters’ initiative scores.  They may perform degrees of 
success many swaps.  

Disengage:
Reference the ActionList to see how Tactics is used to disengage, avoiding reaction attacks.

Companions:
In rare instances, hirelings or other NPCs may become permanent fixtures of the party.  For 
every point in Tactics a player has they may assume control of one such companion they are in 
communication with for as long as they remain in communication or until such time as the NPC 
would stop following their commands.  If the party lacks enough Tactics points to cover all 
companions, the Dreamweaver fully controls them.

Hitting Things: a Guide
Attacking is an Augmented Skill Test, either Agility+Melee or Perception+Marksmanship.  
Autonumbers for Strength/Agility are given for both melee and ranged weapons, as some 
amount of Strength/Agility is necessary to reliably operate the weapon(s).  If not met, a 
Strength/Agility BAT+0 must be made to even attempt the attack.  

Melee:
Assuming automatic or otherwise Strength/Agility success, melee attacks make an Agility or 
Strength-augmented Melee test and ranged a Perception-augmented Marksmanship.  If the hit 
connects after all modifiers are applied, roll and resolve damage per all relevant 
armour\weapon/character stats.  

If you and an ally are attacking the same target
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Ranged:
How far is the target? If that’s within two meters, that’s point blank (+30 to BAT target).  If it’s 
within half the weapon range of your weapon, that’s close range (+10 to BAT target).  If it’s 
within the range of the weapon it’s +0, no effect.  Within half again the test target is -10’d, and 
for each half beyond that -20’d.

What size is the target?  The size of a creature impacts the to-Hit to attack something.  -20 for 
Tiny, -10 for small, +10 for large, +20 for huge. If no size is noted, assume +0.

Is it in cover? -10 if the target’s in [light cover], -20 for [medium cover], and -30 for [heavy cover].
Complete cover blocks line of sight and prevents trying to hit them.  [Slim cover] offers no 
defense unless crouched or prone, which upgrades accordingly to -10 and -20.

Environmental Factors?  If there are EFs bad enough to impact your ability to shoot significant 
enough to be represented in the mechanics, your DM will let you know and make a ruling\inform
you once those effects come into play (i.e.: -20 all sight based perceptions in a blizzard).

Out and Thru:  If a shot damages a target without all its Pen being used, it slides through the 
target and, if an eligible target who would be hit by the attack roll were the to-hit modified -20% 
is behind the target, they become the second target.  The shot deals half damage and only has 
the remaining Pen-1, the extra 1 being used to blow out the other side of the first target. 

AdA Simple Flanking:  Melee attacks gain +x0 where x is the number of other people engaging 
the target in melee, max +30.

AdAvanced Flanking:  Melee engagement draws the facing of a target towards the first to 
engage them.  They may change which melee opponent they face as a free action.  The 
defender has a 135 degree arc centered on the opponent they’re facing, attacks from within this 
zone gain +0.  Attacks from the side are considered flanking and gain +20.  Attacks from the 135
degrees behind the defender are considered backstabs, and gain +40.

NB: For brevity of explanation and quickness of play, AdA Simple Flanking is recommended for 
new players and veterans who prefer quicker fights.

Shotgun:
If you are firing a shotgun with the default munitions (shell), then tally the modifier as you would 
normally but rather than applying it to the non-existent attack roll divide it by 10 and add it to the 
Rip damage dealt.   For example, a point blank attack under nominal conditions would gain +3 
Rip.  Firing at a target in a blizzard behind light cover would confer -3 Rip.

The key exception to this is heavy cover.  Those protected by heavy cover from the shotgun 
blast simply take no damage at all from the shotgun’s attack, even if fully within the cone.

Firing Over:
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If you are Firing Over someone, you must be standing and they must be crouched and adjacent 
to you or prone.  Otherwise individuals along your line of fire incur -10 to your shot, and if said 
shot misses by one degree of success it instead hits them.

Not Getting Hit: some 
Guidelines
Defense:  There are a number of ways to make 
life harder for an attacker and longer for a 
defender.

Blocking:  You roll Agility-augmented Melee +30
and if your degrees of success outweigh the 
attack’s then the enemy doesn’t “hit” you, but 
their degrees of success subtract directly from 
the Condition of whatever was used to block.

Parry: Someone deemed parrying makes an 
Agility-augmented Melee test +0% and if their 
degrees of success are greater than their 
attackers, they cancel their foes attack and may
use Riposte next turn.

Hurting Things: a Manual
Damage
Someone who has been reduced to 0 Vitality is 
unconscious.  Someone who is between -1 and 
-5 Vitality is Bleeding Out and will continue to 
lose 1 Vitality/turn until bandaged\the bleeding 
otherwise stopped once a turn until they reach 
-6 and die.

Someone reduced to below 0 Vitality with 
unarmed attacks will become unconscious 
and their Vitality will be set to 0 regardless of 
how much damage was dealt.  Someone 
reduced to 0 Vitality by bludgeoning melee 
weapons will be forced to make a Strength +10 
BAT.  If successfuL, reduce to 0 Vitality as if 
struck down by an unarmed attack.  Otherwise, 
proceed normally.

Grenade & Rocket Drift
Target Drift
When an attack with a grenade or other explosive misses, the explosion must still occur 
somewhere in the world--to determine where the missed attack happens, roll 1d8 for each 
Degree of Failure the attack missed by.  For each die roll consult the Step Table and move the 
explosion one square in that direction.  Continue in this fashion until all the Degrees of Failure 
have been accounted for--then deal damage accordingly.  If the endpoint would be impossible to
reach due to walls\other barrier between the destination and the attacker, draw a straight line 
between the attack and the ultimate target zone and have the explosion occur at the first 
obstacle that stops the projectile’s flight (i.e. a wall 4m in front of the Bazooka operator).

Step Table

1 North

2 North East

3 East
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4 South East

5 South

6 South West

7 West

8 North West

Taking the Hits

States
Ignited:  One condition of non-flame-retardant clothing is burned away across all three hit 
locations every turn.  Additionally, 1d10 caustic damage is dealt\turn to the most vulnerable hit 
location.  4 Psyche damage is dealt each turn one is ignited.  An ally becoming ignited causes 2 
Psyche damage (multiple allies becoming ignited does not stack).
Entangled:  Movement speed halved.  Agility BAT+10 or Strength BAT-10 to escape, full action 
per attempt.
Ensnared:  Movement speed reduced to zero.  Agility BAT+0 or Strength BAT-20 to escape, full 
action per attempt.

Balance Hits
A character who has taken a   balance hit   is downgraded in stance as follows:
Standing -> Standing, Off Balance
Standing, Off Balance -> Knocked Down
Crouched -> Knocked Down
Prone -> Knocked Down

Melee to-Hit bonus on targets in these states:
Standing: +0
Standing, Off Balance: +10
Crouched: +0
Prone: +20
Knocked Down: +30

Dropping:
Characters who take a balance hit make an Agility+Strength +0 CAT (Combined Attribute Test) 
to avoid dropping held items.  If held in two hands, one less degree of success necessary.  If 
held in off hand, one more necessary.  Don’t make multiple CATs for dual wielding, simply 
consider how many degrees of success and drop as appropriate.

Luck 10 roll, on failure dropped items lose a condition.  Doesn’t apply to Sturdy items.
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The following actions have been changed:

Tackle:  Agl+Strength attack where enemy’s, if successful render yourself prone, deal d4+SB 
bludgeoning damage and deliver one balance hit per degree of success.  If unsuccessful 
render yourself Knocked Down.

“Long Arms” Rules
Carbines and shorter firearms are not deemed Long Arms.  Anything above is a Long Arm.
-20 to fire on targets in melee range with long guns
-20 to fire on targets who have engaged you in melee with any ranged weapon

Determining Hit Location
The one’s die of a successful attack determines the attack’s hit location.  Hit Locations may be 
handled simply or complexly, reference the right column according to how your DW has said 
your game will be run.  Simple is the default.
The below represents the ones column on the attack roll.  

1 Head Head

2 Upper Left Arm

3 Upper Torso

4 Upper Torso

5 Upper Right Arm

6 Lower Left Leg

7 Lower Left Leg

8 Lower Right Leg

9 Lower Right Leg

0 Head Head

Social Combat

Order of (Social) Battle
Both combatants roll Social Initiative, 1d10+CB.  The higher number chooses who will go first 
and the order remains fixed from th.  Higher Charisma wins ties.
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Argument
On their turn each combatant antes Social Layers or folds.  If they ante, they decide to keep the 
present amount (first ante is always one Social Layer), increase the ante amount by one, or go 
all in.  They then decide to make a Social Attack or not, declare the Social Skill they will be 
using for this turn’s argument, and say their associated dialogue--this is key, they must always 
speak before the roll as it may impact the Situational bonus\malus.  Then their argument roll is 
made and its degrees of success\failure tallied.  Every degree of success is added to their total 
for the argument.  For every two degrees of failure their opponent gains one degree of success 
towards their argument.

Note that Social Layer Zero is not anted as part of going all in, and cannot be anted by 
the attacker unless they have the appropriate trait.

This continues until both sides fold.  The side with the most DoS at the end wins (ties to 
defender).  If forced to ante without any social layers, a character antes 1 Psyche.

Argument Formula
Skill + Charisma +/- Social Layer Advantage +/- 
Situational + Offer(s) + Social Qualities 

The Three Skills
Rhetoric is used to construct and execute 
logical arguments, as well as analysis the 
arguments of the opposition.  It gains the Upper
Hand against Wiz but is vulnerable to 
Expression.  Attempts to make a reasoned 
argument without using Rhetoric incur a -20 
penalty.

Expression is used to appeal to and convey 
emotion, as well as sympathize\empathize.  It 
gains the Upper Hand  against Rhetoric but is 
vulnerable to Wiz.  Attempts to appeal to 
emotion without using Expression incur a -20 
penalty.

Wiz is used to lie, deceive, and reveal the other
party’s true motives.  It gains the Upper Hand  
against Expression but is vulnerable to 
Rhetoric.  Attempts to lie without using Wiz 
incur a -20 penalty.

Social Layer Advantage

The party with more Social Layers at the 
beginning of the bout gains +5 to all rolls per 1 
Social Layer more they had than their opponent
at the argument’s beginning.

Upper Hand
If your used skill gains the Upper Hand against 
your opponent’s last used skill, you gain one 
additional degree of success for your argument 
regardless of the outcome of the roll.

Situational
Appeals to a character’s disposition, ideals, 
desires, ideology, or present predicament 
modify the roll from as low as -30 to as high as 
+30.

Offers
Offering something desired can add a variable 
amount (+5 to +20) to the roll in which they are 
offered.  An addict (someone with any AdL) 
always desires the object of their addiction.

Always Talk
All rolls require specific vocalization of what a 
character will say--the player must vocalize the 
words, potentially receiving bonuses or deficits 
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for them, but their character sells it with the roll. 
The former is more important than the latter and
one cannot merely roll.

Ties Go to Defender
Ties go to Defender and in the case of a tie the 
defeat is resolved just as any other would be.

Interjection!

Interjector stakes one Social Layer (lost if the 
opposing side wins OR their attempt is a 
failure), makes a normal argument roll, but is 
capped at 3 Degrees of Success and DoF do 
not negatively affect the side they were 
interjecting in favour of.  Characters may only 
interject once per combat, and only one person 
may interject for either side per turn.

Consistency Argument 
Combos 

Expression:  The third argument in a row 
Expression is used as the argument skill, your 
opponent cannot gain the Upper Hand 
regardless of any other factor.

Rhetoric:  When Rhetoric is used twice in a 
row, the second argument gains +5 to its roll.

Wiz:  When Wiz is used twice in a row, the 
opponent’s next argument takes -5 to its roll.

Quality Attacks 
Quality Attacks are optional once-per-turn 
actions reliant on certain clothing qualities.  
Their default roll is a Charisma BAT modified by
items wielded or worn with a specific property.  
If they succeed the Quality Attack’s effects play 
out.  These attacks go before your argument 
roll and do not replace it, can only be made if 
you do not fold.

Failing a social attack has no negative 
ramifications unless specified as Risky, which 
will detail the price of failure.

NB: Quality Attacks gain +5 per additional item 
worn on the outermost layer or wielded (max of 

+5 for wielding), the / denoting base/+10 
variants.  The +10 confer +10 per additional 
item and +5 for the first item.

Allure/Sexy
Flash:  Pulls aside an item of clothing from 
upper or lower body to temporarily reveal an 
alluring/sexy item of clothing or nothing at all.  If
successful, nullifies opponent’s Upper Hand 
from Rhetoric or Wiz on their next turn.  

Tempt:  Implicitly/explicitly offer yourself, -5ing 
your opponent’s next argument per Degree of 
Success (max -30).

Strip:  Removes an item of clothing from upper 
or lower body to reveal an alluring/sexy item of 
clothing or nothing at all.  If successful, nullifies 
opponent’s Upper Hand from any source on 
their next turn.  Risky: on a failure of two or 
more degrees, become entangled in the item of 
clothing.  A full action is required to rectify this 
state and either put the item of clothing all the 
way on or all the way off, do not gain any 
benefits of the item while entangled by it.

Uniform/Authority
NB: Only works if Uniform/Authority is relevant 
to target.
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Ridicule:  Insult your opponent, their next 
argument roll grants you DoS from their DoF at 
a 1:1 rate.

Overwhelm:  Impress upon them the severity of 
your office.  Nullifies opponent’s Upper Hand 
from Expression on their next turn.

Order:  Make your argument an order.  Nullifies 
opponent’s Upper Hand from Expression or 
Rhetoric on their next turn.  Risky: on a failure 
of two or more degrees, grant your opponent 
the Upper Hand on their next turn regardless of 
what skill they use for their argument.

Fancy/Extravagant
Impress:  +5 your Expression or Wiz based 
argument for each degree of success, up to a 
max of +30.

Behold!:  Offers of goods\services in your 
argument gain additional +10 per DoS of this 
attack up to +20.

What Price Fame?:  You take 1d4 Psyche 
damage rather than ante-ing a social layer on 
your next turn.  Risky:  on a failure, still take the
Psyche damage.

Quality Passives

Allure/Sexy
When victorious after a Social Combat 
implicitly/explicitly offering relations of the 
romantic of physical variety, allocate the Anted 
social layers of your opponent between three 
avenues: give to yourself (cannot go above 
max), give them back to your opponent, or Burn
them to deal 1:2 Social Layer:Direct Psyche 
Damage.

Uniform/Authority
When interacting with an inferior in a chain of 
command, gain +10 to rolls.  When interacting 
with a superior, take -10 to rolls.  Chain of 
command can be generalized into civilian or 
irregular groups where explicit military ranks do 
not exist.  When victorious, grant Anted Social 
Layers of opponent to yourself (cannot go 
above max) or Reprimand to burn all their 
Anted Social Layers for 1:1 Direct Psyche 
Damage.

Fancy/Extravagant
Greedy/Corrupt people have -5 imposed on 
them per item worn or wielded by opponent, up 
to -30.  Most impacts from this are based on 
social layers going into the Social Combat.

?. Stealth
Characters make an Agility-augmented 
Fieldcraft or Agility-augmented Blending roll 
to become hidden in a natural or man-made 
environment, respectively.  They cannot do so 
while seen by enemies.

Characters make a Charisma-augmented 
Blending roll to become hidden in a crowd.  

They may do so in line of sight of anyone so 
long as they are in a crowd (10+ people).

How many degrees of success a character 
enters stealth with determines their Stealth 
level.  This may be re-rolled by exposing 
oneself for a round while out of sight of any 
hostile.
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If a person passes within the line of sight of a 
creature whose Alertness exceeds their 
Stealth they are spotted.

When in Heavy Cover one’s Stealth is 
increased by 2 and when in Medium Cover it’s 
increased by 1.

Attacking from Stealth
When attacking from Stealth one initiates a 
Surprise Round where only those in Stealth 
act.  After this initiative is rolled normally and 
the fight commences.

Someone who attacks from Stealth is 
immediately revealed unless their weapon has 
the Stealth (X) property, in which case X many 
levels of Stealth are lost per attack, or they 
successfully grapple and choke the target.

Successfully grappling and Choking a target 
prevents detection for so long as the attacker is 
succeeding their rolls, but the struggle reduces 
the attacker’s Stealth by 1.  

Chloroform
1C of Chloroform drenching some fabric or 
other absorbent material may be used to 
immediately force a Strength -20 BAT on the 
target rather than the normal Choking contest.  
If they fail, they become unconscious 
immediately--this does not reduce the attacker’s
Stealth.

Chloroform may not be used by an individual 
who is not in Stealth.

Searching for Stealth Foes
Those in Overwatch automatically detect 
stealthed foes with a Stealth less than or equal 
to double their Alertness.  

Those deliberately scouring about for anyone 
stealthed in the area rolls Perception-
augmented Spotting.  They add Degrees of 
Success to their Alertness to attempt to reveal 
the target they’re searching for.  If this results in
greater than or equal to the Stealth of any 
hidden targets they are spotted.

Traps and Stealth
Rigging up traps is an Agility-augmented 
Trapping roll.  The Degrees of Success sets the
level of Stealth a trap has, and it is detected just
like a person in stealth is.  Trapping may be 
used to set a pre-existing trap up (i.e. bear 
traps and mines) or produce unique effects, 
such as a tripwire triggering a shotgun or a door
opening igniting a powder stick.  Trapping is 
ideally a creative endeavour for the player to try
getting the most bang for their buck, and the 
DW should respond by allowing them great 
freedom to try things but modifying the difficulty 
to actually construct\implement the trap.

Concealed Weapons
One handed weapons can be concealed so 
long as one is wearing clothing/armour on the 
outerwear level or above on their torso or lower 
body.

?. Explosive Charges

Explosive Charges
Explosive charges come in three sizes: small (1C), medium (5C), and large (10C).  Small 
charges are the size of a parcel, medium charges are the size of piece of a chair, and large 
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charges fill an entire two meter squared area.  Their effect is determined by the nature of the 
explosives within them.  While explosives may be stacked and their effects chained, the only 
way to increase blast radius is to upsize the charge.

Blast Radius
Every square (2m) away from the center of the explosive an entity taking damage is, that entity 
takes 2 less damage.

Landslide
Yokels and miners’ explosive charge of choice.  Only detonates when shot by a bullet with an 
effective Pen of 1 or more.  
Small:  Circle (3), dealing 1d10+1|P5R(2d4)
Medium:  Circle (6), dealing 1d10+1|P6R(3d4)
Large:  Circle (9), dealing 1d10+1|P7R(4d4)

Composition B
Favoured explosive of the military-industrial complex for its reliability and cost effectiveness.
Small:  Circle (5), dealing 1d10+2|P7R(2d6)
Medium:  Circle (10), dealing 1d10+2|P8R(3d6)
Large:  Circle (15), dealing 1d10+2|P9R(4d6)

Semtex
An ancient explosive hard to replicate with modern technology, potent and able to be shaped 
into various forms for precision blasting.
Small:  Circle (1), dealing 1d12+3|P10R(2d8)
Medium:  Circle (3), dealing 1d12+3|P12R(3d8)
Large:  Circle (5), dealing 1d12+3|P14R(4d8)

?Criticals?
Your critical range is your luck plus the bonus of your damage-augmenting stat for the attack.  
If you land a critical, you deliver a balance hit and wound the limb.  

Wounded heads deliver a -10 to Per.
Wounded upper bodies incur a -10 Str and -5 Agl.
Wounded lower bodies incur a -10 Agl and a -5 Str.

Critically hitting a wounded location cripples one of its limbs (1d4 alternating evens\odds for 
left\right legs, 1d4 with evens for arms and odds for torso).
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Crippled heads result in being rendered down to 0 Vitality (unconscious) if the damage 
delivered by the attack wouldn’t take one that far or below.  Recipient will not regain 
consciousness until their crippled head is healed.
Crippled arms prevent their use and incur -5 Str/-5 Agl.
Crippled torsos incur -10 Str/-10 Agl
Crippled legs incur -10 Agl and halve movement speed.  The second leg crippled reduces 
movement speed to a quarter of base.

Wounded areas heal naturally after a month or after a week if they’ve been splinted.  The splint 
halves the negative effects of the area being crippled.  Crippled limbs will not heal on their own 
and surgery is necessary.

Surgery
Surgery is performed in two parts, the Perception-augmented Biology roll to determine what 
must be done and the Agility-augmented Biology roll to determine how well the job is done.  
Other people may be delegated to do these tasks at a -10 but substituting in their 
Agility/perception whilst retaining the “surgeon’s” Biology skill.  The final target for these tests is 
not given up front--it is only after the surgery has been done you will find out how things have 
changed, for better or worse.

VII. Technology
AC Gravity Generator: 
Superconductive disks which block the effects of gravity by regularly, rapidly alternating the 
current of gravity upon themselves.  AC Gravity Generators have a much more limited area of 
effect, but can be configured to provide forward thrust, generally augmented by steering 
propellers.  As it reduces the effects of gravity in a small area around it the AC Gravity 
Generator is uniquely capable of mounting propulsion devices for incredible speed, although 
power supply issues are a constant drag on mobility.  The returns diminish at certain sizes and   
for certain configurations of additional propulsion and fuel storage, making the zippiest AC 
Gravity driven vehicles small.

For every four “cubes” (one 2x2m square one storey high) a Flyer requires about another $350 
worth of AC Gravity Generator.  Two to five are usually placed around a vessel though some 
have more, and there are those designs which utilize only one--if very precariously.

Kinemassic Field Generator: 
KFGs, or K-Field Generators, are commonly built and deployed on an industrial level for the 
purpose of creating floating vessels of significant size, usually with runways for propeller craft to 
land on.  The Kinemassic Field Generators deployed on flying vessels operate on strict 
redundancy principles, because if even a single one were to be rendered temporarily inactive 
mid flight, the entire field’s area could plummet to the earth in an instant.  The large engines 
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rotate a brass disk at incredible speeds aligns the spin, creating a gravitomagnetic effect.  This 
offers no propulsion, however, and is still subject to certain outside forces such as wind.
Everyone on a KFG based vessel is pulled towards the “floor,” regardless of which side of the 
that plane between all active engines they happen to be standing upon.  As such those on the 
bottom of a vessel could very nearly walk upside down upon it.  However, due to various outside
forces threatening one’s stability in such a position, hooks and ladders are generally employed 
all across a vessel to ensure crew and passenger safety, though outside of some generators 
losing power these are normally only used on the underside of the vessel.

Batteries:
Crude and inefficient compared to ancient 
power storage, these batteries are rigged to get
the job done without uniform receivers.
A-Pak batteries are small and can fit into a 
handheld, if clunky, device.
B-Pak batteries are the size of a small, clunky 
handheld device and power large devices.
C-Pak batteries are large, unwieldy circular 
batteries which can be mounted into backpacks
for ease of use.

Conversion Cables allow a device meant for 
one Pak type to take another, albeit with 
potential physical complications for small 
devices and large Paks.  This requires a 
successful Repair +10 check.  Upon three or 
more degrees of failure, the CCs are fired and 
the Pak attempting to be attached is drained of 
a charge.

Chargers allow the transmission of charge from 
one battery to another with a successful 
Physical (Science) +10% roll.

Anytime a charge is required, a battery loses 1 
condition.  At zero condition it isn’t destroyed 
but simply becomes a Dead Battery, essentially 
worthless.

S-Cart

Grooved polymer cartridge with circuitry inside 
that allows it to electronically store information.  
Necessary to move data between computers, 
these devices are not available commercially.  
They can be sold directly to the EFS 
government for an immediate $50 and a 
variable reward depending on what, if anything, 
is found on the cartridge.

Akroloid Film
An easily molded thermoplastic that combines 
Akroy with a chemical derived from certain 
types of wood known as camphor, it is used to 
record images for cameras--be they still or 
motion pictures.

Photoelectric Recorder
Photoelectric recorders use a microphone 
connected by cable to a small box powered by 
an A-Pak.  It can record one minute of audio for 
every 

Photoelectric Transcriber
Plugs into a Photoelectric Recorder and 
products and Akroloid audio-only disc.

Fuertebalsa
A remarkable strain of Balsa wood which must 
be imported from far to the south, it is very light 
but also has a very good strength-to-weight 
ratio.

?. Vehicles:
Combat Stats
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Armour:  Damage Reduction (both Hardness and Stopping).

Structure:  HP.

Stress:  x\y, if x == y vehicle has broken down.

Tactical Speed (boost):  Max meters\turn the vehicle may move in combat.

Turning: Degrees you can turn without a test\how many addition degrees you get per DoS.

Acceleration (boost): How much speed you may gain per turn.

Armament

Hardpoints:  How many, what kind, if they’re fired from the cockpit, if they’re fixed\swivel\ring, 

their location, their map code on the blueprint (if applicable), and what (if any) weapon is in 

them.

Utility Stats

Maneuver: +/- to Piloting rolls made by pilot.

Optics: +/- to Perception rolls made by pilot.

Storage:  How many units of encumbrance it can contain. [default to size x 10]

Size (longest\widest):  How many meters squared it is and how many meters long\wide it is at 

its longest\widest points.

Seats:  How many people it is designed to seat.

Travel Stats

Travel Speed (base\boost):  Top speed under normal conditions in meters per second & miles 

per hour.

Energy:  What powers the vehicle.

Fuel Capacity/Consumption:  How much power can it hold max/how much it consumes during

a normal hour of operation.

Lift: How many Z levels you may shift during a combat round.

SubSystems

System Space:  How much space there is to install SubSystems.

Power:  How much power there is available for SubSystems.

Vehicle Chases
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Not all uses of vehicles require a full use of the vehicles’ statistics.  Frequently for car chases 

and shootouts between moving vehicles the Narrative Chases or Platform Sequences rules will 

provide everything you need.

Narrative Chases

When one vehicle seeks to escape another, both Pilots roll Piloting +0.  The difference between 

their speeds at time of the Piloting test is x, and the faster vehicle’s Pilot adds x to their Piloting 

roll.  The fleeing party tests first.

The first party to 10 Degrees of Success or more wins the chase.  This determines the Chase’s 

outcome.

Either the getaway is complete, or a pit maneuver or similar physical interception stops the 

fleeing vehicle\gets it tethered to the pursuing vehicle.

Platform Sequences

When two or more vehicles are involved in a shootout, it is not necessary to use the full vehicle 

rules if that is not narratively appropriate.  Establish the distance between the two vehicles, and 

then a tactical map for each of the two vehicles.

On their combat turn the Pilots may make a Piloting test to either bring their vehicle closer to the

enemy vehicle, or pull further away.  For every degree of success they pull another 10 meters 

away/towards their target.

If the distance would ever become negative, resolve as if though a ram attack was made.

Pilot Action List
Vehicles move at their present speed without veering off course without a specific action being 

undertaken by the Pilot, so long as they’re in the appropriate location to pilot.  The vehicle 

changes location at the end of its pilot’s turn.

Pilot Action List 

(Consider weather\terrain for all rolls)
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Full Action:

Drop:  Reduce Z level by twice lift.

Evasion:  Requires Piloting +10 Test, imposes a -20 on attempt to shoot you.

Match:  Draw and remain parallel to a target vehicle for so long as your ability and vehicle allow,

requires a +10 Piloting roll.

Hover Only Full Actions:

Barrel Roll:  Requires +0 Piloting roll, impose -20 on attempts to shoot you, move 1/4th your 

speed laterally.

Half Action:

Decelerate/Accelerate:  Change speed by up to Acceleration, +10/-10 to all other Piloting tests 

that turn respectively (deceleration only adds +10 if speed reduced to maximum amount).

Boost:  Apply your boosted top speed/acceleration (only possible with appropriate SubSystem).

Drift:  Move up to 1/4th your speed laterally.

Turn:  Rotate up to your turning stat.

Hard Turn:  Rotate up to twice your turning stat, requires a Piloting +0 roll.

Lift:  Increase or decrease Z level by lift.

Fire:  Fire a weapon connected to the Pilot’s controls, must be in weapon’s arc of fire.

Keep Pace:  To remain Matched to a target vehicle you must make a +20 Piloting roll.  The 

target turning imposes a -10, the target taking Evasion imposes a -20, the target barrel rolling 

imposes a -40.

Hover Only Half Actions:

Shift:  Move up to half your speed laterally, requires a Piloting +10 roll.

Free Action:

Small Shift:  Move less than 8 meters in a direction (only once per turn per vehicle).

Brake!:  If your vehicle has breaks, reduce speed by double acceleration.

Ram:  Target a vehicle yours will enter the space of at the end of your turn.  X is the difference 

between the max Structure for both vehicles. Impose X on a Piloting +0 test (+X for being the 

larger, -X for being the smaller).  If successful, deals Armour much structure damage to target 

and one point of Stress per DoS. If unsuccessful, deals Armour much structure damage to itself 

and one Stress per DoF.  Either way, it takes half the target vehicle’s Armour in damage.

Operating Vehicles
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Vehicles are piloted by joint use of the Agility and Perception attributes.  Those without the Trait 

necessary to pilot the vehicle they are attempting to pilot halve their base when making piloting 

rules, and can only execute any Hover piloting maneuver they’ve passed the check for with a 

Luck 11 test.

Turning:

You rotate the degrees allotted by the Turning 

value in a combat round without making a test 

under normal conditions.  To exceed this 

amount, see Pilot Action List.

Driving on Paved Roads:

No test necessary under normal conditions on 

paved roads.

Driving on Rough Roads:

Dirt/gravel roads call for a +30 Piloting Test 

every hour of travel.

Driving on Smooth Terrain:

If terrain is generally clear, a +20 Piloting Test is

called for every hour of travel.

Driving on Rough Terrain:

If terrain is generally rough, a +10 Piloting Test 

is called for every hour of travel.

Piloting in Inclement Weather:

If the weather is lightly storming, piloting aerial 

vehicles takes a Piloting +10 Test and water 

vehicles a +20 Test for every hour of travel\any 

piloting roll made during these conditions.

Piloting in Harsh Weather:

If the weather is very rough, piloting aerial 

vehicles take a Piloting +0 Test, water vehicles 

a Piloting +10 Test, and driving land vehicles 

takes a -10 to their roll’s modifier for every hour 

of travel\any piloting roll made during these 

conditions.

Piloting in Impeded Visibility:

Piloting on a well lit night or in moderate fog 

incurs a -15 to your roll, applies to all vehicles 

for every hour of travel\any piloting roll made 

during these conditions.

Piloting in Low Visibility:

Piloting at night without lights or in heavy fog 

incurs a -30 to your roll, applies to all vehicles 

for every hour of travel\any piloting roll made 

during these conditions.

Vehicular Crashes

Upon failing a piloting test during long term travel, create a scenario in which danger is imminent

(i.e. boards flying off the back of a truck, car spinning out of control, turbulence threatening to 

send airship into a mountainside).  The pilot may attempt a second piloting test of varying 

difficulty to avoid disaster. Upon failure the vehicle should take an appropriate amount of 

damage. Generally speaking 1d4 Stress and 1d10 Structure damage (ignoring armour) is 
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appropriate for collisions with substantial inanimate objects, but creativity is welcome here--

flinging party members from the vehicle through windows, sparking fires, and even totally 

wrecking or detonating the vehicle can all be FunTM ways to spice up an otherwise routine 

voyage.

Vehicle Combat
Target Sizes

Size (to-Hit): Desc

Tiny (-20): Quite small, hard to hit.

Small (-10): Half the size or less of an average human being.

Normal (+0): Humanoid size\shape, default size for all targets if no size stated.

Large (+10): Half again to triple the target profile of an average human, Light Lances.

Huge (+20): Quite immense.

Attacking with Hardpoint Weapons

Attacks made using hardpoint weapons are identical to non-hardpoint weapons with the follow 

exceptions:

Minor hardpoint weapons function like normal but have no Strength requirement due to being 

emplaced, and are always considered Braced.

Light hardpoint weapons takes a -10 to firing tests.

Light hardpoint melee weapons gain a +10 to attack tests.

Heavy hardpoint weapons take a -20 to firing tests.

Heavy hardpoint melee weapons damage in a “cone” like flame throwers, those on the edge 

having a chance to dodge and otherwise taking half damage.

Artillery hardpoint weapons take a -30 to firing tests.  For every DoF displaces the explosion 

10m from target rather than 2m.  Player characters within the splash range or closer roll Luck 5, 

if they fail they’re Shell Shocked (4 Psyche damage, halved movement next four rounds).

Fixed weapons can only fire in a straight line.

Swivel weapons can fire in a 45 degree arc.

Ring weapons can fire in any direction.
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Vehicle Weapon Qualities

Anti-Air (X):  Suffers -30 when attempting to fire on a ground target, and -20 for a low flying 

target.

Splash (X):  Denotes the range at which half-damage is dealt for those outside the 

primary/effective blast radius.

Multipurpose:  May fire explosive or regular rounds (for explosion, check ammo).

Wielded: must be held within a manipulator or built in as part of the Limb, it cannot be installed 

into a hardpoint.

Line (x by y): As cone but rectangle x long by y wide.

Attacking Vehicles

Light Lances

When an attack on a Light Lance’s Pen exceeds the Lance’s armour, the blow drives through 

to the pilot and deals half the damage delivered to the Lance to the pilot themselves.

SubSystem Attacks

Called Shots on vehicles can be made against specific SubSystems if they are exposed.  So 

long as the attack successfully hits, the SubSystem is broken. Critical hits on such attacks 

ensure the SubSystem is utterly destroyed and must be replaced, and deal a point of Stress.

Taking Stress

The following all add 1 Stress to the vehicle:

• The Pilot takes a vehicle action and rolls a 90+.  

• Anything that damages the condition of armour regardless of its vulnerability.

• Any Electro damage is taken.

• Anytime a Critical Hit lands on the vehicle.

VEHICLE CRITICAL HIT TABLE

When a critical hit is scored on a vehicle, it only counts as such if the attack’s damage 

overcomes the target’s armour (all factors considered--penetration, rip, regular damage, etc).

1 TURNING!  Halve Turning.

2 CRIPPLED!  Halve speed.

3 PIERCED!  Shot ignores armour.
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4 FIRE!  Takes 3 Stress a turn until extinguished, passengers take 1d4 Inceidnary (4).

5 SUBSYSTEM BLOW!  One of the subsystems has been broken.

6 SUBSYSTEM BLOW!  One of the subsystems has been broken.

7 FIRE!  Takes 3 Stress a turn until extinguished, passengers take 1d4 Inceidnary (4).

8 PIERCED!  Shot ignores armour.

9 CREAMED!  Halve acceleration.

0 PILOT HIT!  Half of the damage to the vehicle is dealt to the pilot.

SubSystem Blows are resolved by rolling a d10 and consulting the vehicle sheet’s SubSystem 

section numbering.  If there is no SubSystem for that number, simply reroll until a SubSystem is 

selected. They are broken regardless of being exposed.

Vehicle Repairs
Repairing Structure:

Repairing the Structure of a vehicle requires 

either a Toolbox or a Mechanic’s Kit\Workshop.

 For 1 Condition of Grey/Blue Steel, the 

Mechanic’s Repair many points of structure 

may be repaired.  For 4 Condition of scrap 

metal, the Mechanic’s Repair many points of 

structure may be repair. This process takes 10 

minutes unaided and 5 minutes aided by an 

assistant.

Reducing Stress:

To reduce a vehicle’s Stress without 

Replacement Parts requires an Agility-

augmented Repair +0 and a Mechanic’s 

Workshop (reducing it by Degrees of Success).

 To reduce a vehicle’s Stress with replacement 

parts requires an Agility-augmented Repair +0, 

reducing Stress by twice DoS. To reduce a 

vehicle’s Stress with replacement parts and a 

Mechanic’s Workshop requires an Agility-

augmented Repair +20 test, reducing Stress by 

twice DoS.  One Condition of Replacement 

Parts is used per attempted repair regardless of

success.

Repairing Critical Damage:

Repairing critical damage is identical to Stress 

reduction.

Repairing SubSystems:

Repairing a broken SubSystem requires the 

appropriate part for its SubSystem Type (i.e. 

Optics Parts).  A Strength-augmented Repair +0

is made to repair a SubSystem when using a 

Mechanic’s Kit and +20 when using the facilities

of a Mechanic’s Workshop.  If successful, the 

SubSystem is repaired and the parts used. If 
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unsuccessful by three or more Degrees of 

Failure, the parts are used but the SubSystem 

is not successfully repaired.

Replacing SubSystems:

Replacing SubSystems can sometimes be 

more affordable or/And practicable than 

repairing broken ones.  When purchasing a new

SubSystem, a Mechanic’s Workshop is required

to install it.

Installing SubSystems:

Any SubSystem that is non-Integral may be 

removed in a Mechanic’s Workshop with a 

Strength-augmented Repair +10 test.  Any 

SubSystem that there is space and power for in

a vehicle may be added with a Strength-

augmented Repair +0 test in a Mechanic’s 

Workshop.

SubSystems
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Type Name Space Power Size Exposed Price
MUNITIONS
External Belt Feed Compact Belt 0 1 Tiny TRUE $10.00

Industrial Belt 0 0 Small TRUE $5.00

Internal Feed Internal Feed 1 1 Small FALSE ~

Integral Feed Integral Feed 0 1 Small FALSE ~
Integral GravFeed 0 0 Small FALSE ~

Integral Magazine Integral Tac Mag 0 0 Small FALSE ~
Integral Magazine 0 0 Small FALSE ~
Integral Ops Mag 0 0 Normal FALSE ~

Internal Magazine Internal Tac Mag 1 0 Small FALSE ~
Internal Magazine 1 0 Small FALSE ~
Internal Ops Mag 2 0 Normal FALSE ~
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FUEL
Fuel Line Large Fuel Line 3 0 Large FALSE $40.00

Normal Fuel Line 2 0 Normal FALSE $30.00
Small Fuel Line 1 0 Small FALSE $20.00
Tiny Fuel Line 0 0 Tiny FALSE $10.00

Fuel Storage Large Ext Tank 0 0 Large TRUE $50.00
Normal Ext Tank 0 0 Normal TRUE $25.00
Small Ext Tank 0 0 Small TRUE $10.00
Large Tank 3 0 Large FALSE $75.00
Normal Tank 2 0 Normal FALSE $50.00
Small Tank 1 0 Small FALSE $30.00

Power Cables Small Cables 0 0 Small FALSE $10.00
Normal Cables 1 0 Normal FALSE $20.00

Generator Small Generator 0 0 Small FALSE $175.00
Normal Generator 1 0 Normal FALSE $250.00
Large Generator 2 0 Large FALSE $500.00
Huge Generator 3 0 Huge FALSE $1,000.00

Mixer EFS Mixer No.11 1 2 Tiny FALSE ~
Miscelatore Mk.V 1 1 Tiny FALSE $1,500.00
Einspritzung D7 2 1 Small FALSE $1,300.00
Bootleg Mixer 2 2 Small TRUE $500.00

Exhaust Small Exhaust 0 1 Small FALSE $10.00
Normal Exhaust 1 2 Normal FALSE $20.00
Large Exhaust 2 2 Large FALSE $40.00

PowCon Internal PowCon 0 1 Tiny FALSE $100.00
External PowCon 0 0 Tiny TRUE $50.00
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COUNTERMEASURE
Fire Extinguisher Fire Extinguisher 1 1 Small FALSE $10.00

Foam Release 0 0 Small TRUE $15.00

Grenade Salvo Ports External Tubes 0 1 Tiny TRUE $100.00
Internal Tubes 1 1 Small FALSE $150.00

Electrified Grille Electrified Grille 1 2 Normal TRUE $175.00

COMMS
Radio Antenna Radio Antenna 0 0 Tiny TRUE $2.50

VHF Receiver VHF Receiver 1 1 Normal TRUE $30.00

Field Radio Array Field Radio Array 1 1 Small TRUE $40.00

Small Radio Array Small Radio Array 1 2 Small TRUE $60.00

VHF Array VHF Array 2 2 Normal TRUE $170.00

Large Radio Array Large Radio Array 2 3 Large TRUE $200.00

HQ Radio Array HQ Radio Array 3 4 Large TRUE $450.00

OPTICS
Periscope Periscope 1 0 Small TRUE $35.00

Camera Ports Camera Ports 0 1 Small TRUE $800.00

Metal-o-lectric Receiver Receiver 1 2 Small FALSE $300.00

Tihnyi Thermal Imager Imager 1 2 Tiny TRUE $600.00

Active Infrared Scope Infrared Scope 1 1 Tiny TRUE $275.00

Stefan-Boltzmann Scope S-B Scope 1 2 Small TRUE $1,000.00

Barkhausen–Kurz Midar Dispersed Array 1 2 Small TRUE $50.00
Tight Dish 1 1 Tiny TRUE $90.00

Cavity Magnetron Midary CM Midar 2 3 Small FALSE ~

HANDLING
Improved Turning Improved Turning 1 0 Small FALSE $75.00

Handling Tuned Handling 1 0 Tiny FALSE $100.00
Good Handling 1 0 Tiny FALSE $175.00
Great Handling 1 1 Tiny FALSE $225.00

Brakes Brakes 1 0 Tiny FALSE $100.00



SubSystem Types
SubSystem Type:  Description.  Break effects.

Munitions SubSystems

External Belt Feed:  Belt for feeding a weapon, externalized.  Weapon can’t get ammo.

Internal Feed:  Ammo feed housed within the limb but replaceable. Weapon can’t get ammo.

Integral Feed:  Built in ammo feed.  Weapon can’t get ammo.

Internal Magazine:  Magazine housed within the limb but replaceable.  Weapon’s ammo 

destroyed.

Integral Magazine:  Built in magazine.  Weapon’s ammo destroyed.

Tac Magazines contain -25% ammo from default, Ops Magazines contain +25% ammo from 

default. 

Fuel SubSystems

Fuel Line:  Fuel is piped to the limb here.  1/4th of max fuel is lost in leaks every turn until 

engine turned off or tank empty.

Fuel Storage:  Fuel is kept here.  1/4th of max fuel is lost in leaks every turn.

Power Cables:  Delivers power to a limb.  Limb\vehicle inoperable.

Generator:  Where the power is made.  Vehicle powered off immediately, takes 1/2 max Stress.

Mixer:  Engine augmentation that allows Boosting off the Diesel generator; consumes 1/8th a 

gallon of Akroy per boost.  Can’t boost.

Exhaust:  Necessary part of any mech with a Diesel generator.  Cockpit fills with smoke, dealing

direct damage (2 Vitality/2 Psyche) every turn after the first until the cockpit is opened.

PowCon:  Allows the rerouting of power to various systems.  Cannot change power allocations.

Countermeasure SubSystems

Fire Extinguisher:  Remove fire in an area.  Can’t use fire extinguisher.

Grenade Salvo Ports:  Jettisons 8 grenades across eight meters away omnidirectionally.

 Inoperable.

Electrified Grille:  Those in contact with the grille takes 1d10+5 Electro damage to the most 

vulnerable touching hit location.  Inoperable.
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Optics SubSystems (InfraRed, Electromagnetic Sensors, or Visual)

Periscope:  Visual viewport, +5 Optics.  Inoperable.

Camera Ports:  Visual ports, +10 Optics.  Inoperable.

Metal-o-lectric Receiver:   Gives cardinal direction and distance in miles of all tank-sized metal 

objects in increments of miles.  Inoperable.

Tihanyi Thermal Imager:  Primitive thermal imaging device.  Inoperable.

Active Infrared Scope:  Primitive IR night vision which mitigates darkness but imposes -10 

Optics.  Inoperable.

Stefan–Boltzmann Scope:  Sophisticated IR night vision which mitigates darkness.  Inoperable.

Barkhausen–Kurz Midar (B-K Midar):  Primitive radar, +5 Optics.  Inoperable.

Cavity Magnetron Midar (CM Midar):  Decent radar, +10 Optics.  Inoperable.

Handling SubSystems

Improved Turning:  +45 degrees of turning radius.  -45 degrees of turning radius.

Handling:  +x Maneuver.  Tuned: x = 5. Good: x = 10.  Great: x = 15. -x Maneuver.

Brakes:  Allow the vehicle to come to a stop as an action.  Can’t use the Brake! action.

Comms SubSystems

Radio Antenna:  May receive but not send radio signals.

VHF Receiver:  Picks up VHF transmissions.

Field Radio Array:  15 Miles send range

Small Radio Array:  25 Miles send range

VHF Array:  Can transmit and relay any VHF signals in line of sight.

Large Radio Array:  30 Miles send range

HQ Radio Array:  100 Miles send/receive range radio

Light Lance Rules
SubSystems:

Light Lances have an additional two stats known as Strength and Manipulators.  Strength 

replaces the pilot’s Strength stat for Lance-related actions (i.e. lifting or attacking with the 

Lance’s manipulators).  Manipulators describes how many hands\limbs the Light Lance has for 

Wielded weapons and manipulating the environment.
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Speed/Acceleration:

Moving in a Light Lance is identical to dismounted movement with a few key exception: 

movement costs double without the Operate trait or while backing up, Movement is replaced by 

Tactical Speed, you cannot turn further left\right in a single step (2m movement) than the 

Turning stat, and you have a definite facing that cannot be changed without taking the Move 

half-action.  

Vehicle Descriptions
Helos

Gyrocopter

A small personal chopper for taking trips 

between towns or ferrying passengers betwixt 

rooftops in busy cities.

Pamlico Airyards C.7 Airhorn

The commercial helicopter of choice for 

everyone from hospitals to paramilitaries, this 

sleek craft borrows its design from common 

chassis of Lost Age helo wrecks.  

Dallstin Aeronautics “Santa Muerte”

Patterned after an ancient Nor’American 

military helo, this offering has hit markets far 

beyond its native Republio Tejas.  Whether 

mercenaries or State Guard air divisions, 

anyone with a need for close air support and 

helo insertions\exfils turns to the Santa Muerte.

Bikes

Bicycle

On a societal level, you never forget how to ride

a bike.  This old tried-and-true design allows 

pedal power to bring people where they’re 

going.

King’s Car Debutant

An affordable sleek motorbike marketed at the 

ladies, the Debutant is remarkable for clocking 

in below the Common Company “alternative” 

along most metrics--price included.  

Common Company Motorcycle

In spite of their bottom-of-the-barrel brand, 

Common Company’s motorbike offering is 

something of an industry standard.  It’s the 

default all-rounder for motorcycles in the E.F.S.,

which some say speaks volumes about the 

state of the industry.  In truth the Common 

Company simply found an efficient design and 

stuck to it.

Wallachian Motorworks R94

This Republik import has a build in side car and

good design principles that allow it to tower 

above the competition even with its reduced 

speed thanks to the drag of the 3rd seat.
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Cars

Common Company Model-D

The everyman’s affordable out-and-abouter, 

Common Company’s Model-D has done a good

job cementing the corporation’s brand.  This is 

amongst the most common of cars found on the

streets today. With such commonality of parts it 

has the dubious honour of being the basis for 

most customs and junkers as well.  

Landshark Stylino

Big, dumb, and overpriced, the Landshark 

Stylino is harder to park than a tank.  Its claim 

to fame is its acceleration, which its hulking 

engine provides in spades.  While it tops out 

lower than their direct competitor, the King’s Car

5000, it’ll win the drag race any day.  Its large 

tank is quickly drained.

Demokratiewagen Excelsior

A Republik import, what this tasteful car lacks in

speed it makes up for in fuel economy, 

handling, and class.  Quality engineering and 

good materials make it a durable vehicle as 

well.

King’s Car 5000

Perhaps the single fastest wide commercial 

distribution car on the road today in the E.F.S., 

the King’s Car 5000 is a luxurious and speedy 

vehicle.  With construction rivaling (in the eyes 

of locals anyway) Wallachian Motorworks, it’s 

considered a top of the line ride.

Hover Cars

Minarati 790 Skycar

This foreign wonder is an oddity--only the super

rich and military commonly deploy hover cars, 

making the Skycar a sought after ostentatious 

show of wealth for the nouveau riche.

Trucks

Common Company Pickup Truck

Whether you need a hitch or a haul, the 

Common Co. Pickup is reliable.  It’s a regular 

sight across the rural lands of the EFS and the 

edges of the cities alike.

Tory Truck

Based off ancient husks and schemas of 

bygone ages, this surprisingly reliable frame 

has seen new life in the Akroydiesel Age as 

they drive off the assembly line of nearly every 

commercial car company.

Boats

Sailboat

An antique form of travel that has stood the test

of time.  Less effective but considered more 

sporting by some well-to-dos and eminently 

affordable for those without the means or 

proximity to regularly obtain fuel.  Speeds are 

given in a range from best to worst 

performance, upholden to the weather’s 

feelings about your chosen heading that day.

Common Company Motor Launch

The out-and-abouter for anyone wanting to 

cross the water under dieselpower, from 

fishermen to river pirates.

Annapolis A-12b
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Commercial fishing ship with a modern design 

and large capacity, it is sometimes used by 

pirates and paramilitaries for more combat-

oriented employment.

Aeronautics

Rhodian Aeroworks Zeppelin

The RAZ is a common commercial Zeppelin for 

passenger liners and light freight (particularly 

mail to remote locations).

Junk K-Flyer

Salvaged hulking orb around a K-Field 

Generator, it is normally the enterprise of a less 

wealthy merchant captain.  The gravity control 

can be a bit touch-and-go, so most people stay 

clipped to a railing at all times.

K-Field Fluyt

A proper commercial vessel built around a K-

Field Generator, this orb is full compartments 

and slots for freight.  Very popular for long haul 

international trade, as the wastes and waters 

below pose little danger--so long as the K-Field 

remains powered.

Armoured Vehicles

E.F.S.A. TWP, “The Sempletonne” 

The E.F.S. Army Tractor Weapons Platform, 

also known as “the Sempletonne” in honour of 

its inventor Gregory N. Semple, is a somewhat 

infamous vehicle.  Literally a conversion of an 

industrial grade tractor, this unorthodox design 

provides adequate protection at low speeds. 

The conversion is sometimes made by rural 

groups to have defense platforms, to varying 

degrees of success.

EFS A1107

Standard EFS military halftrack, available to 

discerning and deep-pocketed private 

individuals at a markup.

EFS A1108

Standard EFS military halftrack, artillery mount 

variant.

M99 McNamara

The M99 McNamara is the EFS’s outdated tank

of choice.  Having been replaced by newer 

tanks in the decade-and-a-half since its 

inception, many wind up auctioned to PMCs or 

handed out to State Guards from the main 

supply.

Monopoly-Class Spiderwalker

This mobile HQ and heavy support platform has

grown seriously outdated, but remains in 

service across the EFS and beyond for its 

reliability and filling a hard-to-replace niche.  It 

sports both a helipad and a vehicle bay to act 

as a deployment\refueling station. Many old 

wrecks from bygone homefront conflicts litter 

the border territories and forgotten corners of 

the E.F.S.  Those brought back up and running 

by scavengers are either sold to companies for 

a CEO’s ransom or become the new mobile 

base of operations for some criminal enterprise 

or other.

Light Lances
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Copracian Industries Industrial Lifter, “Cil”

Sometimes two arms and your human body just isn’t enough to get the lifting done.  The 

Industrial Lifter from Copracian Industries is here to solve all that and more!  Used extensively in

industrial complexes across the E.F.S., everyone once in awhile one goes missing for parts 

unknown--or turns up shot full of holes on the roadside with the remnants of machine guns and 

crude melee weapons strapped to it.  In most regards, better than nothing in a fight.

Vagabond Hackjob

There exist a variety of poorly hobbled together Light Lances, both in the depths of factory 

complexes and on the fringes of society.  Scrapped old mechs, discontinued ones, anything that

might no longer be of use to a corporation or military will eventually find its way to the 

“secondhand market” where beggars can’t be choosers and anything that can move is a 

success in its own right.  Frequently fielded by urban crime lords and rural militias.

EFS LAL 001 "Blast Suit"

The workhorse of the EFS’s armoured corps, these suits trundle into action with every serious 

operation and their presence does wonders and woes for morale on the allied and enemy sides 

respectively.  Even warlords and marauders willing to toe-to-toe with regulars will think twice 

about engaging with a Blast Suit on the field--much less a team of them.

?. Morphs
Morphs are the gene-altering loads of morphants made manifest on human flesh.  Some are 
heritable and pass from one generation to the next, others are transmissible only via morphant.  
All of them bring the recipient further from their genetic baseline--bringing about a disconnect 
from one’s physical self known as drift.

Drift
Every two points of Drift reduce a character’s max Psyche by 1.

Exclusivity
If you would become under the effects of a morph that shares the same exclusivity as one you 
already have, you lose the old one and gain the new one.

Common Morphs
These morphs are commonly carried by morphants in the wild.

1. Claws 
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Drift: 1
Desc:
You sprout horrid claws!  -5 on rolls to use 
something with hands, unarmed is Pen 2 | Rip 4
Slashing.

2. Unitary Orifice
Drift: 1
Exclusivity: Genital
Desc:
Your lower orifices and the relevant organs 
realign and congeal into a singular output with a
regular tide of self-cleansing foam.  While 
generally unpleasant, some in the scientific 
community consider it more efficient and even 
seek out the morph.

3. Horns
Drift: 1
Desc:
Small ivory nubs with a dull point protrude from 
your forehead.

4. Smog Eater
Drift: 1
Desc:
All gas based attacks deal one less 
Psyche\Vitality damage to you, and you are 
immune to the effects of smoked 
substances/drugs--though not the withdrawal 
effects of addiction.  Your breath is tinged with a
black sooty quality.

5. Exo-Cerebellum
Drift: 2
Desc:
A tendril extrudes from the back of your brain, 
your skull expanding to shield its base, and 
wraps over your shoulder towards the nape of 
your neck.  It is hairless flesh and sensitive to 
touch.  It confers +5 Agility.

6. Digitigrade
Drift: 1
Desc:

The bones and flesh of the leg reversed, 
making it hard to find pants that fit.  You now 
walk most comfortably on your ties rather than 
the soles of your feet.  On the flip side, gain 
+12m of movement.

7. Tensile Form
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your muscles and bones expand into one 
another painfully, blood vessels reforming and 
musculature folding in on itself.  Your max 
Vitality is reduced by 2, but when a crit would 
wound you instead gain a state called 
“fractured,” which turned to wounded if critted 
again.  It imparts no negative effects and 
reverts to normal after one week, making it very
hard to cripple you.

8. Rough Hide
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your skin grows leathery and dense, making it 
harder to pierce.  Gain 1 Res.

9. Gilded Form
Drift: 1
Desc:
The whites of your eyes turn golden, your skin 
takes on a yellowed hue, and your hair begins 
to turn the colour of wheat.  There’s something 
more, like a heady broth sloshing just behind 
your eyes, almost like you’re not alone in your 
own skull.  Gain +5 Charisma..

10. Eagle Eyes
Drift: 1
Desc:
Blinding ocular reconstruction destroys your 
eyelids and replaces them with a translucent 
shield that can be lowered at will.  Your pupils 
double in size.  Gain +5 Perception.

11. Liquor Lips
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Drift: 1
Desc:
Something turns sour in your mouth, and your 
saliva takes on a thinner character.  You feel 
your mouth watering like never before.  Your 
saliva is now alcoholic, and a single liter of it 
counts as a condition of alcohol.  You’ll need to 
take up spitting if you hope to stay sober.

12. Upper Bone Plating
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your shoulder and rib bones shift and expand, 
and at parts gruesomely extrude from the skin 
below.  They have become incredibly resilient.  
Your upper body has a base 2 Hardness, 1 
Stopping.

13. Lower Bone Plating
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your hip and knee bones expand and surface in
a gruesome, jagged fashion.  Your lower body 
has a base 2 Hardness, 1 Stopping.

14. Skull Bone Plating
Drift: 1
Desc:
Plates of bone emerge from your head and 
expand to form a brutal crown of hardened 
bone.  Your head has a base 2 Hardness, 1 
Stopping.

15. Bone Bayonet
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your dominant hand’s arm (random if 
ambidextrous) gains a hidden fold beneath the 
forearm where a new spiked bone is hidden 
that can be extended at a moment’s notice.  
Gain a hidden melee weapon that deals d6+AB 
Pen 3, Rip 1.  It does not have condition, but 
cannot be used if the limb is crippled.

16. Sanguine Lament
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something puffs within your tear ducts, feeling 
like you could squeeze your face inward at any 
time...  Gain the ability to cry blood on 
command, expending 1 Vitality to instantly heal 
1 Psyche.  After use will only be available again
after sleeping.

17. Eye and Hair Colourizer
Drift: 0
Desc:
Roll twice on the colour chart, changing your 
eye and hair colour respectively.

18. Misted View
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your iris turns pale and fills most of your eye.  It 
becomes difficult to see anything.  Confers -5 
Perception.

19. Top Heavy
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something shifts around inside you, and your 
body grows stronger but heavier.  Confers +10 
Strength, -5 Agility.

20. Human Tail
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Tail
Desc:
Painfully your tail bone juts forth half the length 
of your spine downwards, wrapped in new flesh
and able to swish at command.  You’ve gained 
a prehensile tail, useful for all sorts of tricks but 
makes it difficult to find pants that fit.

21. Silver Ichor
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Blood
Desc:
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There’s something strange within you, 
something cooling, sapping the warmth from 
your very bones.  You now need only one 
condition of food per meal and are hard to 
detect on thermal scanners, conferring a -30 on
all attempts to spot you through such methods. 
You count as always having one layer of cool.

22. Golden Ichor
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Blood
Desc:
Your blood boils and heats you from within, 
something searing inside trying to escape.  Your
blood is now golden.  When slashing or piercing
attacks are made against you the weapon used 
takes a condition damage if its pen exceeds 
your hardness.  If the attacker is adjacent to 
you, they must make a Luck 6 roll or receive 
1d4 Pen 5 Rip 0 Caustic damage.  You count as
always having one layer of warmth.

23. Bat Wings
Drift: 2
Exclusivity:  Wings
Desc:
Leathery wings sprout from your shoulder 
blades.  They can be used to glide, losing only 
a story of altitude per movement traveled.

24. Venus Flux
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Genital
Desc:
Your genitals assume the female sex’s form.  
You notice they’re slightly different from before 
if you already had them.

25. Smooth Chest
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Mammaries
Desc:
The mammaries recede and leave a flat 
expanse.  If you were already without, 

something seems a bit off about your pectoral 
zone you cannot quite place...

26. Red Herald
Drift: 1
Desc:
You perpetually show the symptoms of Red 
Death without having the disease.  You may 
expend 1 Vitality to become infectious for 24 
hours.  Confers -5 Charisma.

27. Raven Wings
Drift: 2
Exclusivity:  Wings
Desc:
Jet black wings sprout from your shoulder 
blades.  They can be used to glide, losing only 
a story of altitude per movement traveled.

28. Spearlike Apendage
Drift: 2
Desc:
A strange outgrowth from your back curves into 
a bone spear that you may stab forwards with.  
It counts as a Piercing melee weapon with 
Reach (4) using Agility to-Hit and dealing 
d8+SB Pen 3 Rip 1 damage.

29. Old Scratch
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Your skin turns red, giving you a strange 
appearance.

30. Dove Wings
Drift: 2
Exclusivity:  Wings
Desc:
Snow white wings sprout from your shoulder 
blades.  They can be used to glide, losing only 
a story of altitude per movement traveled.

31. Thessian Skin
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Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Your skin turns blue, giving you a strange 
appearance.

32. Empathic
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something within you awakens, an awareness 
of those around you.  Gain 1 Social Layer, +10 
on Wiz rolls to see through lies, and +10 on 
Expression rolls to appeal to the emotions of 
another.

33. Herculean Strength
Drift: 3
Desc:
Your muscles bulge outwards, throbbing with a 
newfound vitality.  +7 Strength, additional 2 
spaces of Encumbrance “about your person,” 
and -2m movement.

34. Pheremonally Awoken
Drift: 1
Desc:
You more clearly sense the pheromones 
emitted by other humans and can direct your 
own emissions.  As a free action once per turn 
toggle between Mating (+10 on alluring/sexy 
quality rolls), Help (+10 on attempts to enlist 
someone’s aide for combat), Danger (+10 to 
convince someone to leave), and Food (+10 on 
attempts to get someone to follow you).  Must 
always have one active.

35. Fragmented Limb
Drift: 2
Desc:
Your non-dominant hand’s arm (random if 
ambidextrous) splits into several jagged 
growths, hand reforming to various twitching 
joints in the meat-and-bone flail’s organic 
machinery.  Cannot use this limb normally any 

more, gain a natural attack Strength to-Hit 
dealing d6+SB Pen 0 Rip 4.

36. Alluring Scent
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something about you entices almost anyone.  
Always able to make Alluring quality attacks on 
targets that can smell.

37. Efficient Organs
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your torso has atrophied, organs rearranging 
themselves and fat stores being levelled.  Your 
chest is horribly misshapen but on the bright 
side, you are now immune to consumed 
poisons.

38. Lactic Euphoria
Drift: 0
Desc:
Stress to your muscles can be strangely 
pleasing in a way it was not before.  Every time 
you gain a point of Strength or Agility through 
training, recover 2 Psyche.  Every time you are 
beaten unconscious with bludgeoning weapons,
recover 1 Psyche.

39. Cell Continuity
Drift: 1
Desc:
Over the course of years you may notice your 
body changing slower than it once did.  Doubles
your natural lifespan.

40. Gills
Drift: 2
Desc:
May breathe underwater.

41. Optical Instinct
Drift: 2
Desc:
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Attacks made without aiming gain half rounded 
the down they would have had you aimed (not 
factoring scopes or other material bonuses un-
utilized).

42. Gyro
Drift: 1
Desc:
Anytime you would take any balance hits, roll 
Agility+10.  Take degrees of success fewer 
balance hits.

43. Tusks
Drift: 1
Desc:
Brutal tusks protrude from your mouth, your jaw
warping to accommodate the unruly enamel 
spectacle.  Can bite once per turn as a free 
action on a grappled foe, an Agility to-Hit attack 
dealing d4+SB Pen 3 Rip 2 piercing damage 
that always hits the head if it connects.

44. Third Eye
Drift: 2
Desc:
Your skull deforms horrendously to make way 
for a third eye.  In some senses you feel 
relieved to be less like those around you, 
beginning to take in more of them and finding 
humanity increasingly... undesirable.  Confers 
+10 Perception, -5 Charisma.

45. Plumage
Drift: 1
Desc:
You sprout bedazzling feathers around your 
shoulders, they feature peacock like splashes 
of colour.

46. Dead Reckon
Drift: 1
Desc:

You can indicate true north anytime a compass 
would, and feel like you may vomit anywhere a 
compass would bounce.

47. Fur Coat
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Your body’s naturally hairy zones turn to thick 
patches of fur, hair expanding to fill the gaps on 
most places but your digits and face.  You are 
always considered to have one layer of warmth.

48. Scaled Dermis
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Your skin turns aquamarine and scaled, 
conferring a natural +1 Hardness to your entire 
body.

49. Imperious Gaze
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something behind your eyes has grown beyond
primal without truly becoming human.  When 
you make direct eye contact with someone 
making a Social Combat roll, their attempt takes
a -5.

50. Clearance Rack
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Mammaries
Desc:
Your mammaries expand and fill out.  If you 
were already so endowed, they seem slightly 
larger.

51. Ethereal Skin
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
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Your skin takes on a new sheen, and you feel at
once lighter and heavier.  Some consider you to
have an otherworldly quality.

52. Manic Saccs
Drift: 1
Desc:
You develop three small compartments in your 
brain.  They may be expended to heal 1+CB 
Psyche as a free action, and one recharges 
every week.

53. Adrenal Control
Drift: 1
Desc:
Once per day as a free action you may activate 
a natural adrenaline source that acts as if 
though you had injected the healing item 
Adrenaline.

54. Angelic Voice
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your voice takes on a magnificent quality 
unparalleled by any you have heard.  Gain +30 
on Expression rolls to sing.

55. Photoreactive
Drift: 2
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Every two hours you are in direct sunlight it is 
as if though you had consumed one condition of
food.  Your skin grows green and your hair like 
the stems and leaves of plants.

56. Outsider Understanding
Drift: 2
Desc:
You feel withdrawn from your peers, but gain 
insight into them as well.  +5 Charisma, -1 
Social Layer.

57. Satyrus

Drift: 1
Desc:
Your lower body grows furred and your feet 
become hooves.  +6m of movement speed, 
lower body always counts as one layer warm.

58. Fissiable
Drift: 3
Desc:
When one of your limbs is amputated, if 
submerged in Akroy the stump will slowly 
regrow a replacement limb over the course of a 
month.  Troublingly, if submerged in Akroy the 
split limb will also attempt to replace the rest of 
your body...

59. Pulled
Drift: 2
Desc:
Your flesh is strangely pulled apart such that the
top layer of skin no longer totally covers your 
body.  However you gain a strange flexibility 
from this.  Confers +10 Agility, -5 Strength.

60. Predatory
Drift: 2
Desc:
Animal instincts awoken, or perhaps injected 
within you modifies your attempts to forage for 
food and trap local game +20.

61. Slice of Life
Drift: 1
Desc:
A bevy of good thoughts and feelings is always 
at hand, and you feel very at ease.  Confers +1 
Social Layers, anytime you would have a Good 
Time roll Luck 5.  If successful it was instead a 
Damn Good Time.

62. Antenna
Drift: 1
Desc:
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Strange feelers sprout from your scalp that help
you smell and hear your environment.  Confers 
+2 Agility, +2 Perception.

63. Bottomless Stomach
Drift: 1
Desc:
You may consume up to 9 condition of food at a
time in addition to what you have as a meal; as 
a free action, excess food may be consumed 
and counted towards a meal.

64. Mars Flux
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Genital
Desc:
Your genitals assume the male sex’s form.  You 
notice they’re slightly different from before if you
already had them.

65. Heterochromia
Drift: 0
Desc:
Roll twice on the colour table, your eyes are 
now these two colours.  If you roll the same 
colour, reroll until they are both different.

66. Club Hand
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your non-dominant hand (random if 
ambidextrous) becomes deformed and clublike,
unable to be used properly for other purposes.  
Can be used as a Strength to-Hit blunt melee 
weapon dealing d4+SB Pen 0 Rip 2.

67. Mace Tail
Drift: 2
Exclusivity:  Tail
Desc:
Painfully your tail bone juts forth half the length 
of your spine downwards, wrapped in new flesh
and able to swish at command.  It has a firm 
mace ball like bone at the end of it coated in 

hard flesh.  You’ve gained a prehensile tail, it 
may be used as a melee weapon: Agility to-Hit 
blunt melee dealing d6+SB Pen 0 Rip 1.

68. Possum’s Ruse
Drift: 1
Desc:
You may as a full action appear to be totally 
dead.  Only a successful Perception-
augmented Biology -20 will reveal you to be 
merely pretending.  You may exit this state as a 
free action on your turn.

69. Redundant Organs
Drift: 2
Desc:
Something within your gut expands, 
uncomfortably so.  You’ve got redundant 
organs.  Anytime your torso would be wounded 
or cripple, roll Luck 6.  If successful a 
replaceable organ was damaged and your torso
does not become wounded or crippled.

70. Perfect Recall
Drift: 1
Desc:
Anything you have experienced you can 
recollect without fail.

71. Wet Firmware
Drift: 2
Desc:
You gain +10 to all Computational rolls and can 
automatically identify the function of any Relic 
that was commonly available before the Lost 
Age (DreamWeaver’s discretion).

72. Cant Whisperer
Drift: 1
Desc:
You learn cants for languages you speak after 
only an hour of hearing them.

73. Cortal Decay
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Drift: 2
Desc:
Blood begins to seep from your spine as you 
take 1d4 damage, losing that much max Vitality.

74. Silk Spinner
Drift: 1
Desc:
You can secrete one meter of silk each day 
from your newfound spinnerette.

75. Alterable Dermis
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:
Your skin can now changes colours at will, as a 
full action.  If this action is taken it grants one 
layer of Stealth in the attuned environment, 
three layers if naked.

76. Facial Reconstruction
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your face knits itself into something entirely 
new.  Generally appealing but definitely not 
what you had before, hair and eye colour are 
unaffected.

77. Webbed Hands
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your hands become better at gaining and 
retaining suction and feeling into small grooves 
of surfaces, increasing all attempts to climb by 
+20.

78. Webbed Feet
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your feet gain a special webbing between the 
tows and grow longer, more articulated for 
waterborne travel.  Double your movement 
speed when swimming.

79. Gazelle Grace
Drift: 1
Desc:
The interior construction of your legs 
fundamentally changes, along with your sense 
of guidance.  You now expend no extra 
movement speed to vault, simply passing over 
the terrain with graceful leaps and bounds.  
+4m movement speed.

80. Fiend
Drift: 1
Desc:
You automatically gain one addiction level every
time you use an addictive substance, but can 
never surpass addiction level three.  If you have
an addiction beyond AdL three already it will 
decay naturally and further use will neither 
prevent it degrading nor prevent withdrawals 
from occurring until it is reduced to AdL 3.

81. Acidic Pustules
Drift: 2
Desc:
Your skin expands and begins to fill up with 
strange liquid in saccs all across your body.  
When a slashing or piercing melee attack hits 
you and its pen exceeds your hardness, the 
direction you were attacked from is sprayed 
with Hydrofluoric Acid as if though a Cone(2) 
attack was made on that spot.  Confers -5 
Agility.

82. Warped Face
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your visage is horribly distorted in a very 
uncomfortable way, like your face no longer fits 
quite right.  Confers -2 Charisma.

83. Jelly Tendrils
Drift: 2
Desc:
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Strange purple tendrils emerge from around 
your shoulder, neck, and upper arms.  When 
grappling a foe, as a free action once per turn 
you make an Agility to-Hit d4+AB Electro 
bludgeoning attack.

84. Distinct Musk
Drift: 1
Desc:
Anyone able to smell will recognize your odeur 
when you are present or where you have been 
within the past hour.

85. Long Jowls
Drift: 1
Desc:
The folds of your cheeks grow long and 
flapping, helping you pick up trails.  +30 to 
Fieldcraft tracking rolls where scent is relevant.

86. Torpor
Drift: 1
Desc:
Rather than sleeping you enter torpor, a state of
mental relaxation akin to a waking sleep where 
you still perceive the world around you.  You 
can enter and exit this state as a full action and 
receive the healing effects of having slept a full 
night’s rest upon accumulating the necessary 
hours.  Cannot use this to Sleep more than 
once every 24 hours.

87. Handler
Drift: 1
Desc:
Handling and controlling weapons comes far 
more naturally to you now, and you treat all 
weapons as though their Str/Agl Auto was 5 
lower.

88. Chameleon
Drift: 1
Exclusivity:  Skin
Desc:

Your skin automatically changes colour to 
reflect the environment you are in.  If this action
is taken it grants one layer of Stealth in the 
attuned environment, three layers if naked.

89. Long Tongued
Drift: 1
Desc:
Within your mouth a strange expansion, you 
feel the flesh of your tongue growing outwards. 
Your tongue doubles in length and expands 
slightly in width, but still fits comfortably within 
your mouth.

90. Dead Legger
Drift: 1
Desc:
Your legs grow less responsive, slower, and 
generally less powerful.  -4 Agility, -6m 
movement speed.

91. Steel Nails
Drift: 0
Desc:
Suddenly your nails can take an incredibly 
amount of abuse, and dish it out as well.  You’ll 
need industrial grade tools to clip them.  
Unarmed is now Pen 3 | Rip 3 Slashing.

92. Interlinked
Drift: 1
Desc:
You know when a morphant is within 100 
meters, and you can point to precisely where 
they are.  The only exception is if there is zero 
airflow between your two locations, i.e., a 
sealed container or airtight bunker.

93. Electromagnetic Sense
Drift: 1
Desc:
Suddenly you gain a new way of sensing the 
world and making sense of it.  You become 
acutely aware of all metal within 50 meters of 
you, conferring +2 Perception.
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94. Hops
Drift: 1
Desc:
Something has become more powerful in your 
heels, a newfound spring to your step.  Doubles
your vertical jump height.

95. Hair Colourizer
Drift: 0
Desc:
Roll on the random colour table, your hair has 
become that colour.

96. Smuggler’s Compartment
Drift: 1
Desc:
A newly formed fold in your stomach leads into 
an insulated pouch undetectable by all outside 
observations until it is opened.  It is a container 
that does not count against your limit and stores
two encumbrance.

97. Personalized Suite
Drift: 6
Desc:
You’ve been totally remade in the image 
another person wanted for themselves.  You 
gain +1 to a random (1d4) CAPS attribute.  Your
face, eye, and hair colour have all changed.  All 
other morphs are suppressed but remain 
hidden in your genetic code awaiting release: 
their Drift does not go away, but all their other 
effects are suspended.

98. Disjoint Knees
Drift: 1
Desc:
Suddenly your legs can bend in ways that 
shouldn’t be possible.  Confers +2 Agility, you 
no longer take a speed penalty for being 
crouched.

99. Halved

Drift: 2
Desc:
You’re half as large as you were!  Become 
small, incurring a -10 on attempts to hit you.  
Your clothing no longer fits you, confers -10 
Strength and +5 Agility.

100. Giant
Drift: 2
Desc:
You’re now twice the size!  You easily stand the 
same height as a Wev, though your intellect  
and mannerisms set you apart.  You’re Large, 
granting a +10 on all attempts to hit you.  Your 
clothing no longer fits you, confers +10 Strength
and -5 Agility. 

Limited Spread Morphs
Raptor Rider
Drift: 0
Region:  Kennebec
Desc:
May ride Raptors, train them.

Diamond Jaw
Drift: 1
Region:  Bostonia
Desc:
Gains a spit attack used with Perc-aug’d 
Marksmanship, dealing 1d4+PB (p3, r1), not 
target more than 8m away may be struck by 
this attack.

Spider Legs
Drift: 5
Region:  ???
Desc:
Lower body transforms into that of a spider.  
Gain +6m of Movement, and the ability walk 
along walls or upside down.  Any turn you begin
walking on a ceiling you must make a Strength 
+20 BAT or fall to the ground and be considered
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knocked down.  All Strength Autos for firearms 
are reduced by 10 for you.  Cannot equip lower 
body covering armour/clothing unless specially 
fitted at a -20 to craft and requiring 2C more of 
the base material.

Vine’tacles
Drift: 2
Region:  Savannah
Desc:

Clinging vines sprout along your arms.  
Unarmed attacks count as Entangling.

Thorned Hands
Drift: 1
Region:  Savannah
Desc:
Prickly thorns sprout along your hand and 
upper arms.  Unarmed is now Pen 4 | Rip 2 
Slashing.  All Agility Autos are increased by 10.

IX. Experience and Character 
Advancement
Gaining Experience

Only the DW should know exactly what the objectives are and their payouts with the key 
exception of Job Objectives, whose goals and financial payout should be clear but not eXP.

You should, however, always inform them of if they Completed/Pyrrhic/Partial/Attempted the 
goal once completed however.

Major Objectives
The DW sets this based on whatever the DW wants.

Whether the pressing question of the day before the party enters the scene or something arisen 
organically during play, the Major Objective is generally something requiring great effort and 
offering great rewards--or with dire consequences if it goes undone.  Perhaps the party has a 
price on their heads, an invading force threatens to reave a community to cinders, or a famous 
celebrity will be at a social event this week and they simply must get to meet them.

Major Objs are likely the backbone of multiple sessions, or one particularly jam packed one.  
The payout should be big, but to account for somewhat missed opportunities, scalable: say you 
only catch a glimpse of the celebrity, or escape the town with refugees but don’t manage to stop
the invaders destroying it?

If success for these had been 200 eXP a piece, the DM may elect to give out only 100-150 for a 
near-success or pyrrhic victory, or as low as 50 eXP for a participation trophy (more precise 
table for this below).
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Minor Objectives
The DW sets these based on whatever the players seem to be angling for.

People tend to value the experiences they seek out, if only for justification of the effort.  When 
the players decide they want to do something, whether it be for practical or personal reasons, 
that will take a non-negligible amount of time and resources to achieve, it should become a 
Minor Objective.  

While it’s your discretion to inform them of a Minor Objective being placed, you shouldn’t tell 
them how much eXP it will be worth upfront.  For numerous reasons--if they knew they could try 
“setting” various objectives by changing their minds a few times and seeking out the most 
reward, and could further run into more trouble than expected justifying a higher Experience 
payout for the objective.

Job Objectives
Anytime an NPC gives someone a task, paid or unpaid, it’s one of these.

A job objective is something the players were explicitly hired, else begged\cajoled, to do.  While 
their employer/debtor\taskmaster may have ulterior motives what they want done is clear.  
Rather than a third option Minor or Major Objectives may be Job objectives.  In this case at least
one player should record what it is and all relevant details--the Job Objective giving a more 
traditional quest feeling and clear path towards success.

Recommended Table:

Result Desc eXP%

Complete The objective is unambiguously completed, even
if its ramifications are potentially disastrous or 
not what the party/other groups wanted.

100%

Pyrrhic The objective is legalistically completed, but the 
spirit of the objective is not.  Killing a man by 
dropping the water tower he planned to destroy 
(this being the reason he was wanted dead) on 
him, ensuring an end to a dynastic dispute in a 
fashion that ruins the dynasty’s fortunes, and 
generally producing a hollow victory/downer 
ending all fall under this category.

75-85%

Partial The objective was not completed, but something 
close to it was--you haven’t learned the masked 
vigilante’s true identity, but you gained more 
important information about who they are and 
why they fight.  Or you’ve killed a villain’s 
lieutenant but he managed to escape in the 
chaos of combat.

30-50%
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Attempt Preventing a man from dying of a disease by 
getting him shot, showing up but failing to 
succeed, chasing someone who gets away, and 
the like.  Every attempt isn’t worth this, but 
sufficiently arduous ones that turn up nil anyway 
are.

10-25%

Spending Experience
When you rest, you may buy one (1) skill point or trait if you have enough eXP to do so.  
Immediately upon awakening you now have the skill at that level\trait’s benefits.

Cost (in the Low skill level range)
It costs 75 eXP to buy a skill point in an area other than your SEA nor your PEA.
It costs 60 eXP to buy a skill point in your Secondary Educational Area.
It costs 50 eXP to buy a skill point in your Primary Educational Area.

There are three skill ranges, Low / Med / High.  Each encompasses a range of two levels of 
skill.
Low (1&2) exp costs are baseline.
Med (3&4) exp costs are twice those of a Low level skill point.
High (5&6) exp costs are thrice those of a Low level skill point.

1 2 | 3 4 | 5 6
Traits may be purchased separately for their list price, Educational Areas do not govern trait 
price but skill level and other pre-requisites sometimes gate Trait purchasing.

Gaining Proficiency
Wholly independent of Experience gain, Characters also gain proficiency.  These come in three 
kinds.  Remember, progress is never cumulative for gaining Proficiency, you start over 
each Proficiency level.

Attribute Proficiency
A character’s C.A.P.S. may be improved gradually over time.  This is achieved through months 
of honing attributes.  Only one attribute may be trained at a time.  If a facility conducive to the 
training is not present the time required is doubled.  C.A.P.S. Proficiency levels grant 1:1 
increase in the stat.

Every level of Proficiency gained in an Attribute requires 2^x months of training where x is the 
proficiency level for that stat you’ll achieve at the end of training.  The max any C.A.P.S. attribute
may be is 100.

1st 2^1:  2 months training to 1 Proficiency 1 months training to Proficiency 1 w/Facility

2nd 2^2:  4 months training to 2 Proficiency 2 months training to Proficiency 2 w/Facility
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3rd 2^3:  8 months training to 3 Proficiency 4 months training to Proficiency 3 w/Facility

4th 2^4:  16 months training to 4 Proficiency 8 months training to Proficiency 4 w/Facility

5th 2^5:  32 months training to 5 Proficiency 16 months training to Proficiency 5 w/Facility

6th 2^6:  64 months training to 6 Proficiency 32 months training to Proficiency 6 w/Facility

7th 2^7:  128 months training to 7 Proficiency 64 months training to Proficiency 7 w/Facility

nth 2^n =  y months training to n Proficiency. y/2 months training to Proficiency n w/Facility

Weapon Proficiency
Proficiency is gained by category with the exception of weapons in the SPECIALS category, 
which each have an individual proficiency.

Proficiency in weapon categories is gained by practicing with the weapon, primarily taking 
aimed attacks at a target.  Do not bother tallying aimed attacks in combat, as the numbers 
involved here are far larger than will reasonably get you more than one point over the course of 
a whole campaign in such a fashion.

Every level of Proficiency in a Weapon category requires 1000*x aimed shots where x is the 
proficiency level for that category you’ll achieve at the end of training.  The maximum level of 
proficiency in a weapon category possible is 10.

Every level of Proficiency grants +1 to the usage of weapon in that category.

1st 1000*1:  1000 attacks to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Weapon category.

2nd 1000*2:  2000 attacks to gain level 2 Proficiency in a Weapon category.

3rd 1000*3:  3000 attacks to gain level 3 Proficiency in a Weapon category.

4th 1000*4:  4000 attacks to gain level 4 Proficiency in a Weapon category.

5th 1000*5:  5000 attacks to gain level 5 Proficiency in a Weapon category.

nth 1000*n = n000 attacks to gain level n Proficiency in a Weapon category.

Weapon condition will degrade during this training at a rate of 1 condition per 3000 attacks.  
Every point of unreliability (i.e.: Unreliable (80) weapons have 10 points of unreliability) will 
make that degradation occur 50 attacks sooner.

Craft Proficiency
Crafting Proficiency is gained by school.  There are six schools of crafting:

● Cooking 
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● Concocting
● Mechanics
● Armoursmithing
● Gunsmithing
● Weaponsmithing

Every level of Proficiency in a Crafting school requires 50*x crafted items x is the proficiency 
level for that school you’ll achieve at the end of training.  The maximum level of proficiency in a 
crafting school is 30.

1st 50*1: 50 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

2nd 50*2: 100 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

3rd 50*3: 150 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

4th 50*4: 200 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

5th 50*5: 250 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

6th 50*6: 300 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school. 

nth 50*n = (n*5)0 crafts to gain level 1 Proficiency in a Crafting school.

X. the Dreamweaver
pLacehoLder

Gaining and Losing Social Layers
Outside of Social Combat, Social Layers should be conditionally awarded and stripped based 
on how well the individual’s clothing and behaviour blends in with the crowd.  

Stripping Social Layers
Being visibly drunk at a church service, wearing Savage quality armour to a ball, or wearing a 
Slick style outfit to a Punk party may all strip one social layer at the Dream Weavers’ discretion. 
Once this situation is left, the SL may or may not be restored depending on whether the 
behaviour is still relevant--having gone to church visibly drunk could hold lingering effect, but 
leaving the party may exit the situation sufficiently to restore the social layer.  It depends on the 
characters and the tone of the game.

Awarding Social Layers
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Wearing above and beyond the dress code (Authority around Uniform, Extravagant around 
Fancy), being sufficiently famous, or having recently done a great service to a community (i.e. 
saved the small town you’re in from bandits) may all grant additional social layers.

Regenerating Social Layers
You regenerate Social Layers each time you sleep, resetting them to your normal maximum.  
The DW may elect to regenerate Social Layers due to a Good Time or a Damn Good Time 
being had as well, but this is not necessary.

Relics of the Past
Player characters do not know about these items barring explicitly granted backstory 
foreknowledge which must be approved by DW.  Otherwise it’s a Perception-aug’d Savvy-10 
test to determine what the item does.  If failed they will have to experiment until its use is 
evinced in some way, or if partially elicited grant a second chance to roll the Savvy check.

DeployaShield
Lightweight 2m long Kevlar shield which can be deployed as a half action to produce medium 
cover.

SynSkin
As Under Armour, but Condition of 8, Hardness of 6, and Stopping of 5.

Viral Weapon
This is applied to any weapon to triple its Condition, double its Pen and Rip, and every hit 
confers the same effects as an hour of Extreme Temperature Damage.

Viral Ammo
Bullets that when fired do +2 Pen, +1 Rip, and confer the same effects as an hour of Extreme 
Temperature Damage per hit.

HeadSet Comm
Acts as a radio receiver and transmitter for 30 miles, does not require charge.

Data Tab
Metal tablet with a glowing screen that may be used to load and view the contents of data 
cartridges.  Has 20 hours worth of charge at full, gains an hour’s worth of charge per minute 
during exposure to direct sunlight.

ICE Cartridge
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When connected to a system grants +20 on all rolls to subvert security/privacy of a digital 
system.

StripWhip
As Bullwhip, but double Pen and Rip.  Additionally the StripWhip always removes one Condition 
from any armour it hits.

Frostlace
As necklace, but confers a level of Cool across entire body.  Silver colour sturdy chain with 
glowing ice-blue emblem in centerpiece.

BodyReg
This applied to any clothing reduces all incoming environmental levels of Heat\Cold by one.  
Various kinds of BodyReg clothing exist.

GloStick
When snapped emits ambient light according to the colour of the fluid within for 24 hours.

Spark Spheres
Two spheres black metal spheres magnetically joined along a ribbed tread along the 
circumference of both.  When one sphere is held still and the other’s ribbed tread pulled a flame 
shoots outwards--just enough to light a fire.  When held in either hand and pulled 
(unsuccessfully) apart an electric spark is produced.  It holds only two conditions worth of 
charge but recharges one per ten hours of motion.

Drug Addiction Chances and Levels
Effects begin immediately upon a character gaining that Addiction Level.
Effects are cumulative, i.e. at AdL 3 all the effects of AdL 1 and AdL 2 are still in place.
AdL 4+ refers to Addiction Level 4 and every level thereafter.
If someone’s Luck is greater than the target, then roll a d10--if the result is 1 they gain the AdL 
regardless.

Drug AdL + Luck AdL 1 AdL 2 AdL 3 AdL 4+

Pipeweed 8 -1 AgL -1 Charisma -2 AgL -1 Alertness

Kicker 17 -1 Str -1 AgL -1 Str -1 Res

Psychoden 19 -1 Str -1 Str -3 Str Heart Stops

Beebop 12 -1 Perc -1 Perc -2 Perc -2 Perc
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Tribacco 14 -1 AgL -1 Str -1 AgL Lung Disease

AntiAinex 11 -1 Max 
Psyche

-1 Max 
Psyche

-2 Max 
Psyche

-2 Max 
Psyche

Withdrawal Effects
Failing to consume a substance one is addicted to once every twenty four hours delivers the 
Withdrawal effect of all levels up to and including your current AdL until the next hit is 
delivered or Addiction Level-many days pass, after which the withdrawal ends and a 
Strength+10% roll is made.  If successful the Addiction Level is reduced by one.   

Drug AdL 1 AdL 2 AdL 3 AdL 4+ Overdose

Pipeweed N/A -4 Perc -1 Alertness -2 Perc/Cha N/A

Kicker -2 AgL\Str -2 AgL\Str -1 Max Vitality -1 Max Vitality 4d4 Caustic Dam

Psychoden -5 Str -5 Agl -3 Str/AgL -4 Str/AgL Wounds Torso

Beebop -4 Perc -4 Perc -4 Perc -4 Perc Psychotic Break

Tribacco ~ -2 Cha/AgL -3 Cha/AgL -5 Cha/AgL N/A

AntiAinex -1 Psyche/rest -4 Cha -4 Perc -1 Psyche/rest Psychotic Break

Overdose
Overdoses occur when more than twice a single dosage of a drug is used within two hours.  

Alcoholism
Alcohol is a tricky subject, but for AdA’s purposes an alcoholic is a character who has regularly 
consumed 15 condition worth of alcohol a week.  You are officially an alcoholic at this point.  
Your Resistance is reduced by 2 to a minimum of zero if you are an alcoholic who has gone 24 
hours without consuming at least one condition of alcohol.  If you have been sober for 48 hours, 
you roll for a mild ailment.  If you consume less than 10 condition worth of alcohol over the 
course a week, roll Luck 7.  On a success you have kicked the habit and are no longer an 
alcoholic.

Surgery
Surgery is performed on people with a wounded\crippled limb in two parts, the Perception-
augmented Biology roll to assess what must be done and the Agility-augmented Biology roll to 
operate.  Other people may be delegated to do these tasks at a -10 but substituting in their 
Agility/perception whilst retaining the “surgeon’s” Biology skill.

If the Surgeon passes the assess test they gain a +10 to the operate roll.  If they pass by three 
or more degrees, they gain +20.
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If the Surgeon fails the assess test they could still succeed, but take a -10 to the operate roll.  If
they fail by two or more degrees, they take -20.

If the operate roll fails by more than one degree the target takes 1d4 damage.  If the operate 
roll fails by only one degree then a wounded limb will be healed fully, but a crippled one merely 
healed to wounded.  Passing with one degree of success will result in healing a wounded or 
crippled limb.  Passing with two or more degrees of success will heal Biology-many wounds as 
well as restoring the limb.

Surgery is taxing on the target and performing more than one surgery on them per hour delivers
1 direct damage if it is on the same limb.

Anyone who has received surgery in unsanitary conditions must roll Strength -20% to avoid 
getting sick the next time they sleep or 12 hours after exposure (-10 if someone poured a 
condition’s worth of alcohol in the wound).  Failure by less than two degrees results in a Mild 
Ailment.  Failure by two or more degrees results in a Severe Ailment.

Bionic Limbs and Necro Harvesters
Limbs are frequently lost, mangled, or malformed in the Akroydiesel Age.  Ancient technology 
offers a solution--if with a grizzly price to pay.  There is a substance known was Ossum which 
replicates when brought into contact with bone marrow.  With an electrode inserted into the 
Ossum on one side and the remaining tissue of the limb on the other, a bridge is formed which 
connects the nervous system to a bionic limb.

Because extracting marrow from live donors is dangerous and time-consuming, it is commonly 
understood that specialists who produce and install these limbs hire unsavoury middlemen 
known as Necro Harvesters.  They rob graves, or happen upon corpses and skeletons in other 
ways.  Once they have the bones, they crack them open for the marrow and sell them to the 
technician-physicians that produce and install bionic limbs.

Bionic limbs require too much individual tailoring to mass produce effectively, so no two limbs 
will operate identically.  Some may grant additional Hardness or Stopping, perhaps at the cost of
being so bulky as to count as the underwear layer of armour for that limb.  Perforated metal 
girding and leather padding on palms and soles are common touches.

All bionic limbs fully restore the functionality of the lost limb, but confer an ability and a 
complication: where the DreamWeaver rules the limb sufficiently applicable to a test, the bionic 
limbs owner may Blood Boil--consciously overclocking their bionic limb to gain preternatural 
power at the cost of 1d4 vitality.  This almost exclusively applies to Strength and Agility BATs, 
but skills like Jigging could easily qualify.  Wounded or crippled bionic limbs are healed as in 
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surgery, but with the Biology skill replaced by Repair, 1C of metal required, and the common 
toolbox possible to use as an aide rather than surgical instruments.

Mild and Severe Ailments
When someone has contracted an ailment, roll a d10 on the appropriate table below.

Mild Ailment

d10 Name Effects Solution

1 Skin Irritant The skin itches. Expires in 48hrs.

2 Aching Joints -5 AgL 24hrs pass.

3 Feverish -1 Res, +1 Warm all areas. AnneBact or 72hrs pass.

4 Sore Muscles -5 Str 24hrs pass.

5 Phlegmatic Runny nose. Expires in 48hrs.

6 Blurry Eyes -5 Perc Eye Drops or 4 days pass.

7 Migraines -1 Psyche after waking up. Lasts 1 Week.

8 Coughing Fits -5 Cha Sedjram's Soothing Tonic or 2 days.

9 Upset Stomach Str -10 Test at combat start or lose turn 
to puking.

Expires in 48hrs.

0 Severe Ailment Roll Severe Ailment. n\a

Severe Ailment

d10 Name Effects Solution\Wait Time 

1 Torn Muscles -7 Str, -4 AgL 1 Week

2 Viral Infection -6 Str/AgL 2 Weeks

3 Bacterial Infection -6 Str/AgL AnneBact or 2 Weeks

4 Wracked with Pain -2 Vitality/day Alcohol\Pipe Weed, or 48hrs.

5 Weakened Limb Random limb wounded. Surgery/normal.
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6 Searing Eyes -10 Perc, -2 Max Psyche Eye Drops or 1 Week

7 Fever -2 Max Psyche w/ Hydration 1 Week, else 2

8 Bacterial Infection -6 Str/AgL AnneBact or 2 Weeks

9 Viral Infection -6 Str/AgL 2 Weeks

0 Disease Roll Disease. n\a

Disease

d10 Disease Contracted

1 Red Death

2 Sailor’s Shingles

3 Lung Disease

4 Forest Fever

5 Hard Shakes

6 Red Death

7 Skin Disease

8 Black Lunge

9 Lung Disease

0 Forest Fever

Red Death
Effects:  Str -10 Test every 24hrs or -3 Vitality as you cough up blood for ten seconds.
Cure:  $500 for Velvet Ambrosia 
Transmission:  Air Transmissible
Resist:  Luck 17
Desc:  
The Red Death comes and goes in rashes, picking who it will and passing over those who it will 
leave to witness the suffering it causes.  Eventually a cure was devised, but alack, it remains 
affordable only to those of great affluence.  When the Red Death comes to poor districts, it still 
enacts a horrible toll--people coughing up their own blood left and right.

Lung Disease
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Effects:  -6m speed, -5 AgL.
Cure:  $25/day AkroyArgox Breather at a hospital, for (32 - SB - Luck) consecutive days.
Transmission:  Non-Transmissible
Resist:  Strength -0
Desc:  
This condition results in increased difficulty of breathing and great pains in the chest.

Black Lung
Effects:  Str -0 Test each sleep; if failed, you do not recover any Vitality from that sleep.
Cure:  N/A, symptoms can be suppressed through weekly $25/day AkroyArgox Breather use.
Transmission:  Non-Transmissible
Resist:  Strength -20
Desc:  
Contracted from breathing in coal flakes, this is common in mining communities and heavy 
industrial districts.  There is no cure, but its symptoms can be suppressed for those with the 
dosh to do so.

Forest Fever
Effects:  Luck 15 every 24hrs, if failed gain a level of Heat that stays with you until cured.
Cure:  $35, syringe of Savannah Slug Secretions.
Transmission:  Bodily Fluids, Skin Contact
Resist:  -10 Strength
Desc:  
Forest Fever slowly heats you up and cooks you in your own body.  Complications from other 
ailments you get because of Forest Fever kill you more often than the heat does outright.  
Thankfully the cure is one of the more affordable for such ailments.  You can only get Forest 
Fever once, and those who survive gain the trait Fever’d: Cannot get Forest Fever.

Hard Shakes
Effects:  Auto Succeed #s on all weapons raised by 10, -5 AgL
Cure:  Kolt Injections: rare, expensive, and military/governmental issue only.
Transmission:  Consuming the meat of the infected (animals, humans, etc)
Resist:  +0 Strength
Desc:  
Tremors shoot through the body of the afflicted so regularly that holding things and fine 
manipulations become incredibly difficult.

Skin Disease
Effects:  -10 Str, -10 AgL
Cure:  $1,000 for Leman’s Grafts procedures at a hospital.
Transmission:  Bodily Fluids
Resist:  -10 Strength
Desc:  
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The skin grows progressively weaker, nerves dampen, and sores begin to form and break open 
constantly.

Sailor’s Shingles
Effects:  -10 Cha
Cure:  $514.50 Benzacil Injections
Transmission:  Bodily Fluids
Resist:  Luck 20
Desc:  
Unfortunate rashes form around the person’s body.  It has unique effects upon the vocal cords 
and bod of the diseased.

“Street Meat”
Anytime a character consumes Street Meat that originates from an unknown animal (they likely 
can’t know this unless they butchered for the meat themselves), determine the % likelihood the 
source was human beings (default to ~12%).  Roll a d100 in secret and if you hit at or under that
number, have the player roll a Luck 15.  If they pass, nothing happens.  If they fail, they must roll
to resist Hard Shakes (Strength BAT +0) or contract it.

Germ Cultures
1. Every dice roll here is pre-rolled and static for a given Germ Culture.  Same results may 

only be stacked twice per Culture.
2. Germ cultures are a collection of effects that occur at varying times after someone is 

exposed to them.  Each effect rolls a separate Effect Delay.
3. Germ cultures are limited to a maximum of five effects, all attempts to expand them will 

fail beyond this.
4. If a check is elicited and an identical effect stacked with a different check, the higher 

check of the two is kept.  Effects and durations are summed.

Dangerous Germ Culture

1 Sickness.  Causes Bacterial Infection.

2 Itchy Palms.  -5 to Melee and Ranged rolls for 1d4 hours.

3 Blargh!  Strength -20 or contract Upset Stomach.

4 Motor Disruption.  Confers -(1d6) Strength and -(1d6) Agility for 1d4 hours.

5 Addled.  Confers -(1d6) Charisma and -(1d6) Perception for 1d4 hours.

6 Blinding.  Strength -10 roll.  1d4 minutes of -10 Perc per DoF.
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7 Flesh Eating.  Deals 1d6 caustic damage.  Strength -10 roll stops DoS many damage.

8 Declouting.  Any damage received for 1d6 rounds causes Bleeding as Bleed Out.

9 Bowel Shaking.  Luck (1d10) or halve movement for 1d4 minutes.

10 Roll on Benign Germ Culture table instead.

Benign Germ Culture

1 Roll on Dangerous Germ Culture instead.

2 Temporary hair loss.

3 Accelerated nail growth.

4 Excites tear ducts.

5 Skin flakier than usual.

6 Roll on Beneficial Germ Culture table instead.

Beneficial Germ Culture

1 Intoxicant.  Delivers 1d8 Condition of Alcohol.

2 Antibiotic.  Acts as 1d4 Condition of AnneBact.

3 Virulent.  Heals 1 Vitality once/round for 1d4 rounds.

4 Friendly.  Confers +(1d4)0 on rolls to resist ailment for 2d10 hours.

5 Digestives.  Confers +(1d4)0 on rolls to resist consumed poison for 1d4 days.

6 Aphrodisiac.  All Alluring/Sexy rolls +(1d4)0 against this individual for 2d4 hours.

Effect Delay

1 Effect begins immediately upon contact.

2 Effect begins after 2d4 rounds.

3 Effect begins after 2d4 hours.

4 Effect begins after 2d4 days.
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Psychotic Breaks
When a character drops to zero Psyche for the first time, give them the trait “Psychosis: -2 Max 
Psyche” and roll on the below:

1 Raptured:  Remain at zero Psyche indefinitely, roll 1d10 for a Syndrome.

2 Syndrome:  Roll 1d10 for a Syndrome for the character.

3 Syndrome:  Roll 1d5 for a Syndrome for the character.

4 Terror:  Drop all held items and sob uncontrollably for 1d10 rounds, then Faint.

5 Faint:  Vitality set down to 0 if not below, regain 1 Psyche in 24 hours.

6 Flight:  Flee as fast and far as possible for one hour, then Faint.

7 Rage:  Attack nearest creature relentlessly,  after 1d10 rounds regain 1 Psyche.

8 Wander:  Wanders aimlessly for 24 hours, then regain 1 Psyche.

9 Passing of the Light: Regain 1 Psyche in 1d10 hours.

0 Panic: Regain 1 Psyche in 1d10 rounds.

Syndromes
When called for, roll the below not announcing the result until it has been “sprung.”

1 Tick Consistent distracting fidget incurs -5 to all Social Combat rolls.

2 Vice Next substance used, gain the trait (Greed/Licentious/drug/etc).

3 Sadist 1nce/day, gain +1 Psyche from damaging a non-hostile person.

4 Vice Next substance used, gain the trait (Greed/Licentious/drug/etc).

5 Masochist 1nce/day, gain +1 Psyche from being damaged by a non-hostile.

6 Kleptomaniac Steal once a week or take -4 Psyche/day until theft committed.

7 Germaphobe Take -1 Psyche/round for handling anything unclean.

8 Kleptomaniac Steal once a week or take -4 Psyche/day until theft committed.

9 Germaphobe Take -1 Psyche/round for handling anything unclean.

0 Addict Always gain +1 AdL when using an addictive substance.
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Zoning & Special Designations
When creating a quick shorthand for how dangerous an area is and its likely level of loot, there 
are three primary designations, two border designations, and two special designations.

However you represent your map, or if you do at all, Zones really boil down to knowing how long
the characters will spend in what sort of zones to determine the kinds of (non)combat 
encounters they’ll experience.  A con artist can offer to sell you penny stocks in Blue Zones, and
honeypots seeking to lure you to secluded corners or more dangerous Zones can exist 
practically anywhere, so none of these Zones is meant to be wholly devoid of some challenge to
traverse.

Zones
Blue Zones are civilized areas with good protection from law enforcement, for so long as the 
characters remain in the good graces of the law (or well concealed from its enforcers) these 
should be safe areas outside of individuals willing to risk legal ramifications coming after them in
particular.  Only well defended nice parts of cities, military installations, and similarly outfitted 
places should ever be blue zones.  The only “loot” to speak of that hasn’t recently been dropped
is trash.

Green Zones are the border between Blue Zones and Yellow Zones.  Green Zones may exist 
independently of Blue Zones.  The dangers of Yellow Zones intrude here but the loot is identical 
to Blue Zones in lack of loot that is immediately useful.

Yellow Zones present moderate danger and moderate reward.  The threat can be wildlife, an 
unchecked\occasionally checked criminal element, or likely a combination of both.  Loot in 
Yellow Zones is nothing to write home about because dedicated scavs and those simply 
wandering through and noticing something have already taken the noticeably valuable goods 
that can be found without too much rummaging.  While they sometimes contain hidden gems 
this is a rarity.  People can feasibly live in a Yellow Zone, but they’ll probably be ready to run, 
hide, or stand and fight.  Abundant and Common items can be found here as loot strewn 
around the ground and in junkpiles.  

Orange Zones are the border between Yellow Zones and Red Zones.  They contain the loot of 
yellow zones but the dangers of Red Zones, preventing an easy retreat to a comparatively safe 
haven for those seeking to pick at the loot on the edges of a Red Zone.  As it turns out lots of 
people have this idea, and places where one could feasibly only be in an area of great danger 
for less time than they might expect said danger to manifest are already as dry picked as Yellow
Zones--but the danger still extrudes.  Humanoids in such places are other scavs, laying low, or 
truly deadly in their own right.  Living in such areas is generally impossible without special 
circumstances, such as a hidden base or ability to go unmolested by the local dangerous 
wildlife.
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Red Zones present extreme and constant danger, environmentally or otherwise.  Horrible and 
deadly things roam here, human or otherwise, and the greatest loot is here as well.  
Uncommon and Scarce items can be found here as loot strewn around the ground and in 
junkpiles. 

Special Designations
Relic Troves are hidden areas within poorly traveled\mapped areas, usually Red Zones, that 
contain fragmentary pieces or in some cases whole functional units of technology that stem 
from before the Lost Age.  These technological wonders are arguably the best loot imaginable, 
so discovering that a Relic Trove area even exists somewhere should be a task unto itself.  
Those aware of them do everything possible to conceal where they are retrieving the goods 
from.

Dead Zones are places where nothing can hurt you because nothing can live, including 
(usually) you.  Those with rare morphs maybe habitat the area but are uncommon or docile 
enough to go unmolested.  Dead Zones may be temporarily traversable via a HAZMAT suit or 
sufficiently sealed vehicle.  Strange and unique environmental hazards dot the world of the 
Akroydiesel Age, so you should seek to destroy anything that disagrees with you honestly.

Looting by Zone
When the party is freely looting, take into account the kind of zone they are in and draw from the
Loot & Trash table for semi-useful clutter.

Various areas, buildings, and rooms can be uniquely tailored in terms of loot.  There are three 
ways to go about loot placement--entirely deliberate where the DreamWeaver decides what’s in 
every box and drawer, recombinant table rolls, and loot table rolls.  Recombinant tables give a 
degree of freedom but narrow down the outcome by narrowing type and commonality of loot.  
Loot table rolls are traditional loot tables with static outcomes tied to the result of a die roll.  

Below are the recombinant tables.  To use them roll first on Type and then on the appropriate 
Rarity.  This will give you a type of item and how rare it is.  The DreamWeaver then selects the 
loot from appropriate possibilities.  

Type Table

1 Weapon

2 Clothing/Armour

3 Ammo

4 Food

5 Beverages

6 (roll on Other table for Type) 
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Other

1 Medical

2 Drugs & Paraphernalia

3 Container

4 Tools

5 Trap Accessories

6 Attachments

Rarity (Yellow Zone)

1 Abundant

2 Abundant

3 Abundant

4 Common

5 Common

6 Uncommon

Rarity (Red Zone)

1 Uncommon

2 Uncommon

3 Scarce

4 Scarce

Markets, Merchants, and Stores
Merchants buy and sell goods off a limited inventory and cash pool.  Stores only sell but have 
a reliable stock and fixed price.  Markets offer a place for merchants to come together to hawk 
their wares, usually with stores in the vicinity as well.  Street vendors and pawn shops blur the 
lines between these two categories.
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Civilization is usually marked by at least one market, although it may only be active once a 
week\month\year in some extreme cases.  Wandering merchants usually plug the gaps in such 
instances.

Traveling merchants’ inventories can be easily generated with a few rolls on the recombinant 
loot tables. 

Level of Civilization

Outpost\Village Abundant items are available, test Logistics to find Common.

Township Common items are available, test Logistics to find Uncommon.

City, Small Uncommon items are available, test Logistics to find Scarce.

City, Medium Scarce items are available--if you know where to look.

City, Large Rare items traders come here to do business, if you can find them.

City, Capital There are Relics here somewhere--probably not for sale.

Suffocation
You can hold your breath underwater for 2 x Res minutes.  Past this point, you take 1d10 - Res 
damage each turn until you breathe again.

Chemicals and Explosives

Chemical Effects
Pepper Spray:
Reduces perception by 10 for 2d4 turns.

Tear Gas:
Reduces Psyche by four/turn for those within the AoE for three turns.

Chlorine Gas:
Reduces Psyche by three and Vitality by three/turn for those within AoE for three turns, damage 
is considered Caustic.

Mustard Gas:  
“Spicy Brown,” as it’s known by professional soldiers, is a deathly battlefield killer.  It reduces 
Vitality and Psyche by half their present values every turn of exposure.  Every other turn of 
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exposure you roll Strength+10, if you fail you hit the ground at -Degrees of Failure health (i.e.: 
failed by two degrees, Vitality is at -2).    Will not work in two or more layers of Cold.

Phosgene Gas:
Take Chloroform, add UV radiation, and with a dash of oxygen present a monster is born.  
Invisible with only a subtle “musty hay” scent, its main restriction is being too dense to quickly 
spread over the battlefield--for this reason Phosgene is generally mixed with equal parts 
Chlorine so as to be more easily dispersed.  Anyone in s Phosgene cloud takes a Strength-10 
check to avoid being set to zero Vitality.

Bleach Bomb:
Liquefies lungs.  Every turn a character is in the bleach cloud they take 5 caustic Vitality 
damage and roll Strength+0.  For every degree of failure they take an additional d10 of caustic 
Vitality damage.

The Special Sauce
The hounds of war labour under the terrible scourge of chemical weapons and curse their 
existence, but their masters concoct yet more vile brews with which to bring their foes to heel.  
The Republik’s categorization of these mixtures is a good rule of thumb for what you’ll find mass
produced, even if slightly different chemicals are used they’ll normally come out to the same 
effect.

Yellow Cross:
Mustard gas cut to spread easier, complete with a resistance to the cold.  Increases the 
deployment method’s Circle by 4m, works in the cold.

White Cross:
Several lachrymatory agents--generally affecting the eyes and mucous of its victims.  Reduces 
perception by 20 for 2d4+2 turns, Strength+0 BAT each turn effect to not be dropped to 0 
Vitality.

Blue Cross:
A cocktail of drugs intended to constrict the upper respiratory tract.  Suffocate from first 
exposure and for 2d8 turns thereafter.

Green Cross:
Commonly contains Phosgene and Chloroform with some other friendly additions, this is 
essentially chlorine gas cut with a small amount of phosgene to add lethality.  Reduces Psyche 
by four and Vitality by four/turn for those within AoE for three turns, damage is considered 
Caustic.  Strength +10 BATs are made to avoid taking an additional 1d4 Caustic Vitality damage
each turn.

Lewisite:
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Forgotten relic of a bygone age, this can take the form of a yellow, brown, violet-black, green, or
amber oily liquid.  It can easily penetrate ordinary clothing, including rubber and latex.  Upon 
exposure to Lewisite your nose begins to bleed.  Every turn you are exposed to Lewisite take 
1d4 Caustic Vitality damage, and make a Strength +0 BAT.  If the BAT is failed, suffocate for 1d4
turns thereafter (cumulative across all failures).  Being injected with Dimercaprol stops Lewisite-
induced suffocation but does not heal delivered damage or make one immune to the effects of 
Lewisite.

Explosives:
Powder Charge:
Old fashioned explosives used for blasting.

Semtex:
Plastic explosive simple enough to make in a Wilds bathtub with the right ingredients, 

Diesel Bombs:
These explosives combine diesel with a gelling agent to spread consuming flames that are 
almost impossible to put out by traditional means.

Landslide:
Simple country explosive commonly sold in bulk to construction companies and private 
individuals, this compound is incredibly destructive.  Frequently used for causing the purpose of 
its namesake out in the Wilds.

The Law

Violence
Everything from brandishing a weapon to discharging a firearm in the air can get you jail time if 
done in the affluent parts of urbana, whereas murdering several men on the outskirts of the city 
or the bowels of its deepest industrial structures will warrant not even an investigations.  
Characters should always be mindful of their environment if they seek to avoid a brush with the 
law.

Generally speaking violence in a Green zone will not go unremarked upon, and players should 
be made aware of that fact through the evidence of police action in the district before they get 
up to enough mischief to warrant a response.

Looting
Looting the dead is an accepted practice of necessity in the Wilds and a tolerated infraction in 
the worst parts of cities, but should an officer of the law come upon some vagabond relieving 
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the dead of their effects their most likely responsible will be to promptly arrest them.  That they 
killed the people in question will generally not help their case.

Contraband
Generally speaking, anything explosive or incendiary is illegal.  Wearing copious amounts of 
body armour, especially with the Savage quality, is frowned upon but not generally illegal--they 
may be denied access to private property and heavily profiled by the police however.

There are no laws against firearm ownership in the EFS, but where you may legally take said 
firearm is another issue altogether.  Most states bar you from entering the legislature or police 
precincts with firearms, and some extend this to public spaces like parks.  High class clubs and 
venues will bar bringing a weapon, but few will conduct a check.  There are similarly no precise 
laws around melee weapons.

Of those items listed under Drugs, only Tribacco is legal across the Seaboard.  Pipe Weed is 
subject to local regulations and ordinances that may make it perfectly acceptable or carry a 
hefty prisoner sentence for even small time possession.  You can rely upon Pipe Weed 
merchants to assure any would-be customer of the legality of their wares against all evidence 
otherwise.  Every other drug is federally banned, and the officers of the law will respond 
accordingly.

Theft
Taking what does not belong to you is frowned upon, but with no way to prove it was yours in 
the first place frequently there will be no honest recourse but to steal it back.  Bills of sale, “pink 
slips,” deed, titles, and notarized documents are all a good way of ensuring the long arm of the 
law will wrangle back what is rightfully yours for you.  Of course, these do not come for free, and
if what you own is scavenged attempts at establishing your legal right to it may backfire upon 
the revelation that some corporation or other technically owns the salvaging rights to the lot you 
first started your car in.

Prostitution
Escourt services have a long and storied history of dodging the law to the point of making a 
mockery of it, so too “exotic dancing” parlours and gentleman’s clubs of a certain caliber 
clientele.  But for the masses prostitution is illegal, and what’s more is wielded by some corrupt 
officials against rivals.  Accusations of cavorting with prostitutes or of being a prostitute oneself 
are commonly made against those who rock the boat without sufficient legal protection in the 
EFS.

For actual prostitutes, depending on the city and district they may be left well enough alone or 
aggressively sought out by way of sting operation.  Almost every state and municipality allows 
the scandalous practice of making the arrest only after the arrangement has been 
consummated.

Enforcement
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The law is generally enforced in proportion to the general level of civilization in an area.  Urban 
centers get police, urban sprawl and rioters get RiCon, and the Wilds either get State Guard 
action if molesting the byways of the land or a Sheriff and their posse.  Aeronautical vehicles 
allow various outfits to quickly respond to areas normally beyond their routine presence due to 
wide ranging and often Byzantine jurisdictions.  RiCon will fly out to aerially insert onto a 
dilapidated two story building on the edge of Bostonian territory and State Guard will siege a 
compound in deep Kennebec Wilds given sufficient reason.

Officers of the Law
Sheriffs and their deputies take care of business in the Wilds, RiCon breaks up anything 
significant enough to pose a threat to the public order, cops handle most of the day to day work, 
and occasionally wealthy individuals seek out private Dicks to satisfy their needs.

Sentencing
Criminal justice tends to prefer quick and simple to drawn out and correct, so for those without 
the funds to shell out for a big lawyer that’ll drag things out and nitpick technicalities legal 
proceedings are normally quick.  Which is good for the rural juror they’ve hauled in to pass 
judgement, but bad for whoever’s on the wrong end of that sentence.

Hard labour, prison time, and fines which will result in both if not promptly paid are commonly 
dolled out.  Many citizens wind up in what are functionally identical to debtors’ prisons off the 
basis of these sentences.  If player characters get in trouble in an urban environment for 
something less than murdering someone who didn’t have it coming, a job for the DA or city 
official could see them getting off the hook with community service.  Out in the Wilds, the mob 
justice consensus and word of the Sheriff normally decide how it’s gonna be.  The player 
characters may be impressed into service, or simply told to be out by sundown.  Rural 
communities have ways of making people they have a distaste for disappear--meals and alcohol
may be poisoned, “accidents” may happen when player characters head to the lu alone, and 
vehicles unattended may be sabotaged.
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0. Introduction
Brief Summary

The Akroydiesel Age is a dieselpunk setting which harkens back to the society and style 
of 1930s America.  With an anachronistic set of technologies futuristic and old fashioned, AdA is 
a world littered with loot, mutants, and monsters without forsaking sophisticated societies.  This 
book covers the Eastern Free States (E.F.S.), the government of what was the United States’ 
East Coast.

It has been an eon since unified human civilization was shattered by an engineered 
catastrophe that nearly destroyed humanity.  Civilization’s resurgence over the past century and 
a half stands in stark opposition to the lands still wallowing in the scars of the Lost Age.  The 
discord sewn by clashes between newly risen nation-states means the land must flow with 
blood and oil.  

I. The Eastern Free States
The Eastern Free States sprawl across what is commonly called “the Seaboard,” and 

was in a bygone age known as the United States’ East Coast.  It consists of seventeen states, 
projects “order” into adjoining territories, and has agreed in principle with the Western 
Federation of States (which spans the West Coast) to combine and reconstitute a singular 
nation.  It is slightly fuzzier what will happen with the Republic of Texas, which is presently 
sitting pretty on the lion’s share of the Mexican states and Central America.

Life in the E.F.S.

The streets are brimming with hundreds of thousands of faces going about their lives.  
Wide boulevards and towering structures build up between the skeletons of ancient skyscrapers
and are filled with the honking of horns, blare of music, and popping of gunfire.  As strange and 
fatalistic as some elements of this life may seem to an outsider, this is the best time to be alive 
in the Seaboard that there’s been in centuries.  The Lost Age has fully passed here, and the 
hallmarks of civilization have set in: taxation, graft, and decadence abound.  

Drugstores scoop ice cream, radios play dramatic tales of derring-do and ribald jests, 
and everyone from the wealthiest politician to the poorest urchin is eagerly anticipating the big 
baseball game.  Discussion of labour organization is taboo even amongst its proponents and 
corporate machinations play out under a similar veil of silence in the naked eye.  Gas prices are 
low and soda is the cheapest its been in years.

Above the streets helos and hovers zip about like regal birds of prey.  They land on 
private pads or descend to the street--in appropriately patrolled precincts--with a graceful ease.  
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It is not uncommon for flyers to be taken betwixt skyscrapers to avoid mixing with the “street 
people.”  Skybridges also achieve this goal to larger and smaller extents, depending on the 
city’s verticality.  

Death in the E.F.S.

Work is deadly, life insurance or some other pension hard to come by, and violent crime 
rampant.  This creates a milieu where only the wealthy can know any sense of true security 
because not only can a single death destroy a family’s financial base, those rendered baseless 
will be fed into a relentless machine of child labour, exploitative orphanages, and the stark 
reality of crime on the mean streets of the Akroydiesel Age: no poor life is precious, no matter 
how young.

Traveling the byways of the land is considered hazardous to the point where highways 
are the only path the average city slicker will even contemplate driving.  If one is not wealthy 
enough to afford a heavy escort or doesn’t fancy the idea of being part of an armoured 
motorcade, there is air travel for the wealthy and train travel for the rest.  Trains do represent a 
step up in security from the highways but go less places than the roads.  In spite of being 
thoroughly untraveled, the ancient pavings that crisscross the land seem never to crack or age 
unless by deliberate explosion and great effort.  Downed trees, historical wreckage, and 
collapsed bridges make some routes difficult to impossible to traverse without a native guide or 
bulldozer.  The more difficult the passage, the more likely an opportunistic bandit is to take one 
unawares.

Settlements in the rural landscape are generally peopled by those willing to accept these
risks, who band together for collective defense and a semblance of economic security.  Land will
be owned radially out from the center of a common farming settlement, including any derricks.  
If  the township fronted the money to drill, they may own a controlling interest in the venture, but 
this is by no means the case most of the time.  Individual structures and houses are maintained,
but those without any measures in place for physical security are not long for the rural life.  
Frequently remote facilities and lone manors are in the hands of the wealthy seeking to conduct 
their affairs far from the prying eyes of the city, and those affairs commonly include copious 
amounts of blood.

Money and Power in the E.F.S.

Rural life is dominated by Akroydiesel more immediately than in the city: drilling and 
working the derricks, shipping the Akroydiesel, using the Akroy to fertilize the fields and the 
Diesel to power everything from their homes to their vehicles; it all comes back to Akroydiesel.  

A renaissance in heavy industry across the Seaboard has brought about a new wealth 
and desire for commercial goods.  Every citizen aspires to own one or more cars, and the safety
of the city expands by the day.  State Guards swell and police patrols are stepped up to places 
that had not known law nor order beyond the barrel of a sheriff’s revolver for centuries.  Farming
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hamlets are overrun with the rise of new architecture and restoration of long-desolate structures.
Secrets long left hidden there are unearthed, and monetized in the shortest order possible.

In this fashion the new and old alike have become the primary domain of the wealthy, 
leaving the scraps and imitations for the rest.  There is a newfound public fascination with the 
lore of Nor’America and a sense of needing to connect with the ancient roots of the land.  

Politics in the E.F.S.

Every state sends three Senators and population-based number of Representatives to 
the national legislature.  A Congressional district composes thirty to sixty thousand souls, 
seating one rep.  The Justices of the Supreme Court and the President of the E.F.S. 
counterbalance these legislators in a series of checks and balances which one assumes worked
at some point in the halcyon past, but is now in desperate need of retooling.  Partisan politics 
have gripped the nation and those in the know fear the roaring economy is about to run straight 
into an abyss--and when it does, whoever’s in the hotseat is going down with it.  Hard.

Three political parties dominate the E.F.S. on the national level, although smaller scale 
elections have outliers: the Unionist Party, the Populist Party, and the Capital Party.  Generally 
speaking, every E.F.S. citizen is broadly aligned with one of these three parties even if they vote
differently on a more local level, because no one is free from the repercussions of national level 
decisions.

The Unionist Party keeps their ideological focus on the lofty goal of American unification 
to distract from their less broad-appeal items: generally against organized labour and in favour 
of sweeping military interventions that expand E.F.S. territory.  They are generally favoured by 
the middle class.  Those who dislike the Unionist Party consider them aloof and corrupt.

The Populist Party is, as advertised, the lowest common denominator everyman’s party. 
Their loftiest ideal is support for organized labour, something that has won them vast political 
influence in spite of a lack of major corporate backing.  While careful not to push too hard on 
any given front lest they screw the pooch (such as implicitly endorsing violent anarchists), they 
at least pay lip service to every bleeding heart cause of the day for appearance’s sake.  Their 
detractors deride them as an any-way-the-wind-blows bunch of rabble rouses.

The Capital Party’s platform has been accused of being a brazen cash grab: every 
election cycle the Capital National Convention announces the results of secret bidding on issues
to champion or oppose.  In addition they offer a reaffirmation of their core tenant: everything has
a price.  Derided as politicians for hire by some but recognized for their utilitarian appeal by 
others, the Capital Party prospers in proximity to wealth and power.  Given their popularity in 
Washington some ascribe a double meaning to their name, but in the literal sense they are 
“Capital C” Capitalists.  By design the party of the elite, the occasional upper middle class 
adolescent will read “the Capital Manifesto” at a vulnerable period in their upbringing and 
convert to the cause for life.
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Law and Order in the E.F.S.

Interstate Warrants are hard to have issued but hard to shake.  Federal operatives 
commonly termed “Bushwhackers” for the iconic sound of their standard issue machine pistols 
hound all possible leads and work closely with State Guards to track and eliminate such 
threats--and elimination is always on the table because all Interstate Warrants are issued Dead-
or-Alive unless otherwise noted.  Rarely is such an exception made, especially for violent 
criminals.

For those interested in security and enforcement of the less than legal variety there is 
the Cymermen.  A privately held security company, the employees of John J. Cymer are 
infamous for adhering strictly to his brutal creed of loyalty and blood.  It’s not unheard of for 
even the likes of Cymermen to take up Interstate Warrants, and when they do you can be sure 
their version of justice will be deadly.  Of course, those with the Cymerman’s Watch are free 
from such dangers--Mr. Cymer’s get out of jail free card is perhaps the greatest privilege his 
employees enjoy.

Morphs in the EFS

 Some populations of humans have become what are commonly called morphs, mutated
via some means to go beyond common humanity’s normal genetic makeup.  Sometimes these 
are seen as mundane or beneficial, but where they are significantly divergent from the normal 
human form they are generally seen as monstrous deformities.

Isolation and strange creatures known as “morphants” have contributed greatly to this.  
Morphants are self-propagatory entities resembling small gray stingrays dedicated to injecting 
humans with the nanites they cultivate within their own spine, which travel mostly via leaping 
and gliding.  Morphants running loose, alongside to genetic drift from ancient gene editing 
techniques causing unforeseen consequences over the generations, contribute heavily to these 
individuals’ current anatomical anomalies.  Others have suffered such a long break with 
civilization that they’ve regressed technologically or societally.  Primitives with RAM-tipped 
spears and Luddites praising digital messiahs stalk the hollow corpses of industrialized society 
in abandoned regions.   

Technology in the EFS

The soil is seeped with Akroydiesel, the sloshing remains of a mass of animal and plant 
matter rendered liquid hundreds of years ago by a terrible biological attack that nearly ended 
humanity.  The substance can be broken into two parts, Akroy and Diesel.  Akroy excites 
biological growth, which can be used in the fields to stir growth in even the most desolate of 
lands when properly treated.  Diesel is an incredibly versatile and powerful liquid fuel for 
combustion engines.  
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Together these substances have made reclamation of the world by humanity possible in 
only a few centuries--despite serious changes to the atmosphere, which hamper all radio 
signals, and led to the invention of new technologies for long ranged communication.  Technical 
understanding of most digital computation has been lost, though many of the same principles 
are deployed crudely in analogue format.

Study, peculiar atmospheric conditions, and reverse engineering of wrecked vessels has
yielded reliable antigravity and “gravity resistant” methods of travel in two forms: Kinemassic 
Field Generators (K-Fields) and AC Gravity.  K-Fields are gravitational pulls all their own, either 
strung together to form a new plane of gravity for what they are lifting or creating small orbs of 
gravity to be built around and traversed.  AC Gravity’s spinning superconductor discs allow 
aerial vehicles to practically skate across the air through being gravity resistant, although 
aerodynamics and lift are still important factors in their construction they have largely outmoded 
traditional methods of flight.  Zeppelins and other rigid body aircraft not reliant upon generators 
are commonly used in the civilian sector and regional defense forces.  

The Liberty Caste

Little is known about this secretive group.  Rumour has it that they have waited 15 
generations to reassert the United States since its absolution in times before even the Lost Age.
The legend and practices of a nation were handed down from parent to progeny until the fateful 
day came.  

Groups with names like “the Loyal Children of Uncle Sam and Lady Liberty” have always
existed across Nor’America, and sometimes beyond, but their purpose was not clear until they 
began to coordinate to form governments.  Many of the EFS’s and WFS’s founders were known 
members of the Liberty Caste, while others yet have been revealed to have been born and 
raised Liberty Caste but kept their heritage secret for various reasons. 

It is widely understood that most national level politicians in the EFS have some sort of 
familial connection to the Liberty Caste.  Conspiracy theorists overstate the significance while 
those public about the connection play it down and up depending on personal advantage at the 
time.  While the average EFS citizen speculates the reality rests somewhere in the middle, this 
is considered it fairly non-issue: the Liberty Caste did not succeed in the founding of the EFS 
through lies and misdirection.  They were upfront about their motives, aspirations, and history.  
The Liberty Caste simply convinced people to come ‘round to their way of thinking: whether by 
the word or the gun.

The Wilds

Between well trimmed hedgerows and towering skyscrapers, there are vast expanses of 
land where if you get into trouble the only person getting you out of it is yourself.  Brigands, 
beasts, and others driven far from society lurk here--as well as the misbegotten inventions of the
past on some unknowable mission that may well end in blood.  Travel is mostly relegated to well
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defended highways and rail lines where air trips are prohibitively expensive.  Waterways, while a
tempting possibility, are often a mixed bag due to dangerous creatures they can hide--making 
them some of the most dangerous yet well traveled areas, especially along the southerly coasts 
of the EFS.

Some choose to live out in the wilds in centralized townships.  The money to be made 
from Akroydiesel derricks is simply too high to be ignored, and the bounty of the lands beyond 
the concrete jungle makes all sorts of agriculture easily attained enough for various niches to 
emerge.  Most morphant ‘stilling, as it is known, is done in rural or run down urban localities far 
from regulators or attempts at imposing safe standards.  Whether you’d like a sexchange or a 
trained attack half-wildebeest, these rural townships can often be the best place to get them.  
They certainly provide the lionshare of all produce, corporations averse to invest in defending 
land in the Wilds that isn’t growing something more profitable than simple food.

The most common reason the wandering people of the world venture into the Wilds is to 
scavenge the wreckage of the past.  Areas near civilization are normally picked clean of any and
all valuable salvage not nailed down or too big to cart away, but for hard to reach and far off 
locations the accumulated treasure of centuries can be hidden under a fallen log or in a 
forgotten basement.  

The States

The seventeen states of the E.F.S. are often broken into two categories: the Northern 
Eleven and the Southern Six.  

Northern Eleven:
● Ottawa
● Chicagoland
● Kennebec
● Buffalo
● Bostonia
● Rhodes
● Philly
● Jersey
● Westatum
● Le Terre de Marie
● Washington

Southern Six:
5. Virgio
6. Plymouth
7. Pamlico
8. Savannah
9. Okefenokee
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10. Ocala
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Ottawa

An Unhappy Marriage

In the heyday of Unionist
ambition, Ottawa was seen as a
healthy appropriation to make: whether
through friendship or force, it was
determined, the E.F.S. would expand
northwards to gain a foothold on the
Maple Syrup Road and the various treasures of the northerly stedding.  Unfortunately for 
national ambitions the bloody toll enacted had a stifling effect: popular support for violent 
territorial expansion plummeted after the annexation of Ottawa.

Ottawan Politics

The latest addition to the family--and the least willing to join.  War crimes committed in 
the name of unity gave a wake up call to the civilian populace after the GIs came home with 
stories of hundreds of people trapped in boiling tunnels beneath thundering artillery fire.  War 
photography was prohibited on “intelligence” grounds but what images surfaced showed the 
corpses of children fried by fuel bombs, giving the lie to the idea of a gentle conquest or fair 
fighting.

The EFS has changed much since then, or so the Ottawan politicians who have charted 
its course for decades would like to believe.  The elites of Ottawan society have embedded 
themselves deeply within the federal structure in Washington, but far to the north the Ottawans 
still live out their lives much as they did before.

Generally speaking Ottawans prefer to vote Populist due to their historical opposition to 
the annexation, but younger Ottawans are increasingly willing to side with the Unionists--a 
distressing sign to the older generations.  They generally advocate a kinder-gentler tac for North
American unification.

The Ottawan Caucus is a collection of all Ottawan politicians in Washington regardless 
of party affiliation that advocates for Ottawan causes, and between them there is too much clout
to be trifled with by anyone without a political--or literal--death wish.

The Lay of the Frigid Land

The surrounding countryside is uninhabitable, below freezing for most of the year amidst
erratic blizzards and sudden thaw floods spurred by heat spikes.  The only reason Ottawa is 
habitable is because of the Stack.  Every city along the Maple Syrup road has one, embedded 
in the ground and pulsing with heat and power.  Over the course of the Lost Age, Ottawa's 
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forebears maintained the Stack and extended its heating glow block by block.  The Great 
Thawing of the Ottawa River is usually considered the turning point when Ottawa went from 
surviving to thriving.

Living Below, Surviving Above

Life is largely relegated to the renovated interiors of ancient Ottawan buildings, 
particularly their lower floors and sublevels.  While the Stack has the capacity to heat several 
skyscrapers at once it would be far more taxing and less efficient than the present ground 
sprawl.  As such expansion that isn’t outwards through existing sublevels are normally digging 
new tunnels.

The taller buildings are still inhabited sparsely by illegal operations and those without the
means to live elsewhere.  Housing is generally provided by your job, which encourages small 
efficient families who learn their parents’ trades.  For the elite there is a robust education system
spanning back centuries to impart old knowledge, but innovations born of something other than 
necessity are a fairly modern luxury at the University.

Threats on the Frozen Frontier

A long line of Ottawan Separatists is approaching the end of their rope.  A generational 
struggle has turned into a lost cause, and the freedom fighters who once enjoyed overwhelming 
popular support from native Ottawans have made the transition to terrorists in their eyes over 
the course of the past decade.  They mostly live in old Ottawan Exclaves, but now mostly look 
to their own survival and compete with Scavs and Industroos for resources.

Industroos are entirely their own issue.  Suffice to say technology and civilization were 
not the only way to survive the Frozen North--but if you meet the other guys you probably won’t 
live to tell the tale.  The Industroos migrate betwixt long forgotten tunnels and caverns, stalking 
the snowy night and scavenging or stealing for whatever they like.  Incidents were rare before 
Scav tourism took off, but ever since the E.F.S. boys been flowing north, their ravenous search 
for a get-rich quick cache seems to have put the Industroo tribes on the offensive.  Not much is 
known about their internal organization, if there is any, but Industroos work in small units and 
have a take-no-prisoners approach to spotting other Scavs. 

Economic Realities of Ottawa

Ottawa’s main squeeze is technology, but their side business is indisputably tourism.  
This little glowing gem is one of the few safe havens to strike out into the bountiful lost 
complexes of the frozen north from.  Scavs operating out of and through Ottawa are a dime a 
dozen, and are usually forced surface side unless they can pay rent.  The less prepared will 
freeze to death, but usually they find the illicit operations in the higher floors of buildings.  Here 
they forge uneasy alliances with the Ottawan Overcity’s criminal hierarchy--warmth and a place 
to stay for information and first dibs on the loot they drag back from their expeditions north.
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Most of the sustenance in Ottawa comes from a mix of hydroponics and a special “meat 
farm” not much is known about near the Stack.  Nobody who doesn’t Need to Know gets 
anywhere near the Stack’s primary conduit.

Passing familiarity with computing is a bit more common in Ottawa, due to the number of
consoles and networks brought back online as the Ottawans slowly reclaim their ancient city.  
Anything more than superficial surface knowledge is rare, though, because most common folk 
find the ability to cut and route power far more useful than the ability to poke about on a console
that’s simply going to inform you a door cannot open and there’s no network connectivity.  

Akroydiesel derricks have a harder time piercing the earth further from the stack, and 
few parts of the city are good for drilling.  This has rendered Ottawa quite hard on fuel and 
fertilizer, honing their trade skills and energy efficiency to a razor tip.

Chicagoland

The Sights

Chicago proper gleams along the
waterfront, unto which many of its oldest
districts sprawl.  The Loop is the main
bastion of civic and social control, where
the  wealthy roost.  Cartown’s massive
sprawl of industry and smog houses many broken dreams and struggling proles.  Avondale 
holds ancient secrets and old, old buildings the Family zealously guards where the tech heads 
plink away at ancient tablets and run things.

Windy City Politics

When the first E.F.S. expedition reached Chicagoland, the fabled alternative to their first 
legs of the Maple Syrup Trail, they had only rumours of civilization resembling their own.  Upon 
finding a fully functional city with industry and societal nuance they were astounded.  However 
the locals were not forthcoming as to their system of governance, but “Who’s in charge here?” 
led them to the Chicago Families.  Unfortunately the deep layers of nuance and euphemism in 
the jargon did not make it quite clear what they were signing up for, but with such a grande find 
that proved willing to cooperate it was less than a year until Chicagoland gained E.F.S. 
statehood.

Of course, by the time they realized the city and appertaining territories was under the 
thumb of a literal criminal organization, they’d already too far legitimated them to go back.  
Besides, the raw industrial capacity of Chicagoland made it an asset--as well as their 
agreements with the Appalachians that allowed a relatively free flow of goods.  
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The Family is not to be trifled with.  They rule unquestioned by ancient accord, and stop 
at nothing to ensure the city flows smoothly.  All “governmental” services are run by theoretically
private enterprises which in practice follow the orders of the Five Families to the T and 
universally have a Family representative on the payroll to do little more than scrutinize their 
affairs for the first hint of disloyalty.

While their E.F.S. requires hypothetically democratic institutions, they’ve got every 
election in the bag and politicians who don’t swing their way get swung out.  Hard.  Beyond 
poorly enforced federal laws, the legal system in Chicagoland is relegated almost entirely to 
contract law and debtors’ prisons.  Judges are appointed directly by the Families through a 
proxy council.

Windy City Economy

Trade and transit rule beneath the towering industrial roosts of Chicagoland.  Caravans, 
freighter flights, water traffic, and trains are all vital to making it the beating Midwestern heart of 
continental trade--however their automotive manufacturing is what has won them recognition 
across the E.F.S. as masters of industry.

Internally they rely upon the Orland Overgrowth, their main southern holding, for all 
agriculture.  Amidst ostentatious ruins coasted in vines and roots, a vibrant farming community 
chafes under the Family’s impositions.

Finks that go Bump in the Night

Running afoul of the Family at large is a death sentence in Chicagoland, but pissing off a
low level thug or two will make it a personal problem.  While the Family won’t suffer any offense 
to go unanswered, if one of their low level enforcers decides to ambush strangers for some foul 
purpose and winds up in a pool of his own blood it is far more expedient to disown him as a 
failure than react with violence.  His killer may even be offered the deceased’s job, which they 
were clearly better at.

Those traversing the city will find the secretive and suicidal Labour Unionists have been 
driven deep underground by the Family’s combination of heavy handed tactics and constant 
social surveillance.  Those tasked with keeping the proles in line or attempting to rise up could, 
in such a paranoid atmosphere, target an interloper purely on suspicion of working for the other 
side.

Interstate Warrants have a hard time being filled in Chicagoland by local enforcers, so 
lots of Bushwhackers come around the city.  These federal agents are more willing than usual to
rely on outside help tracking wanted criminals given the landscape’s realities.
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To the north west the burly cave dwelling Hodag, a spiked reptilian creature with a 
massive metal crunching mouth and bone crushing tail, presents a common public health issue 
which is best addressed through liberal application of led by the State Guard.

Of course, beyond the city’s splendor something moves amidst the Orland Overgrowth 
at night.  Rustling, a muffled shout, and blood.  Some will blame the Sioux, others the Family.  
But when there are claw marks on the door and blood soaked fur along the road, theorists turn 
silent and just get to where they’re headed quick--there’s something might deadlier out there 
than wolves or murderers, but its nature goes unspoken.  Only the locals know why.

Kennebec

Land of Forest, Cliff, and Beach

Kennebec is heavily wooded, providing bountiful timber for the E.F.S.  Lumbering Shags,
the wooly mammoth of the Akroydiesel Age, are the popular beast of burden and chattel in 
these parts but see use in caravans all across the Upper 11.  They’re well suited to cold climes 
and arduous climbs, with all the strength and stamina one might expect of an endurance 
megafauna.  

Misty vistas, jagged coasts, and sheer cliff faces meet the roiling frigid waves that batter 
down most attempts to live on the coast.  Portsmouth stands defiant, a wretched hive of scum 
and villainy if ever there was one after the Great Ottawan Loot Rush.  

Political Situation

Slaughter towns and other small settlements elect sheriffs and state reps, who dispense 
led locally and pass laws from deep in the heart of Portland respectively.  Particularly large 
settlements which begin to warrant too many deputies to not pay will eventually go on to 
electing a mayor who appoints a sheriff.  

Portland politics are an eternal balancing act: trying to keep the once-a-year Market Day 
safe and profitable for everyone involved and curtailing the Porteroi.  The shants and parks of 
outer Portland are where people come to set up their campers and tents for Market Day, but the 
gangs have become organized to extort “rent” from these folks.  What is to be done is the 
question of the day, because after having to deal with sheer numbers the cut down gangs have 
gotten more organized and require a different response than merely rounding up a State-
sanctioned posse.

Kennebecs are simple folk who favour simple solutions, preferably involving the warm 
barrel of a gun.  
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Social Life in Kennebec at Large

Kennebec life is by definition rural, with the exception of the squalor around Portland.  
Settlements have their own Akroydiesel derricks, run their own crude refineries, and operate 
their own generators unless someone within a day’s travel is locally producing same.  They’ve 
all got a primary trade, be it logging or slaughtering, and the dangers of the Kennebec Raptors 
ensure most Kennebec settlements are built with aerial defense in mind.

Wylands and Wymets

There are some communes who practice life in a wildly different fashion in Kennebec, 
most are out of staters come with a little cult of personality to “start society over again.”  They 
tend to end in tyranny and blood, if not starvation from their own stupidity.  There is a more 
resilient home-grown breed, however, the Wylands.

Wylands are self contained communes built around a single household compound, 
which sometimes federate into loose coalitions known as Wymets.  They are Matriarchal in 
structure and accept no outside males within their walls.  Born of a forgotten creed during the 
Lost Age, these residents of Kennebec acquiesced to the sovereignty of the state more out of 
desire to not be forcibly annexed than a joyous feeling of civilization being “reborn.”  To them, 
the E.F.S.’s society is highly aberrant from both nature and reason.  They consider materialism 
and impersonal governmental authority traps for exploitation and prefer to live in tight knit 
communities where they believe they may better eschew societal tensions and embrace their 
humanity.

Of course, they have their own constraints they consider necessary to stay free from 
those tensions.  Male exile is the great question of Wylands.  Some allow those born within to 
stay, but often social pressure or dictates of the Wyland’s Matriarch will result in a permanent 
exile for those offspring who fail to adhere to the codes of conduct within.  Wylands are diverse 
in philosophy and rules, making Wyland-on-Wyland warfare common.  Generally speaking 
Wylands within a day’s walking distance of one another will form a Wymet if they are sufficiently 
ideologically aligned, though these can dissolve if there is sufficient philosophical drift, normally 
over the course of several generations.  The most common reason for dissolution is 
disagreement on “the Male question,” namely if, when, and how exile of the males is to be 
affected.

There is, of course, a more drastic approach.  Morphants which change the gender of 
the recipient are commonly cultivated in rural communities for their easy commercial appeal, 
and not a few Wylands have taken to cultivating those which solve “the Male question” by way 
of changing the offspring physiologically into the preferred sex.  Most Wylands and Wymets 
consider this hard hearted when offered as an ultimatum at time of maturity or downright 
inhumane if done before the child can reasonably consent\without anything resembling consent 
in the first place.  
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Raptor Roosts

There’s a mighty strange breed in Kennebec, a strand of the human genome uniquely 
suited to the region’s fauna.  There are two dozen clans of Raptor Riders in Kennebec, those 
with the heritable ability to mollify young Raptors and eventually ride them.  The secret to the 
gene flaps of the morphants you inject your Raptors with to make them bond with a potential 
partner is held so tightly it is said there is no one a Raptor Rider would not kill to keep it.  

Whatever the case, Raptor Riders are renowned far and wider across Kennebec and 
beyond as champions of the sky and scourges of the airways.  Not a few aerial ventures hire 
them on and keep a roost for their Raptors for the event of airship-to-airship combat.  Far more 
graceful than a lumbering machine, the Kennebec Raptors represent a credible threat to 
anything less than a military grade airship.  Even then, in sufficient numbers they can prove 
dangerous to repel.  

Economy of Kennebec

Kennebec is perhaps the single largest provider of meat in the E.F.S., and their timber 
production is a close second.  Various loot coming out of the frozen north can also be 
considered a primary export of Kennebec, but it’s nothing close to Ottawa regardless of what a 
gold rusher will tell you.  

Cottage and town industry is common here, and most corporations are commonly held 
by the families that operate them.  Attempts by outside business to penetrate the region 
generally fail or wind up costing more than they’re worth.  Outsiders are frequently wholly reliant
on natives to navigate the countryside and avoid deadly wildlife, especially Raptors.  

Dangers of the Far North East

Freezing cold, filled with expert marks(wo)men of questionable morality, and generally 
without much in the way of easy transit or readily purchasable supplies Kennebec is not 
welcoming to unprepared outsiders.  Most communities are self sufficient because contact with 
the outside world is unreliable, some northern communities cannot even be sure they will reach 
Market Day each year.

The streets of Portland at the core are full of long faces with questioning eyes.  
Outsiders are usually considered suspect for cooperation with the Porteroi, and the Porteroi 
generally read outsiders as saps first and competition the second they prove themselves to not 
be saps.  Thus the single most civilized place in the state can become a death trap just as easily
a small avalanche wiping a caravan off a winding hillside trail.

Truly, Kennebec living is only for the firm of hard and steady of aim.
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Buffalo

The Lay of the Junkheap

Buffalo is the junction of the Northern 11, its roads playing host to massive amounts of 
overland traffic.  They squat on the border of Nu York waiting the day they will subsume it and 
ascend to their rightful place as jewel of the E.F.S.  Or so the story goes.  Buffalo is mostly 
forgotten ruins, dumping grounds, and collapsed structures.  

Between the byways of the land vast swaths of unlooted facilities call out to those 
seeking easy fortunes.  The state’s penchant for licensing looting rights has given rise to 
salvaging towns that mostly export broken glass and shattered dreams, with barely some scrap 
metal to show for it.  The reality is that most things of value are either hidden too well to be 
gotten by these salvagers or were taken long ago.  Still they come far and wide, else give up 
where they were going to in favour of a life salvaging when they stop here along the road.

Death and Taxes in Buffalo

Buffalo’s political climate is tense.  They lobbied hard for the sanctions against NYC that 
led up to the siege, and if it hurts the E.F.S. the state will certainly be blamed.  However if 
success is had the profit will be immense.  Almost all state resources have been organized 
towards assisting the E.F.S. military logistics, and the rest has been forcibly acquisitioned for 
same already.  With the State Guard assisting the siege lines, law and order have grown in low 
supply along Buffalo’s busy roadways.  

Some legislators believe that if they can institute a state level tax on the sale of diesel, 
something they’d long eschewed to cultivate the overland trade routes they profit from, they can 
turn around the flagging economy--at least until the Big Apple’s rolled over by the Army.  The 
Capital Party has mobilized their agitators against this in force, the Populists are in favour and 
the Unionists are too busy pining for control of New York to care.

Life in Buffalo

Burning rubber around Buffalo reveals a cycle of aspiration and despair.  The folks of 
Buffalo want only to live the Seaboard dream and live life to its fullest, enjoying all the 
appertaining joys and duties.  However the hard economic reality has sent a generation of 
youths seeking something other than their parents simple mantra of production and service in 
the name of economic subsistence.  

Greasers and motorheads, bikers and deviants, every kind of road hog and more types 
of automotive enthusiast then previously catalogued have risen to fill the gap.  Car culture is 
fueled by wily locals retooling trash into roadbound treasure, the plentiful influx of diesel making 
less efficient engines more palatable.  There’s even rumours of a few prototype Akroy-diesel 
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mixers homebrewed by those afflicted by this “motor madness,” but none who can speak to the 
veracity of these claims do so one way or the other.  The tech backing the E.F.S. Light Lance 
program in the hands of non-state actors is bad news for a lot of folks, but a good chance for 
profit too--Bushwhackers have taken an appropriate level of notice in the activities of these 
riders.  

Now tensions are coming to a head.  Feds, corps, and out of state criminal organizations
all looking to get their hands on the godsent motor that can boost to over half again its output 
with the right injection of oxygen and Akroy have flooded the state and put the motorheads on 
the defensive.  Maybe the legend is as real as the get-rich quick finds that every schlub from the
scav towns seems to believe they’ve got, but real blood is gonna be spilled either way before 
this is done.

The cultural and technological renaissance of Buffalo has been noted by youths across 
the country, and observers say it may be the start of a movement.  The starched shirts in 
Washington hope it is not so--they need a cooperative Military Aged generation if they are to 
keep their current pace of warfighting.  

Economic Considerations

Buffalo’s roads towns sprung up to meet the demands of weary travelers and lucrative 
wanderers, but now prop up the state’s economy in the wake of their ancient systems that ran 
the financial sector

Diesel, cattle, apples, and grapes are the staple products of the Buffalo economy.  Of 
course one might say that service is also a primary output, but without food and fuel to keep the 
road town's gas stations going and energy to keep the lights on there’d be no reason to stop.

Buffalo’s Dangers

Not all the folks of the road are rebellious youths.  Young and old alike, some turn to 
violence for sport or profit.  The decreased presence of the State Guard on the roads makes 
them an ever growing battlefield for (dis)organized crime.  Caravans are having to get better 
armed, and this means when some of them fall their armaments are inherited by the ruffians 
they failed to kill.  This cycle has gone on long enough to produce a sharp rise in the average 
arsenal of Buffalo’s Highwaymen.  

Those seeking their fortune in the scrap heap had best heed the warnings of those who 
have gone before.  The wildlife of Buffalo has adapted to living in its refuse, and they stalk as 
well in corn fields as the concrete tunnels.  Some are harmless, others subsist wholly on the 
internal organs of human beings.  There’s not much to be done but sleep with a loaded gun and 
one eye open--or better yet, just drive on through.  The road will take you many places from 
Buffalo, so why stop there?
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Bostonia

Bostonian Metroscape

Bostonia is on its surface a glimmering jewel of urban success.  High strung gondolas, 
wide and well walked sky bridges, and public airships ferry people above while the pneumatic 
tube of the metro juts folks around at and below street level.  Resplendent skyscrapers with 
fabulous edifices give way to 

The city sprawls further than they have people to fill it with, but in opposition to the 
sparsely peopled suburbs people have converted to agriculture and hideaways where the 
overgrowth has not simply reclaimed the lots amidst the decaying buildings.  Still, the old veins 
of the city run above and below these places, offering ample catwalks and underground tunnels 
to get around or live in.  

Within Bostonia proper the towering spires of Diesel Town emit a constant flow of smog. 
Heavy industry and direct access to import\export facilities at the port have made Bostonia a 
refinement and shipping hub.  The ports themselves have towering cranes and massive 
shipyards to produce nautical vessels and airships alike, with not a few K-Field Generator 
manufacturers present for making full size gravity-defiant airships. 

Islands that glide over the waves and raise storm walls against any perturbation, the 
Floaters are moving paradises sustained by the wealth that flows through Bostonia.  The 
affluent live, work, and play here--far removed from the smokey reality of the inner city or 
bustling melting pot of the harbour.  

Southwest along the main neck of land, a considerable green space exists.  While 
nominally a park, it has been settled by small enclaves of political radicals who take in transients
willing to pay lip service to their cause.  Occasionally Bostonia RiCon is sent in to clear the 
settlements out, a process that inevitably ends in blood.  The more resilient groups have grown 
nomadic or literally underground.

Skyhooks and hover pads allow the easy docking and unloading of aerial vessels across
the city, adding to Bostonia’s alarming array of transit options.

Political Landscape of Bostonia

Bostonia’s industrial-shipping empire has made it a stronghold for the Capital party, with 
constituents eager for politicians to vouchsafe their gains against the nayying of Populists who 
indicate poor public health, a chronic failure to curtail the spread of the Diamond Mouth 
morphological condition, and general poverty for the masses in spite of a growing economy as 
signs of exploitative practices.
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Even the Unionists have some degree of sympathy for the situation in Bostonia, which 
means even more than the usual treasure trove of the elite is at the Capital party’s fingertips.

The various Wards of Bostonia host fierce local elections in the hopes of an Alderman 
who will make a difference for their sector of the city.  Ultimately this takes the form of roadblock 
politics where every Wards sabotages every other Ward’s aspirations until they try going about 
them illegally during judicial deadlocks in the courts or simply giving up on their original 
promises in favour of promising to make the other Wards pay for preventing their goals by 
sabotaging other Wards’ goals until their pet project is approved of.

Corruption is common in Bostonia, and the real power lies in money and the port.

Bostonian Society

Bostonian society is highly stratified.  The wealthy and those who cling their coattails live
in varying degrees of luxury just off the coast on Floaters.  Miraculous medical technology and 
the latest technology are always available.  On the mainland the working wealthy gather in the 
well preserved sky lofts and open air patios in well maintained and highly policed parts of town.

In Diesel Town, though, there is only industry and smog.  Most police action is 
suppressing unions or guarding company property, with departments’ serially understaffed to 
defend the tens of thousands of residents in the hundred stories of industrial slum built between 
the bones of ancient skyscrapers and amidst the bellies of long-forgotten industrial facilities.  
New facade and a constantly growing network of steel beams deceive those not in the know into
believing these wonders were erected wholly by the contemporary locals, but once inside the 
preponderance of orphaned pipes, ancient electrical components, and well-looted computer 
consoles tells a different story.

Most Bostonians go between life in reasonable but cramped accommodations and work 
in the smoggy Diesel Town but for those who work on the higher floors maintaining the 
chimneys and doing other important maintenance tasks, a few dollars more can be offered to 
live and work on-site and on-call.  These people effectively become trapped in a cyclical daily 
work routine that leaves no time for living until lung accident, disease, or both result in them 
being laid off.  They know this going in, and just hope to survive the accident and have earned 
enough to live off of by the time they’re eventually driven out.

An agrarian minority enjoys free ranging in the ruined urbs outside Bostonia, but the 
rivalry with neighbouring states--especially Rhodes--can make proximity to that No Man’s Land 
a dangerous way of life.  Of course it’s still safe enough most years to live in peace turning a bit 
of a profit, but 

Economic
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Shipping, Akroydiesel splitting, heavy industry--and a thriving petri dish of breweries, 
surprisingly, give Bostonia a strong local market.  Of course their ship building has always been 
a pillar of industry as well, employing many in the laborious effort of designing and crafting ever 
larger vessels to ply the seas and skies.

The service industry thrives along the transit lanes, but in the cracks and beyond the 
functional tube stations one finds a market culture far enough from routine police inspection to 
plausibly move some less-than-legal goods.  Any kind of arms or munitions from across the 
world can be had here, for those who know where to go.  Of course they’d best bring their 
fattest pocketbook: black marketeering always comes with a hefty markup.

Smuggling is not an uncommon profession amongst the locals, and many captains of 
sea and sky hang their hats at the various pubs and taverns across town to enjoy the brew, 
offload their cargo, and lay low in plain sight amidst the preponderance of airships and rough 
types flowing through the ports of Bostonia.

Dangers Above and Below

Surly pirates, zealous RiCon, equally zealous labour organizers, and petty criminals 
threaten those who travel Bostonia above, below, and even at street level.  What’s worse the 
bat-winged man-sized Smog Races that fly out of their hidden roosts at night thirsty for blood in 
the industrial district have a funny habit of giving their prospective meal a nice thirty story drop 
before digging in to make them more agreeable.

There are all manner of subterranean, water borne, and ground based creatures stalking
for their next meal and fully considering humans when sufficiently hungry.  Most have adapted 
some form of urban camouflage or hard-to-detect hunting routine that renders them a persistent 
public menace.  A wide ranging bounty has been put out on all such creatures, subsidized by 
the corporate types who hate the inefficiency brought about by replacing labour.

Rhodes

The City of Rhodes

Thirty miles from north of the Colossus of Rhodes, a steel cast depiction of Rudolf 
Diesel, the proud and defiant Pawtucket Gate stands against the desolation beyond, taunting 
Bostonia in the distance with its splendor.  Wrapping out to east and west is the proud, tall wall 
of Rhodes that shields it from the barbarism beyond.
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Resplendent newly built streets, vast bridges, complex ferry structures, gondolas, ships, 
and more allow one across the various water gates of Rhodes to travel the city’s many districts. 
A city around a bay it has an enormous display of wealth and construction, its naval yards 
second to none in the E.F.S.  This is shown by the massive vessels constantly being birthed 
forth, and the rowdy crews that man them drinking all over the city.

White walls, starched streets, and blood on the bridges: Rhodes is a city of splendor and
violence.  All beyond the wall is wastes ‘til one reaches Bostonia in the north, or New York to the
south.

Control of the City

The various sestieri (districts) of the city have independently functioning councils elected
commonly by all citizens of the sestieri in rolling yearly elections wherein only one seat is open 
at a time.  After each election an internal council election is held to determine the sestieri’s 
speaker, who in addition to setting the council’s agenda will meet together with every other 
sestieri’s speaker for Metropolitan Council sessions to form the legislative body of Rhodes.  

Patronage from wealthy industrialists and public favour from those of Ancient Lineage 
are necessary to have even the slightest chance of winning a sestieri’s election.  Politics is 
generally decided in backrooms and no real alternative offered for the council election, although 
multiple candidates must and do run by law the opposition is normally a patsy.  Of course, to 
save face, the council will ouster by unanimous-minus-one votes their least popular member on 
a regular basis “for their love of the people.”  This tactic is generally appreciated, not least of all 
because a sestieri holiday is almost always called to ridicule the ousted councilor and feast 
greatly.

In the open, the Guild of Labourers set forth grievances annually when the city 
legislature’s session commences.  These grievances are always at least paid heavy public lip 
service by the Metropolitan Council, if they know what’s good for them.  From the shadows, the 
Nanepaushat Pact determines what will and will not be permitted in terms of crime within the 
walls.  The Ancient Lineages feign disinterest and plot the city’s course in secret.

Ancient Lineages

The Scriptorum at Old Narragansett, the southwesternmost expanse of Rhodes, houses 
one of its most sacred treasures: the list of Ancient Lineages, those of blood that Rhodes before
Rhodes even rose from the mud of the Lost Age.  The Eternally Glorified Founders have passed
onto the city their progeny, and their progeny more progeny, each time growing wiser and more 
refined.  They are keepers of knowledge, guardians of the people, champions of peace, and 
ostensibly have absolutely zero power or responsibility.  

In practice, one is hard pressed to so much as maintain a coffee shop's customer base 
without the official seal of at least some obscure Ancient Lineage decorating the signage: as it 
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turns out, a stamp of approval can be the difference between wealth and poverty.  The Ancient 
Lineages have made plenty of progeny by now, and at least one of them is probably willing to 
underwrite a mediocre mild roast for free drinks and a fat purse up front.  In this fashion their 
economic livelihood is eternally secured: their appearance at any event, endorsement of any 
product, or speech on any particular subject is never dismissed out of hand in Rhodes.  Of 
course, the word of less prominent Ancient blooded folk rarely contradicts that of those higher 
up the metaphorical totem pole.  This is by design, and enforced by fear.  

Accidents are known to happen in Rhodes.

Nippawus and Nanepaushat (“Sun and Moon”)

Long held cultural norms relegate different forms of violence to different times of day.  
Bridge riots, commonly called “scrapes” fought between the youth of different districts, may only 
occur from noon to sunset.  Pickpocketing may only occur from sunset to midnight.  Robbery of 
a home may only occur from midnight to sunrise.  From sunrise to the noon, “the thief and the 
brawler sleep,” as it is said, and breaking this commonly held truce will generally earn you the 
ire of criminals and law enforcement alike.

While this cycle factors into other parts of daily life it is frequently inscrutable to an 
outsider and esoteric to a local.  Most Rhodians do not overly concern themselves with these 
concepts because they have been omnipresent to them, and rarely do they give them great 
consideration beyond observing their commonly upheld strictures.  

Manto, Religion, and the Pauau

There is a popular belief in a creation myth in Rhodes, and while details vary, all agree it 
was the act of an entity of pure spirit known as Manto.  While there is not more in the way of 
theological rigor in Rhodes than any other given state, sects that cannot square with the 
concept of Manto in their creed are generally unpopular--and woe unto those who curse Manto’s
name.

While not really possessed of a religion, Rhodes has enough quasi-religious cultural 
occasions to require a dedicated official to preside over them.  The Pauau fills this roll dutifully.  
Elected mutually by every sestieri’s Council at the turn of the decade for a ten year tenure, the 
Pauau has myriad duties.  They call in and dismisses every session of the Metropolitan Council,
preside over city holidays, regularly inspect the Scriptorum, and maintain a colourful retinue of 
bodyguards and attendants in full regalia and fearocious armament.  

When not writing philosophical tracts or attending to their various duties, the Pauau also 
entertains guests at the Pauau’s Palais, an elegant palatial manor on Prudence Island.  

Economic Splendor of Rhodes
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Besides ships and walls, Rhodes is a great producer of handicrafts and technology.  The
mainframe in Browntown is a mark of continual pride for the city even if half of it does not begin 
to fathom the meaning of a mainframe, but in a city that reveres the ancient largely rebuilt from 
nothing the technology industry is oft a point of pride.  The secrets of the past are best known in 
Rhodes, they reckon.

Most people who do not work in industry work in shipping.  Those who work in neither 
industry nor shipping work in service.  This informs the city’s character, but the working joes of 
Rhodes do not subscribe to the common proletarian culture of the E.F.S.  They rather prefer to 
submerge themselves in the art and culture of their city, and the status they are constantly 
affirmed to have as Rhodians that renders them above outsiders makes this all the more 
desirable.

Add atop that the patronage, the public wine and food provided by their sestieri for even 
minor occasions, and the various brawls between sestieri across the many bridges of the city 
that grant no end of public sport and one has a rather lovely picture of the city in economic 
motion: money circling the city to keep the machine well greased and rolling.

The Bloom

A strange crystalline jungle of purple-and-pink formations exists in the wastes beyond 
Rhodes’s walls. At the heart of several clusters of the strange formation is a tall spiring hunk of 
the odd material.  It can be legally mined by anyone for sale directly to the E.F.S. only.  Few 
corporations establish a venture to do so because of how logistically difficult it is to operate a 
business beyond the walls of Rhodes, coupled with the fact that Rhodes will not tolerate a 
mining company based outside their state to try their hand at it.  Additionally the beasts of the 
wastes are attracted by the sounds of mining.

Honour, Scrapes, and Neimpaûog 

Everyone from shoeshines to the Paupau is concerned with matters of honour and good 
conduct.  Even the most scheming and treacherous of Rhodes’ denizens seek at all times to 
present themselves in the best possible light, even in the midst of a highly public betrayal or 
scandal.  By being Rhodians they inherently have some modicum of honour and feel the need to
answer for it: be it by explaining themselves or drawing steel when an insult they cannot ignore 
is offered.  Especially by one they consider without honour.  Family, culture, and economic 
success are all great indicators of honour for most folk.  But besides being from Rhodes, the 
most honourable thing the commoners can do is defend what honour they have through 
violence.

Scrapes, large conflicts fought across the city’s bridges, are largely controlled release 
valves for violence and organized honour conflicts betwixt neighbouring sestieri.  
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Those who get on the wrong side of the law within the walls will find themselves quickly 
descended upon by the various enforcers of the city, but the byways of the land beyond the 
walls know but one agent of order: the Rhodes Warriors, whose swift ‘cycles and sure blades 
cut down those who would profane the subject lands of Rhodes.

Dangerous creatures are far less common within the walls of Rhodes than other 
sprawling ‘urbs, particularly impressive given its size: however, something does stalk the night.  
Few will openly mention their name, but for those who wonder at the static sizzling in the air late
at night or swear by sudden flashes and rolling claps of thunder on cloudless nights there is a 
name they are called by: Neimpaûog, the thunder-kin.  Their nature secret and discussion of 
their existence brutally suppressed, those who would track the lights in the night meet in 
absolute secrecy where they do not converse solely through cipher.  When discovered, they 
usually prefer suicide to being taken alive, for they know full well what will be done to them by 
the authorities: electrocuted and left where they will be found by a blown fuse box.  The paper 
will cover it in grisly detail with warnings for the public of “playing with lightning.”

Philly

Philly the City

Reared along the west, and only west, bank of the Delaware river stands a proud 
monument to industry and the defiance of man.  The gaseous fog that hangs over Jersey stops 
at the river, and on the far side of the water the city’s splendor begins with the affluent waterfront
district where the wealthy live and work.  The industrial core of the city for those striving to live 
and most folks to work is behind it, and in the outer limits one finds sprawling squalor.  

Philly the Wilds

The Philly countryside is dotted with survivalist communities, heavily wooded, and 
frequently dangerous.  Those without an intimate knowledge or the geopolitical landscape and a
good head on their shoulders are liable to walk into an ambush or ancestral feud.  These 
backwoods are a nasty tableau for outsiders, with deeply rooted overgrowth and a myriad of 
edible and poisonous flora alike.  If the locals, creatures, or lack of easily discernible grub do not
kill you then the boredom might just do the trick: there is little betwixt Philly and Appalachia to 
the west save the wilds.

Political Situation in Philadelphia

Attempts to fix the grinding halts that often arrest completion on government contracts in 
the city were stifled when the board room where the meeting between labour unionists and the 
feds went down got shot up.  Everyone knows the Cymermen did it, but nobody can pin them: a 
little chaos is too good for the blood business to pass up.  
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On a whole, the Populist party does well here, but the Unionists can occasionally carry a
few districts.  The Capital party’s interest has grown with the rise in output brought about by the 
war.  

Some of the independent enclaves in the woods are separatists, others E.F.S. loyalists.  
Knowing the difference is often the key to not getting dead in the bush, but the State Guard 
conducts brutal “police actions” anytime the separatists ever get out of line so they know not to 
push their luck beyond their own squats.

Social Order

Philly is a city in the grips of organized crime and cut throat criminals.  The local 
government grows more irrelevant by the day and only E.F.S. federal production imperatives 
keep order in the city.  This means the State Guard, outside of brutal revenge attacks, does little
to protect the city at large.  The coast and port are kept very much in clean order however, and 
no pirate dares come near the city’s waters.

The feeling on the ground is desperate and liable to snap at any minute.  The Cymermen
are fanning the flames to profit even more, and the Bushwhackers are closing in on what could 
be the final piece of evidence they need to take them down: this creates a very deadly situation 
indeed, as that could lead to allout internal war between the agency and federal enforcers.  The 
Cymermen could not hope to stand against the military might of the E.F.S., even with the lion’s 
share of the forces abroad of holding down the siege of NYC, but it is said by some they lack 
the capacity to keep the nation in wartime operation without the enforcement of the Cymermen. 

Guns & Sundry

Philly has made a name for itself as a small arms manufacturing hub, with large 
corporations and small time gunsmiths alike setting up shop to produce here.  Between heavy 
industry, shipping, and being the primary linchpin of north-south railways Philly can boast a 
healthy shipbuilding industry kicked into overdrive for wartime production.  Employment is not 
hard to come by, but labour disputes are common and violent. 

Dangers of Philly

If the labour conflict, survivalists, or general brigandry do not stop someone from 
traversing Philly then they will find that the local small arms industry’s boom has made for some 
very well armed people.  Ammunition is in easy supply, both garden variety and special types.  
Highway robbers with armour piercing rounds, thugs with hollow points, and survivalists with 
incendiary rounds give that extra spark of danger to wandering the lands.  

Jersey
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Physicality

Jersey is marred by the hanging mist of the ill-fated Herzowitzer gas campaign intended 
to annihilate the enduring scourge of the Jersey Devils.  Amidst the dead and dying woods of 
Jersey’s interior it hangs as a reminder and threat.  Atlantic city on the east coast and Trenton 
clinging to life between New York and Philly a shadow of its former self are the two major 
metropoles.  Ocean City would be the third but is an independent city state, eyes turned 
nervously to the siege up north. 

The Jersey interior is constantly grey and overcast with a low-hanging mist that is mildly 
irritating to inhale and life threatening to remain within for more than a day or so at a time.  Still, 
some people dare to live out in the wilds in the hopes of hanging on to their shred of the past.  

Political Stability in Jersey

Ever a Unionist state, Jersey’s seen an uptick in recruitment centers and military bases 
since the decision to move the capital from Trenton to Atlantic was finalized.

After the legalization of prostitution and gambling problems the state was not prepared to
fix arose, and stuck between jamming on the breaks or keeping their newfound tax revenue they
chose the path of least resistance.  This was perhaps the right call given the coming influx of 
Buffalo refugees of the war zone around NYC who Jersey was obliged to house, with federal 
financial assistance.

Social

Jersey’s rural society more or less nullified, they have become yet another urban state in
the Northern Eleven.  With a flagging old Populist Party and not much to do but sign up for the 
military or work for the state government if the corps have blacklisted you, resistance to 
corporate hegemony is minimal--but the effects are only softly felt.  Some chalk this up to a 
general lack of corporate interest, but regardless of the reasons this means Jersey society has 
managed to maintain a peculiar harmony squatting at the edges of the gasfields.  

Vice is common in Atlantic city due to the legalization of prostitution and gambling.  With 
most drugs banned at a federal level but still heavily involved with the former two industries, this
has created a standoff between the police, the criminals who would like to still control gambling 
and prostitution, and those in the legalized prostitution and gambling trade just trying to stay 
alive and profit.  Some warn of a coming “prude-ification” with the Populists attempting to ally 
with the flagging interfaith community of the city, but so far attempts to jumpstart a morality 
crusade have failed.  Miserably.

Shanty towns line the coast with refugees from southeastern Buffalo whose homes have
become a warzone between their nation and the city many of them lived and worked in, New 
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York.  Of questioned loyalty and little economic means these folks are pushed the margins of 
Jersey society.

Ass, Cash, and Kicker

Drugs, “entertainment,” and gambling are common attractions in Atlantic City.  Of course 
Ocean City has all this and more in greater supply, but getting in there is not a simple equation--
especially for a surly E.F.S. sailor.  Kicker is commonly produced in dangerous hidden labs, and 
all manner of drugs find their way to the city for illicit export through the port.  By sky or sea, 
many a fix have come to people all across the E.F.S. from Atlantic City.

These businesses carry certain risks, and it is most commonly the poorest folks in 
society who pay them.  While building owners can plead ignorance and go unquestioned when 
a dispensary or lab is found, locals will usually be hauled in for questioning.  Those believed to 
have reasonably known about the operation without reporting it to local authorities face heavy 
fines and eventually prison sentences for unpaid fines, while those who do turn in the drug 
manufacturers can expect little in the way of witness protection.

One of the more popular routes for those willing to brave the gas is running drugs from 
Atlantic or Ocean City to Philly and returning again with a trove of cheap guns or ammo.  Efforts 
to crack down on this trade have been minimal at best.

Dangers of the Wilds

The Jersey Devil has proven to be one of the most reliably hard to kill faunas on the 
Seaboard, but they are far from the only danger.  There’s plenty of carnivorous life in the 
Herzowitzer haze, all of it genetically selected to withstand the gas’s deleterious effects.  

Dangers of the City

Conflict over the casinos, stalking grounds for street walkers, and control of bordello 
revenue commonly lead to street violence the cops are hesitant to involve themselves in too 
eagerly--sometimes those who do get involved find themselves sidelined into an early 
retirement.  The shants across the coast and throughout the forgotten parts of Atlantic City are a
constant concern for public health and omnipresent fire hazard: outbreaks of disease and 
accidental fires usually see a violent response from locals against the shanty dwellers, even 
when their innocence is clear.  This has fed a growing hatred against any outsider and could 
see any passerby in the wrong place at the right time falling prey to spontaneous collective 
violence.

Pillars of Smoke

The Herzowitzer gas was supposed to wash over the state in less than twenty four hours
and dissipate harmlessly into the sea.  So why does it still menace Jersey years later?  No one 
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has a clear answer, but rumours tell of grey pillars of shimmering metal that rose from the sky 
and began emitting strange sounds and distorting the air around them shortly after the gas was 
released.  They’re said to be deep in the countryside and conveniently the gas is heavily 
clumped around their supposed locations, preventing anyone from reasonably going to verify 
the tales one way or another.  Regardless of veracity, the state has been known to pay a 
princely sum for legitimate intel on these pillars.

Westatum

Westatum Sprawls Westward

A burgeoning strip of new growth from Washington’s western border to the Appalachian 
mountains, Westatum straddles the line between north and south.  Its rural edges range from 
foreboding woods to dank swamps.  As for the main affair, it may be the single largest body of 
new construction in the E.F.S. south of Rhodes: the gleaming boulevards and stern brick walls 
gild the shoddy building practices that prop up wide parts of the city, and collapses during 
earthquakes are all but guaranteed.

Politics in Westatum

Every political affiliation in the mainstream and many beyond can find ample 
representation within the rat race of Westatum’s political machine.  More interested in 
advancement leading to Washington than local issues glitz and bravado are substituted for 
substance in Westatum politics all but universally with an important exception:

The Capital Party has a reputation as being the most honest institution in Westatum, as 
they freely and fully admit their primary loyalty and interest is monetary advancement of them 
and their constituents.  

Political activities are normally gaudy affairs with lots of free booze and flyers.  Proximity 
to power is the most valued commodity and attractive character trait in Westatum, so they are 
usually as well attended as the group or person making an appearance is financed.  Frequent 
federal investigations into voting irregularities make Bushwhackers are common enough sight in
Westatum.

Social Issues in Westatum

Poverty is a chronic issue for those in Westatum dedicated to throwing whatever they 
have into the quest of “making it” and gaining residency in Washington.  The generationally poor
tend to survive longer, paradoxically, accustomed to dealing with their situation and more game 
to the antics of swindlers to flock to Westatum like flies to honey.
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Every manner of vice is available in Westatum behind the right door for the right price.  
However even simple pleasures like music and soda pop drip from every orifice of the city as 
they seek to soak up gullible cash.  It has managed to prop up a tourist industry on the merit of 
being a much cheaper alternative to Washington and this has brought its own set of problems: 
drug tourists, sex tourists, and in rare cases even murder tourists--after all, life is cheap and the 
police overstretched in Westatum.

Money in Westatum

Illegal money needs to be cleaned, and the cleaners line every boulevard and avenue: 
drug stores, rug stores, coffee shops, tea parlours, soda jerks, memorabilia stores, clubs, 
bistros, bars, pawn shops, and more.  Many are mysteriously persistent in spite of a clear lack 
of clientele, while other popular joints close virtually overnight for seemingly no reason.  This 
leaves those in the service sector either complicit with obvious criminals or serially hunting for 
new work in an uncertain job market.  

Rural Westatum deals in the usual: agriculture, Akroydiesel drilling, and morphant 
cultivation.  The swamps also have some trappers and fishers.

The Appalachian Connection

Strangely enough Westatum has proved the most willing to engage in outreach with 
Appalachian communities next to their state.  One could point to the obviously self-centered 
desire for trade with the Tennessee River Valley and Ohio River Valley areas, both facilitated by 
good relations with neighbouring tribes opening up lucrative but hard-to-find safe routes for 
moving freight through the region.  

Murder in Westatum

Westatum’s need for immigration may be tied to the fact that while there’s a sap born 
every minute, there are two killed in the same span in Westatum.  Murder tourism, local crime, 
crime fighting by vigilante and official sources, disputes turned sour, crimes of passion, 
dispassionate crimes someone got in the way of, and more add to the body count.  One things 
for sure: it usually is not an accident, unless it’s a building collapsing.  Those are usually an 
accident, albeit ones caused in the course of trying to murder someone specific.

Le Terre de Marie

The Lay of the Land of Mary

Le Terre de Marie, or Letaire as it’s sometimes called for short, is a bountiful and rich 
land of fertile soil and bountiful mineral wealth.  Annapolis, the capital, shines with a resplendent
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white sheen across the ancient still-functioning structures and newly expanded shipyards it 
proudly boasts of.  The rural landscape of farmlands, woodlands, and swamps that produce a 
bounty of natural resources.

However, the landscape’s beauty belies the reason it was so underdeveloped before the 
Universalists came.  The waters of Maryland house some of the last remaining hostile 
megafauna on the Seaboard.  The Chesapeake is deathly toxic six months out of the year.  
Deep in the bogs, sinister Morphants with terrible loads are brewed and bred by the locals.

Ol’ Anna and Washington

Washington has long wanted Annapolis for its own, and given its being across the 
Chesapeake from the rest of Le Terre de Marie some folks are inclined to agree it belongs with 
them--however its role as Letaire’s capital makes it too vital to cede, and its culture to disparate 
from the Washingtonian sprawl about it to easily integrate.

Church & States in Le Terre de Marie

People align more closely with their religion (or lack thereof) in Letaire, and the 
Universalist line is less likely to break than a given Party one--granted, the Capital Party is ever 
the exception to that rule.  

Universalists and Populists alike strive to convince the Church to align with them on a 
particular issue, but the faroff dictates of Rome are beyond their sway: instead they target the 
Seaboard See’s very own Cardinal, who is generally eager to engage politically in Washington 
and at home.  Populists usually have a better time with Universalist voters, while the non-
religious community has taken to protest voting for the Capital Party for their blatant refusal to 
engage on religious issues, making them an unlikely stronghold for the Party in a few key 
districts.

Society of Le Terre de Marie

Society has started to take a decidedly repressed feeling in Letaire.  While the dictates 
of the Church tend to be fairly lax, in practice adherents will attempt to one-up each other on the
subjects of piety and purity.  While individual vicars are not as unified as they would like to 
broadcast to the public, the mainline is not accepting of those who diverge far from a simple life 
of economic production and monogamous procreation.  Invariably this fuels the flames of 
youthful rebellion.

Heavy naval presence in Ol’ Anna, as Annapolis is sometimes known, is derived from 
Naval Academy being there.  Sailors and cadets alike flood the watering holes most weekends, 
much to the chagrin of the moralising puritans.  

Medicinal Goods
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While not short on resources, Letaire’s best known for its medical goods: especially the 
miracle Akroygel known as Kolt.  This substance is jealously guarded by the E.F.S. military and 
a key component to it success on a number of fronts.  

Deadly Waters, Dark Alleys, Deathly Bogs

Between the gigantic crabs and occasional krakens of the waters, Letaire poses other 
dangers: the bogs are riddle with Morphants carrying a load of strange morphs ranging from 
eccentric to outright fatal for the injected.  This owes to the strange people who have lived and 
cultivated morphants there for centuries who reject the Universalist society outside 
wholeheartedly.  They are not kind to outsiders, especially those of Universalist affiliation, and 
will commonly deploy traps and tamed beasts to defend their homesteads or kill interlopers on 
anything they consider to be their land.

Of course, you do not need to look too far from “civilization” to find danger: conscientious
objectors fleeing conscription on religious grounds usually hold up in Letaire, and everyone from
local police to the State Guard to Bushwhackers can get called up to deal with them.  This has 
created a hostility between locals and the authority exploited by organized crime affiliates willing
to pay lip service to local customs in return for their complicity.  On a whole this has begun to 
raise the body count of any given police action as whole communities turn their backs on law 
enforcement and the clergy is an increasingly uncooperative peacemaker.

Washington

The Great Cityscape of Washington

A massive metropole sprawling from Baltimore harbour to the Occoquan River, 
Washington is almost wholly urbanized with a healthy dispersion of well maintained green 
spaces.  The area around the Capitol is deliberately kept below forty meters by ancient decree, 
but beyond the constricting labyrinthe of circular highway known as “the Beltway” has towering 
skyscrapers and looming monuments folks have built up, around, and inside of over many 
years.

Passage into Washington

The E.F.S. has a state citizenship process which renders citizens of every state citizens 
of the E.F.S.  An archaic holdover from the early days of the nation, it’s now mostly used as a 
formality for voting and tax purposes: citizens who move to a new state renounce their old 
citizenship to avoid people trying to vote in multiple states, or trying to game the taxman (most 
states impose a higher property tax on non-citizens).  
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Mostly this does not impede cross state travel, however, there is a key exception: 
Washington itself requires a pass to enter.  Wildly unpopular and hypothetically opposed by both
major Parties (but not the Capital Party) as an elitist move, in theory it is meant to deal with 
overpopulation and sprawl.  In practice it makes deportation a constant threat for anyone not 
born locally or sufficiently economically powerful, being used as a constant source of leverage 
for local business magnates against vulnerable workforces and uncooperative voting districts: 
thus it stays in place.  

Gaining a pass requires one of three things: a pass requiring a monthly subscription and 
the signatures of a dozen confirmed Washington citizens, citizenship in Ottawa, or citizenship in 
Washington itself.  The simple way to get citizenship is buying a house in Washington but this is 
usually beyond the economic means of those striving to get in, or who are already there: the 
vast majority of citizens rent apartment space or squat.  

Ottawans get the cleanest deal but not every Ottawan citizen carries governmental 
identification papers, which normally requires birth certificates they may have either never had 
made or do not have easily available to them.  The Ottawan “Embassy” as it is known is happy 
to help facilitate that process remotely through direct contact with their state’s government, but 
normally for a fee.  

Those wanting a pass may acquire one via mail order simply enough, but it is a steep 
fee: $50 upfront for a pass with a single month and $20 renewal fees thereafter every month, 
any gap in payment is sufficient to fully revoke a pass and require yet another $50.  This is so 
laughably beyond the means of most people as to be ludicrous, and the Populist Party is 
presently campaigning on lowering the costs to $5 and $2 by arguing it would actually raise 
revenues from the pass system to make them affordable.  However the point is that they are not
affordable.

Illicit Entry

Ruined areas whose “Development Rights” have been purchased from the government 
may operate aerial craft out of the area for purposes of construction.  Of course, in remote 
enough areas of Washington, nobody will be there to check to see there were not a few extra 
fellows riding in on that last helo or zeppelin.  The same can be said of many fishing vessels 
and other watercraft, although they are more regularly stopped and the papers of those aboard 
inspected.  When push comes to shove the extensive sewer system has some far spurs out 
towards various other states, and those in the know have found the non-collapsed tunnels which
they now charge entry to for those desperate enough to take the long walk/crouch into the state.

Washington Politics

Washington politics are undermined constantly by the federal government which enjoys 
veto power over any law potentially affecting the area within the Beltway.  Beyond, however, the 
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state government sells ruined areas presently inhabited by squatters and scavs blocks at a time 
to wealthy industrialists to transform them into a “proper” city.  

Baltimore Harbour is the seat of State politics, ever resentful of the capital’s sway over 
their lives they scheme endlessly to break free from the shackles of the federal government.  

The Populists are the most conciliatory to local concerns, the Unionists seek to inspire 
Washingtonian pride to gain support, and the Capital Party believes profits are sometimes 
undermined by federal dictates and impositions on the state.  However a coalition to change the
situation never arises for once one has entered the Beltway, they tend to see things the capitol’s
way.

Smaller political parties are common in Washington and occasionally hold local seats.  
The Universalist Party, a theologically driven group, largely does as the Cardinal dictates much 
to the horror of those outside the religion.  The Liberty Party advocates for loosened federal 
controls in general and usually win protest votes when the bigwigs have done something 
particularly offensive to common Washingtonians, and win plenty of support for their opposition 
to the pass system.  The Gaia Party advocates for fringe beliefs about the “dangers” of 
Akroydiesel and attempts to champion bizarre regulatory laws they claim are backed by 
science.  Intellectuals and blowhards occasionally reveal themselves to be supporters of the 
party, for which they are roundly mocked and ridiculed by all within earshot, but their ten-term 
Washington State Senator Miriam Kolkhoz commands respect to downright obsequiousness 
whenever she enters a room in Washington.

Anarch communes are common in southern Washington, where they move into blocks 
that have just had their development rights purchased in order to pick a fight with the 
developers.  While this temporarily halts development in the area, where the State Guard is not 
deployed to physically remove them enterprising hired guns will do the job.  Of course, some do 
not win the battle: the Anarchs may hate laws, but they love a good fight and come prepared.

Alexandria “the Great”

Once claimed by Virgio, it has long been an incorporated area of Washington, and one 
of the more highly developed at that.  They alternately scheme to break away and rejoin Virgio, 
seize control of Washington state from Baltimore Harbour for themselves, and consider 
independence.  Generally they are just considered a wealthy stretch of brick architecture that’s 
more trouble than it’s worth.

Life in Washington

For those in “Washington Proper,” within the Beltway, life is good.  Good order is 
maintained by the police, the ration on food and diesel is coupled with governmental price 
controls, and there are plenty of green spaces to be found.
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For those beyond the Beltway, things are not quite so good.  Wide swaths of the state 
are more or less urban wilds with pockets of civilization surrounded by deadly spans of concrete
as surely as survivalists in Philly are by woods.  The green spaces are overgrown and jealously 
guarded for agriculture, often of the illegal variety.

Freaks and Geeks

The Hellenistic Societies host after-dark park revelries and mysterious plays staged in 
the various ancient theatres around Washington.  They are largely derided and dismissed as 
mostly just seem to be creepy Wine-Os, although in truth their following amongst the privileged 
youth is immense.  

Zerzenite cultists have been cropping up of late.  The Zerzenite’s anti-AI fever is a 
strange distinction in a culture that has largely forgotten about the boogeymen of yesteryear, but
as for what they get up to in their closed door meetings nobody knows and most do not care.

Death and Death Taxes

The economy of Washington mostly runs off construction and service, both in ready 
supply from government contracts.  Lots of E.F.S. corporations choose to incorporate in 
Washington for the purposes of making their buck here, bringing in lots of outside dosh.  Military
bases and training schools also litter the rim of the Beltway.  More broadly folks make money 
anyway they can, gathering or scaving or farming like anywhere else.  There have been some 
alarming successes with hydroponics for farming without land but so far there’s not an extensive
farm-to-market infrastructure for these minor operations so they mostly supply settlements in the
expanse of “undeveloped” land.

Beltway Bandits

The Beltway is stalked by opportunistic highwaymen seeking money by any means.  
Besides the corporate HQs however, there are more decent thieves that seek to stop and rob 
those passing through.  They have developed a variety of means of doing so, from spike traps 
to portable barricades.  Sometimes they simply ram cars with their own vehicles to force them to
stop, usually appropriating anything of value from the stopped car and persons before carrying 
on.

Getting Whacked in Washington

Conflict between anti-war protesters, cultists, and other forms of political dissident has 
law enforcement pressed hard for manpower.  An organization known as the Sforza Connection 
draws in illicit gun runners.  The outskirts under development are ill policed by design for 
corporations to carry out the dirty work of clearing out squatters unmolested by the long arm of 
the law.  While murder is uncommon on the streets outside the Capitol, murder is widespread 
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across the Capital.  Those seeking to keep life and limb are advised to stick to the fanciest parts
of town.

What Lurks Below

While some brave souls risk the tunnels and compounds beneath the surface to reach 
Washington and even attempt to eek out an existence down there, humans are far from the 
main subterranean threat to the city.  A dedicated corps of hunters is regularly deployed to hunt 
it for the creatures that lurk there, ranging from overgrown alligators to venomous spike-tailed 
vermin.  Good money is to be had by contractors willing to risk the below for a cleaning run on 
behalf of private entities, especially those hoping to develop the area above.

Virgio

Virgioan Sights

The flood prone coasts and rivers of Virgio crisscross the landscape with wetlands used 
to great effect by local farmers.  To the west the soil is rich in Akroydiesel, and the various cities 
and towns are criss crossed with rail to make transit particularly easy.  Verdant fields, dense 
woods, and flooding creeks surround the surprisingly small capital of Richmond.  

Virgio Politics

Generally speaking Virgoans want as small a government as will continue to subsidize 
their preferred industry, but given proximity to the capital many groups prefer to focus on 
national level lobbying.

Virgoans tend to swing Unionist with a hint of Capital Party sympathy, especially if the 
Unionists do anything to threaten shipping and the arms industry--old caches of weapons are 
constantly unearthed in Virgio and go for a pretty penny at auction.  Local issues generally 
pertain to flood relief and farming subsidies.

On the long view most Virgoans believe Alexandria the Great is rightful Virgoan territory 
and will generally support measures to obtain the land so long as they do not come at any 
personal expense.  More feasibly they hope to loosen banking restrictions they feel unfairly limit 
their ability to compete with Kashville banks, which there is some truth to.

High Virgoan Society

A land of propriety and strict social decorum, Virgio is known for priding itself on being a 
state of proper conduct.  Finely tailored silks, grand orchestral music, elegant balls, fine vino 
imported directly from the FIL’s finest vineyards, and other appertaining elements of culture.  
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Those without the means or motive to put on airs are not taken seriously in Virgoan high society,
and cannot expect to gain political or economic sway in the state.

Low Virgoan Culture

Beyond the stiff collars and stern manners of the ball room, there is a wider culture of 
acceptance and creative endeavour in Virgio that sprouts in the least likely places.  The soup 
kitchens and shanties of Virgio play host to more concerts than the concert halls, composing 
verse is a common and spontaneous habit amongst the lower classes, and fashion is as much a
statement as a reflection of whatever bedazzlement could be looted from the last ruin they 
visited.  

Economy of Virgio

Banking and drilling are Virgio’s industry staples, although they also like to play up their 
agriculture for aesthetic and cultural purposes it does not stand out as compared with other 
agrarian states.  

Most economic contentions in Virgio come from friction between Virgoan banking 
ventures and those of Kashville, far to the west across the mountains.  They have a leg up by 
being an E.F.S. state but also find themselves two steps behind: they are subject to E.F.S. 
federal laws and oversight that Kashville is not as a city state.

Bounty Hunting in Virgio

Those who cross the wrong Virgoan aristocrat run the risk of having a contract put out 
on their head through the illicit bounty hunting system.  While nominally illegal less than no 
federal or local resources go to shutting it down, and while individual bounty hunters may do 
time for an unseemly murder they’ll still get paid.  This makes crossing Virgoan gentry a poor 
idea.

Border Conflict

After what most impartial observers characterize as deliberate provocation on the part of
Virgio, Appalachian enclaves along their border have adopted fairly aggressive raiding policies.  
The State Guard has done what they can to lock down the situation but the strikes come from 
hidden staging bases and conclude quickly after passing through heavily wooded areas.  This 
makes aerial reconnaissance and ground patrols insufficient to catch even a quarter of activity, 
and their efforts focus less on the independent derricks and more the population centers of 
western Virgio.

It is rumoured that Appalachian resentment of Virgio is an ancient conflict that predates 
even the Lost Age, but if this is so only those mountain men know.  Scholars have scoured 
Virgoan history in an attempt to understand the ancient context of the conflict, but no public 
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announcement of findings has ever been made.  Virgoans have defaulted to presuming it is not 
relevant to the situation at hand.

Kashville has comparatively smooth relations with Appalachia, however, and most 
convoys from or to the city state pass through the valleys unmolested.

Rough Times in Virgio

Appalachian raiders striking the western frontier, pirates ravaging the flooding 
waterways, and bandits creeping betwixt the rural communities on the lookout for vulnerable 
travelers.  While busses and other traffic along major highway are normally state for fear of 
reprisal from the State Guard, once one veers even slightly off the beaten road they put 
themselves in fate’s hands.

The wildlife is certainly a threat in Virgo as well, though the rural folk sometimes know of 
home-remedies to avoid them these are generally half-or-more superstition.  It does mean their 
settlements are less likely to be ravaged by animals however.

Plymouth

Lonely Peninsula

No matter what some Rhodian scholars may insist, Plymouth is a peninsula south of 
Virgio and east of Pamlico.  Dark green waters girded by a string of shields islands and bridges 
just off the coast give it a murky water borne ecosystem all its own.  Within, lakes and farmland 
surround its two significant forests: one central and the other on the eastern tip of the state.

Girded by the Albemarle Sound to the north and Pamlico River to the south, the 
peninsula runs no longer than fifty miles north to south.  The capital itself, Plymouth, is situated 
in the state’s northwestern corner on the south side of the Roanoke River, beyond which lies 
Virgio.  It is a small city by even southern standards.

Puritan Coup

Plymouth has always been one of the most religious states, but this was taken for an 
eccentricity until twelve years ago when Father Kepler was elected Governor.  Since then his 
fanatical Purity Party has come to dominate state and local politics, including sweeping the 
states’ meager congressional seats.  

In the wake of this takeover Le Terre de Marie has increasingly been labelled a liability.  
They do their best to distance themselves from Plymouth, including a loud condemnation of 
their mixing of politics and religion some call hypocritical.
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Society in Crisis

Public lewdity (broadly defined), all imaginable substances including alcohol, and a wide 
swath of other activities have been made illegal.  Public life is heavily policed both through 
shame and legalities.  All open political opposition against the Purity Party is singled out and 
punished through catspaws, though a handful of defiant holdouts refuse to acquiesce.  The final 
Capital Party state senator has a round the clock four person bodyguard detail and an extensive
counter ballistic wardrobe.

The handful of bold representatives who vote against the Governor’s bills are from towns
which have taken on the moniker “Defiance,” signaling their support for opposition of the 
tyrannical Governor’s acts. 

Forbidden Fruit

A special genus of berry native to the region is used to brew a something known as 
Plymouth Juice, or just Juice for short.  This concoction, when consumed over the course of 
one’s adolescence, results in an abnormal musculature.  While the long term effects are subject 
to several governmental studies it is clear that it makes people demonstrably physically 
stronger.  

The Governor’s attempt to ban the substance led to a Federal curtailing of his authority 
by declaring it a national war asset and moving to guard the berry farmers.  This increased 
friction between state and federal authorities from already rocky ground to borderline fratricidal, 
and the tensions are only looking to escalate further.

The War Within

Militiamen in masks and vigilantes operating at night launch attacks against Defiance 
towns and attempt to murder those who propagate any view deemed contrary to the Purity 
Party’s pursuits.  Daytime shootouts on the byways are increasingly common as factions jockey 
for supremacy, the natural fallout from their sloppy attempts at spycraft and subterfuge.

Pirate Havens

The barrier islets that take the brunt of the storms rolling across the coast are hard living,
but have some sturdy ruins that’ve stood the test of time and what’s more, some functional or 
close-to-functional docking infrastructure.  That was all it took for the pirates to move in, and 
relentless campaigns to root them out proved futile to the extent that they are now largely 
permitted to stay out of tacit admission of defeat.

Before Father Kepler there was a reasonable belief that major infractions would be 
punished by the Plymouth State Sea Guard, but after his directives focused almost entirely on 
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purging the ranks of “the impure” over minor infractions and heavily enforcing new customs 
restraints on the states’ few ports, the pirates have easily reasserted themselves.  The status 
quo has gone on long enough to attract larger pirate vessels and whole operations to the area.  
They swill grog, chase booty, and trade ill gotten gains just off the coast of a totalitarian 
puritanical state.

What Stirs Beneath the Waves

The pirates are not alone out at the stormwall islands, however.  Something wakes 
beneath the waves.  Various creatures grown in the milieu of runoff that fills the dark green 
waters along Pamlico’s coast 

Pamlico

Pamlico’s Bounty

Hill, swamp, and prairie surround the vast swaths of flat cultivable lands that Pamlico is 
best known for.  Its capital of Raleigh, ringed in a tall concrete wall and resilient to outside 
interference or chance, is an impressive preservation of a number of antique architectural 
styles.  The people of Pamlico saw fit to painstakingly recreate old buildings as were from 
ancient pictures and what floorplans could be obtained, even for buildings clearly not built 
sturdily enough to last so long.

Its long and sandy beaches are not nearly so flood prone as those of Virgio, and flooded 
ruins off the coast that have been built upon offer lovely seaside getaways to the idle rich.  

Thirteen Families

Pamlico’s society and political apparatus is extensively influenced by the Thirteen 
Families.  They grew to prominence in the darkest days of the Lost Age, keeping Raleigh alive 
through many trials and tribulations.  It was they who built the wall, and they who built their 
towers to defend the city’s center.  

From their thirteen towers the Thirteen Families’ operate many businesses across the 
state and city.  Some of their operations are illegitimate but made functionally untouchable 
through their clout.  In the rare event something is inescapably criminal and finds its way to a 
court of law, the family will shut the business down and influence the proceedings away from 
fingering them.  Even if the judge knows they’re at fault, it is usually career--or life, depending 
on the family in question--ending to publicly denounce the families in criminal, much less 
declare it official in court.  

This is all an open lie, of course.  Well armed retainers sporting a wide arsenal in plain 
view, constant maneuvering and smear campaigns againste politicians who oppose their 
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desires, and a general sense that only those in line with the Thirteen Families’ interests are truly
first class citizens.

Prohibition Within, Profits Without

In an attempt to make peace with the firebrands in Plymouth in the wake of border spats 
a decade ago culminating in Pamlico State Guards opening fire on Plymouth State Guards, 
prohibition was enacted on all alcoholic goods within the city walls of Raleigh.  This served a 
double purpose: the politicians trying to show their moral uprightness to Plymouth (and get them
to agree to terms of settlement that would avoid a federal investigation), and the Thirteen 
Families who wanted to be the only alcohol in town.  

Speakeasies within Raleigh proper are more popular than traditional bars ever were, and
for those without the means or unwilling to take the risk there’s watering holes just outside the 
city.  The ratways dug beneath the wall over the years present a winding network of ways to 
stumble drunkenly home: which bar goers usually need, because the gates close at sundown in 
Raleigh.  Only trains are allowed in and out after dark, and those entrances are raised off the 
ground and heavily guarded through the night.

Pamlico Rural Life

Pamlico is known for its significant plantations and the rural townships are usually walled
affairs built around a central manor.  The fields will have primitive perimeter traps and physical 
alarms like bells on wires, but mostly after the sun sets rural life is about hiding indoors.  Not a 
few rural homesteads deemed safe for a generation have been found smeared with blood, 
doors bashed open and barricades chewed apart.  Business outside of plantation towns is still 
possible but requires extensive fortification and readiness.

The swamps can be safer than the plains in some regards.  Though they bring with them
their own risks, many individuals are willing to risk it for the relative freedom possible there.  

The Parties and Pamlico

The Populist Party attempts insurrections against Thirteen Families’ politics on the 
surface, but in truth this is a ruse and only policies with the support of at least a few Families are
put into place.  Unionist sentiment is strong here on the national level but weak on the local 
level, as in spite of popular ideals they can sometimes be seen as catspaws of the Families 
rather than true agents of the people.  The Capital Party holds down a few seats on the Raleigh 
city council reliably, but do not pierce the national stage for the state with any regularity--
tradition and blood are more important than raw wealth in Pamlico, and this does not suit the 
Capital Party’s policy trajectory.

Economy of Pamlico
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Akroydiesel drilling and mass agriculture are two the region’s largest industries, with a 
normal level of shipping by land, air, and sea.  Pamlico grows many speciality items possible 
due to their proximity to Savannah, and unique fruits mean they make a mean profit exporting to
extravagant restaurants across the E.F.S.  Ultimately more drugs are grown and refined in 
Pamlico than normal due to the freedom with which the families can operate, slightly impacting 
rates of availability to the common user.  

Charlotteans

To the south west the ancient city of Charlotte is overgrown in verdant decay.   The flora 
there emits a purple gas that slowly acts upon all who stray too long in the area.  It slowly drives
its ways into the psyches of those that inhale it and before long they begin to forget human 
speech and most other trappings of civilization.  These folk are known as Charlotteans, after the
ancient city’s name.  It threatens Savannah and Pamlico alike, who mutually police its fringes.  
The city, once quite whole under the greenery, was subject to an E.F.S. firebombing campaign 
many years ago--and is now a charred husk in many places.  Within the deepest of the burn 
zones one finds the most verdant and complete regrowth, raising serious questions about the 
nature of the threat within.  The E.F.S.A. maintains several bases around the perimeter in 
conjunction with Pamlico and Savannah’s State Guards.  

In theory it is illegal to enter Charlotte past the military perimeter, but in practice they are 
more interested in containing the blight within than stopping trespassers: however, people 
suspected of becoming Charlotteans are detained and quarantined until they can be shown free
of the plant’s influence.  Those who cannot are dealt with.

Dangers of the Night

Beyond the normal creatures of the wilds, Pamlico is stalked by a unique threat: the 
Bladenhund.  These strange combination of feline and canine are the size of a wolf and can 
easily chew through and bash through all but the sturdiest of wooden barricades.  They are 
nocturnal, and the people of Pamlico dread them.  It is said they originate from the town of 
Bladenboro.  However, Bladenboro appears on no maps of Pamlico and has largely been 
written off as a myth.

The threat of Bladenhunds keeps bandits from plying the woods on foot at night, but this 
is a double edged sword: they instead tend to group into little robber baronies around fortifiable 
structures on the roadways, charging tolls and extracting “taxes” from remote settlements.   
Most are cleared out by the State Guard over the course of a few months else fall into disarray 
of their own doing, but those that enjoy the blessings of one of the Thirteen Families can 
indefinitely scourge an area without fear of reprisal from state law enforcement.  
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Savannah

Green and Growing

Savannah is a thickly wooded state with lively overgrowth that sometimes does not stay 
fully still.  Lush and wild, the plant life sometimes literally threatens to consume travelers.  
Generally a wild overgrowth, the areas cleared for agriculture and reclaimed from the ruins for 
living space are easily the most bountiful lands in the E.F.S.  Beautiful to behold and lovely to 
live in, Savannah is a joy to the eye and sometimes called the Jewel of the South. 

Politics in Savannah

Given the need for heavy federal involvement in controlling the overgrowth in Savannah,
alongside the heavy investment in the E.S.F.C.A.R.F research and production facility for mechs,
has made the Unionist Party fairly popular.  Various corporate ventures are known to have had 
an excitatory influence on the local Capital Party, but largely the Populist Party swoops in to 
take seats wherever dissatisfaction grows enough with the Unionists that the people will vote 
them out.

Savannah Society

The people of Savannah are used to banding together for survival against the elements. 
This creates a general sense of collectivist hospitality, and Savannah Hospitality is well known 
throughout the Southern Six and E.F.S. generally.

Growers and Showers

The Savannah agricultural engine feeds the E.F.S. on an endless stream of produce.  
Getting at the Akroydiesel can be a bit harder here due to entangling roots and constant growth 
threatening remote derricks.  What’s more, where drilling does happen it can sometimes arouse 
the anger of local creatures.  The great agricultural capacity of the state more than makes up for
it however.

Lost City of Atlanta

Once an industrial asset and in talks to join the E.F.S., Atlanta has been completely lost: 
regularly hemorrhaging bandits and ruled by a different warlord each week, chaos reigns and 
blood floods the streets.  This pattern has held true for six decades straight without relief.  The 
E.F.S. interdicts all aerial flights to into the city’s airspace and regular combat occurs along the 
border, but will not move in to restore order due to the legacy of the Ottawan annexation.  A 
quick demise meets those who would travel to Atlanta without being ready for a fight and armed 
to the teeth.
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Dangers of the Green

Plants that eat people, poison lined thorns, and various other dangerous flora pose the 
most constant threat to human life in Savannah.  Brigandry is not common, but those who can 
brave the woods of Savannah are often more dangerous and in tune with nature than a 
common robber.  

Okefenokee
Crux of the Gulf

Bogs and floodplains dominate the terrain.  Wracked by storms and run through with 
raging rivers, Okefenokee represents the greatest opening to the gulf still operational.  Without 
the Appalachians in the way it’s fairly straightforward drive across land into the frontier, and also 
between east coast and gulf coast ports within the state.  Weather is turbulent in the Akroydiesel
Age all around, but doubly so in Okefenokee. 

Politics in Okefenokee

The Populist Party’s issues dominate the state, and the Unionists have fallen out of 
favour since the fall of Atlanta.  The Capital Party’s major interest in the state is extracting the 
large amounts of, but hard to get at, Akroydiesel beneath the ground: they have invested in the 
state’s prison system and labour to that end, as well as getting pipelines made.  Due to the 
transient nature of so many of the residents of Okefenokee their politics are generally communal
or state level, specific local issues taking primacy over others.  One key exception is piracy, and 
every politician swears to combat the scourge of pirates.

Life on the Road

Caravans up and down the state bringing goods and supplies from where they can be 
bought low to where they can be sold high are where many Okees’ live and die.  Their culture 
and practices have adapted to this over time, and they travel in numbers for economic and 
physical safety.

Life Under the Domes

For those who live neither in motion nor the ports, there are the domes.  Ancient homes 
built to resist the ravages of the waves are frequently inhabited by new denizens, and where 
they are clustered together they grow into communities.  This has fostered close living, given 
their inability to create new homes, and frequently people displaced from these towns must 
either take up caravaning else go find work in the ports.

Flow of Cash in O-K
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Trade with Tejas and traffic coming down the Mississippi enrich the state, but also make 
it reliant on water traffic which can be frequently threatened by pirate-infested Ocala.  This has 
stressed interstate relations, but also driven up wages due to the associated risks.  There is also
a thriving insurance market.  Domestically, terrace farms and fishing provide all the local food, 
but more often than not it is not enough.  

Akroydiesel in the bogs is a bountiful resource, but a hard one to tap.  Only major 
corporations with good engineers can erect derricks in the bog, though operating them does not 
require such additional talent or finesse.

Bogfolk and Bog Beasts

Deep within the bogs of Ocala there is a group of people who prefer to have nothing to 
do with outsiders.  They have learned to tame the mighty creatures that lurk in the waters, and 
they deploy them with lethal efficiency against any and all trespassers.  The E.F.S. and 
Okefenokee State Guard have a leave-and-let-live policy on the bog folk, but they will respond 
with force to any incursions into established “civilized” territory.  Even if one does not encounter 
hostile bogfolk, the beasts they breed can be just as vicious found untamed in the wild.

Ocala
Tail End of the Seaboard

Ocala is waterlogged, rimmed with flooded cities on what was long ago the coast before 
the water advanced, and constantly being slammed by storms.  The massive amounts of rain 
the peninsula receives have reshaped the region over the course of the Lost Age, and it is host 
to almost as many unique organisms as Savannah.

Politics of the Swamp

The Populist Party’s often urban platform makes less sense in Ocala outside the capital 
of Tampa, and the Unionists jingoism sounded good until legions of “privateers” with E.F.S. 
contracts started arriving in the state thirsty for blood and fairly careless with collateral damage. 
The Capital Party has been accused of involvement with some of the pirate operations, partly 
out of their seeming lack of interest in the state’s affairs on the whole.  Whatever the case, they 
deny any involvement in piratical activities.  They are known to fund privateers, however. 

Tampa: Bastion of Hope, City of Thieves

Tampa is the state capital and final seat of authority Ocala truly has.  The rest of the 
coastal cities that do not lay unoccupied are used as pirate ports, or host to something fouler 
than humans.  The city is flooded with E.F.S. military personnel, soldiers, and mercs.  All sorts of
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characters brush shoulders in Tampa from near and far, and it’s definitely a city of the world for 
being such a comparative backwater.  

Some Tejas corps keep offices here, and the Osage Nation has an embassy to help 
facilitate trade along the Mississippi.  A bounty of people and material wealth pass through the 
city’s port each day.

Rain Forest Society

For those in the interior, far from the coastal raiders and traders, life is simpler.  The 
heavy rains bring a good harvest and the variety of life means diverse agriculture and hunting 
are possible.  Some areas have become so flooded as to be uninhabitable but still serve as 
good hunting and fishing grounds.  

Pirates and Privateers

There are many who would choose the freebooting life in the waters around Ocala.  
Those seeking to make a living off a violent life at sea has seen a sharp increase with the 
breakdown of reliable navigation of the Ocala strait.  Sailors on hard times and ships without 
reliable livelihoods or told to report to port to be laid off will often go turn to piracy.  

Trade Winds

Cocoa leafs and Fuertebalsa logs pour into Ocala’s ports through the Caribbean from 
ports far to the south and east.  Though the gulf is hard to trade with, Ocala remains an 
important link to the ramshackle system of nautical and aeronautical transatlantic trade.  This 
leaves Ocala’s ports full of more foreign curios and expatriates than most other places in the 
EFS.  Unfortunately for many, their first and last impression of the nation is usually one of piracy.

The Siren

Something screeches far beyond the informal southern border of Ocala where land turns
to sea and an island juts out of the waves that was once the end of the peninsula.  A red light 
can be seen flashing from the island at night.  Things move in the darkness and daylight alike 
that make men shudder and turn back.  The waters are full of vicious sea creatures that make 
passing through the strait between the island and peninsula or around tantamount to suicide for 
anything less than an incredibly well armed naval vessel.

Myamee

Far to the south, the sunken city of Myamee stands awaiting those who would brave its 
waters.  To pass into adulthood in Ocala one must quest to Myamee and return with some totem
of the past.  No matter how small it is cherished, and those who do not fulfill this requirement 
are never afforded a full voice in their community.  Many will turn to urban life where the practice
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is dying out to avoid this, else go to see or out of state.  However many still brave the waves 
around Myamee each year to retrieve something.  This is a perilous journey, and not all return 
alive.

?. Recent History
2714 is a busy year in its own right, but the context of what it follows can sometimes be 

key to knowing where it ought to head.  The below are major events in E.F.S. history that have 
occurred in living memory.

White Horse War

Crisis in Utah

Salt Lake City’s automated systems and metropolitan Caretaker survived the Lost Age 
largely intact.  However, the society within had changed deeply.  Three factions held sway over 
the largely anarchic city: the Redemptors, the Patient, and the Fulfillers.  They all weathered the
Lost Age differently.

The Redemptors believed that the union of all nations as one was done through the 
power of man for personal ambitions rather than pious ones, and thus God smote it as those 
who laboured vainly to raise up the Tower of Babel.  They believe in more or less a pre-unity 
status quo, trying to get back to a 21st Century America that never was: merely how they’ve re-
imagined it through what archival images and texts they could scrounge up in print.  While 
willing to use force to maintain rule of law, they were mostly content to let people exist as they 
were disposed to while focusing on their own personal purity.

The Patient believe that the Lost Age was merely the prelude to the Apocalypse, the final
revelation from God to Man.  Staunchly pacifist and skeptical of any state apparatus, they were 
none the less popular politically due to their perceived honesty.  This would be their great 
downfall.

The Fulfillers believed themselves to be amongst a special caste of the elect chosen by 
God to restore the United States to its former glory through cleansing--of the decidedly ethnic 
variety.  To the Patient and the Redemptors, physical features were irrelevant to one’s soul.  But 
the Fulfillers believed themselves chosen to carry out an ancient prophecy, the White Horse 
Prophecy.  This dictated their worldview.  The divided all people into the White, the Pale, the 
Red, and the Black.  Their respective purposes were to lead, to serve, to fight, and to be purged
violently.  They believed in a direct theocracy which they had carried out for centuries through 
gang warfare and terrorist tactics.  

In 2679, the Fulfillers changed their tactics.  Don Juan Smith, heralded as born under the
symbol of the Angel Moroni himself, had ascended to power.  Under his reign the Fulfillers 
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became a populist political movement and quickly swept to ascendancy.  By 2681 he was 
recognized as Mayor of Salt Lake City.  He quickly set about instituting martial law and racial 
purity protocols.  This was blatantly illegal under the Salt Lake City Accords that had founded 
the metropole’s government, and some officials and commanders stood against his tyranny.  
Loyal to the last, they were cut down by traitors and Fulfiller cultists.  

When it was clear all was lost, the Patient’s Church President Nephi Hibram knelt before
Don Juan Smith and begged for his brother to see the light and turn from his wicked ways.  In 
response, Don Juan Smith drew his revolver and cracked the butt of it across the Nephi’s face.  
When Nephi persisted, Don Juan put the barrel to his head and ordered him to leave.  In 
response, the President began to pray, imploring God to make Don Juan see reason.  

This was the final straw, and in spite of the obvious ramifications, Don Juan pulled the 
trigger and painted the statehouse floor with Nephi’s graymatter.  Three months later the city 
had descended right back into the chaos of the Lost Age, and as the rotting fruit collapsed from 
within Don Juan poured over every copy of the White Horse Prophecy he believed himself 
meant to fulfill until he found one that held the answer:

“Not until the Legions of the Latter-day Saints Assail the Corrupt Walls of Washington will
the Constitution Again be Upheld.”  The delirious scrawls on the side of an old photocopy were 
precisely what Don Juan Smith needed.  Running out of time and resources he declared that 
the time of prophecy was at hand.  They were to assemble all their armies and move towards 
Washington.  The question was, which one?

Washington to the west was well within the arms of the W.F.S., which they had 
previously contacted.  Don Juan considered them sinful and ripe for the purging, but had also 
seen evidence of their martial prowess.  To the east, he had heard they were criminals like the 
ones his sect had fought in the streets for centuries.  That would be a simple enough matter, he 
convinced himself.  Thus armed he headed out for a place he knew of only from maps called 
Washington D.C., cutting a line east from Salt Lake City across the land.  His plan was to swing 
north ‘round the Appalachians and hit the city of New York, which he believed to be ripe for the 
picking from what he’d gathered through traders and informants who’d been out to the Eastern 
Seaboard.  

With much fanfare and leaving behind a skeleton crew of elderly Fulfillers he began the 
journey.  After a dangerous trek wherein his imperiled horde was nearly scattered several times,
the beleaguered horde approached Chicagoland’s Orlund Overgrowth with two thirds their 
original number and half the functional machinery.  

The Horde Arrives

In 2684 the White Horse Horde passed within a few miles of Chicagoland, reaving the 
Orlund Overgrowth for supplies and integrating anyone they laid hands on.  This resulted in a 
general alarm being raised in the E.F.S., and the Chicagoland State Guard--assisted by local 
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Family enforcers--slammed into the Horde’s supply wagons with a ferocious series of raids.  The
Mormons adapted and began to routinely repel the assaults, but it put them off-base.  

Chicagoland might’ve been wiped off the map were it not for Don Juan’s fatal decision to
leave this enemy stronghold at his back.  He had encountered various tenacious defenders and 
skirmishers across the continent, and thought these folk no different: in his mind the E.F.S. was 
just the coast proper, and a loose alliance at best if it failed to contain even New York City.  Self 
assured with faulty reasoning he ignored the unified white star on green decals and quite 
American-looking flags Chicagoland’s State Guard was flying and pressed east.

The White Horse Horde was divided into three “columns”: the White column, the Pale 
column, and the Red column.  These were comprised of the Fulfillers, their impressed “Pale” 
servants and hopefuls to join their ranks, and anyone they’d deemed “Red” rather than “Black” 
and elected to impress rather than massacre.  The Red column was always pressed first into 
battle, to measure the enemy’s response and wear down their morale.  It was not uncommon for
the Mormon’s inaccurate artillery corps to range find mid-contact with the Red column at the 
front.  From there the Pale column was deployed to generally engage and reinforce the Red 
column, and if the battle was deemed winnable the White column would mass for a charge 
down the center into the enemy forces.  If it was not, enough of the Red column was left behind 
to keep the enemy busy while the White and Pale columns withdrew.

In this fashion Don Juan skirmished with several E.F.S. affiliated forces, including the 
Buffalo State Guard.  By the time the E.F.S.A.’s First Army had arrived, their tactics were known 
to the E.F.S. and General Janay S. Rickard formulated a plan to bait them into a decisive battle. 
It would require a unified flanking maneuver in coordination with forces in Chicagoland and 
Ottawa, but a prolonged campaign all but surely risked the devastation of states’ economies for 
decades to come.  

What’s more, General Rickard reasoned, if the people did not feel the E.F.S. would 
protect them it would grow to be an imposition rather than guardian in their eyes.  Tales of the 
Lost Age driven deep into her psyche and with a thirst for glory only a foe of such caliber could 
provide, the General drew up her plans in coordination with State Guard forces.

The Battle of Scranton

Don Juan Smith was pressing hard for New York City by the time his scouts reported 
enemy forces dead ahead.  His folly had become clear to him by this point: the E.F.S. was a 
unified, coordinated force with seemingly limitless detachments operating in tandem with such 
reliable supply lines they did not need to carry everything they’d need for the campaign with 
them.  He was so deep into their territory by this point that he reasoned the only way out was 
through: this was not his brightest of ideas.

General Rickard had well marked the order of White Horse Horde battle: Don Juan saw 
the destruction or withdraw of armoured forces and increasingly close quarters combat as the 
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prime indicator that his forces had softened up a weak point in the enemy’s line.  To this end, 
Scranton’s western outskirts had been rigged with scrap hulls made to look like emplaced tanks 
and mechs.  The Buffalo State Guard supplements the “Trojan Encampment” with their own light
vehicles and soldiery for verisimilitude.  As an impromptu shock tactic, a few of the mech crews 
coated their Armoured Lances with paintings of horses in whatever colour paint they had 
available.  

The plan went off without a hitch.  Don Juan Smith was desperate and took the 
“opening” the moment he saw tanks exploding and signs of the enemy line falling back.  By the 
time the White column was close enough to begin telling it was a bluff, General Rickard’s 
counter offensive had come thundering through the Trojan Encampment headed up by the 
heaviest Armoured Lances the E.F.S. mech corps had.  None of the Fulfillers’ weaponry could 
hope to take down their front armour, nor stand up against their heavy guns.  Pneumatic fists 
smashed APCs like tin cans, Lance’s bayonets pierced technicals skewering gunner and driver 
alike, and not a few Fulfiller vehicles were seized by the manipulators of the mechs and hurled 
backwards into the enemy’s ranks.

Beholding such a sight the morale and hope of the enemy force was utterly lost.  The 
Red column quickly quickly defect and the Pale column shattered as the majority of the White 
column was butchered to a man.  Few Fulfillers surrendered, generally preferring suicidal 
charges or the barrel of their own gun to being taken alive.  

Wrong Lessons Learned

After the conflict, Mormonism--mostly known only to scholars before--became the 
subject of mass scorn.  Religiosity was generally questioned, and to affirm their patriotic status 
all people of faith had to vigorously denounce Mormonism else face persecution.  This led to a 
series of popular riots which uprooted most of the remaining urban religious communities and 
forced them to the countryside, else hardened them against such.  

The Universalists closed ranks and bullied outsiders out of Letaire, the Khaleeds 
answered with streets patrols that often replied to rioters with steel, led, and burning diesel.  The
smaller communities fled or fought as they could.  Ultimately, the persecution allowed firebrands
to paint Plymouth as a safe place for folks of faith.  Of course, it was a very particular strain of 
faith they were protecting, but for a time they masqueraded under the guise of protector of all 
religions.  This center could not fold however, and its natural consequence was the election of 
Father Kepler to the Governorship.  In truth his horrid reign is less the work of zealots and more 
the curse of moderates willing to seek safety over freedom.

Statues commemorating the lives lost battling the White Horse Horde now dot the 
landscape of the E.F.S.  The 17th Armour Regiment took the emblem of the Black Horse as its 
own, defying those who would assail the E.F.S. through the appropriating and inversion of their 
symbols.  They have upheld the reputation as fierce close quarters mech units that head the 
charge into enemy lines they won in the Battle of Scranton.  
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N’Orleans Boatlift

To Court a State

The Eastern Free States’ expansion, stymied by the Appalachians and northern climes, 
turned southerly.  Okefenokee and Ocala represented the best springboard into the gulf coast.  
Largely a no-man’s land save some Osage Nation trading posts along the Mississippi, the 
coast’s crown jewel was then considered N’Orleans.  While Populists favoured a policy of letting
potential states come to the EFS, Unionist gusto was whipped up by the popular southern 
senator Jeffrey Carlile.

By early 2708, the free city of N’Orleans was celebrating the centennial of its own city 
government and could boast control of the water routes between Tejas and the EFS.  While 
peculiar in culture and particular in their demands, they were not unwilling to consider joining the
union--for them it was more of a question of what they could get out of the final deal.  
Okefenokee had certain feelings about how far west their state expanded that were not in line 
with the N’Orleans delegation, to say the least.  

With negotiations in deadlock the EFS carried out a prolonged charm offensive in the 
hopes of turning the people anxious about membership.  Aide, patrols, and newly built 
infrastructure flooded into the region.  This was to prove too tempting a prize for Atlanteans to 
pass up.

Atlanta had been a warlord-of-the-week anarchist’s hellhole since the 2620s, but in 2683
this seemed to abate.  Control had wound up squarely under the a new dictator going by the 
moniker Lanta Rex.  Analysts considered his establishment of a city council promising and 
attempts had been made at diplomatic contact with the Atlanteans.  Through graft and spycraft 
diplomatic channels were opened between Lanta Rex and the EFS’s National Intelligence 
Agency (NIA), through which he intimated a willingness to cease hostilities but reiterated that it 
would have to be a gradual process while he kept the chaotic streets of Atlanta in check.   

Scott Tarington, a veteran of the White Horse War who had spent the last six years as an
academy instructor, was in charge of the Army’s outreach programme.  Labelled “Operation 
Statehood,” it was mostly an armed escourt for supply lines and the engineering corps.  
Aeronautical craft were in high supply due to the need to survey the areas, but rarely had heavy 
ordnance to utilize if things got ugly.  He received the task after intimating he wanted to serve 
his country in the field one last time before retirement to his full time drinking partner and part 
time Unionist Party Senator: Jeffrey Carlile.  

Birmingham Burning

Reports that Atlanta had invested in clearing the ancient highway system leading west 
did not raise enough alarm bells in Washington to warrant a general alert on the matter.  This 
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was to prove fatal for many: in the winter of 2708 an Atlantean Warhost under Praetor Svetlana, 
Lanta Rex’s trusted right hand woman, thundered into Birmingham.  Troops providing aid to the 
locals were routed inside the hour.  What was not appropriated by the warhost or carried off by 
fleeing civilians was set ablaze.  Local militias dared not stand in the path of the Atlantean 
advance.

Over the course of a few weeks frontier outposts, patrol routes, and supply lines in the 
gulf region were sacked by marauding Atlantean breakaway warbands from Svetlana’s Host.  
For her part, the Praetor stuck to the ancient highway: taking the 20 west, she finally turned 
southerly when due north of N’Orleans.  Thralls taken along the warpath and reinforcements 
coming from Atlanta to share in the glory recouped her numbers quickly for the final advance. 

Amidst all of this the thousands of displaced and routed fled for the only safe harbour 
within reach: N’Orleans.  

By this time General Tarington had congealed his forces locally and prepared to rebuff 
the Atlantean advance: aerial superiority meant intelligence and strafing runs could hinder the 
enemy’s advance while larger aerial vessels could be brought to bare for more concentrated 
bombing campaigns.  While damage to the ancient infrastructure was officially haram back in 
Washington, EFS forces in the region were far more interested in the short term survival of their 
ground troops than political repercussions.

It seemed pitched battle was inevitable just north of N’Orleans, where the EFS was dug 
in on the south side of the bridge.  Artillery laid into the advance heavily with a mixture of 
explosive and White Cross chemical cocktail shells.  Unused to this sort of warfare the Atlantean
morale took a deep blow such that by the time they had reached the bridge they faltered in their 
charge.

This was when the true disaster struck: beasts began to emerge from the ocean and 
bayeux all about, with thunderous roars and steel shredding claws they laid into defender and 
assailant of the city alike.  Some claim they were spurred by the gas, sounds of war, and some 
would later speculate a pheromone released by Praetor Svetlana’s forces as a final gambit to 
turn the tide of battle.  Yet more rumours detail long laid plans by the swamp folk to sack the city
triggered too soon by the Atlantean assault.  

Regardless of the reason, the ramifications were immense.  The Atlanteans withdrew 
and the EFS was hard pressed to contain the advance.  Set upon by creatures emerging from 
the sea and upright reptilians “ne’er glimpsed afore by civilization,” General Tarington gave the 
order to carry out the fallback plan.  EFS sappers blew the bridge and withdrew into the 
N’Orleans Seawall, managing to fully repel the beasts emerging from the waves as those on the
far shore dispersed of their own accord.

The Boatlift and the Bridge
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Battle won in the worst possible way, General Tarington found himself in a new scrape: 
the City of N’Orleans only reliable land connection to the mainland had just been blown up, and 
it was his doing.  On top of that, tens if not hundreds of thousands of displaced gulf folk were 
now without any way to leave the city.  These refugees had been admitted only after insistence 
by the EFS that they would all be dealt with by the EFS Army and Navy.

With the bridge gone and riots within the city, General Tarington was hard pressed to 
even proceed to evacuate his own troops.  In a controversial move he insisted that he required 
three times the flotilla than had supported his forces up til now to stage a full withdrawal of 
“affected civilians and my own forces.”  The Navy did not disappoint: a veritable armada of troop
transports supported by a heavily armed escourt tour de forced into port precisely one month 
later.  

They were ill prepared to deal with the situation that they found there.  Several 
misguided attempts to cross at inopportune times had drowned hundreds of refugees trying to 
return to the northern mainland across regularly flooding footpaths and sandbars.  The EFS had
set about attempting to repair the bridge but rioters shut down power to the city temporarily, 
leaving heavy machinery necessary for the job vulnerable to a coming storm surge with the 
Seawall’s gates slammed shut.  

After incurring casualties and losing most of the materiale Tarington refused to commit 
any more of his engineers to the project.   This task was well beyond the N’Orleans government 
in chaos, fear and lack of reliable escape kept refugees penned into the city weeks after the 
Atlantean threat had passed.  By the time the ships had arrived, fears of starvation had led to 
shortages and real starvation.  Disease was common in the poor wards the refugees had been 
locked into, and the city’s internal defenses had largely been turned against its own citizenry to 
maintain a semblance of order.  Thankfully food and medical supplies had been brought with the
EFS relief fleet, though in spareing amounts compared to what was needed citywide.  
Hypothetically for the refugees they were largely used up by the economic and governing elites 
of the city.

It was in this atmosphere that General Tarington told the City of N’Orleans they were to 
provide him with half the city’s refugees to depart aboard the ships, with assurances that within 
the week the ships would have returned to take the rest--as well as finish repairs to the bridge.  
This promise would haunt the EFS efforts in the region almost as much as the demolition of the 
bridge itself does.

While the Navy was able to extract a full half of the refugees--elderly, young, and infirm 
taking priority--alongside the EFS forces left in the region that had not affected egress overland 
into the safety of Okefenokee, it was not an easy trip.  The creatures of the waves had been 
stirred and would only be sated by blood.  Spontaneous cyclones struck the water and shores, 
flinging smaller craft into land or each other to sink into the briney deep.  By the time the armada
finally reached safe harbour, a full quarter of its surviving vessels were not deemed fit to leave 
again without heavy repairs that would take months to complete.  
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It was determined that the gulf was no longer safe for nautical travel, and the Navy 
filleted all orders to carry out the other half of the boatlift.  They simply could not afford the 
potential losses.  Aeronautical forces attempted a push, but ultimately only a few of the sturdier 
K-Field Generator vessels were able to pierce the storm swell.  

Once above N’Orleans, a month after the promised follow up fleet and with less than a 
twelfth the capacity to transport people, EFSAF Sky Captain Tricia Long made contact with a 
frenetic city government.  They demanded airvac for the N’Orleans ruling elite and top level 
security personnel first and foremost.  Sky Captain Long, under explicit orders to finish the 
repairs to the bridge and evacuate only refugees, decided that the best way to execute her 
duties was to repair the bridge and then re-negotiate with the city’s government.  

Completing the job in only two days, the EFS engineers had barely finished deploying 
pontoons and welding broken steel pillars to new struts before a swarm of civilians burst out of 
the gates.  Having been herded by what remained of the N’Orleans security forces out of the 
gates by force they quickly crossed the bridge into the storm wracked wilds beyond.  Many 
would die in haphazard attempts to scavenge for food.

Radioing the N’Orleans government was met with an insistence that the refugees had all
left the city, and that it was now necessary to evacuate key governmental personnel from the 
city.  They outright stated that N’Orleans statehood and EFS control of the gulf hinged upon this,
so Sky Captain Long agreed on the basis of sending no more than seven dignitaries and filling 
the rest of the space with the ill, infirm, and otherwise displaced.  

Before taking off with the soon to be infamous “Long’s Seven” in tow, Sky Captain Long 
further elected to airdrop half the supplies into the N’Orleans slums and the other half far north 
of the city.  Often criticized later for this decision, Sky Captain Long cited her orders’ directive to 
provision those displaced by the conflict--not necessarily the city itself.

Aftermath

Back in Washington, eye witness accounts of the horrors in the gulf and the wreck that 
was the N’Orleans Boatlift spread like wildfire across the newspaper and radio.  Soon the TV 
news covered nothing but the impending trial of Long’s Seven and official inquiries into the 
actions of General Tarington.  

Ultimately, Long’s Seven would be found innocent of all wrongdoing save for one: 
N’Orleans Mayor Burgundy.  After a short stint in a federal penitentiary he received a retrial and 
allowed six months probation rather than his sixteen year prison sentence on technical and 
medical grounds.  While he had officially become a citizen of the EFS as part of the lead up to 
unification, he was arguably outside of the reach of the law as head of a still foreign state.  
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The Populists praised Tarington and Long while railing against the “corrupt nature of 
N’Orleans.”  Unionists were fuming with the military, not just Tarington and Long for their high 
profile escapades but also the Navy for being unwilling to sail into the ongoing maelstrom 
amidst increased kraken sightings.  That the Navy was seeing record warship losses in formerly
calm waters was of no concern for them: Unification was everything!

Not free from ridicule, certain officials in the NIA were implicated by a series of 
documents called “the Carlile Papers.”  They supposedly proved that the NIA knew of the 
Atlantean plans and had even sold them arms in the lead up to the conflict.  In spite of every 
newspaper in the EFS jonesing to get their hands on them the Carlile Papers were never 
publicly released: a new Director was chosen for the NIA after the old one tendered their 
resignation, and Jeffrey Carlile came out of his botched plot with a win by witch hunt.  Some 
claim the Carlile Papers were buried behind red tape because they could be used to harm the 
Senator’s public reputation.  

“Tarington” has become a verb synonymous with bridge burning, in the literal and 
figurative sense.  The EFSAF cracked down on captain autonomy, with the High Admiral 
insisting on rigid adherence to orders--but quietly promoting Long a year later for “quality 
service.”  Ultimately, imperialist misadventures to the west became less appealing than those 
closer to home: like New York.

Siege of New York City

Treacherous Trade

Relations between the EFS and New York have always been tense, but did not sour 
completely until the blatant sabotage of the Thinking Machines in Buffalo that allowed NYC to 
steal financial hegemony for itself.  Between this and the fairly porous border ruining tariff 
enforcement to the chagrin of the EFS, the city state was clearly courting tragedy.  

In 2711, a series of tariff enforcement measures on aerial and nautical trade meant to 
pressure the New York City Council into accepting financial regulations took effect.  New York 
had been bleeding the EFS dry of useful capital and holding too much of its capital within its 
own ecosystem since the underhanded business in Buffalo, which the Unionists and Populists 
alike were willing to consider foreign espionage--even if the Capital party insisted turnabout's 
fair play.  Bereft of proof on that front they simply made other excuses for the clearly retaliatory 
crackdown.

While well engineered fiscally, the blockade had one major flaw: aeronautical 
enforcement was impossible given the size of the merchant fleet and foreign customs New York 
was experiencing.  The sheer volume of vessels left it impossible for the State Guard to stop 
them all in EFS airspace, and the theoretical enforcement mechanism of penalizing land and 
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sea trade did nothing to stop the freebooters and smugglers that grew more numerous as other 
traders were scared away.

Political Entanglements

New York was in a pinch.  Financially aching and scrambling to secure the private 
growers’ supplies to guard against price gouging and make the city self sufficient in terms of 
supply, things were looking desperate as the time came to purchase shares at the annual City 
Council Auction.  

A unique facet of New York’s governmental system: it’s for sale.  The legislature is not 
the subject of general election but rather a direct fundraising event--every entity and personage 
interested in controlling the city for the coming fiscal year attends the auction and obtains up to 
5% worth of controlling interest in the city state.  Maneuvering and patsies generally result in 
upwards of 30% being under an effective single entity, and these singular entities form secret 
agreements to effect a majority.  In this fashion the system passes legislature quickly but 
erratically: every year there’s a potential agenda shakeup.

The revenue raised in 2712 with tensions flaring up was massive.  On the one hand, a 
city in crisis could be easily swayed by wild schemes lousy with profitable arrangements 
benefiting certain corps the public would otherwise never accept.  On the other hand, the EFS 
Capital party had known they would handsomely financially reward anyone voting “Yes” on an 
end to hostilities.  This was taken as a naked attempt to buy out New York itself for the EFS.  
Not to be stood up the Unionists sent propaganda media inspiring New York to “take its place as
the Crown Jewel of Americas” while the Populists dispatched rabble-rousing labour organizers 
promising a better life for workers under EFS law.

Ultimately control was split many ways at great expense.  On the one hand this 
immobilized them legislatively, but on the other hand the revenue went directly into hiring 
mercenaries and buying war materiale to beef up security.  Soon there were flak turrets atop 
every skyscraper and swarming squadrons of fighter craft busying the skylanes.  
 
Blockade turns Siege

After a violent incident where a blockade runner shot down an EFS interdictor over Long 
Island early into 2712, the EFS moved in with full force.  General mobilization occurred in record
time, and New York really began to sweat.  State Guards from Jersey and Buffalo attempted to 
move into disputed land and soon gunfights on the ground were commonplace.  

One month after the incident the Eastern Free States issued a formal declaration of war, 
the reason being New York City’s aggression and rejection of what the EFS called “interstate 
law.”  This established a frightening precedent: the wording implied that anything deemed 
American by the EFS was within their jurisdiction.  This was not tasteful language to the 
Ottawans, but with the public screaming for blood on the basis headlines and radio broadcasts 
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endlessly covering friendly casualties, had to join in the war effort.  Their efforts were focused on
maintaining an orderly conduct of the war and advocating against pressing into the city.

After a decisive naval battle, the EFS took control of the waters around New York.  There
was talk of an orchestrated naval landing along the long exposed stretches of Long Island, but if
the operation is in the works it has never materialized.  The war has mostly been fought on land 
and in the air since then, with most of New York’s scattered merchant fleet desperately trying to 
make do across the world until the siege breaks.

After two years of siege with countless delays, breaks for winter and other inclement 
weather, posturings and aborted campaigns, the EFS and NYC are as close to a resolution as 
the day the conflict began.  New York is growing desperate, and internal feuds between the 
disparate communities of the city are beginning to heat up.  Old grudges are played out in tense
streets as a government that prided itself on freewheeling libertarian capitalist ethics attempts to
enforce a wartime material law complete with rationing and curfews.

II. Foreign Affairs 

Yvrope and the War

The Franco-Iberian League is locked in a brutal war of revenge with the Republik to its 
East.  The ancient Caretaker AI which had ordered FIL society for centuries and kept them 
whole through numerous tragedies has been damaged--some say irreparably destroyed.  A 
flush of new amateur bureaucrats and radical think tanks has been drafted in a desperate 
attempt to fill the void, and the people are fuming--their rage presently directed towards the 
Republik on the basis that it was Republik saboteurs attempting to force the FIL into joining 
them.

The FIL is joined by the Kingdom of Mooria to their south--traditional enemies drawn 
together by a mutual threat to their existence--and select Clubs of the British Isles Footalist 
society, although they cannot get the Parliament of Presidents to commit to joining the conflict.  
This is because the City of London holds all the strings and is presently content to fund from 
afar.

The Republik, for its part, maintains its innocence and that they’re being mislead.  The 
remaining bastion of Nordic civilization and northern trading hegemon Copenhagen is drawn by 
nature of its close alliance into the conflict, and Neo-Libya has been swayed to the Republik’s 
side in the hopes of fostering closer relations.  The Italiote Cantons are as ever divided in 
amongst themselves, too much to commit to foreign conflicts, but the peninsula has become a 
hotbed for intrigue and saboteurs.  Meanwhile a cautious Cairo weighs the odds and a pact has 
been concluded with the King of Poland that leaves the Republik’s eastern front largely safe.
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Stirrings in Appalachia

Right along the EFS’s border, war is brewing--but not one the state is involved in directly.
The inscrutable tribalism and grudges of the mountain folk have interlocked to form a chain of 
agreements and hatreds that had built for centuries to produce Byzantine conflicts where who is
on whose side is a matter of scholarly debate for even the combatants.  Maligned as stupid, the 
Appalachians are actually quite sophisticated in their culture and practices.  

The only discernible state as it would be known to the outsiders, however, is the 
Kingdom of Wevio.  Ruled over by the Wevs, a true breeding group of morphs twice the height 
and width of a normal man, these giants control a comparatively fertile hermit kingdom high 
within the mountains that follows its own strange laws.  Tribes on their border have formed a 
coalition and called in all the stops to try bringing them down.  Ostensibly to end their tyranny, 
the truth of the matter is that business interest in Virgio, Westatum, and Chicagoland are 
bankrolling the conflict.

As the two states with the greatest business relations with Appalachians, Westatum and 
Chicagoland have a vested interest in preventing Wevio’s campaign of expansion.  Viewing 
itself as the rightful rulers of Wevio and eager to stop the raids the Kingdom supports both 
passively and actively on Virgio’s borders, the Virgioans seek to topple the Kingdom of Wev in 
the hopes of expanding into the power vacuum.  While many question the wisdom of sowing 
chaos in an already chaotic region to somehow reduce the amount of violence, the plan is in full 
swing and a hodgepodge of sometimes conflict alliances of Appalachians from up and down the 
mountains have arrived to tests the Wevs’ mettle. 

Conflict in the Southern Waters

The Republio Tejas and Gran Colombia have escalated trade rivalry into naval conflict 
along the coasts of Central America as they vie for control of the sea lanes connecting the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  The WFS and EFS have considered the fighting with great interest
but only pledged to protect the Republio against aggression directly on their land holdings.  So 
far the fighting has not come to that.

In the meantime, there is a new golden age of piracy in the Caribbean: those with the 
guts and skills to ply the skies and waves of the stormy gulf and open ocean tap into vast wealth
of trade where those usually interested in keeping order are too busy killing one another to 
notice a spot of theft.  Some rumours circulate there are even Letters of Marque to be had for a 
renowned enough captain.
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Havana, Puerto Rico, and the states of Hispaniola watch with growing ill ease as their 
two primary mainland trading partners ravage one another on the waves and their already 
stormy waters grow more dangerous to traverse with thieves.  Mercenary positions are opening 
all across the Caribbean, offering good money to the able bodied and well armed who can make
the trip.

III. Religion & Belief
Dollars, bullets, and diesel are where most folks of the E.F.S. put their faith in the day by 

day.  Still, in even the hardest of badland and softest of boudoir there come times when people 
need to ascribe meaning to the meaningless or seek light at the end of the tunnel.  To this end, 
religion fills the void.  More a refuge for the downtrodden than a source of fear or practical 
explanations, religiosity is fluid and persistent, wide reaching organizations a rarity.  This makes 
encounters with religious groups all the more jarring for the uninitiated, though a few mainstays 
have worked their way into popular favour by virtue of visibility mixed with charity.  

Some would even say religion can make you a better person--or a much worse one--but 
outside areas where religious practitioners are sizably concentrated one can generally go 
unnoticed for outward signs of belief.  When harried or persecuted, it’s generally by the follower 
of an oppositional sect vying for resources.  The major exception to this is Mormonism, almost 
universally reviled by the common folk for association with the belligerents in the White Horse 
War, who had very little theologically in common with the fractured remnants of the Latter Day 
Saints that inhabit the EFS.  Negative reactions have since simmered, but where that specter is 
successfully raised by demagogues anti-religious persecution is liable to return.

Holidays and Special Occasions
Triduum
Triduum, also known as the Triduum Pascal, Trid, or any of a multitude of other names 
depending on the state is the busiest, drunkest, and best-fed holiday anywhere in the EFS, 
beginning on a Friday and capped off that Sunday by Resurrection.  Even the irreligious come 
out for the party, and many stay for the ceremonies that cap it off--there’s plenty of wine involved
for attendees.

The Sects
Most people have a set of personal beliefs that may or may not constitute a faith in something 
supernatural, but as a religion by definition requires multiple people in agreement these are rare
in the E.F.S.  People are more concerned with material matters with a few key exceptions.  
These Sects hold some semblance of cohesive theology over more than a small region.
Universalists:  
The Ancient Church of Rome’s clawed its way into the Land o’ Mary and it won’t let up.  They 
say things are different now, that the Faithful have been Unified.  Most churches still running 
joined up with them, though sometimes one wonders how much that really means--at times the 
Universalists seem more interested in getting folks involved with their temporal organization 
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than practicing their religion right.  Charity’s been on the up since they’ve set up though, so you 
won’t hear much against them.
Khaleeds:  
Believing themselves to be reborn through the rite of baptismal submergence willingly upon 
achieving the age of fifteen.  They have a month long fast leading up to Triduum known as the 
Lean Month.
Zerzanites:  
Fanatical young religion from Europe, their core tenants seem to be centered around preventing
another devastation of the world through eternal vigilance against Artificial Intelligence, who they
claim corrupted the world and caused the Lost Age.

IV. Cuisine of the Akroydiesel Age
We interrupt this program for an educational message to the people of the Eastern Free States 
about nutritional value in good.

Hello Citizen!  Forgive me for interrupting, but what I have come to tell you is of the utmost 
importance for anyone who wants to...

Grow up LEAN and STRONG!

Run FAST and LONG!

Hit HARD and HEAVY!

... all while staying younger, longer!  So tell me boys and girls, are you ready to hear the secret?
Cause I swear, you won’t believe how simple this is--something very easy to do every, single, 
day.

All you need to do to become a bounding olympian is eat across the seven food groups!  What 
are those?  Why, I’m glad you asked.

GREEN foods--beans, corn, and more!  Don’t be fooled, GREEN foods include yellow veggies 
as well.  Don’t forget to eat your GREENS!

ORANGE foods--tomatoes, grapefruit, and yeah--that’s right, you guessed it, ORANGES!  (See 
also: raw cabbage, green salad).

BLUE foods include potatoes and... other vegetables and fruits!  Yeah, eat those veggies and 
fruits kids.
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WHITE foods include milk and other dairy produces.  The next time you ask for cheese-burger 
at the drive through, don’t forget to get cheese on it--maybe with a milkshake to boot!

RED foods--the real meat of the matter!  Tearing into a flank steak, dicing up some fish, chewing
on poultry, or even consuming the fetal forms of these creatures.  That’s right, eggs are RED as 
well!  Dried beans, peas, nuts, and peanut butter are all red as well.  This is an important source
of protein kids, so remember--better RED than dead!

BROWN foods are the real nitty gritty.  Bread, flour, and cereal are all brown.  They tend to go 
well with other groups, like some WHITE milk with your BROWN cereal.

YELLOW foods.  Butter!  Yeah, butter!  Fortified margarine with added Vitamin A will do in a 
pinch but really, honest to goodness kids, the next time you’re at the county fair ask that nice 
farmer if he won’t just slather than skewered swamprat up in just anotha licka YELLOW butta!

This has concluded our public service announcement.  The EFS Surgeon General recommends
you eat across the seven food groups each day for optimal health.

Whatever walk of life for from, barring rumours of a rare strain of morphant biting people out 
West on the border of the Mojave deadlands, we all need to eat.  Anywhere civilization and 
abundance have made food available--and some places they haven’t--there’s going to be a 
place to buy some grub.  Some enterprising Captains of Industry have syndicated their eateries 
beyond the 

Common Food Joints (Syndicated)
Strafe & Shake:
Roadside drive in burger and shake place.
Signature Item: Propeller Shake (¢30, plastic propeller straw included)
Meat Bucket:
Known for its buckets of meat.  Not known for what the meat is.
Signature Item: the Bucket o’ Meat (¢25)
Nomin’ Noodles:
Every corner’s got another Nomin’ Noodles in the ‘eavy industrialized areas, and the tell-tale 
sign of their red and yellow cups can be seen strewn around for blocks.
Signature Item: Sum Nams Noodlecup (¢5)

V. Entertainment

Sports
While a variety of sports are played at the local level, there are only four national sporting 
leagues in the EFS in the year 2714--although efforts to make more are always in the works.  
There are also two formal international leagues that cross Nor’America and one unified meet at 
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“the Center,” the crossroads of the First Nations, where the yearly Lacrosse championship is 
held to determine the greatest team in all of Nor’America.

Baseball

Considered very closely linked to the historical origins of Nor’American governance 
within the EFS, the Liberty Caste supports and promote baseball as a patriotic sport.  Baseball 
stadiums are the hallmark of city that has claimed its place amongst the bastion of civilization 
across the world.  Even those utterly disinterested in the sport take pride in having a stadium 
and a pro team.  The Cross State Baseball League (CSBL) is responsible for keeping teams 
compliant with regulations, orchestrating the draft, and hosting the national tournament.  Some 
complain of favouritism with the permanent site of the final game always being the Washington 
Beltway Stadium, but the fact that the Washington Senators have never taken home the prize 
largely alleviates any perceived conflict of interest.

Football

Significantly more rugged and broadly appealing, football is considered the everyman’s 
sport and is enjoyed across Nor’America--if without the prestige of Lacrosse, it has more 
accessibility.  With just a leather cap, a single ball, and a field with posts the game can quickly 
be prepared.  Football stadiums are common, but lavishly constructed ones to rival baseball 
stadiums are not.  The Eastern Free States Football Federation (EFSFF) caucuses with the 
Texan Football League (FTL) and West Coast Football Association (WCFA) to put on a 
Nor’American tournament, usually held in Dalstin.

Lancing

Brought over from Jolly Old Britannia, the sport is known there as Football and forms the
basis for their Footalist society.  While not widely appreciated it has captivated the EFS’s 
collective imagination: armless Light Lances compete to put a ball into the other team’s net 
across a symmetrical field that is different between games.  In the Britannian form a single 
Armoured Lance is called for known as the Knight, but in Lancing there are only Light Lances on
the field.  This is in part due to expense, and in part due to practicality--fields and mechs 
suitable for a whole Armoured Lance to safely maneuver in are generally beyond the capacity of
the EFS fields.  Rather than a league they normally have a city stadium where two or more local
teams face off on a regular basis, normally with local tournaments.  Some states have leagues, 
but there are no national ones in the EFS.  The main hope of advancement is to be scouted by 
visiting Britannian gentry for their teams.  Those who take up the offer set sail for a world of 
rugged Footalist brutality on the field and lavish aristocratic decadence back at the clubhouse.  

Lacrosse

Widely regarded as the most refined and honourable of sports, everyone across 
Nor’America from Rhodes to Vancouver down to Dalstin knows of it.  Traveling teams and local 
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leagues are common, but no prize can compare to being recognized as the victorious team of 
the annual clash the “the Center,” the crossroads of the First Nations at the heart of the land.  A 
hard journey for those unable to take aeronautical vessels, it is perhaps the most anticipated 
and attended--if not broadcasted--sporting event in the known world.

New Trends

With cities seeking to outdo one another, many are on the lookout for the next new 
sports craze.  While it’s definitely Lancing, many would prefer a cheaper one.  A recently 
rediscovered ancient sport practiced widely in the universities known as Basketball, but it has 
yet to gain popular recognition.

Media

Print Media

Print media is common and pervasive in the EFS.  Magazines and newspapers are 
premier advertising, with each city having one to three competing news rags that may see a 
degree of state and regional syndication depending on popularity and centrality of their main 
offices.  The most regularly available national newspaper in 2714 is the EFS STAR, which 
focuses on big ticket items in national and international news.  Exposees on celebrity figures 
have become more common in recent years, leading to accusations of shallowness.  The EFS 
STAR maintains a television station and several syndicated radio stations.

Television

While extant, televisions are generally poor in quality and fairly local in content.  Colour 
television exists but is rare and expensive, whereas black and white is fairly affordable.  Two to 
three channels are always available in the major population centers of the EFS, channel one is 
the EFS STAR News television programme and channel two is the EFS National Weather 
Authority’s programme (infamously so far off the mark and behind they’re normally reporting on 
weather that occurred recently rather than predicting).  These two broadcasts are in colour, if 
your TV is, and other stations usually rerun movies or TV shows of what might gently term 
“wildly varying quality.”  

Film

It is generally understood that the EFS is far behind the WFS in terms of audio\video 
technology for entertainment, and almost every big ticket film is an import from either the WFS 
or the Republik.  New York City has a burgeoning artistic film movement, but as it was catching 
on the blockade and eventual siege began.  This has hampered production and distribution 
alike.  Westatum produces every kind of movie for half the price on a corner of the budget on 
their backlots, and “Westatum Star” is a euphemism for both a drama queen and a porn star.  
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This is not lost on the proprietors of Westatum’s main drag, who use the naming liberally for 
everything from liquor stores to camera shoppes.

Radio

Atmospheric complications mean radio stations require a lot of boost to get a little 
distance--especially in the towering expanses of the rising EFS cityspaces.  This makes 
syndication more common than wide reach stations, although there are normally a few in each 
region.  Old apparatus unearthed and easy to maintain will sometimes be used to set up private 
local stations out of anything from gas stations to settlements in the Wilds.  Popular music is 
easy to get ahold of for anyone with a demonstrable reach (or without but a buddy who can 
bootleg), so the hits can normally be heard up and down the Seaboard even in the countryside. 
Lastly there is the pariah, Nigamo, which has its origin in the tongue of Rhodes.  Almost entirely 
vocal and augmented only by drums and other percussion instruments.  While all original 
Nigamo 

Music

Large band music is popularly favoured, and Swing is King.  The Jazz scene has crept 
east over the Appalachians to infect the coast after first reaching Chicagoland.  Most people in 
the Wilds who seek to produce their own music do so in a genre known after their home, the 
Wilds, and it comes in two specific flavours: Wilds Funk and Wilds Folk.  Both utilize string 
instruments and vocalists, but are harsher and softer in tone respectively.  All music generally 
falls into two types: “fuzzy,” which utilizes electronic oscillators to some extent to augment the 
music or even serve as instruments, and “clean.”  Fuzz music is a genre that takes this to the 
extreme and utilizes almost exclusively electronic oscillators, sometimes including arcane 
methods of voice distortion to give the performance an otherworldly feeling.  Clean music is 
generally favoured by the straightlaced Slicks, and 

Fashion

Slicks

Riding high on the waves of business and industry, the people of the EFS have turned to
suits and other staples of the 20th Century for inspiration.  The most commonly accepted 
business wear and indicative of money and progress, the Capital Party maintains the most Slick
styles.  Considering that much of preserved ancient clothing is at least reminiscent of the Slick 
style it is sometimes associated with the past, but the connotation is one of technologically 
advanced civilizations most people are quick to cultivate.  Notably being Slick is considered a 
lifestyle in addition to an aesthetic, some going so far as to adopt specific accents and 
mannerisms they find in keeping with whatever principles they ascribe the movement with.

Revolutionary Fashion
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Fiery style inspired by the ancient dress of the American Revolution.  Most of the people 
sporting tricorns, garish coats, and breeches do not fully understand nor appreciate the origins 
of the style.  It is theorized by some that the Liberty Caste has maintained this style in their 
ceremonial dress for some time, and that a rogue fashion designer from amongst their ranks 
now seeks to bring it to the masses.  Whatever the reason, it is most popular in middle class 
intellectual circles, particularly in Philadelphia and Bostonia.  Coats, cloaks, and cravats have all
made a resurgence to some degree.  Unionists favour this style.

Punk Fashion and Culture

Huddled around the beacons of art, industry, and culture are the masses who can look 
upon the Slicks and Revolutionary Fashion alike with only a feeling of disconnection in their 
hearts, the masses feel they are asked to keep up with some new foreign trend.  While most 
give in to being a poor man’s Slick, there are those who harken back to the Lost Age and its 
living history still found today in the Wilds and other harsh places of the world.  Mismatched 
clothing that can double as armour, work uniforms and military fatigues, and patches displaying 
loyalties and interests are common in this style.  Sometimes the wealthy co-opt this style for 
special parties or “slumming it,” normally with polyurethane and coloured leathers that are dead 
giveaways of status and wealth.  They are not well received within the Punk community, but 
their wealth ensures proprietors welcome them.

The Punks particularly embrace Morphs.  Although an ugly Skive is not likely to be as 
idolized as someone with a unique but beautiful morph, this subculture is perhaps the most 
accepting of aberrational humans.  Their preferred genre of music if a Fuzzy Wilds Funk, but 
their tastes can be as eclectic as the sourcing for their wardrobe.  

Rhodian Fashion

Unique from the rest of the country, Rhodes maintains a style reminiscent of the 
Venetian Renaissance.  They take what they like from Revolutionary Fashion and Slicks, but 
their most unique element is beads made from mollusk shells known as wampum.  Normally 
woven into non-clothing belts that are hung in places of prominence in the homes of the 
wealthy, especially of the Ancient Lineage, belts and sashes of or incorporating large amounts 
of wampum are a common sight in Rhodes.  Those of the Ancient Lineage will normally display 
their sigil in wampum somewhere on their person, if it is one worth displaying that is.

VI. Persons of Interest
E.F.S. President Shirley Tiberia Booth
Pro
“The Seaboard Makes, the World Takes”
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President Booth has been well regarded at home and abroad for her export campaigns.  Some 
had complained at potentially drawing away from the wartime economy, but her reinvestment in 
arms production has lead to the associated industries being labeled the “Military-Industrial 
Complex.”  While most companies still have civilian elements, the war and siege have mobilized
virtually every major corporation.  The economy is swinging however, and the sudden desperate
need for goods in the FIL as their AI’s untimely demise leads to lopsided supply and 
unanticipated shortages has allowed for the economy to flourish.  Trade along the Maple Syrup 
Road is also up, and connections to Texas through the heartland common, though the Ocala 
incidents have not been addressed since their recent flaring up due to other nautical 
commitments of the E.F.S.

Con
“Land of the Dredged, Home of the Babe”
President’s Booth’s detractors are quick to scorn her policies as shortsighted opportunism 
aimed at lining the pockets of the wealthy, some ridicule her as nothing but a “celebrity turned 
president” who won over the public with her appearance and sonorous voice.  Conspiratorial 
types point to a convoluted, hard-to-prove papertrail between here and some bigwigs in Paris--
but it’s all poppycock, really.  At the end of the day the E.F.S. chose her, for good or for ill.

Cardinal Peter Pavlovici
Pro
“Guardian of the Seaboard See”
Cardinal Pavlovici’s tenure has seen great prosperity for Letaire, securing international trade 
relations abroad while strengthening domestic institutions at home.  Trade with the chaotic 
Italian peninsula and various other religious hotbeds bring a myriad of foreign goods into Letaire
to be sold across the E.F.S., and with war breaking out across Yvropa an open line to 
uninvolved parties only grows more important.  The poor eat and the business folk thrive under 
his cultural headship.

Con
“Power Behind Baltimore”
A scheming vizier without ulterior, extra-national motives who cannot be trusted with such a 
large role as he commands locally and nationally in E.F.S. politics.  Whatever economic gains 
the Cardinal has made for the people have come at the cost of obsequience to the arcane 
system he represents, and those who do not step to the beat of the Universalist drum can 
expect to reap none of the rewards his sycophants claim he showers upon the entire state.

Don Dibley, Debonaire Action Hero
Pro
“Daring Don Dibley Dashes Into Action Again!”
A motion picture star from the W.F.S., his involvement in a recent motion picture in Washington 
(rumoured to be an E.F.S. propaganda piece meant to promote Unity and glorify the war effort in
the face of whispers that it’s unseemly for the E.F.S. to fight against a democracy, the Republik).
He made his career as a star in radio plays before making his way to the silver screen out in 
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Hollywood.  While travel between the E.F.S. and W.F.S. is a risky proposition even for the best 
kitted group along the Maple Syrup Road, wealthy individuals like Dibley don’t come by land--
but rather, air, in the luxury airships available to the prosperous.  With impeccable fashion, 
voluminous but well combed hair, and a sculpt chest Mr. Dibley has become the object of 
adoration and aspiration for countless E.F.S. citizens and generally considered one of the best 
pieces in the puzzle to bridging the divide between the two sister-nations.

Con
“Dumb Don Drunkenly Darts Away, Again”
Dibley’s drinking problem is known.  Most E.F.S. citizens don’t hold it against him--many people 
have a vice, so generally this only serves to humanize him.  The more creative tabloids and 
persistent paparazzi of the W.F.S. have alleged that Don Dibley’s drinking past began long ago 
in his fabled past career as a rustler out on the plains, dodging pterodactyls and giant eagles 
pursuing him by air as he and his pals made away with thousands of dollars worth of chattel.  
Those partial to sympathizing with the victims of past Mormon atrocities also point out his 
family’s been traced to Salt Lake City, and while he claims no religious affiliation and his 
drunken ways are a far cry from Mormon orthodoxy, his alabaster skin would’ve spared him the 
blade of the White Horse Fulfillers regardless--a mercy many driven to the E.F.S. during those 
atrocities would’ve killed to have.

Washington State Senator Miriam Kolkhoz
Pro
“Hero of Washington Politics”
Champion of Washington State’s very own Gaia Party, she pushes for studies into the 
dangerous effects of inhaling Akroydiesel related fumes and what pumping the earth of all its 
Akroydiesel will do to the environment in the long term.  Not much of Senator Kolkhoz’s 
proposed legislation even sees the Senate floor, and yet less passes.  Regardless she is a 
respected figure in Washington politics, disliked by the national officials in the Beltway.  Kolkhoz 
is universally credited for many quality of life improvements for those living beyond the confines 
of the Beltway and Baltimore proper within Washington.

Con
“Kolkhoz?  More Like Corphoz!”
Considered an extremist seeking to undermine the industrial imperative of the Boothe 
administration to Washington’s detriment, every effort is made to subvert Kolkhoz by the 
mainline parties.  Even the Capital Party will generally refuse to cooperate with her, although 
they have at times supported certain incentivization programs.  These things have not done her 
any favour amongst the Gaia Party purists who believe anything less than absolute dogmatic 
adherence is sleeping with the enemy.

Redmane the Gingersnatcher
Pro
“Anti-Hero of the Age”
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Starting out as a down-on-her-luck Tampa youth and grinding her way up through the ranks of 
gang violence and merc work until graduating top of her class into bonafide soldier of fortune, 
nobody may have ever known who Redmane was--just another face in a conflict of thousands--
had she not gone rogue.  Fed up with the system and its corruption she struck out on the high 
seas with a ship she purchased using her accumulated wealth over a ten year career as a killer 
starting from the ripe old age of sixteen.  Now she prowls the sea lanes menacing the lawless 
privateers, true scourge of the sea.

Con
“A Particularly Violent Waterlogged Thief”
The $10,000 dead-or-alive bounty on Redmane’s head leaves little doubt how the EFS 
authorities feel about her, but generally speaking, the denizens of Ocala and Okefenokee are 
not forgiving of piracy.  Even if pirates do not directly raid the shore, they contribute to instability 
and violence statewide.  While people far to the north may hear of her exploits on the radio and 
think them romantic with an air of whimsy, to those for whom grog swilling murderous thieves 
are a constant threat to life and property Redmane can be seen as nothing less than a 
murderous blackguard who deserves a short drop and a quick stop.

Captain Beauregard Tuckett
Pro
“Vanguard of Civilization”
Captain Beauregard’s Brave Soldiers of Fortune, as they are sometimes lauded in the press, 
are renowned for taking jobs deep in the Wilds and even in territories beyond the EFS or in the 
heights of Appalachia.  If there’s a threat, Captain Beauregard can neutralize it--for the right 
price.  Used extensively to clear out bandits, separatists, and dangerous creatures for a time 
Captain Beauregard won great celebrity up and down the Seaboard.  His great charisma was 
displayed in a number of TV and radio interviews during the late 2160s.  He’s kept a low profile 
since.

Con
“Beauregard’s Bastards for Hire”
Captain Beauregard’s Bastards are typically only interested in killing for the highest bidder.  
While he won’t go against the state, anything Beauregard has done for the people has been 
because the EFS deigned fit to pay him for the job so his men would die doing it rather than 
theirs.  Infamously accused of deploying chemical weapons on settlements full of non-
combatants in Appalachia, Beauregard is considered a man who answers to nothing but money.
A charming daemon, but a daemon nonetheless.

John J. Cymer
Pro
“Lives by a Code”
There’s not a lot of glowing takes on the man who built a corporate empire on blood.  The 
Cymermen are universally reviled even by those opposed to organized labour as violent 
catspaws of corps used to carry out dirty work or operations considered heavy handed for even 
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the local RiCon to be persuaded to carry out.  Of course, when Cymermen are used by one corp
to sabotage another, anyone not an employee of the target can generally use it as an occasion 
to have a laugh.  At best, John J. Cymer is the devil who keeps his word.  He never allows an 
intra-corporate backstabbing, and keeps contracts to a T.  Woe betide the man who would cheat
John Cymer.

Con
“Lucifer Made Flesh”
Considered the literal devil by the Populist Party and organized labour all around the EFS, even 
several corps consider him all around bad for business.  The trails of blood leading to the 
eccentric “captain of industry” are too many to number, and the bodies are stacking higher every
day.  The Cymermen grow increasingly brazen in taking illegal contracts and doing the deed in 
broad daylight, in certain instances--such as Philly--downright defying the authorities to 
challenge them.  Generally speaking nobody in government short of the military or 
Bushwhackers are willing to toe-to-toe a Cymerman, and even them reluctantly.

VI. Akroydiesel and Morphs
Whether an act of God, a curse of the Great Zombi, or else some grand calamitous war, 

something scoured the earth and turned life to its baser components.  Seeping its way into the 
soil and stewing for generations, the Akroydiesel Age has been spurred by those who learned to
drill into the soil and tap this great wellspring of industry and agriculture alike--Akroydiesel!  
Simple to gather, uncomplicated to refine, and equally potent for their respective tasks Akroy 
and Diesel have together revolutionized society and brought it out of the shadow of the past.  

Finally, in this new age, humanity can say it stands as peer to its ancestors in terms of 
technology and industry--though the scars of the world do go deeper than that.  Aside from any 
number of strange phenomenon emanating from ancient machinery, there are a variety of 
morphs that affect the physiological state of the human species in 2714.  This would be because
wild morphants yet roam the land, and sometimes cultures of benign of useful morphants go 
bad with an idle breeder failing to cull degenerate stock.

Morphants are artificially created creatures that fly at a person’s neck and bite them, 
then inject them with a long stinger held in their spine--they appear like a manta ray but can 
drag themselves along the ground and leap into the air to glide for a long distance without need 
of water.  This injects a biological agent that changes the human in some way--it could be as 
simple as eye/hair colour, as deadly as causing their limbs to become frail and making them 
bleed out of every orifice, or as grotesque as mutating them into Skives.

Skives are the cursed inhabitants of the Akroydiesel Age.  Skives are humans stung by 
morphants with disfiguring imperatives.  Whatever their original design, some morphants have 
reproduced in a toxic mutagen-rich area unsupervised for generations and produce effects 
wholly undesirable whilst still keeping the human beings they inject alive.  Some Skives live as 
outcasts, others minds are turned animalistic and bloodthirsty by the transformation.  
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Exaggeration of the skin and bone are common, but all sorts of other mutations have been 
observed in Skives, including a gradual evolution to a wholly alien bone structure, adding--or 
subtracting--ligaments as its perverse code dictates.

?. Services

Professional Services

Barber A brand new hairdo, $0.25.  Shave, $0.10.

Tailor Return a condition to Common Clothes for $0.20/Condition.

Mechanic Minor repairs for $10\Condition healed, total repair for $100.

Craftsperson Normal repair for 10% of list price, crafting for materials+30%.

Masseuse $7.50 for a normal massage.

Employees (non-Combat NPCs)
It is important to note that the number of employees you may have is not limited by Tactics.

Porter Can carry three containers, 15 encumbrance about their person, $1/day.

Interpreter Knows the local language/cant and Intglish, $0.25/hour.

Chauffeur Driver trait, Agility 25 Perc 20, $2/day.

Pilot Any 1 piloting trait, Agility 30 Perc 25, $9.50/day.

Musician Charisma 30 Expression 2 +Relevant trait, $28 per gig

Hirelings (Combat NPCs)
Consult your DreamWeaver about their policy on Hirelings.  Number limited by Tactics.

Punk Use the “Punk” Bestiary entry, $2/day.

Merc Use the “Merc” Bestiary entry, $8/day

Sioux Wanderer Use the “Warband Scout” Bestiary entry, equal share of the loot/trip.
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Made Man Use the “Gangster” Bestiary entry, $12/day.

Soldier of Fortune Use the “Soldier of Fortune” Bestiary entry, $25/day.

Transit and Ticket Prices

Bus Ticket (intracity) $0.20

Bus Ticket (intercity) $1.25

Bus Pass, 1 Week $1

Train Ticket (intrastate) $2

Train Ticket (interstate) $6

Gyroticket (intracity) $2

Gyroticket (intercity) $10 

Zeppelin Ticket (EFS) $12.50

Zeppelin Ticket (int’nl) $40

Vehicle Rental

Beast of Burden $4/day

Car \ Pickup $12/day, plus cost of gas

Tory Truck $24/day, plus cost of gas

Lodging

Hostel A cot in a room full of strangers.  $1/night.

Country Inn 2x4 bedroom, communal bathroom.  $4/night.

Hotel Room Bed and small bathroom, 20 meters squared.  $7/night.

Cheap Apartment One bedroom, one bathroom, 60 meters squared.  $16.25/mo
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Decent Apartment Two bedrooms, one bathroom, 100 meters squared.  $43.25/mo

Luxurious Apartment Three bedrooms, two bathroom, 120 meters squared.  $75/mo

Slang
Phrases

Make Tracks Leave quickly.

Bumping Gums Talking nonsense, bullshitting, generally either lying or joking around.

Slip Me Five Request for a handshake.

Dizzy With In love with someone\thing to the point of self endangerment.

Tip for Biscuits Endeavour that yields no rewards.

Dog Soup Water, i.e., unable to afford the House Soup you get the Dog Soup.

Bank’s Closed! Imploring individuals to cease a public display of affection.

Cat’s Meow The best.

Cook with Gas To do something correctly, very well, especially after failure.

Heavy Lance Well endowed (non-gendered), sometimes following “pair of.”

Switch Hitter Individual whose romantic attraction is not limited by gender.

Turnt Round Unresponsive, normally implying some sort of mechanical failure.

Words

Abyssinia “I’ll be seeing you,” common departure.

Apple A big city.

Bimbo Hypermasculine individual.

Bushwa Bullshit.

Gourmande An individual with unusual sexual appetites, (derisively) non-straight person.

Spicey Overwhelming, powerful, liable to make one choke, arresting.

Fuzzy Distorted, “avante garde,” modern; (of music) includes electronic sounds.

Clean Presentable, traditional, mainstream; (of music) without electronic sounds.
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Slick Of the Slick lifestyle and fashion, very close to Clean adjectivally.

Hepcats Admirer of Jazz or Swing.

Dieseled Powerful, awe inspiring, fashionable.

Rod A gun.

Hot Dark of skin.

Cold\Cool Light of skin.

Dick Detective.

Omato An attractive person, implying femininity.

Skive Someone who has been disfigured by many Morphants.

Juiced One who is naturally very strong, reference to Plymouth’s signature export.

Spruced Something that has been made more powerful, i.e. by drugs or diesel.
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XI. Bestiary 
Anatomy of a Monster
Here is a fluff description of the monster.
Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

(Bonus) (Bonus) (Bonus) (Bonus)

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

14+(AB*4) X

Disposition

(Prime:Sub)

Skills

(what skills they have)

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

Default chance to hit + critical 
range

Weapon name Damage + qualities Range

Armour

Res: X Hardness
Stoppin
g

Outer(C\V)
Clothing 
(C\V)

Underwear 
(C\V)

Head
Condition\Vulnerabili
ty

Upper

Lower

(list of armour worn and what 

hardness\stopping they confer)

Harvestable

(what Agility-augmented 

Fieldcraft tests to butcher this 

creature yields, additional items

for scoring additional Degrees 

of Success)

Inventory

(suggested inventory of what 

the NPC might commonly carry)
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Generic Enemies
Generic Mook
Rank-and-file enemy template.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 10 (2)0 (2)0 (2)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

14+(AB*4) 3 2 3 5

Disposition

Order:(roll)

Skills

1 Melee

1 Marksmanship

(+1 non-combat skill point)

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 (7) Common/Abundant Gun ? ?

30 (7) Common/Abundant Melee ? Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ? ?

Upper ? ? 2\Sla,Inc

Lower ? ?

Common Clothes Upper & 

Lower

1-2 pieces of 

Common/Abundant Armour (at 

your discretion)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Twice as many bullets as their 

gun can hold so they can reload

once during battle

[[2d4]]] cents
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Generic Lieutenant

Lieutenant template.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 12 (3)5 (3)5 (3)5 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

14+(AB*4) 4 3 4 7

Disposition

Order:(roll)

Skills

Primary Educational Area: Combat

1 Melee

1 Marksmanship

2 Tactics

(+3 skill points, potentially in social combat 

skills)

Traits

Quick Draw: Equipping a weapon is a free 

action for you.

(100 eXP worth of additional traits)

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (10) (Un)Common Gun ? ?

55 (10) (Un)Common Gun ? Melee

55 (10) Common/Abundant Grenade ? ?

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ? ?

Upper ? ?

Lower ? ?

1-3 pieces of (Un)Common 

Clothing , 2-4 pieces of 

(Un)Common Armour (at your 

discretion)

Harvestable

The Usual

Inventory

Twice as many bullets as their 

gun can hold so they can reload

once during battle.
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Upper 11 NPCs
Kennebec Sharpshooter
These rugged folk of Kennebec live and die by a single shot at range with unreliable weapons 
at long ranges.  They’ve learned not to miss.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 12 (2)0 (2)2 (3)5 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 3 3 4

Disposition

Pragmatic:(roll)

Skills

3 Marksmanship

2 Fieldcraft

1 Biology

Traits

Quick Draw

Firearm Enthusiast

Shagger

Long Shot

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

65 (7) Hunting Rifle d12+3 (P:3)(R:5) Mag(6+1) 600

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 3\Piercing

Upper 1 0 4\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 4\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Fur Lined Helm (2 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Woolen Clothes, Upper

Woolen Clothes, Lower

Woolen Undies, Lower

Woolen Undies, Upper

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.308 Rounds x13
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Industroo
These savage Wilders native to the wastes around Ottawa have grown more active in light of 

scav incursions from the south into their traditional stalking grounds.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 8 (2)0 (3)2 (2)5 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 4 3 5

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Melee

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Vigilant

Brawler

Stabber (+2 Pen with Piercing weapons 

[factored])

Twist the Knife (+2 Rip with Piercing weapons 

[factored])

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

52 Spear d6+3 (P:4)(R:4) Piercing 4

52 Javelin (melee) x4 d4+3 (P:4)(R:4) Piercing Melee

42 Javelin (thrown) x4 d4+3 (P:2)(R:2) Piercing 12

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 0 3\Pie,Blu 1\Pie,Blu

Upper 2 0 2\Sla,Pie 2\Pie

Lower 4 0 3\Pie 2\Sla,Pie 2\Pie

Leather Skullcap (1 Hardness)

Tribal Mask (1 Hardness)

Hide Armour, Upper (1 Hardness)

Leather Undies, Upper (1 Hardness)

Leather Greaves (2 Hardness)

Hide Armour, Lower (1 Hardness)

Leather Undies, Lower (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Caltrops, Bag of 20
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Buffalo Motorbrain
This roadhead has few thoughts beyond their ride and the road ahead, this devotion to the 

machine born of the economic strife in their home state and its road-dependent economy.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 14 (2)4 (2)5 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 6

Disposition

Chaos:(roll)

Skills

2 Repair

1 Savvy

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Traits

Driver

Biker

Mechanic

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (9) 10mm Hobbes d8+3 (P:1)(R:3) Mag(10+1) 20

35 (8) Cattle Prod d6+2 (P:2)(R:1) PiE, Electro, No Parry Melee

Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 3 2 5\Pie 4\Bludgeoning

Lower 4 0 3\Pie 4\Pie 2\Sla,Inc

Leather Jacket (2 Hardness)

Body Armour, Upper (1 

Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Leather Greaves (2 Hardness)

Leather Pants (2 Hardness)

Gauzy Lingerie

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

A-Pak

10mm Rounds x21

Beer, Domestic (2 Cond)
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Diamond Jaw Mugger
These muggers were stricken by the local Bostonian morphant that made them into, in the eyes

of their fellow Bostonians, a freak--but one with corrosive saliva.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 11 (2)5 (3)5 (2)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 2 3 4

Disposition

Pragmatic:(roll)

Skills

2 Blending

2 Jigging

1 Melee

1 Marksmanship

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (7) Switchblade d4+3 (P:2)(R:2) No Parry Melee

30 (6) Spit 1d4+2 (P:3)(R:1) 8

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc

Burlap Coat (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Upper

Burlap Pants (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”
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Rhodian Bravo
From the hard streets of the Rhodes this Bravo has learned how to navigate social and physical

encounters alike with grace and poise.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 14 (3)0 (3)5 (2)4 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26 (24)m 3 2 4 6

Disposition

Adventure:(roll)

Skills

2 Expression

2 Melee

1 Tactics

1 Rhetoric

1 Logistics

Traits

En Garde! 

Always Poised

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (9) Cutlass d10+3 (P:2)(R:5) Melee

55 (8) Poignard d4+2 (P:3)(R:2) Auto Parry Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 6 0 5\Pie 5\Bludgeoning 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 5 1 4\Blu 6\Piercing 2\Sla,Inc

Jerkin (3 Hardness)

Haubergeon (3 Hardness) 

Greaves (3 Hardness) 

Polymer Clothing, Lower (2 

Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Satin Undies, Upper 

Satin Undies, Lower 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Brandy, Bottle of
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Philly Separatist
Whether a gun toting patriot for a different idea of what Nor’America ought to be, or a raving cultist 

steeped in the mysteries of the backwater, these Separatists detest the EFS almost as much as they 

detest one another.  They make traversing the rural areas of the state quite dangerous.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 11 (2)7 (2)5 (3)5 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 4 3 2 3

Disposition

Chaos:(roll)

Skills

2 Marksmanship

2 Fieldcraft

1 Repair

1 Melee

Traits

Gunsmith

Quickdraw

Quicker Gun

Fast Fingers

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (6) Jungle Carbine d8+3 (P:4)(R:3) Mag(10) 600

40 (6) Hatchet d6+3 (P:2)(R:0) Slashing Melee

Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 3\Pie

Upper 3 4 3\BaL 3\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc

Lower 2 2 3\BaL 3\Sla,Inc ~

Soldier's Helmet (2 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Kevlar Jacket (3 Hardness, 4 

Stopping) 

Common Clothes, Upper

Kevlar Pants (2 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Common Clothes, Lower

Cotton Corselet 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.30-06 Rounds x20
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Chicagoland Made Man
Within the Family, there are rules about who is considered truly trustworthy.  Only those who 

have shed blood can really be considered Family material. In spite of the name, Made Men 

women exist as well--though the organization has an old man’s club image associated with it.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 13 (2)0 (3)0 (3)5 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 5

Disposition

Fortune:(rol)

Skills

2 Marksmanship

1 Melee

1 Wiz

1 Logistics

Traits

Blooded

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (8) Chicago Pipe Organ d10+3 (P:3)(R:6), Mag (30+1) 150

35 (7) Cane d4+2 (P:0)(R:1) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0 3\Sla, Inc

Upper 1 0 4\Sla, Inc 4\Sla 2\Sla Inc

Lower 0 0 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla Inc

Trilby

Suit Jacket

Body Armour (1 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Silk Undies, Upper

Suit Pants

Silk Undies, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

.45 ACP Rounds x61
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Jerseyan Foglander
These folks fight to keep their claim on the lands in spite of the oppressive cloud of Herzowitzer 

gas hanging over the state’s countryside.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

9 10 (2)5 (2)0 (2)5 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 3 1

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Repair

1 Biology

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

35 (3) .22 Rifle d6+pb (P:0)(R:1) Mag(5) 250

30 (3) Pipe (Weapon) d6+2 (P:0)(R:1) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3\Sla,Inc

Upper 3 0 4\Sla 3\Sla,Inc 2\Pie

Lower 3 0 ~ 3\Sla,Inc 2\Pie

Gas Mask 

Overalls (1 Hardness)

Common Clothes, Upper

Leather Undies, Upper (1 

Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Lower

Leather Undies, Lower (1 

Hardness) 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.22 Rounds x10

Emergency MedKit [2/2 Cond]
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Cravacier de Marie
This giant-crab rider from Maryland adheres to a brutal code, best symbolized by wearing the 

carapace of its chosen mount for armour.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 12 (3)5 (2)1 (2)0 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22 (16)m 4 2 3 7

Disposition

Haughty

Skills

3 Melee

2 Rhetoric

1 Logistics

Traits

Rider

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

65 (10) Lightning Lance
d12+3 (P:2)(R:6) Blu, Electro, No 
Parry

4

65 (10) Machete d8+3 (P:1)(R:3) Slashing Melee

65 (10) Knightly Shield d6+3 (P:0)(R:1) Bludgeoning Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 6 1 4\Piercing 4\Pie,Blu

Upper 8 3 6\Blu 6\Blu 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 7 2 6\Blu ~ 2\Sla,Inc

Full Helm (4 Hardness) 

Mail Coif (2 Hardness, 1 Stopping) 

Chitin Breastplate (4 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Riveted Mail, Upper & Lower (4 

Hardness, 1 Stopping) 

Silk Undies, Upper

Chitin Leggings (3 Hardness, 1 

Stopping) 

Silk Undies, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

B-Pak
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Westatum Swindler
Folks out Westatum Way know how to get a dishonest’s day pay, and aren’t afraid to pay the 

price in scruples to get it.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 16 (3)5 (3)0 (3)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 6

Disposition

Fortune:(roll)

Skills

2 Wiz

2 Blending

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Streetwise

Step Right Up!

Natural Con

Urban Shadow

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (9) Sportsmaster X9 d6+3 (P:0)(R:2) Mag(11+1) 30

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0 2\Sla,Inc

Upper 3 0 5\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc 3\Blu

Lower 3 0 ~ 2\Sla,Inc ~

Derby Hat 

Trench Coat (2 Hardness) 

Ribbed Top

Slacks 

Leather Corselet (1 Hardness) 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

9mm Rounds x23
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Washington Sewersider
These folk did not manage to get credentials to move to Washington, but they did not let that 

stop them from grabbing a piece of the capital for themselves--their piece just happens to be 

underground.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 14 (2)0 (3)0 (3)5 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 5

Disposition

Discerning

Skills

2 Blending

2 Jigging

1 Fieldcraft

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (8) 2011 d8+3 (P:1)(R:2) Mag(7+1) 20

40 (8) Shank d4+AB (P:1)(R:1) No Parry, Unre(70) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 1 3\Pie,Blu

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc

Lower 2 0 3\Piercing 3\Sla,Inc

Pith Helm (2 Hardness, 1 

Stopping) 

Burlap Coat (1 Hardness)

Common Clothes, Upper 

Leather Greaves (2 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.45 ACP Rounds x15
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Virgio Bounty Hunter
They keep the unspoken order of Virgio through the bidding of their paymasters.  Polite enough 

to not get a bounty on their own head and a straight enough shot to bag their prey, the Virgioan 

Bounty Hunter understands a lot of things about the world to do their job.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

17 14 (2)5 (3)5 (4)0 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

16m 4 6 3 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Marksmanship

2 Fieldcraft

2 Trapping

1 Blending

1 Melee

1 Wiz

1 Logistics

Traits

Alert

Streetwise

Hidden Dragon
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Southern Six NPCs

Attacks

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

60 (8) Muscovy d8+4 (P:3)(R:4) Mag(40+1) 300

55 Net ~ Entangling 18

40 (7) Machete d8+3 (P:1)(R:3) Melee

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 1 3\Pie,Blu

Upper 3 0 5\Piercing 5\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 2 3 3\BaL 5\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Pith Helm (2 Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Jerkin (3 Hardness)

Sportswear, Upper

Leather Lingerie, Upper

FLAK Pants (2 Hardness, 3 Stopping) 

Sportswear, Lower 

Leather Lingerie, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

7.67mm Rounds x81
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Plymouth Bootlegger
With the puritanical takeover of Plymouth, an underground market was born.  An incredibly 

dangerous demand ensures a good price for the supply, and many country folk think they’re 

sure they can easily keep crossing the state line they’ve cheated easy for years.  They were not

prepared for the newfound militarization on the border.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 12 (2)0 (3)0 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 3 3 6

Disposition

Shrewd

Skills

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

1 Fieldcraft

1 Blending

1 Trapping

Traits

Driver

Brawler

Quick Draw

Light Sleeper

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (9) .38 A&D d8+3 (P:2)(R:3) 30

40 (9) Sickle d6+3 (P:2)(R:2) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc 1\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Sla,Inc ~

Burlap Coat (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Upper

Burlap Pants (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Lower

Bodystocking 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

0.38 Rounds x 12
Speedloader
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Pamlico Drug Cook
Proximity to Savannah lends a certain boon to their agricultural possibilities, and this includes a 
variety of agriculture 
Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 13 (2)5 (3)0 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Physical

2 Biology

1 Wiz

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Concoctor

Cook

Just Add Power

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (7) Appalachian Special d6+3 (P:0)(R:2) Unre(80) Mag(8+1) 6

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3\Blu

Upper 2 0 4\Sla 2\Sla

Lower 2 0 ~ ~

Gas Mask

Overalls (1 Hardness)

Jumpsuit, Rubber (1 Hardness) 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.38 Rounds x19

Messkit

Chemistry Kit

(assorted drugs and 

paraphernalia)
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Savannah Greenwalker
This individual ventures out through the Green to make deliveries, find scrap, and generally 

make a living wandering the dangerous rural paths of the land.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 10 (2)0 (3)0 (3)5 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 5 3 8

Disposition

Passive

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

2 Trapping

1 Salvaging

1 Biology

1 Melee

1 Expression

Traits

Alert

Biker

Rider

Fleet (+6m when moving away)

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

35 (10) Machete d8+2 (P:1)(R:3) Slashing Melee

~ Flamethrower d6 (P:0)(R:3d4) Cone(6) Inc(9) 12

30 (8) Ottawa Cocktail d4 (P:0)(R:2d8) Circle(6) Inc(7) 18

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 4\Pie

Upper 6 0 5\Sla,Inc 4\Blu 2/Any

Lower 6 0 ~ ~ 2/Any

Riot Helmet (2 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Trench Coat (2 Hardness),Butted Mail 

(3 Hardness) Compression Armour, 

Upper (1 Hardness)

Compression Armour, Lower (1 

Hardness)

Harvestable 1 Degree of Success: 

+2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

1 Gallon of Diesel, Lighter
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Okefenokee Car-avaner
Running the route between the frontier and the east coast port of Jacksonville 
Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 12 (3)5 (2)5 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 3 3 5

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Logistics

2 Repair

1 Savvy

1 Expression

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Driver

Mechanic

Greasemonkey

Barter

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (8) Grease Gun d6+3 (P:0)(R:3) Mag(30+1) 30

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0 3\Sla,Inc

Upper 0 0 5\Sla,Inc 1\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Pie ~

10 Gallon Hat 

Sportswear, Upper 

Glossy Leggings (1 Hardness)

Bodystocking 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

.45 ACP Rounds x61
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Ocala Swamp Folk
These rugged folk of the interior are distrustful of outsiders and hateful of pirates.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 9 (2)5 (2)5 (3)0 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 4 3 3 4

Disposition

Adventuresome

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

2 Melee

1 Trapping

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Seaman

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

50 (7) Javelin d4+3 (P:2) (R:2) Melee

35 (6) Javelin (thrown) d4+3 (P:2) (R:2) 24
Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 1 0 3\Sla,Inc 3\Sla, Inc

Lower 1 0 3\Sla,Pie 3\Sla, Inc

Swamp Pants (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Upper

Canvas Jacket (1 Hardness) 

Common Clothes, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”
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Bandit
One day a person’s been pushed so far won’t be no reckoning for them but blood.  One day, their trail of 

mayhem will soak the soil so red no tear jerker tale will stay their execution.  One day they’ll come face to

face with you and it’ll be judge, jury, and executioner day: them or you.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 8 (1)7 (3)5 (3)0 (2)7

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m(22m) 3 3 2 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Melee

2 Marksmanship

1 Jigging

1 Wiz

Attack
Roll 1d4 when instantiating the bandit to determine their armament, they have only one weapon.

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

47 (6) 1: Machete d8+2 (P:1)(R:3) SLA Melee

50 (7) 2: Appalachian Spc. d6+3 (P:1)(R:2) Unreliable(80) 6

50 (7) 3: 20 Gauge Shotgun d4+3 (P:0)(R:1d4) Cone (6) 8

50 (7) 4: Tricutter d8+3 (P:2)(R:3) 35

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 1 2\Piercing

Upper 4 1 4\Piercing 2\Sla,Pie

Lower 3 0 4\Blu

Leather Jacket (2 Hardness)

Baseball Helmet (1 Hardness, 2 

Stopping), Hide Armour Upper (1 

Hardness), Concealed Plate (1 

Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Greaves (3 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of Hide,

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Whiskey

Smoking Pipe

1d4 Matches

1d10 cents
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Thief

Whether driven by poverty or greed, some individuals turn to relieving others of their 

possessions through stealth to become wealthy.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 10 (2)4 (3)2 (2)5 (1)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 2 2 1 4

Disposition

Suspicious

Skills

2 Blending

2 Jigging

1 Wiz

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

32 Shank d4+3 (P:1)(R:1) Melee

Armour

Res: 2 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Common Clothes Upper

Common Clothes Lower

Cotton Undies Upper

Cotton Undies Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

Lockpick Set

Crowbar

[[1d4]] Dollars
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Tough
The kind of person you don’t cross without a purpose.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 8 (1)5 (2)0 (2)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 1 2

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Melee

1 Marksmanship

Attack

roll 1d4 or select one or more weapons

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 (4) (1) Mallet d4+2 (P:0)(R:2) Bludgeoning Melee

30 (4) (2) Shank d4+2 (P:1)(R:1) Slashing Melee

30 (4)
(3) Appalachian 
Special

d6+2 (P:0)(R:2) Unreliable(80), 
Mag(8+1)

6

30 (4) (4) Brass Knuckles d4+2 (P:0)(R:2) Unarmed Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0 ~ ~ ~

Upper 1 0 2\Slash,Inc 3\Slash,Inc 2\Slash,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Slash,Inc 3\Slash,Inc 2\Slash,Inc

Burlap Coat (Hardness 1)

Burlap Pants (Hardness 1)

Common Clothes, Upper & Lower

Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower

Harvestable: 1 Degree of Success: 

+2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

Bandage x1

(3) .38 rounds x18

[[2d4]] cents
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Footpad
A highwayman impoverished enough to trek the byways on foot hunting his human quarry.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 11 (2)0 (2)5 (2)7 (2)4

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m (18m) 3 2 2 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Marksmanship

1 Fieldcraft

1 Spotting

1 Trapping

Traits

Hidden Dragon (+10 to hide in nature)

Attack

roll 1d4 or select one or more weapons

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

37 (4)
(1) .22 Rifle w/ Scope 
(5)

d6+2 (P:0)(R:1), Mag(5) 250

37 (4) (2) Tricutter d8+2 (P:2)(R:3), Mag(3) 35

37 (4) (3) Crude Bow d4+2 (P:0)(R:2), Piercing 75

37 (4) (4) Hunting Rifle d12+2 (P:3)(R:5), Mag(6+1) 600

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 0 3\Pie, Blu

Upper 2 1 2\Slash, Pie 2\Pie, Blu, Bal

Lower 1 0 2\Slash, Pie

Leather Skullcap (Hardness 1)

Hide Armour, Upper & Lower 

(Hardness 1), Concealed Plate 

(Hardness 1, Stopping 1)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of Hide,

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory: (1) .22 Rounds x20

(2) .41 Rounds x12

(3) Arrows x10

(4) .308 Rounds x13
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Necro Harvester
Does a grave robber by any other name stink so foul?  These dastardly diggers are not after the 

possessions of the deceased, however, but their very vital essence: bone marrow.  It’s a necessary 

ingredient for mechanical limbs. Given the shortage of donors and the difficulty of bone marrow 

extractions from living patients, a blackmarket in bones has cropped up since civilization returned.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 10 (2)0 (2)5 (2)5 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 4 2 3 6

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Traits

Spadester

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (9) Spade (Improvised~) d4+3 (P:0)(R:0) Bludgeoning 4

35 (8) (1) .22 Rifle d6+2 (P:0)(R:1), Mag(5) 250

~ (2) Sawed Off (Hack) d8 (P:0)(R:2d6), Cone(8), Mag(2) 6

35 (8) (3) Buster d8+PB (P:2)(R:4) 20

40 (9) (4) Hatchet d6+3 (P:2)(R:0) Slashing Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 1 0 3\Sla,Pie 3\Sla, Inc

Lower 0 0 3\Sla, Inc

Canvas Jacket (1 Hardness)

Common Clothes, Upper & Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory: (1) .22 Rounds x10

(2) 12 Gauge Shells x4

(3) 0.41 Rounds x12
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Acolytes
These people are steeped so deep in their faith they would believe the earth was flat if their 

precepts said it was so.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 8 (2)7 (2)5 (3)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 3 3 6

Disposition

Passive

Skills

2 Expression

1 Rhetoric

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

1 Biology

Traits

Ambidextrous

Quick Draw

Cook

Herbalist

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (9) Sportsmaster X9 d6+3 (P:0)(R:2), Mag(11+1) 30

35 (8)
Dagger (Combat 
Knife)

d6+2 (P:3)(R:3), Slashing Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0 ~ ~ ~

Upper 1 0 2\Slash,Inc 3\Slash,Inc 2\Slash,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Slash,Inc 3\Slash,Inc 2\Slash,Inc

Burlap Coat (Hardness 1)

Burlap Pants (Hardness 1)

Common Clothes, Upper & Lower

Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

9mm Rounds x23

Messkit

[1d4]C of Agrimony

[1d4]C of Bae Leaf
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Survivors
Wilder
Some folks like out in the Wilds far from the trappings of civilization for long enough that they no longer resemble 

those who inhabit it in ways or dress.  Some are born into this life, others forced.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 7 (1)5 (4)2 (3)5 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m 4 3 1 6

Disposition

Pragmatic:(roll)

Skills

1 Marksmanship

2 Melee

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

62 (1) Spear d6+3 (P:2)(R:2) Piercing 4

62 (2) Flax d10+4 (P:2)(R:4) Slashing 4

62 (3) Scythe d8+3 (P:1)(R:3) Slashing 4

62 (4) Javelin (melee) x4 d4+3 (P:2)(R:2) Piercing Melee

52 (4) Javelin (thrown) x4 d4+3 (P:2)(R:2) Piercing 12

Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 1 3\Pie, Blu

Upper 2 0 2\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Pie

Lower 2 0 2\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Pie

Pith Helm (Hardness 2, Stopping 1)

Burlap Coat (Hardness 1), Burlap 

Pants (Hardness 1), Hide Armour 

Upper (Hardness 1), Hide Armour 

Lower (Hardness 1), Harvestable:       

____________1 Degree of Success: 

+2C of “Street Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of 

Hide, 3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory: Backpack (Container (10))
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Shaman
Shamans seek knowledge and security in the bosom of nature.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 16 (3)0 (2)0 (2)5 (1)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 2 2 3 5

Disposition

Curious

Skills

2 Expression

2 Fieldcraft

2 Biology

1 Melee

Traits

Cook

Herbalist

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 Spear d6+2 (P:2)(R:2) 4

Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 1 0 2\Sla, Pie

Lower 1 0 2\Sla, Pie

Hide Armour Upper (Hardness 

1)

Hide Armour Lower (Hardness 

1)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Spade

Messkit

Satchel 

Cob of Corn

Agrimony

Bae Leaf
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Survivalist
They’ll do whatever it takes to make it in the wilds.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 12 (1)5 (2)5 (3)0 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m (18) 4 3 ~ 5

Disposition

Pragmatic:(roll)

Skills

(Primary Educational Area: Survival)

2 Fieldcraft

2 Trapping

2 Spotting

2 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Traits

Light Sleeper: Only requires 5 hours of sleep to be rested.

Forced Marcher: May travel 15 hours on foot before losing

Psyche.

Swimmer: Gain full movement speed in water.

Precision: +10 to Called Shots.

Tripsy: Can always find something to work as a tripwire.

Gamesman: +20 on rolls to find the best place to set up a 

trap to catch local game, traps you lay in rural 

environments gain 2 levels of Stealth when placed.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (8) Machete d8+3 (P:1)(R:3), Slashing Melee

50 (8) Bushwhacker d10+3 (P:2)(R:3), Mag(5+1) 300m

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 1 3\Piercing

Upper 3 3 4\Slashing 4\Sla,Inc 2\Pie,Blu,Bal

Lower 3 2 3\Ballistics 4\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Fur Lined Helm (2 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Woolen Clothes Upper & Lower (1 

Hardness)

Woolen Undies Lower, Concealed 

Plate (1 Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Ballistic Jacket (1 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Kevlar Pants (2 Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Bear Traps x3

.308 Rounds x15 

Roll of 5 Bandages
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Hirelings
Punk
Punks are the street toughs that defy the rules and rally against the constraints of the slicks.

 They are sometimes written off as trendy youths, especially due to the wealthy interlopers who 

sometimes slum it in their ranks.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 10 (2)5 (3)2 (3)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 3 3 4

Disposition

Confident

Skills

1 Marksmanship

1 Melee

1 Blending

1 Expression

Traits

Driver

Biker

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

42 Switchblade d4+3 (P:2)(R:2) Melee

40 Sportsmaster X9 d6+3 (P:0)(R:2), Mag(11+1) 30

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 2 5\Piercing 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 2 4\Piercing 2\Sla, Inc

Leather Jacket (2 Hardness)

Ribbed Top 

Gauzy Lingerie, Upper

Leather Pants (2 Hardness)

Gauzy Lingerie, Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

Sunblock

Roll of 4 Bandages

Syringe, Kicker

9mm Rounds x23
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Merc
Lots of violence interferes with commerce in the Akroydiesel Age, from the crampy alleys to the 

bloody Wilds.  For the steadier hands amongst the violent, they often go over to the other side 

and offer their services to keep things secure.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 11 (2)0 (3)0 (3)5 (3)2

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 3 3 7

Disposition

Discerning

Skills

2 Marksmanship

1 Fieldcraft

1 Wiz

1 Melee

Traits

Blooded

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 Muscovy d8+3 (P:3)(R:4) 300

55 2011 d8+3 (P:1)(R:2) 20

42 Hatchet d6+3 (P:2)(R:0) Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 2 3\Pie 2\Pie,Blu

Upper 5 3 3\Bal 4\Blu

Lower 5 3 3\Bal ~

Soldier’s Helmet (2 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Footballer Helmet (1 Hardness)

FLAK Jacket (2 Hardness, 3 Stopping)

Butted Mail (3 Hardness), Upper & 

Lower

FLAK Pants (2 Hardness, 3 Stopping)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

ClotShot

Syringe, Adrenaline
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Warband Scout
This wanderer scouts the land and seeks their fortune to return to their people wiser and wealthier one 

day, or acts as part of the advanced force of a warband.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 12 (2)0 (3)5 (4)0 (3)2

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 4 3 6

Disposition

Adventure:(roll)

Skills

2 Marksmanship

2 Melee

Traits

Quick Draw 

Powder Draw (+2 Pen when firing a bow [factored 

in])

Driver

Biker

Blooded

Hardened

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

52 Tomahawk (melee) d6+3 (P:1)(R:1) Melee

55 Tomahawk (thrown) d6+3 (P:1)(R:1) 18

60 First Nations’ Bow d6+3 (P:5)(R:1) w/ Bodkin 100

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 2 6\Blu

Upper 2 2 4\Slashing 5\Sla, Inc 2\Piercing

Lower 3 0 3\Piercing 5\Sla, Inc 2\Piercing

Chitin Helm (3 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Ballistic Jacket (1 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Sportswear, Upper 

Leather Undies, Upper (1 Hardness)

Leather Greaves (2 Hardness)

Sportswear, Lower

Leather Undies, Lower (1 Hardness)

Harvestable: 1 Degree of Success: 

+2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

Bodkin Arrows x20
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Gangster
Whether a made man in the Family or a wannabe slick gangster, this criminal has the capacity 

and equipment to kill in cold blood.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 12 (3)0 (3)5 (4)5 (3)2

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 4 3 7

Disposition

Fortune:Greedy

Skills

3 Marksmanship

2 Melee

1 Wiz

Traits

Driver

Blooded

Hardened

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

75 (11) Chicago Pipe Organ d10+4 (P:3)(R:6), Mag (30+1) 150

52 (10) Brass Knuckles d4+3 (P:0)(R:2) Unarmed Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 0 3\Sla, Inc 3\Pie,Blu

Upper 4 3 4\Sla, Inc 4\Sla 7/Piercing

Lower 3 1 3\Sla, Inc ~

Trilby

Leather Skullcap (1 Hardness)

Suit Jacket

Body Armour (1 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Polymer Bodyglove, Upper & 

Lower (3 Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Suit Pants

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

.45 ACP Rounds x61
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Soldier of Fortune
Atrocities colour the tapestry of human history, and at every turn actors only present for personal bounty 

can be found.  They kill for money, but most have some sort of personal code that rationalizes their 

actions--until the price is right, of course.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

18 14 (1)0 (3)5 (5)2 (4)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 5 5 3 8

Disposition

Fortune:(roll)

Skills

3 Marksmanship

2 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Blooded

Hardened 

Crack

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

82 Król Polshka d8+5 (P:3)(R:5), Mag (30+1) 350

82 Magnum d10+5 (P:3)(R:4), Mag (6) 15

55 Combat Knife d6+3 (P:3)(R:3), Slashing Melee

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 4 5\Bal

Upper 5 5 3\Bal 3\Piercing

Lower 4 2 3\Bal 3\Piercing

Ballistic Helmet (3 Hardness, 4 

Stopping)

Kevlar Jacket (3 Hardness, 4 

Stopping)

Leather Clothing, Upper & Lower (2 

Hardness)

Kevlar Pants (2 Hardness, 2 Ballistics)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

7.62mm Rounds x61

.44 Rounds x12
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Law Enforcement
Militia 
Beyond the city and between positions of enough strategic importance to spare State Guard 

patrols during wartime, armed locals empowered by local government to defend what 

civilization they have are increasingly a common sight.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 10 (2)1 (3)2 (2)4 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 3 4

Disposition

Guarded

Skills

2 Marksmanship

1 Melee

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

44 (6) Jungle Carbine d8+2 (P:3)(R:4), Mag(10) 600

42 (7) Combat Knife d6+3 (P:3)(R:3) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 3\Piercing

Upper 3 0 5\Piercing 4\Sla,Inc

Lower 3 0 3\Piercing 4\Sla,Inc

Militia Uniform, Upper & Lower 

(1 Hardness)

Leather Jacket (2 Hardness)

Leather Greaves (2 Hardness)

Soldier’s Helmet (2 Hardness, 2

Stopping)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

[[2d10]] cents

.30-06 Rounds x20
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Street Cop

These officers patrol the streets, keeping order in civilized areas--they are especially common in

developed urban areas.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 12 (3)0 (2)5 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 3 4 5

Disposition

Order:(roll)

Skills

(Primary Educational Area: Social)

2 Rhetoric

2 Melee

1 Wiz

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Wrestler:  +20 on all Grapple, Choke, Bash, and

Escape rolls.

Truesight:  +20 on rolls to discern the motive of 

another, or see through a lie.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (7) Police Baton D6+2 (P:0)(R:2), Bludgeoning Melee

40 (8) .38 A&D d8+3 (P:2)(R:3) 30

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 2\Sla,Inc

Police Uniform, Upper & Lower (1 

Hardness)

Cotton Undies, Upper & Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Medkit, Emergency

Roll of 10 Bandages

Patrol Car Keys

Badge

Handcuffs

[[3d10]] cents
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Riot Control
When all one hundred and ten stories of an industrial complex are in civil conflict, when the 

unruly beasts beneath the city have emerged to sate their thirst for blood, when the barbarians 

are at the gates or the people are crying out for freedom and will not be denied, it is the RiCon’s

job to deny them each in kind.  Shield to shield with their comrades they form an indomitable 

testudo. The backbone of civil society, the core Riot Control officers ready to go at a moment’s 

notice day-in day-out 365 are separate from everyday law enforcement--although their 

auxiliaries are almost exclusively active duty or retired LEOs, and are called up when civil 

unrest or outside incursion is anticipated to swell the ranks.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 15 (2)0 (3)0 (2)7 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 2 3 5

Skills

2 Melee

1 Ranged

1 Rhetoric

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (8) Harm Baton d8+3 (P:0)(R:4) Blu, 2 Psyche, E Melee

50 (8) Riot Shield d4+3 (P:0)(R:0) Blu, Block Melee

37 (7) Sportsmaster X9 d6+2 (P:1)(R:2) 30

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 4\Piercing

Upper 4 4 3\Ballistics 4\Sla, Inc

Lower 3 2 3\Ballistics 4\Sla, Inc

RiCon Uniform, Upper & Lower (1 

Hardness); Cotton Undies, Upper & 

Lower (1 Hardness); Kevlar Jacket (3 

Hardness, 4 Stopping)

Kevlar Pants (2 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Riot Helmet (2 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Harvestable: 1 Degree of Success: 

+2C of “Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide, 3 DoS: +2C of 

“Street Meat,” Inventory: A-Pak, 

9mm Rounds x[[2d10]], Trigarette x2

Lighter
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State Guard Trooper
Patrolling the wilds and maintaining the byways frequently requires military grade equipment 

and personnel.  The State Guard stand against the forces of anarchy like Riot Control, but is 

more frequently used against hostile foreign actors.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

18 14 (1)0 (3)5 (5)2 (4)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 5 5 3 8

Disposition

Fortune:(roll)

Skills

3 Marksmanship

2 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Blooded

Hardened 

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

82 EFS MBR d6+5 (P:4) (R:6), Unre(80) Mag (30+1) 650

82 .38 A&D d8+5 (P:2)(R:3), Mag(6) 30

55 Combat Knife d6+3 (P:3)(R:3), Slashing Melee

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 3\Piercing

Upper 4 5 3\Bal 4\Sla,Inc

Lower 3 2 3\Bal 4\Sla,Inc

Soldier's Helmet (2 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Kevlar Jacket (3 Hardness, 4 

Stopping), State Guard Uniform, Upper

& Lower (1 Hardness)

Kevlar Pants (2 Hardness, 2 Ballistics)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

5.56mm Rounds x60
0.38 Rounds x12
Speedloader
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Common Folks
Urban Citizen
A common denizen of the cities.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 12 (2)4 (2)4 (2)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 3 5

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Expression

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

20 (7) Unarmed d4+2 (P:0)(R:0) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Common Clothes Upper

Cotton Undies Upper

Common Clothes Lower

Cotton Undies Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

[[2d4]] Dollars

Sum Nams Noodlecup
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Rural Citizen

A common denizen of the Wilds townships.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 10 (1)5 (2)7 (2)5 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 2 6

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Fieldcraft

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

27 (8) Sickle d4+2 (P:0)(R:0) Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Common Clothes Upper

Cotton Undies Upper

Common Clothes Lower

Cotton Undies Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

[[2d4]] Dollars

Loaf of Bread
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Artisan

This craftsperson plies their trade with some skill.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 12 (1)5 (3)0 (3)0 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 3 3 5

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

(Primary Educational Area: Operational or 

Theoretical)

2 Repair or 2 Biological or 2 Physical

Traits

Cook or Concocter or Armoursmith or 

Weaponsmith or Gunsmith or Mechanic

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 Sportsmaster X9 d6+3 (P:0)(R:2), Mag(11+1) 30

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Common Clothes Upper

Cotton Undies Upper

Common Clothes Lower

Cotton Undies Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat

Inventory

Speciality-appropriate kit

Loaf of Bread

[[2d10]] Dollars

9mm Rounds x23
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Debutante

This up-and-comer in the social scene has been bred and groomed for a certain lifestyle.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

11 16 (3)5 (2)5 (3)0 (1)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 2 3 4 7

Disposition

Conceited

Skills

(Primary Educational Area: Social)

2 Rhetoric

2 Expression

1 Wiz

1 Logistics

Traits

Cultured

Always Poised (+1 Social Layer [accounted for])

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 (10) Luge
D4+3 (P:-1)(R:1), Stealth(2), 
Mag(16+1)

12

Armour

Res: 2 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Bludgeoning

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc 3\Bludgeoning

Necklace (0 Hardness, 

2\Sla) /Accessory/

Satin Dress

Silk Stockings

Leather Corselet (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Eye Drops

Sunblock

$[[3d10]]

.22 Rounds x32
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Wastrel

Wandering person without grounding or recourse, serially impoverished.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 10 (1)5 (2) (2)5 (1)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 2 2 2 1

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Melee

1 Jigging

1 Salvaging

1 Wiz

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

30 (3) Shank d4+2 (P: 1)(R: 1) Melee

Armour

Res: 2 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc

Burlap Coat (1 Hardness)

Burlap Pants (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

[[1d12]] Cents

Fanny Pack

Syringe, Dirty

1d4 Matches

1d4 Tripwires
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Tunnel Snake
Subterranean reptiles, they have adapted to living underground--particularly in artificial human 

structures, which they made their nests over the course of the Lost Age as the former residents 

thinned out.  They are reluctant to strike out on the surface, traveling there only at night unless 

otherwise forced. They’ve acquired a taste for human flesh.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

9 3 (0)5 (3)0 (2)5 (1)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 1 2 ~ 3

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

1 Blending

1 Melee

Traits

Venomous: Those bitten take make Strength 

+10 BATs every turn for 1d8 turns, taking 1 

Vitality damage per Degree of Failure.

Weak Frame: -1 Res [factored]

Leaping Bite: When within half their movement 

to a target but not adjacent, may take a full 

action to leap and bite them with +10 to the 

attack.  

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (6) Bite d6+3 (P:2)(R:0) Piercing, Venomous Melee

Armour

Res: 1 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head -1 -2

Upper 0 0

Lower 0 0

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +1C of Hide

2 DoS: +1C of Venom

3 DoS: +1C of Venom
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Borer Sponge
This slick purple entity oozes forth and opens folds within its dermis to excrete acid onto its 

target.  It sustains itself by bathing in various liquids, particularly blood and viscera, and can 

break down soft meats, such as organs, but not bones.  It can dig through dirt, rock, and even 

thin metal given time and motivation.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

15 5 (1)5 (0)5 (1)0 (2)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

14 2 1 ~ 7

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

2 Marksmanship

3 Melee

Traits

Acidic: Every attack this creature has deals 1 

Condition damage to clothing/Armour worn on 

the area.

Highly Flammable: Any hit with Incendiary 

weapons successfully ignites the Borer Sponge.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

50 (9) Ooze d6+2 (P:4)(R:0) Caustic Melee

30 (8) Spit d4+1 (P:2)(R:1) Caustic 12

Armour

Res: 2 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 2 5\Inc

Upper 4 3 5\Inc

Lower 4 3 5\Inc

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: 4L Hydrochloric Acid

2 DoS: Whatever it recently ingested -2 Condition.
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Half-Wildebeest
Hyper-Wildebeests were imported from Africa in 2654 by the biofirm Jones Jones & John 

AkroyAgri LLC, seeking to discover the secrets to their “Hyper” hybrid breeding potential. 

Unsuccessful, they wound up axing the project after producing several virulent strains of hybrid 

between the Hyper-Wildebeests and indigenous fauna. After a few were auctioned to private 

collectors as curios, the rest were set to be slaughtered--but an escape set them loose upon the

EFS. Adept and virulent they quickly spread across the land.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 6 20 35 20 30

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 2 ~ 2

Disposition

Aggressive

Skills

1 Melee

1 Tactics

2 Fieldcraft

Traits

Ram: When performing a charge attack, every 

two degrees of success delivers one balance 

hit.

Hyper Herd: When within base movement 

speed of any other Half-Wildebeest, effective 

movement speed is increased by 6m.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 Horns d4+3 (P:1)(R:3) Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Upper ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Lower ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Harvestable 1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

Burgermeat

2 DoS: +2C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of Burgermeat
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Stagger
Staggers are roving bovine omnivores--preferring a vegetarian diet but going so far as to kill for 

meat when food is lean.  These hearty beasts are a staple of diets across the EFS, as they are 

a ready source of meat with a quick maturing rate.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

21 6 (2)0 (3)0 (1)5 (5)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 6 1 ~ 5

Disposition

Herdlike

Skills

1 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Stagger Rush: When beginning a charge adjacent to 

another Stagger, that Stagger may elect to spend their 

next action early and charge as well.  Staggers must begin

and end their charges adjacent to use this ability.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

60 (10) Horns d6+5 (P:4)(R:1) Piercing Melee

50 (10) Kick d8+5 (P:0)(R:4) Bludgeoning Melee

Armour

Res: 6 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper

Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +3C of Stagger Meat

2 DoS: +3C of Hide

3 DoS: +4C of Stagger Meat
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Swamp Snatcher

Creature that knocks its prey unconscious then drags it back into its lair.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

20 7 (1)5 (2)5 (3)4 (5)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 5 3 ~ 5

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

2 Trapping

2 Fieldcraft

Traits

Multi-Move (1.5 Moves)

Snatcher Toxins: Strength -10 or lose 2 

Psyche/turn; when at 0 Psyche, set back to 1 

Psyche but 0 Vitality

Horrifying: +1 Psyche damage on successful 

charge

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

50 (10) Tendril d4+5 (P:0)(R:3) Bludgeoning 6m

25 (7) Stinger (Toxins) d6+2 (P:2)(R:1) Piercing Melee

Armour

Res: Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 2 1 2\Sla 2\Sla,Pie

Lower 2 1 2\Sla 2\Sla,Pie

Outer Hide (1 Hardness, 1 Stopping)

Inner Hide (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 DoS: +2 Rough Meat

2 DoS: +4 Hide

3 DoS: +2 Burgermeat
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Jersey Devil

The great terror of Jersey, persistent efforts to gas them have led to an unseemly evolution 

where the strongest have survived--and procreated.  Horrible monstrosities with a wingspan 

twice the height of a man and a beak to rip your spine out through your neck, not to mention its 

mincing claws and horrifying shriek.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

30 10 25 54 50 65

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m/60m Flying 8 5 ~ 7

Disposition

Aggressive

Skills

2 Melee

1 Tactics

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

74 (12) Claws d10+5 (P:4)(R:6) Slashing Melee

85 (13) Beak d8+6 (P:6)(R4) Piercing Melee

35 (~) Shriek 3 Psyche Circle(30)

Armour

Res: 8 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 0 6\Piercing

Upper 1 0 4\Slashing

Lower 1 0 4\Slashing

Thick Skull (2 Hardness)

Leathery Hide (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +1C of 

Rough Meat

2 DoS: +2C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of Rough Meat
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Crag Cat

Monstrous felines bearing strong resemblance to mountain lions, their strong forelegs and 

claws as sharp as a katana give them a far higher body count--in addition to their taste for 

human flesh.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

18 6 (1)5 (4)5 (3)5 (4)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m 5 3 ~ 7

Disposition

Aggressive

Skills

2 Melee

Traits

Big Cat Sprint: May voluntarily take 1d4 Psyche

damage to quadruple movement speed for one 

turn as a free action.

Leaping Bite: When within half their movement 

to a target but not adjacent, may take a full 

action to leap and bite them with +10 to the 

attack.  

Size: This create takes up 2x1 squares but 

counts as normal (+0) for to-Hit purposes.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

65 (11) Claws d12+4 (P:3)(R:3) Melee

60 (11) Bite d6+4 (P:3)(R:1) Melee

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~

Upper ~ ~

Lower ~ ~

Harvestable 1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

Rough Meat

2 DoS: +2C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of Burgermeat
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Macetail

Large and normally harmless dinosaur with a huge, spiked body.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

25 5 20 (1)1 (2)2 (6)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

10m 6 2 ~ 6

Disposition

Territorial

Skills

1 Fieldcraft

Traits

Size: Takes up 2x2 squares, counts as Huge 

(+20) for to-Hit purposes.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

60 (12) Forelegs d4+6 (P:0) (R:1), Bludgeoning Melee

60 (12) Tail (full action to use) d12+6 (P:1) (R:4), Bludgeoning Reach (4)

Armour

Res: 6 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 2 3\Bludgeoning

Upper 6 4 5\Piercing

Lower 6 4 5\Piercing

Wide Skull (3 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Hard Hide (6 Hardness, 4 

Stopping)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +4C of 

Hide, 2C of Rough Meat

2 DoS: +6C of Rough Meat, 2C 

of Hide

3 DoS: +3C of Rough Meat, 2C 

of Hide
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Velociraptor

Bipedal lizard akin to an egg-snatching chicken with ponderously small arms.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 2 ~ (4)0 (2)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m 4 2 ~ 4

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

2 Melee

1 Fieldcraft

Traits

Velociraptor Sprint: Can take 1 Psyche damage

to double movement speed for the turn as a 

free action.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

60 (8) Scythe Foot d4+4 (P: 1) (R: 4) SLA Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 2/Any

Upper 2 2/Slashing,Pie

Lower 2 2/Slashing,Pie

Thin Skull (1 Hardness)

Hide (2 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +1C of 

“Street Meat”

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +1C of Rough Meat
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Noyalith
The Great Sand Beast, Noyaliths stalk the deserts and beaches of the land.  Immense creatures with a light tan hide 

and light grey plates lining its back and limbs, the Noyalith is a solitary marsupial creature that suffers the company 

only of its offspring clinging to its folds, normally two.  Fledgling Noyalith will sometimes aid their parent in combat.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

35 20 (3)0 (2)5 (3)5 (5)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

10m (30) 6 3 ~ 6

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

1 Melee

1 Fieldcraft

1 Tactics

Traits

Multi-Move (1.5 Moves)

Sand Slider: Can descend into sufficiently deep sand

at the beginning of its move and emerge by the end 

of its move, it has Movement 30m when doing so.

Size: 3x2 squares, considered Huge (+20) for to-Hit 

purposes.

Adolescent Folds: As a free action may reveal its 

marsupial pouch and any contained adolescence.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

65 (11) Headbutt (full action) d12+5 (P:1)(R:4), Bludgeoning Melee

35 (9) Claws d8+5 (P:3)(R:3), Slashing Reach (4)

65 (11) Shoulder Spikes d6+5 (P:4)(R:1), Piercing Melee

Armour

Res: 6 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 3 3 3\Piercing

Upper 3 2 4\Piercing

Lower 2 0 4\Piercing

Thick Skull (3 Hardness, 3 Stopping)

Upper Scales (3 Hardness, 2 

Stopping)

Lower Hide (2 Hardness) Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +6C of Rough 

Meat

2 DoS: +4C of Hide

3 DoS: +5C of Rough Meat
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Adolescent Noyalith

This is a young Noyalith, not yet ready to leave its parent for extended periods of time.  If 

pressed, it will fight. Its hardened exterior armour has not yet formed, and is far more 

susceptible to damage than an adult.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 10 (2)0 (3)5 (2)5 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 2 ~ 5

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

1 Melee

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (8) Headbutt d8+5 (P:0)(R:3), Bludgeoning Melee

45 (8) Claws d6+5 (P:2)(R:2), Slashing Reach (4)

45 (8) Shoulder Spikes d4+5 (P:3)(R:0), Piercing Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 0 3\Piercing

Upper 1 0 3\Piercing

Lower 0 0

Light Hide (1 Hardness) Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +1C of 

Rough Meat

2 DoS: +2C of Hide

3 DoS: +3C of Burgermeat
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Morphant
A slippery gray creature that resembles a small stingray, they deliver the body-altering morphs 

that mar skives and rewrite genetic history.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

6 4 ~ (3)0 (4)0 (1)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m (40 Swim) 2 4 ~ 9

Disposition

Aggressive

Skills

1 Melee

Size

Size: Counts as Tiny (-20) for to-Hit purposes.

Hop-Glide: May spend a half action to thrust 

itself into the air with its wings and glide for 

30m--if it ends its movement adjacent to a 

human, it makes an Inject attack as a free 

action.

Morphant: If a Morphant successfully makes an 

Inject attack and its Penetration exceeds the 

Hardness on a given area (or the hit is a critical 

hit), the Morphant instantly thrusts its spine out 

of its mouth and into the target’s body--

delivering its load to the target’s system and 

dying instantly.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

40 (12) Inject (P:4) ~ Melee

Armour

Res: 2 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~

Upper ~ ~

Lower ~ ~

Harvestable
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3 DoS: Morphant Geneflaps

Inventory

Roll on the Morph Table or hand select a morph for this morphant to deliver.

Wandering Vines

This seemingly benign mess of vines and green mass takes its human prey by surprising, rising

up to reveal a deadly plant menace.  It will always be hiding until it is spotted or has prey within 

striking distance.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

20 10 (1)0 (3)5 (2)0 (5)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

6m 6 2 ~ 5

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

5 Fieldcraft

2 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Multi-Move (1.5 Moves)

Highly Flammable:  Any hit with Incendiary 

weapons successfully ignites the Wandering 

Vines.

Bleach Belch:  Can vomit up a bleach bomb.  It 

takes 24hrs to rejuvenate after use.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

~ Bleach Belch As “Bleach Bomb,” lasts only 1 turn. Circle(6)

55 Serrated Tongue d6+3 (P:2)(R:2) Reach (4)

45 Tangle of Vines d4+5 (P:0)(R:0), Entangling Reach (6)

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 1 0 1\Sla,Inc
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Upper 2 0 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 2 0 2\Sla,Inc

Head Vines (1 Hardness)

Body Vines (2 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of Bae Leaf

2 DoS: +2C of Black Cohosh

3 DoS: +2C of Agrimony

Wolf
This creature’s origins are unknown.  Was it made in a lab? Were they once human?  All that’s 

known is their piercing howl haunts the night, and they are the most feared of the canines.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

10 6 (2)5 (3)5 (2)0 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 4 2 2 5

Disposition

Aggressive (Alpha changes disposition to 

Alpha)

Skills

1 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Alpha: In any pack of wolves, one is the Alpha--

it gains +2 Tactics and the Primary Educational 

Area Combat, with all appertaining effects.

Weakest Link: Wolves know the Vitality and 

Resistance of their targets, and will choose the 

weakest unless engaged by a greater threat.

Pack Hunters: +10 on Charge Attacks when 

beginning the charge next to another wolf.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (8) Claws d4+3 (P:1)(R:3), Slashing Melee

45 (8) Bite d6+3 (P:3)(R:2), Piercing Meee

Armour

Res:  4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~
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Upper ~ ~

Lower ~ ~

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of Fur

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Bladenhund
Pamlico is stalked by a unique threat: the Bladenhund. These strange combination of feline and

canine are the size of a wolf and can easily chew and bash through all but the sturdiest of 

wooden barricades. They are nocturnal, and the people of Pamlico dread them. It is said they 

originate from the town of Bladenboro. However, Bladenboro appears on no maps of Pamlico 

and has largely been written off as a myth.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

13 9 (2)7 (3)5 (2)0 (4)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 5 2 2 7

Disposition

Aggressive (Alpha changes disposition to 

Alpha)

Skills

2 Melee

1 Tactics

Traits

Alpha: In any pack of Bladenhunds, one is the 

Alpha--it gains +2 Tactics and the Primary 

Educational Area Combat, with all appertaining 

effects.

Pack Hunters: +10 on Charge Attacks when 

beginning the charge next to another 

Bladenhund.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

55 (10) Claws d4+3 (P:2)(R:4), Slashing Melee

60 (11) Bite d6+4 (P:3)(R:2), Piercing Meee

Armour
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Res:  5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~

Upper ~ ~

Lower ~ ~

Harvestable 1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

Fur

2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Karkinos
Less formally known as giant crabs.  They are wider than some cars, and can rip the doors off 

most with their menacing claws.  These creatures can be tamed and ridden by those with the 

gaul and temperment for it.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

20 10 (1)5 (2)5 (2)0 (4)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 5 2 ~ 6

Disposition

Territorial

Skills

1 Melee

Traits

Size: 2x2 squares, Huge (+20) for to-Hit 

purposes.

Double Claw: Can make their claw attack a full 

action to attack with both claws, rolling damage 

twice of two degrees of success or more are 

scored.

Rider: Riders with the Rider trait can ride this.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

50 (10) Claw d8+4 (P:4)(R:2), Piercing Reach (4)

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)
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Head

Upper

Lower

Chitin

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

Watermeat, 2C of Chitin

2 DoS: +3C of Chitin

3 DoS: +2C of Watermeat, +2C 

of Chitin

Coral Creeper

These elusive crustaceans stand as high as a human being on a host of tiny legs at the base of 

its long, curved body.  They are organized, effective, and goal-oriented--whether raiding human 

settlements or attacking packs of animals, the Coral Creepers strike with alien intelligence and 

inhuman efficiency.  Almost always surfacing at night, these amphibians are feared by the 

people and hunted by the State Guard.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

16 12 (3)0 (4)0 (4)5 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m 4 4 ~ 4

Disposition

Adventure:Driven

Skills

2 Tactics

2 Fieldcraft

1 Melee

Traits

Swimmer: swim speed is same as movement.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

45 (7) Pincers d6+3 (P:2)(R:2), Piercing Melee

40 Net Ensnaring 18

Armour
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Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 2 1 2\Bludgeoning

Upper 3 2 4\Bludgeoning

Lower 3 2 4\Bludgeoning

Head Chitin (2 Hardness, 1 

Stopping)

Chitin (3 Hardness, 2 Stopping)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of 

Watermeat, 1C of Chitin

2 DoS: +2C of Chitin

3 DoS: +2C of Watermeat

Dirty Decapod

These creatures live along the rivers and shores of Nor’America, scavenging the dead and 

hunting the weak to survive.  They are said to resemble overgrown crayfish caked in mud or 

coated in sand, depending on their environ. Commonly termed ankle snappers for their 

propensity to strike at humans from hiding when it perceived them to be weak.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

12 5 (1)5 (3)0 (2)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

26m 3 2 ~ 4

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

1 Melee

Traits

Size: Small (-10) for to-Hit purposes.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

35 (6) Pincers d4+2 (P:2)(R:1) Melee
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Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head

Upper 1 0 2\Bludgeoning

Lower 1 0 2\Bludgeoning

Chitin (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +1C of 

Watermeat

2 DoS: +1C of Chitin

3 DoS: +1C of Watermeat

Horse
A creature that has been ridden for a very long time.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

17 7 (2)0 (3)5 (2)0 (3)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

50m 4 2 ~ 3

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

~

Traits

Rider:  Those with the Rider trait can ride this 

animal.

Size: 1x2, Large (+10) for to-Hit purposes.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

35 (6) Hoof d6+3 (P:2)(R:0), Bludgeoning Melee

Armour

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~

Upper ~ ~
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Lower ~ ~

Harvestable 1 Degree of Success: +3C of 

“Street Meat”, +1C of Hide

2 DoS: +3C of Hide

3 DoS: +3C of Rough Meat

Shags
Shags are large, hairy mammals commonly used to port goods around the Northern Eleven.

 These Wooly Mammoth-esque creatures require a certain know how to own and operate.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

30 10 (2)0 (1)0 (2)0 (5)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

14+(AB*4) 5 2 ~ 5

Disposition

(roll Primal)

Skills

1 Fieldcraft

Traits

Size: 2x3, Huge (+20) for to-Hit purposes.

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

50 (10) Headbutt d4+5 (P:0)(R:1), Bludgeoning Melee

Armour

Res: 5 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head ~ ~

Upper ~ ~

Lower ~ ~
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Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of Burgermeat, +2C of Fur

2 DoS: +3C of Hide, +3C of Fur

3 DoS: +2C of Burgermeat

Skives
To make a “normal” Skive, simply take a human NPC and roll one to six times on the Morph 

table.  This will produce a unique Skive. The following are semi-common archetypes, but due to

the nature of morphs variation is common.

Arthros
Half-spider, half man, these Skives have been remade in the image of spiders to hideous result.  Their lower bodies 

are no longer human, but their upper bodies retain much of their previous appearance.  While generally shunned by 

society and psychologically scarred from the process of becoming what they are, they are no less intelligent or prone 

to violence than any other human in similar societal circumstance.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

17 9 (3)0 (3)5 (3)0 (2)5

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

32m 3 3 2 1

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

1 Rhetoric

1 Logistics

1 Marksmanship

Traits

Spider Legs: Lower body of a spider.  +6m of 

Movement, may walk along walls or upside down.

 Any turn begun walking on a ceiling elicits a 

Strength +20 BAT or fall to the ground and be 

considered knocked down.  All Strength Autos for 

firearms reduced by 10. Cannot equip lower body 

covering armour/clothing unless specially fitted.

Hops: Something has become more powerful in your

heels, a newfound spring to your step.  Doubles your

vertical jump height.

Torpor: Rather than sleeping you enter torpor, a 

state of mental relaxation akin to a waking sleep 

where you still perceive the world around you.  You 

can enter and exit this state as a full action and 

receive the healing effects of having slept a full 

night’s rest upon accumulating the necessary hours. 

Silk Spinner: Can secrete 1m silk/day. 

Attack

to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range
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40 (4) 2011 d8+PB (P:1)(R:2), Mag(14+1) 20

35 (4) Poignard d4+SB (P:3)(R:2) Auto Parry, Piercing Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Upper 3\Sla,Inc

Ribbed Top 

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of Hide, 3 DoS: 

+2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

Loaf of Bread
[[2d10]] cents
.45 ACP Rounds x28

Chlorophreak
These were once human, but have been morphed increasingly plantlike.  Some eschew human society in

favour of being one with nature.

Main Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength

14 10 (2)5 (2)5 (2)5 (3)0

Additional Stats

Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

22m 3 2 2 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Fieldcraft

1 Biology

1 Melee

Traits

Photoreactive: Every two hours you are in direct 

sunlight it is as if though you had consumed one 

condition of food.  Your skin grows green and your 

hair like the stems and leaves of plants.

Adrenal Control: Once per day as a free action you 

may activate a natural adrenaline source that acts as

if though you had injected the healing item 

Adrenaline.

Efficient Organs: Your torso has atrophied, organs 

rearranging themselves and fat stores being 

levelled.  Your chest is horribly misshapen but on the

bright side, you are now immune to consumed 

poisons.

Vine’tacles:  Clinging vines sprout along your arms.

 Unarmed attacks count as Entangling.

Thorned Hands:  Prickly thorns sprout along your 

hand and upper arms.  Unarmed is now Pen 4 | Rip 

2 Slashing. All Agility Autos are increased by 10.

Attack
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to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

35 (7) Unarmed Strike d4+3 (P:4)(R:2), Entangling Melee

Armour

Res: 3 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 1 0 2\Sla,Inc

Lower 1 0 2\Sla,Inc

Burlap Coat (1 Hardness)

Burlap Pants (1 Hardness)

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of Agrimony

2 DoS: +1C of “Street Meat”

3 DoS: +2C of Agrimony

Dope Devil
These fiends appear to resemble ancient pictures of the devil, blood red skin granting them an underworldly 

appearance.  While not inherently drawn to substance abuse, they are famous for their tolerance of drug ingestion 

that would kill a normal man.  They are commonly associated with the drug trade and frequently become dealers 

simply by being asked for drugs too many times and lack of other career options.  Normally injects Kicker before a 

fight.

Stats

Vitality Psyche Charisma Agility Perception Strength
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to-Hit (crit) Weapon Damage Range

60 (8) Switchblade d4+AB (P:2)(R:2), No Parry, Slashing Melee

35 (7) Buster d8+PB (P:2)(R:4), Mag(6) 20

Res: 4 Hardness Stopping Outer(C\V) Clothing (C\V) Underwear (C\V)

Head 0 0

Upper 2 0 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Lower 2 0 3\Sla, Inc 2\Sla, Inc

Duster 4\Sla,Inc 2 Hardness

Common Clothes Upper & Lower

Cotton Undies Upper & Lower

Harvestable

1 Degree of Success: +2C of “Street 

Meat,” 2 DoS: +1C of Hide

3 DoS: +2C of “Street Meat”

Inventory

[[4d12]] dollars, Zippo Lighter

Satchel, Pipe Weed x2

Beebop x3

Syringe Pouch

Syringe, Kicker x6

Syringe, Adrenaline

0.41 Rounds x6

Speedloader

0.41 Rounds x6
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Movement Resistance Alertness Social Layers Luck

30m 4 3 3 4

Disposition

(roll):(roll)

Skills

2 Melee

1 Biology

1 Logistics

Traits

Fiend: Gain one addiction level/use, never surpass AdL 3.

Acidic Pustules: When a slashing or piercing melee attack 

hits you and its pen exceeds your hardness, the direction 

you were attacked from is sprayed with Hydrofluoric Acid 

as if though a Cone(2) attack was made on that spot.

 Confers -5 Agility.

Jelly Tendrils:  Strange purple tendrils emerge from around

your shoulder, neck, and upper arms. When grappling a 

foe, as a free action once per turn you make an Agility to-

Hit d4+AB Electro bludgeoning attack.

Pulled:  Flesh is strangely pulled apart such that the top 

layer of skin no longer totally covers your body.

Old Scratch:  Skin is red.
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